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Injunction Granted.

COURTS RESTRAIN GENNERT FROM IMITATION
OF KODAK PACKAGE.

"If the just as good" goods were

really "just as good" people would
buy them for their own sake—it

would not be necessary to imitate

the package of the genuine Kodak
goods.

Suit has been begun by us in the

Supreme Court asking for a perma-
nent injunction to restrain Maurice
Gottlieb Gennert and others of New
York and the Dake Drug Company
of Rochester from selling or offering

for sale photographic acid fixing

powder put up in packages which
are a close imitation of the Kodak
Acid Fixing Powder which is so well

and favorably known to the trade.

Pending the trial of this action

Justice Nathaniel Foote has granted

a temporary injunction forbidding

the defendants from selling the com-
modity in question until the case has
been finally decided and an order to

that effect has been entered in the

office of the County Clerk of Monroe
County,

On the memorandum accompany-
ing his decision, Justice Foote said:

"After plaintiff had put its acid

fixing powder upon the market
and introduced it generally to the

trade in a carton, specially designed

for its use, defendants Gennert (who
had previously for many years sold

acid fixing powder) changed the

form of their carton and adopted and
are now using a form so nearly re-

sembling that of the plaintiff, as to be
calculated to mislead or deceive in-

tending purchasers into accepting

defendants' packages as one put ou'

by plaintiff. The moving affidavits

show that druggists and dealers who
have been furnished by defendants

Gennert with their packages of acid

fixing powder have, in numerous
cases, handed them out to custo-

mers in response to their request for

plaintiff's acid fixing powder, and
the appearance of the two packages

is so similar that druggists and
dealers generally handling these
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goods can readily deceive and mis-

lead purchasers in this way, if so

disposed."

"On comparing the two cartons

with each other, I am strongly im-

pressed with the conviction that the

person who prepared the new carton

for the defendants Gennert must have

had before him one of plaintiff's

cartons, with a view to making the

carton so closely resemble that of

the plaintiff in its general appearance

and in certain details which intending

purchasers would be likely to take

notice of, as that it could be success-

fully used by retail dealers gen-

erally to supply purchasers applying

to purchase plaintiff's goods, where

there was a motive so to do, on the

theory that the average purchaser

would not observe that the package

was not plaintiff's package.

"No satisfactory explanation is

contained in defendant's papers to

account for the change defendants

have made in the form and appear-

ance of their carton, to rebut the in-

ference which is otherwise reason-

ably certain that it was made to

facilitate deceiving purchasers by the

retail dealers, through whom defen-

dants sell to the public."

"The case made seems to entitle

plaintiff to a preliminary injunction

restraining the defendants Gennert,

during the pendency of this action,

from selling or otherwise putting out

or using cartons for acid fixing pow-

der such as they are now putting

out, substantially as asked in the

notice of motion."

We feel that in the case of this

package we stand on firm ground
and we shall follow the matter to the

end. We have spent millions of

dollars in advertising Kodak pro-

ducts and we do not propose to lose

the benefit of that advertising by
permitting the use of our trade-

marks or imitations of our packages,

by either manufacturers or dealers.

The Dake Drug Co., the co-defen-

dants with the Gennerts in this case

are, by the way, regular Kodak
dealers which fact we did not allow

to stand in our way in taking this

action.

Our advertising of our wares and
trade-marks is done to help our bus-

iness to be sure, but to help it

through the legitimate channel—the

dealer. We send hundreds of thou-

sands of people into the dealers

stores every year. They have gone
there because they have faith in the

name "Kodak". The recommen-
dations of a friend, their own experi-

ence, or our advertising or the com-
bination of all three makes them in-

quire for this or that Kodak product.

The dealer who substitutes some-
thing else is unfair to the customer,

unjust to us and is undoing his own
future business. Such action does
not pay.

We have done much to build up
the reputation of "Kodak". We
are going to continue that work

—

and we are going to protect that

word. This suit is one of the ways.

Another way is by educating the

people to more fully understand that

"If it isn't an Eastman; it isn't a

Kodak" and the advertisement on
page 7 will show you what we are

doing along that line. That adver-

tisement is right now appearing in

all the leading weeklies in a double
column 7 inch space and during the

year it will appear in full pages in all

of the leading magazines. Then it

will appear some more—and then

again.

You Mr. Dealer, as a Kodak
dealer can help yourself by joining

us in this publicity, by using the line:

"If it isn't an Eastman, it isn't a

Kodak" in your own publicity and
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spreading in every way the trade-

mark truth as to just what "Kodak"
stands for. Then let people know
that you sell the genuine Kodak
goods—not imitations."

AN EXTRA Zy-iic FOR
PUSHERS.

With the assurance since the com-
pletion of our new Rochester factory

of even a higher quality in Seed
plates, and the splendid quality and
uniformity of Stanley and Standard
plates, it will most emphatically pay
all dealers to push these products.

Known quality is a tremendous help

in selling goods, and in keeping
them sold; less time and effort to

make the sale, no time spent in

making readjustments for goods
returned as unsatisfactory for real or
fancied reasons. And in addition to

the economy in selling methods for

those dealers who push our plate

products there is this further most
practical profit.

Each regular E. K. dealer who
was handling our goods prior to

January i, 1910, will early in 1912
(it will take a few weeks after the

close of the year to complete the
figuring) receive a special credit of

2^^ on his combined net total

purchases of Seed, Standard, East-
man and Stanley plates for 191 1,

provided his total net purchases of

said plates for 191 1 equal or exceed
his total net purchases of same for

1910.
Push the goods that are made by

the people who sell through the

dealer^ and this extra 2^^ will earn
itself.

Every tank user is a sure
customer for an Eastman
Thermometer Stirring Rod.

THE
EASTMAN STUDIO
DARK ROOM LAMP.
Here is a strong, sturdy and

sensibly constructed dark room lamp,
mechanically correct as to ventila-

tion, and simple to clean. The
front glasses fit into light tight

grooves, the ruby glass being double
thickness, and fitted into a metal
frame with lifting ring, the orange
glass fits into a groove in front of

the ruby, and may be removed at

will. The side lights are of heavy
ruby glass. The front is protected
by a hinged screen, supported at any
angle by means of a metal rod.

The lamp may be used with either

oil or electricity, and when oil is

used the height of the flame may be
controlled without opening the lamp.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Studio Dark Room
Lamp with oil lamp, . . I3.00

Do., with Electrical Attachment
not including oil lamp, . . 3.50

DiscoiMit to the trade, . . 405?

In lots of I doz. or more assorted, 50;?

Electrical Attachment only, . i.oo
Oil Lamp only .50
Discount to the trade, .

'
. 405?
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ANOTHILR HELP.

PICTORIAL POSTERS FOR YOUR
LOCAL ADVERTISING.

The fullest possible co-operation

between manufacturer and dealer is

necessary if the utmost possible good
is to be derived from an advertising

appropriation.

Our extensive magazine work
would help your Kodak business,

even if we stopped right there.

Our furnishing of imprinted booklets

and permanent signs and temporary
show cards is along the lines that

very many other manufacturers follow
in pushing their goods—although we
believe there are few, if any who fur-

nish such aids, in as good quality

and as liberal quantities. Our pic-

ture displays, our street car cards,

free cut service, our post cards at

less than cost, and our monthly
advertising suggestions are unusual
helps. There are some manufact-
urers that give their dealers some of

these helps, none we believe that

give all of them.
Now we of^er a new help—high

grade posters. Careful investigation

has led us to the belief that there are

many dealers who can profitably

use attractive pictorial posters togood
advantage in pushing the Kodak
line. It is obvious, however, that

no dealer could afford to get up
such posters for his own use, because
the cost would be prohibitive

on the number that he could use.

Therefore, under certain reasonable

conditions, we of^er these posters,

without charge to those dealers who
will have them properly put up.

On page 5 we reproduce the first

of these posters. It is what is

known as an "eight sheet," meas-
uring approximately seven feet wide,

by nine and a half feet high and will

be done in eight colors. The space
left for the dealer's name is amply
large and the whole effect is high
class, yet striking. We shall have
another poster shortly, and if the
trade takes kindly to this idea we
shall no doubt get out new designs
each season.

CONDITIONS
It is obvious that no two dealers in

the same small city (or in the same
section of a large city) would care to

use the same poster. In filling

orders for posters, we shall therefore

give the preference to the first

dealer who applies from each city,

but will not furnish him more than
one kind of poster until we are

satisfied that the other dealers in his

town are not interested.* When
there is only one dealer in a city who
uses the posters, he may have both
of the designs we now have under
way and such new ones as we may
from time to time bring out.

These posters are a standard size.

They will be properly imprinted and
shipped, charges prepaid, direct to

to your local bill posting concern.

They are too expensive to be used
in any way, except upon regularly

maintained bill boards and should be
put up only by those who under-

stand the business. In ordering, be
sure to tell us how many "stands"
you have contracted for and for how
long a period the particular poster

that you order is to be run, that we
may send the proper amount of

"paper" to provide for reasonable

renewals. We particularly request

that you order only as many as you
require, as these posters are too

expensive to waste. Before order-

ing, you should call in your local

bill poster and talk over with him
the matter of locations, the number
of "stands" required to co\'er the
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For YOUR Local Advertisings (see page 4).
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particular city or section of a city

that you want to cover and decide

upon the length of time that you
want to maintain this poster.

When these details have been
arranged send instructions to us.

The poster which we reproduce here

is now in process and we fully ex-

pect to be able to make deliveries

early in April.

Remember—This is the informa-

tion we must have:

The number of stands.

The length of time that this poster

is to be maintained.

The name of the bill poster.

The manner in which you want
your name and address to appear in

space 20" high by 3^ feet long.

We reserve the right in case of

two orders received from two dealers

in the same city, to give the prefer-

ence to the one agreeing to give the

best representative showing. If for

instance there are 100 good 8 sheet

stands in a certain city and one

dealer offers to maintain 25 stands

and another dealer 100, we would
would naturally furnish the posters

to the latter.

.^In a very few large cities it is possible

that two or more dealers in widely separ-

ated localities might use the same poster

to advantage. For instance in New York
one dealer might post Brooklyn Borough,
another, the financial district and another
Harlem and the Bronx. If, however,
any such questions come up, they will

be gone into carefully in detail and a full

understanding arrived at.

// it isn 't ait Eastman,
it isn 't a Kodak.

The best recreation is

KODAK
The easy, all by day-

light ^vay of picture

making with the bother
left out.

We carry a complete line of

Kodaks and Kodak City goods.

Ask Hsfor a copy of the Kodak catalogue.

Richard Roe & Co.

No. 203 H Single col.

Tso. 203 G Double col.

No talking

will be necessary

to sell the second
package of

KODAK
VELVET
GREEN.

CRYSTAL PYRO 25 LB.
CANS.

For the convenience of commer-
cial photographers and other large

consumers we are now putting out

the E. K Crystal Pyro in 25 pound
cans.

Price per can, $50.00
Discount to the trade 40^.
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"KODAK"
Is our Registered and common-

law Trade-Mark and cannot be

rightfully applied except to

goods of our manufacture.

If a dealer tries to sell you a

camera or films, or other goods

not of our manufacture, under

the Kodak name, you can be sure

that he has an inferior article

that he is trying to market on

the Kodak reputation.

If it isn *t an Eastman, it isn 't a Kodak,

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.
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NELW BUSINESS.
Your display window is one of the

most important parts of your estab-

lishment—it is your card of intro-

duction to the public.

Some dealers fall short in that they

utilize their windows only to announce
the fact that they are dealers in pho-

tographic supplies, and do not plan

their display to create new business.

Put yourself in the other fellows

place for a few moments. Suppose
you glanced in a show window filled

with an assortment of small electric

or water motors. They might be

neatly designed, well nickeled and
decorated, yet if you were not

directly interested in motors,—one
glance, and you passed on. Now
supposing Mr. Motor Dealer has

had planned a display showing the

utility of these motors, how your

wife could at small cost run her sew-

ing machine or polish her silverware,

how you could run a small lathe or

grinder, or make some practical use

of these goods either in your home
or business, you would at least give

the display more than a glance, and
the dealer would have a grip on

your attention and possibly on some
of your dollars, where the ordinary

display would have failed utterly.

Plan your displays to create new
business, to show those who are not

Kodakers how much enjoyment they

are missing; call their attention to

lightness and compactness of the

Kodaks, how simple they are to

handle, and the fine results they

can produce.

It is true that these displays call

for an expenditure of time and

thought, but this extra energy is

well spent, as it is one of the very

best ways to produce new business,

and the only way to make your win-

dow earn the value of the space it

occupies

.

// it isn't an Eastman,
It isn 't a Kodak.

At Home with the

KODAK
A KODAK HISTORY of the

home folks is easy to make.
There is a lot of fun in taking
the pictures and they grow
priceless as the years bring
changes.

A splendidly illustrated booklet, "At
Home with the Kodak" tells all about
the all by daylii>ht 7vay. Let us pre-
sriit yoH with a copy.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

Push E. K. Tested

Chemicals—best

for your customers

and best for you.
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PREMO SAMPLE.
PRINTS.

Determined on even a larger busi-

ness than last year, the Rochester
Optical Division opens the advertis-

ing campaign this year with the an-

nouncement of a line of sample prints

for store display.

These prints illustrate the class of

work done with the most popular

Premo Cameras, and there are now
ready for distribution, prints made
with the following camenis: Premo
Jr ; Premoette ; Premoette Special

(two kinds) ;
Pocket Premo C

;

Filmplate Premo (five kinds. )

Prints made with other Premo
cameras will be added from time to

time.

Printed on Royal Velox paper and
handsomely mounted, they make
excellent display matter, and are

different from any other sample
prints that you've ever used, in that

each mount is provided with a con-

venient easel attachment, so that it

can be instantly set up in window or

on showcase. When not in use the

easle folds flat, so that prints may be

handled like any other sample prints.

As announced in our opening
paragraph, this is only the first gun
in the Premo campaign. More and
better matter for your use, as well as

more and better matter for general

publicity, is being prepared, so that

by mutual co-operation, you and our-

selves will get the splendid Premo
business which the year 191 1 has in

store for us.

Sample prints are furnished on
order only. Get an early start for

Premos. Order now.

Cuts for advertising KodaKs.

Brownies or Premo
Cameras, gratis.

The first time you're in

our neighborhood, step
in and let us show you a

PREMO
CAMERA
We know you'll be delighted

with its light weight and com-
pactness, and we want especial-

ly to show you how easy it is to

load and operate a Premo.

They come in all sizes, at

prices from $2.00 to $200.00.

JOHN DOE & CO.
1234 PREMO ST.

Cut No. 301

Velox Transparent

Water Color Stamps

—easy to use -easy

to sell.

Stock them.
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GROWING.
In the January Trade Circular we

reproduced the drawing of the splen-

did new building being erected on
Kingsway, London, for Kodak
Limited. The illustration herewith,

from a photograph taken February
9th, shows the rapid progress being

made on this important addition to

London's commercial architecture.

The new Kodak headquarters is

receiving much attention from the

British photographic press, and in a

special article to Photography, the

writer goes on to say :

"Those who are old readers of

Photography may remember that,

in what is now the distant past, we
gave some account of the wonderful

way in which business organization

had been carried out at the head-

quarters of the Kodak Company,
both in huge factories where Kodak
products are made and in the ware-

houses through which they are dis-

tributed. A modern warehouse is

much more than a building in which
goods are deposited ; it is an im-

portant and often a most elaborate

machine for distributing them econ-

omically. This aspect was never
brought so forcibly to our minds as

when we had an opportunity recently

of going in detail through the plans

of the great building now erecting in

Kingsway, which is to form the

center of the European side of the

Kodak business.

In a business of the colossal size

of this one, both simplicity and com-
prehensiveness are essential. These
important details of administration,

which if they will not in themselves
make a business, can, if defective,

easily mar it, have always had the

closest attention in the Kodak Com-
pany, and reached their highest de-

velopment in the great building

which has been specially designed

throughout for their performance."
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MAKINGA CUSTOMILR
"I want to buy a camera and have

twenty-five dollars to invest—what
have you got for me ? '

' Sleepily

turning from the customer to the

shelves the salesman (?) pulled

down a shopworn camera of ancient

vintage, placed it on the counter

unopened and remarked, " how will

that do?" " But I want a new, up-

to-date camera, can't you show me
something else " responded the cus-

tomer. "Maybe so" was the re-

sponse accompanied by an apparently

unwilling turn to the stock shelves,

and the depositing in front of the

applicant of a box camera retailing

at about ten dollars. "How's that"

accompanied by a yawn and an in-

different glance. The customer with

a curt "good day" turned and left

the store.

Entering another store, a few
blocks away, he made the same an-

nouncement that he wanted a camera
and had twenty-five dollars to spend.

This time he struck a live one.

This was a good while ago in the

hey day of the plate camera and in

just about ten seconds this salesman
had a shiny new box, with bellows

extended, in the customer's hand,
and was talking the merits of that

particular line, full speed.

Did he land that twenty-five?

—

You can rest assurd that he did, and
the customer left the store with the

parting invitation to "bring in your
exposures and let's see how they
turn out."

For ten years, as long as that

clerk was in that store, this customer
would deal with no one else, and
having meanwhile developed into the

official photographer for one of the

largest railroad systems in the

country was a customer worth while.

—And this is a true story.

LAST
CALL
Take

advantage

of our

EDUCATIONAL
DEPARTMENT
NOW!
before the

spring rush

is on.

A practical help

to greater

developing and

printing profits.

No charge for

tuition or

materials used.
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When a Kodak is entrusted to us for

loading, we invariably load it with the

DEPENDABLE FILM

KODAK

Substitution is not

countenanced in our

store.

When you send your

films to our finishing

department we do the

best work, use the best

Kodak City materials,

and give the best

possible results from

every exposure.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

2>,o A Double Coluii Single Coll
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The OutlooK.

NEW GOODS AND NEW ADVERTISING
FOR 1911.

HELPS

When business is at a standstill, a

bunch of new goods is a good thing.

But when business is coming so

fast on the established goods that

orders can't be filled promptly, new
goods are really something of a

nuisance. Our having only one new
camera to announce this year, from

that standpoint, is certainly an ad-

vantage. And anyway, there are

three cameras that are practically

new because a factory that worked
overtime couldn't keep up with the

demand during last Summer's rush,

namely, the 2A Folding Pocket
Brownie, the 3A Special Kodak and
the IA Speed Kodak.
We are in splendid shape on these

goods to-day and we are going to

help you push them. Meantime
there is to be no forgetting the whole
line. Kodaks and Brownies and
Premos and Gratiex Cameras and
Hawk Eyes—on all these goods we
shall do somewhat more advertising

than ever before and shall out-do

ourselves in the furnishing of trade

helps.

The Ne'w Kodak—The tremen-
dous (we use that word advisedly)

success of the 3A Special Kodak
last year decided us on putting out

a similar camera in the No. 3 (334^

X 4i{() size. The new camera has

the Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat lens,

/6. 3, the Compound shutter with a

speed of 1-250 of a second, rack

and pinion, rising and sliding front,

reversible, brilliant finder with spirit

level, two tripod sockets, and that

superb finish in Persian morocco
with black bellows that characterized

the 3A Special. The price will be

$52.00. Of course you will not sell

this No. 3 Special Kodak where

you can sell the 3A, but in spite of

the popularity of the 314^ x 55^ size,

there is still a large and warranted

demand for the 3^ '^4%. It is es-

pecially advantageous for lantern

slide work, extremely convenient
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to carry, and some people prefer

pictures of the 3% x 4^ shape,

while the speed of the Compound
shutter in this size is wonderfully

rapid (1-250 of a second) for a

between-the-lens shutter and further-

more it works smoothly.

Other New Goods—Kodak Velvet

Green paper is making a hit and as

fast as we are able to let more people

know about it, it is going to make a

bigger hit. We are working now
on a hanger, which will be ready in

a short time, showing some beauti-

ful samples of the work on this

paper. This, in connection with

our other advertising of Kodak \'el-

vet Green, will quickly introduce

it—and once introduced its attractive

qualities are sure to build up a high-

ly desirable business.

Velox Salon Brown, the other

new amateur paper, is not a sepia

but rather a portrait brown, which
gets away from the blue black of

Velox. For many subjects it makes
a delightful change. We have no
idea that it will ever take the place

of the other \^elox papers, but a

variety of papers keeps the amateur
happy and busy, and there is no
question about many of them want-

ing this new product for certain

work. Among the other new goods
which appear for the first time in the

Kodak Catalogue are the 3A Out-

fits, the Eastman Flash Sheet Holder
and Etching Sepia Platinum paper.

The Kodak Automatic Shutter is now
being put out with the Kodak Auto-
time Scale attached, a feature that is

expected to not only increase the

popularity of this most excellent

shutter, but to also increase by this

demonstration of its value, the de-

mand for Autotime Scales for at-

tachment to other shutters. There
are also some new and attractive

Albums and minor sundries that

will help you to increase this

important part of your business.

The No 2 Stereo Brownies and
the No. 3B Quick Focus Kodaks
have been discontinued.

Speed Film—We don't say yet

that we want you to push Speed
Film for every purpose—our other

product is so good and so fast that

we don't want to take any chances

—

but Speed Film is making good and
if you talk it to the right people will

help you in selling Speed Kodaks
and Graflex Cameras. It is also

furnished in Premo Film Pack form

and as you now have the new Seed

30 Gilt Edge plates, the Graflex line

of cameras, having both plates and
films fast enough to keep pace with

their wonderful shutters, should sell

even better than ever.

The Campaign—So much for the

goods. Now for the helps that we
propose to furnish in selling those

goods.

Our broad policy of doing a deal

of advertising to simply popularize

amateur photography, without spec-

ifying the details on any particular

Kodak is to be continued. We are

using more space telling people '

' to

Kodak" than we are in telling them
that such a Kodak with such and
such advantages sells at a certain

price. For this work many back
cover pages in colors are being em-
ployed. We then depend upon our

other advertising and upon j'Oiir

advertising to clinch the sale after

the general interest has once been

aroused. Among the back covers

for Spring and Summer thus far

engaged are :

Ainslee's,

American Boy,
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NO. 3 SPECIAL KODAK.

Collier's (two),

Cosmopolitan,

Current Literature,

Century,

Country Life,

Field and Stream,

Life (two),

Literary Digest,

Ladies' Home Journal,

Hampton's,

Outlook (two),

Outing,

Saturday Evening Post (two)

Success,

Womans' Home Companion,

Youths' Companion.

We are backing this up with

more than the usual amount of in-

side space in full pages in the stand-

ard magazines, and right now are

using copy nearly every week in

Saturday Evening Post and Collier's

with a combined circulation of near-

ly two and a half million copies,

and are using frequent space in

Youths' Companion, Life, and other

important weeklies. Our line of

goods was never so well balanced

as it is to-day; the quality of our
cameras and of our sensitized prod-

ucts is so good that our enthusiasm

for them just keeps us telling peo-

ple about how attractive they are,

even if it does cost big money. And
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by the way, dealers in small towns
will be interested in the fact that we
are not confining ourselves to the

city trade. Investigation has con-

vinced us that some of the standard

magazines and big weeklies are

reaching strongly into the rural com-
munities, but on top of these we are

advertising every month in the

year in twenty-seven of the lead-

ing farm papers,

BooRlets—Ad vane e catalogues,

done somewhat better than ever be-

fore, are about to be mailed, and
these will be followed promptly by a

shipment to every dealer. We ex-

pect you to give these out on re-

quest only.

There will be, as usual, a Brownie
Book and a miniature catalogue (we
call it the "Summer Book") by or

before June ist, for mailing purposes.

These will be sent to you only on
request, but freely to those who will

make good use of them. We have
run a second edition of "At Home
with the Kodak" which is yours for

the asking and in our opinion is one
of the best advertising books we have
put out. Of course there will be the

usual supply of Tank and Velox
booklets, Bromide Enlarging with a

Kodak, and the like, for the asking.

We want every dealer to have what
he needs but we cannot tell what he
needs from here. Specific requests

are therefore desired.

Other Helps—As a result of our

Kodak Advertising Competition we
have the pictures to form the basis

of an unusually good line of dis-

play matter for the stores, that we
shall have ready by June ist.

Our street car service is to be con-

tinued and to this we have added
the attractive eight-sheet posters al-

ready announced. Poster advertis-

ing is relatively inexpensive and

there are few cities or towns where
it will not pay out. To show its

pulling power : When we were run-

ning our big Kodak Exhibition a

few years ago, it was our rule to begin

poster and newspaper advertising at

the same time. In one city the bill

poster got his "paper" up a few

days ahead of time with the result

that the dealers had had calls for i loo
tickets before a line had appeared in

the newspapers, or any advertising

of any kind had appeared, outside

the bill boards.

Our Velox post-card advertising

has been successful now for three

years, and we think that the card an-

nounced on page 20 is up to the

standard. The very attractiveness

of the picture is bound to command
attention, yet this picture means
something—means that all out doors
invites the Kodak.
We have been furnishing more

than the usual number of newspaper
advertising suggestions in these col-

umns of late, but the Kodak Trade
Circular is a little small for all such
advertisements, and so we are send-

ing to each dealer a booklet of ten

ready-to-use ads. , written in a per-

sonal style, that we believe will help.

During May we shall send a new
cut sheet, showing the different styles

of cuts of cameras and the like, to-

gether with some new live illustra-

tions for your newspaper work, that

will help you get the business.

No Interruption—There's every
indication that there's to be no in-

terruption this year of the steadily

widening interest in amateur photo-

graphy. The out-door habit is in-

creasing
;
people are learning more

and more to Kodak the children and
to let the children Kodak ; the goods
are better than ever ; there's to be

more direct Kodak advertising than
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ever, and more and better helps for

your Kodak advertising. With
good goods backed by good adver-
tising, there's an increasing business

for you and for us in the prospect.

Now, let's get it.

MORE, SPEED
KODAKS.

Those IA Speed Kodaks are in-

tended for taking pictures quickly,

but they're so true to their name that

they have been too fast for us.

Everytime the manufacturing depart-

ment has given the word "Go"
they have responded so quickly to

our rather mild sales efforts that we
have not been able to slow them
down until we were absolutely out,

and customers were clamoring for

more.
But we are ready again now and

we expect to keep pace with the

orders. The lA Speed Kodak has

made good. It is so simple that

any Kodaker can use it successfully;

it means speed pictures with a mini-

mum of trouble and along with its

fast features it is, by reason of the

fact that with a well illuminated in-

terior it will make snap shots

indoors, an ideal camera for home
portraiture.

But it is perhaps to the sportsman
that it makes its strongest appeal.

The focal plane shutter in combina-
tion with Kodak simplicity and
Kodak unobtrusiveness means much
to the man who wants speed pictures

out of-doors and wants them when
he wants them. It fits into every

out-door recreation from golf to big

game hunting and when out-door

people come to more fully know
what it can accomplish, the speed

Kodak will have a widely increasing

sale.

Thus far it has never been widely
advertised, simply because every
start at giving it publicity has flooded
us with more orders than we could
take care of. However, we now have
a good stock on hand and more com-
ing through the factory every day
and are therefore ready for a steady
and efificient campaign.

To get the full benefit of this

advertising you must have the
goods in stock. When we have
created an interest in this camera in

the mind of a possible customer we,
of course, want that customer to be
readily able to find the goods in

stock at your store, otherwise both
you and we are likely to lose the

value of such advertising. The fact

that we pay for the advertising

doesn't make it the less your loss

when a customer goes away from
your store disappointed because he
cannot find the goods he wants.

lA Speed Kodaks are going to be
ready sellers this spring and summer.
But they are going to be sold by the

people who have them to show.

AN EXTRA TEN
ON SIX CASE LOTS.
Here is an opportunity to make

an extra ten per cent, almost as easy
as finding it.

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder is as

much a staple in your stock as sugar
is in a grocery store ; it keeps indefi-

nitely and its known quality makes
it always in demand. The discount

in case lots is 40 per cent. Order
the extra five cases that you are sure

to sell and make the extra ten per

cent.

Kodak Acid Fixing Powder in 6

case lots—Discount to the trade 50<.
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SUPE^RIOR POSTE.RS.
In his very comprehensive book

on Poster Advertising, G. H. E.

Hawkins, advertising manager of the

N. K. Fairbanks Co., and originat-

or of the famous Gold Dust Twins,

says : "Bill-posting is a logical and
splendid medium for the local adver-

tiser, and the baker, the butcher,

the candlestick maker can use it with

equal facility and advantage.

"Posting can be used by the local

merchant as the one and only

medium, or as a supplement to his

newspaper or street-car announce-

ments. Its use has in the past been

largely confined to the latter, but

this has been chiefly because of the

high cost of posters in the small

quantities needed for local work.

That's where the advantage of our

of5er comes in. We furnish you
with posters at no charge at all, that

in lots of, say one hundred, would
cost you ^5.00 each at the very least

calculation, to say nothing of the

cost of the design.

These posters, the one shown last

month and the one shown herein, are

in one sense no more striking than

the average successful poster. That

is, they are not extravagantly and

garishly colored. But they are un-

usually attractive from an artistic

standpoint and are printed in double

the usual number of colors in order

that the coloring may be correct, not

merely astonishing. We have pur-

posely worked on this plan because

the kind of people that will buy
Kodaks is the kind that you can ap-

peal to with a refined and artistic

poster, rather than with one that

screams. These Kodak posters are

going to attract comment because

they are different from the run of

"paper" that ordinarily fills the

bill boards. One of them tells the

story of "Let the Children Kodak"
and the other one, that older, but

none the less important story of

"Take a Kodak with You." In

each case there is ample room for

your imprint—more, we find upon
investigation, than is ordinarily pro-

vided by other manufacturers who
furnish posters for their dealers.

These posters are furnished with-

out charge upon the terms given

in the March Trade Circular. We
advise that you look promptly into

this matter, as it is sometimes hard to

get space on the bill boards, just

when you want it.

SPRING BUNCOMBE.
It's April. The Bullfrog is put-

ting up his annual bluff. He crawls

out on a mossy stone and bellows

defiance at the whole world and
promptly dives underneath the green

spume on the pond as the small boy
approaches with a pebble in his

hand.

It's April. The sun tempts us

out in summer garb and presently

hides behind a cloud from which a

flurry of rain and snow descends and

drives us home with incipient pneu-

monia.

It' s April. The Spasmodic adver-

tiser sends out huge circulars telling

what he is going to do for the trade.

He even buys some real magazine

space and spends more money calling

the attention of the dealers to the

advertising than he spends in telling

the public about his goods. Then
he makes special cut rate offers on
developing and printing, to take the

business away from his dealers, after

he has stocked their shelves with his

goods.

It's buncombe time.
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I Let us lljbw you
how simply picture takiniis^y the
Kodakmethod. \/

i
Richard Roe & Co.

1001 Tripod Ave.

Another 8 color Poster for your locnl atlvertisiiiu—see pane 6.
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SE.ED 30-GILT EDGE,. PLATINUM PAPER.
Here's a new plate that means Beginning April ist the following

business. list price on Angelo Sepia Platinum

Twice the speed of the Seed 27 will be in effect

:

with nothing sacrificed in quality, Dolen.

in gradation, or in fineness of grain— y/z-nV/z I .25

that's the description which absolute- y/2 ^ aVz -25

ly fits this new product from the 5 ^ ^ -40

new Seed factory. ^g^ : ! ". ! ! i^^

We have been holdmg this plate a^yi x 5>^ .45

back until everything was in readiness 4x6 - - - - - .45

at our new plate factory, to assure a 4X x 6>^ - - - - - .55

steady supply of a plate that we 5x7 - - - - - .65

know has qualities that will com- 5x8 .75

mend it to every consumer of the 5^^x734^ - - - - - i.oo

best photographic goods.
ev^llv. - - - - - \Z

The Seed 30 Gilt Edge will ap- """^lY \'Z
peal to the portrait photographer by 8 x 10 . - - - - 1.50

its marvelous combination of speed 10 x 12 - - - - - 2.25

and quality. Heretofore quality has
JJ ^ J4

- - - - -
3-oo

been the first consideration and speed 16 x 20 5.60

the second in a studio plate. The 20 x 26 - - per yi doz. 4.00

portraitist can now have speed with 20 x 26 - - '' i " 8.00

no loss in quality.
FuirroU, 20 in. x 26 ft.,' Iqual to

*^°

For Graflex work and the like the 12 sheets, 20 x 26, - - 8.00

requirements have heretofore been Half roll, 20 in. x 13 ft., equal to

exacdy reversed. Speed has been 6 sheets, 20 x 26, - - - 4.00

the first consideration and quality American, Eastman Etching Black

the second. The maker of speed and Eastman Etching Sepia, same
pictures can now have quality, too, list as heretofore,

and he need no longer worry about Angelo Platinum, Black and
the plates "going slow" on his White, has been discontinued,
hands. The Seed 30 Gilt Edge will

^jj chemical preparations for
keep with the same degree of cer-

pj^^j^^^^ ^ ,,,}11 remain the same
tainty as any other high grade plate.

^^ ^^ jj^^ pj^j^^ ^„d discount, with
We want you to know and we

^j^^ exception of Angelo Sepia Solu-
want you to let your customers

^j^^^^ ^^,j^j^j^ ^^ijl ^g^ ^^ foUo^s .

know this good Seed Plate news, it
^ . ^ . ^ , .

means better results for your cus-
^"^"^^/^l^oUir"' - «6 40

tomers and therefore better business
'^l

°^^^ .. '
. 2X0

for all of us. 8 oz. " - 1.05

Stocks are now ready at Rochester 3 oz. ''^ - .40

and at our branches. ^ °^"
' ^°

182 foot rolls of all grades of Platinum
Papers will be discontinued.

TalK ZEISS =KODAK, Discount to the Trade on all Platinum
Papers, 40 per cent.

It iSiyS. No restrictions as to selling price.
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TESTBLD SODAS IN
TIN.

We are now in position to supply

the trade with E. K. Tested Carbon-
ate and Sulphite of Soda in one, five

and twenty-five pound tin cans.

While we heartily advise the pushing
of these products in bottles, we re-

alize that a certain number of dealers

are so located that transportation

charges absorb a material portion of

the profits on such goods, and for

their benefit we are now packing
these sodas in cans as well as in

bottles. In either container the

quality is the same.

The Price.

Carbonate of Soda, i lb. cans $ . 17
Sulphite of Soda, i lb. cans .22

Discount - - - - 3y'A%
Discount, in case lots of

48 lbs. - - - iy'iSc io%
Carbonate of Soda, 5 lb. cans .65

Carbonate of Soda, 25 lb. cans 3.25
Sulphite of Soda 5 lb. cans .85
Sulphite of Soda, 25 lb. cans 4.25
Discount, to the trade - .33 'A^

Ball Bearing, the list with this equip-

ment being $22.00

Advance copies of the igii Hawk-
Eye catalogue have been mailed and
we feel sure that you will agree with

us that it is the most attractive and
conx'incing bit of selling literature

ever put out by the Blair Camera
Division.

1911 HAWK-EYE.S.
The Hawk-Eye line for 191 1 is

splendidly balanced, only models
that are in popular demand are in-

cluded, and all, except the least ex-

pensive, with a wide range in optical

equipment. One new model has

been added, the No. 3 holding
Hawk Eye, Model S. This camera
takes the ever popular 3^4^ x 4){(

picture, and is ecjuipped with the

Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter, and
R. R. lens of 5^ inch focus ; rack

and pinion and rising front are also

included. The Model 8, as above
equipped, lists at $18.00 The No.
I B. & L. or Kodak Auto Shutter
will be supplied in place of the Kodak 20SI1—sinnie Coi.

KODAKS,
11.00.

All out-doors

invites your

KODAK
KodaK means progres-

sive pleasure; the pleas=

ure of taKing the pictures,

plus the greater pleasure
of possessing them.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.
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Home Portraiture
is easy with

A KODAK
A free booklet "At Home with
the Kodak," tells all about it.

Ash us for it.

RICHARD ROE, 6 CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE,.

Car Sign No. 913. Two colors.

NEW STREET CAR
CARDS.

Our plan for supplying the dealers

with high quality cards for streetcar

advertising is, of course, to be con-

tinued and we reproduce in reduced

form, four new cards for Kodak and
Premo advertising that are now
ready for delivery.

There is no class of goods better

adapted to street car advertising than

our line, and that it pays is made
patent by the fact that practically

every dealer who has made use of

this form of publicity still continues,

CONDITIONS.

It is obvious that no two dealers

in the same town would care to use

the same cards. In filling orders

for street car cards, we shall, there-

fore, give the preference to the first

dealer who applies from each city,

but will not furnish him more than

one kind of card until we are satis-

fied that the other dealers in his town

are not interested. When there is

only one dealer in the city who uses

the cards, he can run through our

entire line^and that will mean at

least one new card a month if he
wants it.

These cards are of the standard

car size, ii x 21 inches, and are to

be furnished for street car use only.

They are too expensive and too

perishable for fence tacking or simi-

lar purposes.

In ordering, please tell how many
cards you need, and indicate by
number the style of card wanted.

We particularly request that you
order only as many as you require.

They are too expensive to waste.

Read this issue of

the Trade Circular

carefully— it contains

n^uch of in^portance

to every dealer.
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Spring is in the air

—

^ Kodak Time
Start in now and let us show

you all that's new from the

^ KODAK CITY.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
KMii TRIPOD a\i:m i;.

Car Sign No. 925. Three colors.

DREMOS
* \ tor Simplicity

Easy to load and operate

Make excellent pictures

Diiyliuht l.oiulini; S2.0() t.. S2()().()(»

John Doe & Co.
1234 Premo Street

M 'ii N... m3o. F..iir folors.

Voupress the button:

We do the rest.

We are equipped to finish your films

by the best met hod.*; and in the least

possible time.

F^ICHARD roe: 6 CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUr.

Car Sign No. 921. Two Colors.
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EASTMAN STUDIO
REFLECTOR.

Here is a new practical studio

accessory that should find its way into

every up-to-date studio. This re-

flector consists of two swinging

screens, each 24 x 26 inches, mount-

ed one above the other in a strong

iron frame. Each screen is black on

one side and white on the other,

and can be swung to any angle and

securely locked. The frame is on

casters, stands six feet high, and

is elegantly finished in Japanned cop-

per.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Studio Reflector, $12.00

Discount to the trade, - - 40^

^^U Olv

THE TRUTH ABOUT
ORTHOCHROMATISM.
What O rt h o c h ro m ati c

Quality Is, In the earlier days of

photography the plates used gave
very untruthful renderings of color

values. Yellow and red, for instance,

photographed as black, while violet,

indigo and blue photographed as

white. The chart above shows the

range of the spectrum from violet to

red. The ordinary plate is highly

sensitive to violet, a trifle less sensi-

tive to indigo, and so on, until as we
approach the other end of the spect-

rum, the yellow and orange rays

aftect the plate but little and the red

rays hardly at all. An orthochro-

matic plate or film is one in which

these errors have been so far cor-

rected as to give truer color value,

i. e. , the emulsion is sensitive to a

wide range of colors in an equal or

nearly equal degree.

Why It Helps. With a non-

orthochromatic plate you might be

making a picture, with say a bed of

flowers in the foreground— some
light yellow and others dark blue.

The negative, owing to its deficien-

cies, would give a print in which the

yellow flowers would appear darker
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than the blue ones, though, to the

eye, the yellow tlovvers would appear
lighter. In other words, it would
not give, in the resulting pictures,

the true color values. The fully

orthochromatic plate or film corrects

these mistakes and renders the color

values, (the depths of color) in their

proper relation to each other. In

the same way the orthochromatic

film helps preserve cloud effects,

differentiating between the clouds

and the surrounding blue sky.

Degrees of Orthochromatism.
There is no difficulty, in factories

such as ours, in making any desirable

degree of orthochromatism. We
make many brands of orthochro-

matic plates and make them not only

in Rochester, but in Toronto, in

Harrow, England, and in Melbourne,
Australia. It would not, however,

be practical to make them all ortho-

chromatic or color sensitive in the

same degree. For instance, we
make one plate called the " Pan-

chromatic" which is used mostly

by engravers in preparing for three

color process work. This plate is so

sensitive to red that not even the

usual ruby lamp can be used in the

dark-room. It must be developed
in absolute darkness. It is quite

evident that such a plate would not

be practical for ordinary purposes.

Kodak film was first made an
orthochromatic film in 1903. Up to

that time we had literally sold hun-

dreds of thousands of orange dark-

room lamps in our developing outfits.

Immediately it became necessary to

substitute a deep red for orange
because this orthochromatic film was
so sensitive to yellow.

Practical Orthochromatism.
As the largest manufacturers of dry
plates in the world, as the largest

manufacturers of orthochromatic
dry plates in the world, to say nothing

of our being the largest film manu-
facturers in the world, we have at

our command every advantage that

experience and scientific research can

give. We know to what degree and
for what colors the film should be
orthochromatised in order to give

the best possible average results in

the hands of the Kodaker.
For eight years, Kodak X. C.

Film has been an orthochromatic
film. What is more important, it is

properly orthochromatic. Our un-

equaled experience with plates and
films has enabled us to make and
maintain in Kodak N. C. Film the

most perfectly balanced fihn in the

rendering ofcolor values.

Other Qualities. Kodak N.

C. Film adds to its superiority in

rendering of true color values—the

highest speed, freedom from hala-

tion, duplex paper (red on one side

and black on the other) which abso-

lutely does away with the offsetting

of numbers on the film, latitude

which in the greatest degree com-
pensates for errors in over and under
exposures, and above all, depend-

ability. It is the dependability of Ko-
dak film that makes it the film invari-

ably chosen in every event of world

wide importance-—the film chosen for

making news pictures everywhere.

That Dependability ivhich makes
Kodak fib)i the film invariably chosen

for Events of Importance, makes it

preferable for every-day use.

You know that Kodak N. C.

Film has been orthochromatic since

1903, and the foregoing article,

which we are using cjuite extensively

in our advertising, puts this cjuestion

plainly and truthfully before your
customers.
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GRAFLEX CAMERAS
FOR 1911.

Strange as it may seem, there are

still a few dealers who are overlook-

ing a decidedly profitable part of

their photographic trade by not

carrying the Gmflex in stock.

There is no question about the

demand for Graflex Cameras. In

every locality there are a number of

people who will gladly pay the price

for a Graflex, as soon as they are

shown the camera and the remarka-

ble results that can be obtained

with it. Nearly every one, at times,

wants to make snap shots indoors

—

the Graflex will do it and give a fully

timed negative. Many want to pho-

tograph on dark days or in the deep

woods—the Graflex will do this

work and do it better than any

camera that has ever been invented.

In addition to this the Graflex will

make exposures as brief as i/iooo

of a second, and time exposures of

any duration.

When you let your customer look

into the focusing hood of a Graflex,

he sees the image brilliantly illumi-

nated, right side up, the size it will

appear in the negative up to the

instant of exposure. It is not neces-

sary to use focusing scale or finder

—

there is no uncertainty. These are

the reasons why the Graflex factory

has been taxed to its utmost in an

effort to fill orders.

If you were one of the disap-

l^ointed in 1910, right now is the

time to place your order. Write the

Folmer & Schwing Division for

Graflex information.

EASTMAN E^TCHING
SEPIA

White Stock.

Never in the history of plati-

num papers has there been a bigger

success than Etching Sepia on the

buff stock. The wonderful grada-

tion and softness, and the peculiar

texture of the stock have combined

to produce a paper unsurpassed for

artistic effect. In no instance has

there been any objection as to quality

or texture, but for some purposes

and effects a white, instead of a buff

stock, would better serve, so in order

to afford Etching Sepia its fullest

range of usefulness, we are now coat-

ing on a white as well as on a buff

stock.

On future orders you will therefore

specify: "white" or "buff."

The price and discount is the same

as for the buff.
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RESTRICTED PRICES.
THEIR BENEFIT TO THE CONSUMER.

There is more than one kind of

commercial competition. There is

competition in price, with its ever

attendant danger of loss in quality.

There is, where established, main-

tained and published prices prevail,

a healthy competition in quality.

The former is sometimes and the lat-

ter almost universally to the benefit

of the ultimate consumer.

The manufacturer who restricts the

prices at which his goods are to be
retailed, to a certain figure, is just as

much in competition with other

manufacturers of similar goods as

are those who do not restrict prices

—but in a more healthful way. But
mind you, we refer here to an indi-

vidual or a concern or a corporation
—-not to a combination between
natural competitors, to create an arti-

fiicial price. That's a subject in

which we are not interested because
it is entirely foreign to our methods
of doing business.

The manufacturer who publishes

a price list on his goods, allows a

certain discount to the dealer in

those goods and then insists on that

dealer selling his goods at the list

price, is by no means free from com-
petition. If he sells wisely, he has

familiarized himself with the a\erage
percentage that it costs the dealer to

handle his goods, and he makes his

discount large enough to pay the

dealer a normal profit—a profit that

will be satisfactory to him, but not

big enough to prove a constant

temptation to cut prices. In making
his list price, this wise manufacturer
will put it at a figure that will pay
him a normal profit, after giving a

discount to the dealer that will like-

wise pay him his normal profit.

Such manufacturer is as much in

competition with other makers of

goods as though he had no estab-

lished price—but his consumer cus-

tomers get a square deal, they all

buy his goods at the same price.

The retailer must make a certain

percentage of profit over and above
the cost of doing business or go into

bankruptcy. Isn't it manifestly
fairer to the consumer if the dealer

nets 5^ on what he sells to Smith
and ^fc on what he sells to Brown
than it is for him to lose 5^? on what
he sells Brown and make it up by
netting \o4 on what he sells Smith?
And that's just what happens every

day where retail prices are not re-

stricted. Every retailer knows this,

though the buying public does not.

And how is the manufacturer af-

fected ? He has a widely advertised

article at say ten dollars. It is gen-

erally known that his goods are sold

at list price only. The dealer is

already receiving a normal discount.

This manufacturer usually keeps
ahead in im]iro\ements in his line,

but, for the sake of argument, we
will admit that a competitor an-

nounces an important and genuine
improvement. What happens? One
of three things : An improvement
in the article in question to meet the

competition, a cut in price in or-

der to pick up the cheaper trade in

this line, or, if the margin of profit

will not admit this, an entire abandon-
ment of the manufacture of such ar-

ticle. In cutting the price, if that

method be followed, the price at

which the goods are to be retailed

may still be restricted at whatever
lower level may be decided upon as

a normal price at tlie iidi.' level forced

by tlie eompeti)iQ; improved producl.

Price restriction has in no way pre-

vented a general lowering of price
;

it has simply made a uniform price.
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A restricted price means that the

goods are to be sold at a certain

price, that the retailer is not to go
either above or below that price

;

but if the established price is ab-

normally high for the quality of the

goods, it cannot live. No mere re-

stricting of price can annul the laws

of supply and demand or of com-
mercial competition. Indeed, goods
that are sold at known prices offer

themselves to the keenest competi-

tion because it is so easy for the

manufacturers of competing articles

to figure just what can and must be

done.

The result is that the manufacturer

of restricted price goods is alive to

the fact that he must constantly back
up his prices with quality. He is

ad\erse to changing his methods or

permitting the retailers to change
their methods of handling his goods,

because he takes an honest pride in

his one-price-to-all policy. The re-

sult is a constant effort to better his

products, a constant effort to give his

customers more for their money. It

is a competition just as keen and far-

reaching, as bitter if you like, as a

competition in price cutting.

\\'e did not intend, in this article,

to make any reference to our own
goods, but the temptation at this

point is too i;reat to resist. Com-
pare, if you please, the No. 3 Fold-

ing Pocket Kodak of 1903 at $17.50
with the Xo. 3 Folding Pocket
Kodak of 191 1 at $17.50, bearing

also in mind the fact that practically

every item of material and labor that

enters into camera construction has

greatly increased in cost during the

intervening years. And the retail

price has, during all these years,

been restricted to the same list,

$17.50. We have not lowered the

price, we are hardly willing to admit
that competition has forced us to

make the improvements, but tre-

mendous improvements have been
made to foycstall competition. The
competition in quality is thus giving

our customers much more for their

money.
To carry this illustration still

further. The No. 3 Folding Pocket
Kodak is a;\}(x4J{ camera at $17. 50.

Competition, not necessarily with

other camera makers, but with all

manufacturers who sell articles of

luxury to the people, has made other

and lower priced t,}(x^]^ cameras a

part of our line We have them at

$1 1. 00, $9.00, $8 00 and $4.00. In

every case the retail selling price is

restricted, but the Sn 00 camera of

to-day is a more desirable instrument

than the $17.50 F. P. K. of eight

years ago Not desiring to pose as

philanthropists we admit that com-
petition has brought all this about,

with no interference from the re-

stricted price policy.

Take hats. Dunlap and Knox
derbys are restricted at five dollars.

You can't buy one for less, yet you
can buy a pretty good looking derby

for a dollar and a better one for two
dollars, and something really good
for three. But Dunlap and Knox
are by no means free from competi-

tion. It's a competition of quality.

They just put style and goodness
into their hats, else men would buy
the cheaper ones. They compete
with each other and with the im-

ported hats and with, perhaps, some
other five dollar hats. They com-
pete with the cheaper hats by offer-

ing better style and quality. But it

would be absurd to say that hats

cost more because Knox and Dunlap
don't permit the retailer to cut prices

on their goods until the season is

over.

To the careful observer there can

be but one conclusion as to the
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merits of the policy of price restric-

tion. That policy means a square
deal to the ultimate consumer. It

means that one man's money is as

good as another's. It means that

those manufacturers who adopt the

policy must make good goods in or-

der to maintain their prestige, must
be ever on their mettle to anticipate

competition, must forestall it by
making improvements and making
them before the other man does.

The market is still open for those

who do business on the other basis,

but if their goods do not equal or

better the restricted price goods, the

public will buy the restricted price

goods.

Competition began with com-
merce. Competition must continue

to exist so long as there are two or

more separate concerns manufactur-
ing similar goods for the same mar-
ket. If one of these concerns makes
highly superior goods and is equally

alert in its selling methods, it will, by
reason of the law of the survival of

the fittest, get the big share of the

trade. Whether prices are restricted

or not has nothing to do with the

case further than the fact, that the

concern that makes the goods of

known quality, is in a position to

make its prices known and stick to

them. Having quality it can afford

to compete on a ([uality basis. No
underhanded methods by which one
customer is gained at the expense of

another need be resorted to.

The price restriction policy means
a square deal for the consumer, a

reasonable profit to the dealer and a

constant effort toward betterment of

the product on the part of the manu-
facturer.

A Kodak in StocK is worth
two in the Catalogue.

Premoette Jr.

PREMOS FOR 1911.

The first gun in the Premo cam-
paign, as announced in last month's
Trade Circular, was a series of sample
prints, attracti\ely mounted, and
many on the firing lines have been
quick to appreciate its effectiveness.

The second gun is the appearance
of the 191 1 Premo catalogue, which
you have already received, and
whose effectiveness you can judge
for yourself.

We believe you will like this cata-

logue and we believe your trade will

like it. Just as soon as possible, we
are going to send you a supply, and
we want to impress upon you the
desirability of you and your sales

force becoming thoroughly familiar

with the Premos described therein

and the various advantages of each.

Remember that these advantages
are being heavily advertised and that

we tell prospective purchasers to go
to you. Naturally you must know
these advantages in order to back
up our advertising by showing them
to the customer.
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Premo Jr. No. O.

THE NEW PREMOS.

There are two new Premos this

year, both of which should be im-

mensely popular, for they fill a need
and are to be well advertised.

Premo Junior No. O is made up-

on the same lines as the regular

Premo Junior, but it introduces an
entirely new size of picture

—

12/^ x

2 3 8. This is a splendidly propor-

tioned size for either portraiture or

landscape, and the price, $1.50, is

certain to make this an extremely
popular camera among the younger
people. It has double finders, auto-

matic shutter, meniscus lens, and
loads in daylight with the Premo
Film Pack.

i^ X 23 8 films can be developed
in No. I Premo Film Pack Tank.

You should certainly have some
of these cameras in stock.

Premoette Junior, is described on
pages 10 and 1 1 of the catalogue.

This is going to be one of the

most popular Premos offered, and we
look for a greater introductory sale

on them than on any other Premo
which was ever produced.

You never saw such a very dimin-

utive camera for 234^ x 2,^ pictures.

Made of aluminum, wi;h genuine
grain leather covering, it is bound to

attract your customers' attention by
its dainty compactness and hand-
some appearance.

It is fitted with a specially de-

signed automatic shutter, which
works at just the right speed for the

meniscus achromatic lens supplied.

An unusual feature is the direct view

finder. Never before has such a

finder been supplied on any but the

most expensive cameras, and you
will find this a very telling advantage
to impress upon your customers.

From the above short description,

you w'ill readily appreciate the great

value offered in this instrument for

only $5.00.

Talk this camera especially to your
customers as a vacation camera, on
account of its size and simplicity, re-

minding them that the 2j{ x 3^
pictures can be enlarged to any
reasonable size.

Aside from these two new models,

we want to call your attention

especially to two decided improve-

ments in the Pony Premo Cameras.
The receding ground glass panel

is especially valuable where ground
glass is being used for focusing,

avoiding the danger of moving the

position of the camera when plate

holder or film pack adapter is in-

serted.

The spring catch reversible back

overcomes any tendency of the back

to bind when being removed, as the

retaining catches are hinged, making
it possible to turn down the back until

it slips off easily. These features will

be found very strong talking points

for this type of camera and are both

described on page 6 of the catalogue.
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The Premo line of Cameras, as a

whole, encompasses all that quality

which experience and perfect manu-
facturing facilities assure.

Don't overlook the fact that there

is a large body of the photographic
public who want such cameras.
Stock the new Premos. Let your
trade know that you have them.

Have your salespeople talk Premos,
too. We are preparing lots of Premo
helps for you in the line of store

advertising, to say nothing of our
general advertising campaign. We'll
tell you more of this later, but you
should begin now.

IMPORTANT CHANGE OF SIZE.

When the Premo Film Pack was
first put out, to make it suitable for

use with plate cameras, it was, of

course, necessary to make it of a

size that would go into adapters

which would fit those plate cameras.

It is a matter of common knowl-
edge that in all plate holders, the

rabbets and retaining devices en-

croach somewhat on the dry plate,

slightly reducing the listed size of

such plate. Thus all dry plate neg-

atives are and always have been a

trifle undersized.

Now, adapters naturally require

as much room for retaining packs as

do plate holders, and as the adapt-

ers had to be made the same size as

holders, to fit the same cameras,

film pack films have been a bit under
the listed size, just as dry plates.

The reduction is so slight as to

be unimportant, and we have sel-

dom heard a complaint, excepting in

the case of the 3^x51^ size. This
size shows the discrepancy more
than any other, and to avoid any
possible misunderstanding among
customers, we have decided to list

these cameras from now on as 3 x 5 54^—the actual size of the printing neg-
ative.

The size of all film packs, adapters
and cameras shipped after April ist,

will be marked 3 x 51/^.

This size of pack and adapter

—

3 X 5j{— will, of course, fit the old

3/4^ X 5^ cameras. Nothing at all

has been changed excepting the in-

dicated size.

BROWNIL

There is plenty

of wholesome fun

for the children in a

BROWNIE
CAMERA
A good camera which is easy to

use and which gives good results.

No darK-room for any part of the

worh.

BROWNIES, $1 to $12.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVE.

wB-SiiiKloCf
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ANOTHEIR ADVERTIS=
ING POST CARD.

We believe in pushing successes.

We believe particularly in taking

advantage of the cumulative force of

an advertising success. The new
Advertising Post Card (see above)

for bringing new business direct to

you, needs no apology for existence.

Its predecessors fully demonstrated

the tremendous pulling power of this

form of direct advertising for the

dealer. The same charming face of

Peggy will appeal in full page adver-

tisements to millions of readers of the

May and June magazines. This post

card mailed to judiciously selected

lists of prospective customers, dur-

ing these months must forcefully

connect our campaign of publicity

with your individual establishment.

Over one hundred thousand of our

last summer's post cards were mailed

by live dealers, and we have yet to

hear from a dealer dissatisfied with

results. Read carefully the plan

under which these cards will be

supplied to you :
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OST CARD PLACE

STAMP

HERE

CORRESPONDENCE HERE

-*-tx ciurt.^.i--te, c^j <-/ -<-l.o-i>iy /Z/X^AjU aJLo-yx^

zoo/ -yA.<Ja..<j-cL/ CL<.f-ey.

NAME AND ADDRESS HERE

We will furnish these cards in lots

of one thousand or more, printed as

shown in the illustrations, but with

the dealer's name and address in

same handwriting as the text, and
occupying same space as " Richard
Roe & Co., looi Tripod Ave." at

$10.00 per thousand net. This price

does not apply on lots of less than

one thousand, but does apply on
fractional lots where the total is for

more than one thousand, as for

instance 1250, 2700, etc. On lots

of less than one thousand, there will

be an extra charge of one dollar.

No order entered for less than 400
cards ($5.00 net). As these cards

cost us very much more than we are

getting for them, we cannot furnish

them in any different form than that

stipulated above. We cannot furnish

them without the advertising at any
price nor with any changes in the

advertising (except insertion of fac

simile hand writing of dealer's name
and address as explained above ) at

the price quoted. No changes of

any description can be made on the

picture side, changes on the address

side, even where an extra charge is

made, are to be subject to our
approval—the point being, that as

this is a Kodak advertising card that

will be in quite general use, we must
control it.

While we anticipate a very much
larger demand for these cards this

year, and have planned foi turning

them out rapidly and in large quan-
tities, we cannot anticipate the

demand exactly, and can only agree

to take care of the orders on the

"first come, first served" plan.

With our previous experience it is

not likely that we shall receive more
orders than we can handle promptly,
but should such condition arise we
will confer with the dealer rather than

run the risk of filling his orders too

late for his use to the best advantage.

With the right sort of mailing list

this post card plan is a proved suc-

cess—dignified and convincing.

How many please ?
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There is still time for

a course in our Educa-

tional Department before

the season opens.

First-class finishing is

a big help in building up

amateur trade.
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EASTMAN PRINTING
MASKS.

As a convenience for the dealers

in making up an assortment for a

customer, we will hereafter supply
these masks singly, according to the
following list:

NO.
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THE NATIONAL
A new Bradley Trimmer.

The above illustration shows very

clearly the new trimmer. It has the

ruled f table, adjustable joint and
adjustable rule, and with its strong

eighteen inch blade seems to be just

about the ticket for all around studio

use ; will cut tissue or the heaviest

mount accurately and easily.

The Price.

National Bradley Trimmer, - $11.00
Discount to the Trade, 33>^^.
Net price by the dozen assorted

with other Bradley Trimmers, 84.00

Show your Brownie customers

how easy it is to maKe big prints

ivom little negatives without a darR=

roonri: Velox Paper and a

BROWNIE
ENLARGING
CAMERA
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The fact that we pay

for the advertising doesn't

make it the less your loss

when a customer goes

away from your store dis-

appointed because he can-

not find the goods he

wants.
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THE, SHOW WINDOW.
Your display window is one of the

most important parts of your estab-

lishment, and should be a powerful
lever not only in sustaining the in-

terest of those already your custom-
ers, but in the creating of new busi-

ness as well.

The show window must be as neat
and as well dressed as your best

salesman in the store, and being de-

prived of the power of speech, must
present its argument in some novel
and striking manner.

A show window filled with a mis-

cellaneous assortment of everything
you have in stock, may inform the
passing public that you have a large

and varied stock, but it is apt to

confuse rather than hold interest.

A show window of this character

creates about the same mental im-
pression as if when a customer en-

tered your store, every employee
should come forward to wait upon
him, each one telling of some differ-

ent thing in stock—yes, sir, we have
Kodaks, albums, tripods, hypo,
mounts, scales, film. Brownies,
plates, lamps, papers, until the

customer's head reeled.

Put yourself in the other fellow's

place for a moment—what display

windows in your city attract you ?

Invariably those that are frequently

changed, and that present some one
selling argument in a novel manner.
The display illustrated herewith

plays strongly up to the idea " Take
a Kodak with you."
With the outdoor days at hand,

thoughts turn most naturally to va-

cation time and summer outings,

and this display cannot help but aid

in convincing the onlooker of the

indispensable part the Kodak plays

in obtaining the full measure of en-

joyment.
But remember that this simple

display is complete as it is—that any
further addition of apparatus or ac-

cessories only tends to distract the

mind from the story told.
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A simple, yet effective, window display that connects our advertisine with your store.

The cut on page 26 illustrates the prin-

cipal detail of this window display. The
note book should be large enough to

render the writing easily read ; the sen-

tence reading as follows :

"Spent the day along the banks of the

river. It is most picturesque and winds

among beautiful hills, and tall trees stand

like sentinels along the bank. Writing

cannot describe at all adequately, its real

beauty."

The arrow is cut out of white card-

board, and the pencil is a dummy, easily

made from any round piece of wood.
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If it isn't an Eastman^

It isn't a Kodak.

The first Spring call of the

outdoor days invites your

KODAK
Anybody can Kodak—simple, easy, no dark-

room for any part of the ^vork.

KODAKS, $5.00 to $111 00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE

Single Column Cut Xo. 201 H. Double Column Cut \o. 201G.
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TKe Outlook.

NEW GOODS AND NEW ADVERTISING HELPS
FOR 1911

When business is at a standstill,

a bunch of new goods is a good
thing.

But when business is coming so

fast on the established goods that

orders can't be filled promptly, new
goods are really something of a

nuisance. Our having only one
new camera to announce this year,

from that standpoint, is certainly

an advantage. And anyway, there

are three cameras that are practi-

cally new because a factory that

worked overtime couldn't keep up
with the demand during last sum-
mer's rush, namely, the 2A Folding
Pocket Brownie, the 3A Special

Kodak and the lA Speed Kodak.
We are in splendid shape on

these goods to-day and we are going
to help 3'ou push them. Meantime
there is to l)e no forgetting the

whole line. Kodaks and Brownies
and Premo.s—on all these goods we
shall do .somewhat more advertising

than ever before and shall out-do
ourselves in the furnishing of trade
helps.

The New Kodak.—The tremen-
dous (we use that word advisedly)

success of the 3A Special Kodak
last year decided us on putting out
a similar camera in the No. 3 (314
X 41/4.) size. The new camera has
the Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat lens,

/6.3, the Compound shutter with a

speed of 1-250 of a second, rack

and pinion, rising and sliding fr(mt,

reversible, brilliant finder with
spirit level, two tripod sockets, and
that superb finish in Persian mor-
occo with black bellows that char-

acterized the 3A Special. The price

will be $52.00. Of course you will

not sell this No. 8 Special Kodak
where you can sell the 3A, but in

spite of the popularity of the 3Vi.

X 5V. size, there is still a large and
warranted demand for the 31^^ x

414- It is especially advantageous
for lantern slide work, extremely
convenient to carry, and some peo-

ple prefer pictures of the 3^4 x 414
shape, while the speed of the Com-
pound shutter in this size is won-
derfully rapid f 1-250 of a second)
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for a between-the-lens shutter and
fiirthermcre it works smoothly.

Other New Goods—Kodak Vel-

vet Green paper is making a hit

and as fast as we are able to let

more people know about it, it is

going to make a bigger hit, and
once introduced its attractive quali-

ties are sure to build up a highly
desirable business.

Among the other new goods
which appear for the first time in

the Kodak Catalogue are the 3A
Outfits, the Eastman Flash Sheet
Holder and Etching Sepia Plati-

num Paper. The Kodak Automatic
Shutter is now being put out with
the Kodak Autotime Scale attach-

ed, a feature that is expected to

not only increase the popularity of

this most excellent shutter, but to

also increase by this demonstration
of its value, the demand for Auto-
time Scales for attachment to other
shutters. There are also some new
and attractive Albums and minor
sundries that will help you to in-

crease this important part of your
business.

The Xo. 2 Stereo Brownies and
the Xo. 8B Quick Focus Kodaks
have been discontinued.
The Campaign.—So much for

the goods. X'ow for the helps that
we propose to furnish in selling

those goods.

The broad policy' of doing a deal
of advertising to simply popularize
amateur photography, without spe-

cifjdng the details on any particu-

lar Kodak is to be continued. ^More

space is being used in telling people
"to Kodak" than in telling them
that such a Kodak with such and
such advantages sells at a certain

price. For this work many back
cover pages in colors are being em-
ployed. We then depend upon our
other advertising and upon yo)(r

advertising to clinch the sale after
the general interest has once been
aroused. Among the publications
in which Kodak will have large
space are

:

Ainslee 's,

Canadian Century,
Canadian Courier,

Canadian Home Journal,
Canadian ^lagazine,

Canadian Pictorial,

Century,
Colliers.

Cosmopolitan,
Ladies' Home Journal,
Life,

Literary Digest,

Hampton 's,

Outlook.

Outing,

Red and Gun,
Saturday Evening Post,

Success,

Westminster,
Woman's Home Companion.

W^'e are backing this up with
more than the usual amount of in-

side space in full pages in the
standard magazines, and right now
are using copy nearly every week
in Saturday Evening Post and Col-

lier's, and are using frequent space
in Life, and other important week-
lies. Our line of goods was never
so well balanced as it is to-day

;

the quality of our cameras and of

our sensitized products is so good
that our enthusiasm for them just

keeps us telling people about how
attractive they are, even if it does
cost big money. And by th-e way.
dealers in small towns will be in-

terested in the fact that we are

not confining ourselves to the city

trade. Investigation has convinced
us that seme of the standard maga-
zines and big weeklies are reaching
stronglv into the rural communi-
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\(.\ 3 SPECIAL KODAK.

ties, but on top of these we are

advertising every month in the year
in all the leading farm papers.

Booklet.s.—Advance catalogues,

done somewhat better than ever

before, are aliout to be mailed, and
these will be followed promptly by
a shipment to every dealer. We
expect you to give these out on
request only.

There will be, as usual, a

Brownie Book and a miniature cata-

logue (we call it the "Summer
Book") in July, for mailing pui'-

poses. These will be sent to you
only on request, but freely to those

who will make good use of them.
We have run a second edition of

"At Home with the Kodak" which
is yours for the asking and in our
opinion is one of the Ix-st advertis-

ing books we have put out. Of
course there will be the usual sup-
ply of Tank and Velox booklets,

Bromide Enlai-ging with a Kodak,
and the like, for tlie asking. We
want every dealer to have what he
needs, but we cannot tell what he
needs from here. Speciiic requests

are therefore desired.

Othei' Helps.—As a result of
the Kodak Advei'tisiiig Competi-
tion we have the pictures to form
the basis of an unusually good line

of display matter for the stores,

that we shall have readv by Julv
Lst.

Oui- street car service is to be
continued and to this we have add-
ed the attractive eight-sheet posters

already announced. Poster adver-
tising is i-elativi'ly inex!>ensive and
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there are few eities or towns where
it will not pay out. To show its

pulling power : When we were run-
ning our big Kodak Exhibition a
few years ago, it was our rule to

begin poster and newspaper adver-
tising at the same time. In one
city the bill poster got his "paper"
up a few days ahead of time with
the result that the dealers had had
calls for 1.100 tickets before a line

had appeared in the newspapers,
or any advertising of any kind had
appeared, outside the bill boards.
Our Velox post-card advertising

has been successful now for three

years, -and we think that the card
announced last month is better than
ever. Tlie very attractiveness of

the picture is bound to command
attention, yet this picture means
something—means that all out
dooi-s invites the Kodak.
We have been furnishing more

than the usual number of news-
paper advertising suggestions in

these columns of late, but the
Kodak Trade Circular is a little

small for all such advertisements,
and so we are sending to each dealer
a booklet of ten ready-to-use ads.,

written in a personal style, that we
believe will help.

During June we shall send a new

J
cut sheet, showing the different

/ styles of cuts of cameras and the

\ like, together with some new live

illustrations for your newspaper
work, that will help you get the

business.

No Interruption. —There's every
indication that there's to be no m-
terrnption this year of the steadily

widening interest in amateur photo-
graphy. The out-door habit is in-

creasing; people are learning more
and more to Kodak the children
and to let the children Kodak: the

goods are better than ever: there's

to be more direct Kodak advertis-
ing than ever, and more and better
helps for your Kodak advertising.
With good goods backed by good
advertising, there's an increasing
business for you and for us in the
prospect.

Xow. let's get it.

A SPEED AND SPECIAL
YEAR.

This is going to be a big year
for the Speed and Special Kodaks.
We now have plenty of the Speed
Kodaks in stock and are advertis-

ing them extensively—their many
advantages are instantly apparent
even to the novice in picture mak-
ing, and the experienced amateur
knows that no other tj^pe of camera
contains so many advantages in so

small a compass.
Talk Speeds and Specials to

your customers, use your show
windows for special Speed and
Special displays, and post your
employees fully on the talking

points and selling arguments relat-

ing to these instruments.

Our booklet
'

' At Home with the

Kodak" is working wonders in in-

teresting people in the all by day-
light way. and is a big help in the

selling of the Specials.

But. to catch this enthusiasm at

its highest point—the sale making
point, you must have the goods in

stock. Xo catalogue ever made can

equal in convincing power the sight

of the actual goods.

^lauy a high grade outfit has

been sold to an amateur with the

ordinary equipment, just because

every time he went into the stock

house, the coveted instrument stared

him in the face from the show ease.

]\rany a Special has been sold to

prosjtective tourists just by having
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them in stock, the difference in

price cutting no figure as against

the chance of securing better pic-

tures on a long planned for trip.

A good many dealei*s are going

to total up a tidy bit of extra profit

from the sale of the Speeds and
Specials, but their sales are going
to be made from the show case and
not from the catalogue.

Have the goods in stock.

IRIS E—ROUGH AND SMOOTH.

Artura Iris Grade E will here-

after be laiown as Grade E
"Rough."
We are also now ready to supply

Grade E "Smooth."
This grade is the same emulsion

as E Rough, but coated on a smooth
buff stock, slightly lighter in

tint.

There has been a heavy demand
for the grade E Smooth for the

smaller work and dealers should
stock accordingly.

List price and discounts same as

heretofore.

First Class Work

in your

Finishing Department.

—that's a real help

in business

mn

building.

KODAK AUTOTIME SCALES
FOR COMPOUND SHUTTERS.

We are experiencing some diffi-

culty in manufacturing Autotime
Scales for use with Compound
Shutters, owing to changes in the

construction of the shutter by its

manufacturers.
The Autotime Scales for Com-

pound Shutters will fit only such

shutters as have the style head
shown in the above illustration.

We are informed that a definite

standard of construction will soon

be in effect for the Compound
Shuttci-. but we cannot until such

time supply the scales for Com-
pound Shutters, other than for the

model illustrated.

^Meantime there's an increasing

demand, as the value of this aid

to the Kodaker becomes better

understood, for the scales to be

used on the other shutters to which
it is adapted.

To make its advantages more
obvious, we have published a ver\^

concise little circular on this sub-

ject that will be supplied in

quantities upon request—without

charge, of course.
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RESTRICTED PRICES.

THEIR BENEFIT TO THE CONSUMER.

There is more than one kind of

commercial competition. There is

competition in price, with its ever

attendant danger of loss in quality.

There is, where established, main-
tained and published prices prevail,

a healthy- competition in quality.

The former is sometimes and the

latter almost universally to the

benefit of the ultimate consumer.
The manufacturer who restricts

the prices at which his goods are

to be retailed, to a certain figure, is

just as much in competition with

other manufacturers of similar

goods 'as are those who do not

restrict prices—but in a more
healthy way. But, mind you, we
refer here to an individual or a con-

cern or a corporation—not to a

combination between natural com-

petitors, to create an artificial price.

That's a subject in which we are

not interested because it is entirely

foreign to our methods of doing

business.

The manufactur<^r who publishes

a price list on his goods, allows a

certain discount to the dealer in

those goods and then insists on that

dealer selling his goods at the list

price, is by no means free from com-

petition. If he sells wisely, he has

familiarized himself with the aver-

age percentage that it costs the

dealer to handle his goods, and he

makes his discount large enough to

pay the dealer a normal profit—

a

profit that will be satisfactory to

him, but not big enough to prove a

constant temptation to cut prices.

In making his list price, this wise

manufacturer will put it at a figure

that will pay him a normal profit,

after giving a discount to the dealer

that will likewise pay him his nor-

mal profit. Such manufacturer is

as much in competition \nth other
makers of goods as though he had
no established price—but his con-

sumer customers get a square deal,

they all buy his goods at the same
price.

The retailer must make a certain

percentage of profit over and above
the cost of doing business or go into

bankruptcy. Isn't it manifestly
fairer to the consumer if the dealer

nets 5% on what he sells to Smith
and 5% on what he sells to Brown
than it is for him to lose 5 % on what
he sells Brown and make it up by
netting 10% on what he sells Smith ?

And that 's just what happens every
day where retail prices are not re-

stricted. Every retailer knows this,

though the buying public does not.

And how is the manufacturer af-

fected ? He has a widely advertised

article at say ten dollars. It is gen-

erally known that his goods are sold

at list price only. The dealer is al-

ready receiving a normal discount.

This manufacturer usually keeps
ahead in improvements in his line,

l)ut, for the sake of argument, we
will admit that a competitor an-

nounces an important and genuine
improvement. What happens? One
of three things : An improvement
in the article in Cjuestion to meet the

competition, a cut in price in order

to pick up the cheaper trade in this

line, or, if the margin of profit Avlll

not admit this, an entire all3andon-

ment of the manufacture of such
article. In cutting the price, if that

method be followed, the price at

which the goods are to be retailed

may still be restricted at whatever
lower level may be decided upon as

a normal price at the new level

forced hy the competing improved
product. Price restriction has in no
way prevented a general lowering
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of price ; it has simply made a uni-

form price.

A restricted price means that the

goods are to be sold at a certain

price, that the retailer is not to go
either above or below that price

;

but if the established price is

abnormally high for the quality of

the goods, it cannot live. Xo mere
restricting of price can annul the

laws of supply and demand or of

commercial competition. Indeed,

goods that are sold at known prices

offer themselves to the keenest com-
petition because it is so easy for the

manufacturers of competing articles

to figure just what can and must be

done.

The result is that the manufac-
turer of restricted price goods is

alive to the fact that he must con-

stantly back up his prices with
quality. He is adverse to changing
his methods or permitting the retail-

ers to change their methods of hand-
ling his goods because he takes an
honest pride in his one-price-to-all

policy. The result is a con.stant

effort to better his products, a con-

stant effort to give his customers
more for their money. It is a com-
petition just as keen and far-reach-

ing, as bitter if you like, as a com-
petition in price cutting.

We did not intend, in this article,

to make any reference to our own
goods, but the temptation at this

point is too great to resist. Com-
pare, if you please, the No. 3 Fold-
ing Pocket Kodak of 1903 at .^.17.50
with the No. 3 Folding Pocket
Kodak of 1911 at $17.50, bearing
also in mind the fact that practi-

cally every item of material and
la'bor that enters into camera con-

struction has greatly increased in

cost during the intervening years.

And the retail price has, during all

these years, been restricted to the

same list, $17.50. We have not

lowered the price, we are hardly
willing to admit that competition
has forced us to make the improve-
ments, but tremendous improve-
ments have been made to forestall

competition. The competition in

quality is thus giving our customers
much more for their money.

To carry this illustration still

further. The No. 3 Folding Pocket
Kodak is a 314 x -i^i camera at

$17.50. Competition, not necessar-

ily with other camera makers, but
with all manufacturers who sell

articles of luxury to the people, has

made other and lower priced 314 x
414 L-ameras a part of our line. We
have them at $11.00, $9.00, $8.00

and $4.00. In every case the retail

selling price is restricted, but the

$11.00 camera of to-day is a more
desirable instrument than the

$17.50 F. P. K. of eight years ago.

Not desiring to pose as philan-

thropists we admit that competition

has brought all this about, with no
interference from the restricted

price policy.

Take hats. Dunlap and Knox
derbys are restricted at five dollars.

You can't buy one for less, yet you
can buy a pretty good looking

derby for a dollar and a better one

for two dollars, and something
really good for three. But Dimlap
and Knox are by no means free

from competition. It's a competi-

tion of (juality. They just put style

and goodness into their hats, else

men would buy the cheaper ones.

They c(mipete with each other and
with the imported hats and with,

pei'hai)s, some othei- five dollar hats.

They compete with the cheaper hats

by off'ering l)etter style and quality.

But it would be absurd to say that

hats cost more because Knox and
Dunlap don't permit the retailer to
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cut prices ou their goods until the

season is over.

To the careful observer there can

be but one conclusion as to the

merits of the policy of price restric-

tion. That i^olicy means a square

deal to the ultimate consumer. It

means that one man's money is as

good as another's. It means that

those manufacturers who adopt the

policy must make good goods in

order to maintain their prestige,

must be ever on their mettle to

anticipate competition, must fore-

stall it by making improvements
and making them before the other

man does. The market is still open
for tliose who do business on the

other basis, but if their goods do
not equal or better the restricted

price goods, the public will buy the

restricted price goods.

Competition began with com-
merce. Competition must continue

to exist so long as there are two or

more separate concerns manufac-
turing similar goods for the same
market. If one of these concei'us

makes highly superior goods and is

equally alert in its selling methods,

it will, by reason of the law of the

survival of the fittest, get the big

share of the trade. Whether prices

are restricted or not has nothing to

do with the case further than the

fact, that the concern that makes
the goods of known qualit}^ is in a

position to make its prices known
and stick to them. Having quality

it can afford to compete on a qual-

ity basis. No underhanded methods
by which one customer is gained at

the expense of another need be

resorted to.

The price restriction policy

means a square deal for the cus-

tomer, a reasonable profit to the

dealer and a constant effort toward
betterment of the product on the

part of the manufacturer.

PREMOS FOR 1911.

Towards tiie end of the month, a

copy of the 1911 Premo catalogue
will be mailed to each dealer.

We believe you will like this cata-

logue and we believe your trade will

like it. Premo catalogues will be
supplied in liberal quantities to

those who ask for them, and we
want to impress upon you the de-

sirability of you and your sales

force becoming thoroughly familiar

with the Premos described therein

and the various advantages of each.

Kemember, that these advantages
are 'being heavily advertised and
that we tell prospective purchasers

to go to you. Naturally you must
know these advantages in order to

back up our advertising by .showing

them to the customer.

Premo Jr. Xo. O.

THE NEW PREMO.

There is one new Premo this

year which should be immensely
popular, for it fills a need and is to

be well advertised.

Premo Junior No. is made
ui'on the same lines as the regular
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Premo Junior, but it introduces an
entirely new size of picture—1=^4 x
2%. This is a splendidly propor-
tioned size for either portraiture or

landscape, and the price, $1.50, is

certain to make this an extremely
popular camera among the younger
people. It has double finders, auto-

matic shutter, meniscus lens, and
loads in daylight with the Prenu
Film Pack.

'

1-^4 X 2% films can be developed
in No. 1 Premo P^'ilm Pack Tank.
You should certainly have some

of these cameras in stock.

Aside from this new model we
want to call your attention especi-

ally to two decided improvements
in the Pony Premo Cameras.
The receding ground glass panel

is especially valuable where ground
glass is being used for focusing,

avoiding the danger of moving the

position of the camera when plate

holder or film pack adapter is in-

serted.

The spring catch reversible l;aek

overcomes any tendency of the back
to bind when being removed, as the

retaining catches are hinged, mak-
ing it po.ssible to turn down the

back until it slips ofl" easily. 'I'hese

features will be found very strong

talking points for this type of

camera and are both described on
page 6 of the catalogue.

The Premo line of Cameras, as a

whole, encompasses all that (piality

which experience and perfect manu-
facturing facilities assure.

Don 't overlook the fact that

there is a large body of the photo-

gi-aphic public who want such
cameras. Stock the Premos. Let

your trade know that you have
them. Have your salespeople talk

Premos, too. We are preparing lots

of Premo helps for you in the line

of store advertising, to say nothing

of our general advertising cam-
paign. We'll tell you more of this
later, but you should begin now.

IMPORTANT CHANGES OF SIZE.

When the Premo Film Pack was
first put out, to make it suitable for
use with plate cameras, it w^as, of
course, necessary to make it of a
size that would go into adapter
which would fit those plate cameras.

It is a matter of common knowl-
edge that in all plate holders, the
rabbets and retaining devices en-
croach somewhat on the drj' plate,

slightly reducing the listed size of
such plate. Thus all dry plate neg-
atives are and always have been a
trifle imdersized.

Xow, adapters naturally require
as much room for retaining packs
as do plate holders, and as the
adapters had to be made the same
size as holders, tq fit the same
cameras, film pack films have been
a bit under the listed size, just as
dry plates.

The reduction is so slight as to

be unimportan't, and we have sel-

dom heard a complaint, excepting
in the case of the 3i/4 x oVl- size.

This size shows the discrepancy
more than any other, and to avoid
any possible misunderstanding
among customers, we have decided
to list these cameras from now on
at :5 X 514—the actual size of the
printing negative.

The size of all film packs, adapt-
ers and cameras shipped after

April 1st, will l)e marked 'Ax5y^.
This size of pack and adapter

—

3 X oi/i—will, of course, fit the old

81/t X 0V2 cameras. Nothing at all

has been changed excepting the in-

dicated size.

R Kodak in Stock is worth
two in the Catalogue.
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NEW AMATEUR ALBUMS.

Every Kodak, every Brownie
sold makes a market for one or
more amateur all)ums for the dis-

play and preservation of prints.

Our line for this year includes
three new styles, ranging in price
from fifty-five cents to five dollars.

The Parthenon is a little higher
grade than the Forum, introduced
last year, has a flexible cover of

imitation lizard skin, and is a hand-

some and durable book. The Par-
thenon is supplied with either gray,

black or brown leaves, furnishing

a suitable hook for all classes of

papers.

The Stadium Album fills the

demand for a first-class, leather

covered book, -as it is splendidly

made, the cover being of fine

quality—^black grain leather, hand-

somely padded : either gray or

brown leaves.

STADIUM N'o.
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BECOMING A REALITY.
The new home of Kodak, Limit-

ed, in process of construction on
King"sway, London, has now become
much more than an architect's

drawing, as the accompanying
illustration shows.

Every feature for the most
economical handling of an immense
volume of business has ])een incor-

porated in this structure, and its

progress towards completion is

attracting much attention on the

thoroughfare on which it faces.

The construction is the same as

employed in all up to the minute
buildings, and promises for a most
durable and commanding struc-

ture. .

NEW STREET CAR CARDS.
Our plan for supplying the deal-

ers with high quality cards for

street ear advertising is, of course,

to be continued and we reproduce
in reduced form, three ucw cards

for Kodak and Premo advertising

that are now ready for delivery.

There is no class of goods better

adapted to street car advertising

than our line, and that it pays is

made patent by the fact that prac-

tically every dealer who has made
use of this form of publicity still

continues.

Conditions.

It is obvious that no two dealei-s

in the same town would care to use

the same cards. In filling orders

for street car cards, we shall, there-

fore, give the preference to the first

dealer who applies from each city,

but will not furnish him more than
one kind of card until we are satis-

fied that the other dealers in his

town are not interested. When
tlicre is only one dealer in the city

who uses the cards, he can run
through out entire line—^^and thait

will mean at least one new card a

month if he wants it.

These cards are of the standard

car size, 11 x 21 inches, and are to

be furnished for street car use onhf.

They are too expensive and too
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Take a
KODAK

with you
and let us finish your pictures

when you return.

RICHARD ROE <& CO.,
(Everything for Kodakery)

1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

No. 967

PREMOS
For light weight, \ 1 i 1 1 r^

XieadallLameras
For compactness, 1 ^
^ r 1 J- I We carry all that's best in
For ease of loading I

photography and do prompt

and operating- J developing and printing

John Doe & Co.
1234 Premo Street

Let the Children

KODAK
There's everything for

Kodakery at our store and
we do prompt developing

and printing.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVE.
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perishable for fence tacking or simi-

lar purposes.

In ordering, please tell how many
cards you need, and indicate by
number the style of card wanted.

We particularly request that you
order only as many as you require.

They are too expensive to waste.

CHANGE IN SHIPMENTS.

It has been customary for us

for several years to ship films,

papers, mounts, etc., by express

under Section "D" (printed mat-
ter) classification, prepaying the

charges and thereby effecting a

saving to our customers. The
Railway Commission revised the

Express Classification early this

year, and we are not now entitled

to ship such material as printed

matter, and the Express Com-
panies will not accept it under
this classification any longer.

Commencing ]May ]9th we will

ship films, pai)ers, etc., ordered
by express, collect, at merchandise
rates, and as there will be no sav-

ing to our customers, we will not
ill future prepay express ship-

ments.
As our terms are f.o.b. Toronto,

and all shipments are at cus-

tomer's risk, we would suggest
the avoidance of ordering goods
forward by mail, as in event of

loss or damage in transit, there
is no redress.

We will make mail shipments
only when our dealers so specify
in their orders.

A CLEVER WINDOW DISPLAY.
(Reprint from E. K. Co. s Trade Circular.)

We are indebted to R. S. Miller,

with the J. C. Coblentz Drug Co.,

of Bloomington, 111., for the idea
for a clever and interesting win-
dow display. In his letter ]Mr.

^liller says

:

"We have used this Kodak dis-

play in our window with good
results. At one end of the window
was placed a large map of the town
and across the face were printed

the words 'Start out with a Kodak.'
From a point which marks approxi-

mately the location of our store

were started a number of ribbons.

These ribbons extended through
the handle of a Kodak placed just

below the map, and the loose ends

were attached to the objects which
mark the different modes of travel,

such as—automobile, railway train,

aeroplane, ship and horse and
wagon. At the other end of the

window was placed a large map of

the United States. Across the face

of this was the following: 'Wher-
ever you go—However you go

—

Take a Kodak with you. ' From dif-

ferent points on the map were rib-

bons which were also attached to

the objects of transportation.
'

' It told the story in a simple but

effective manner and was produc-

tive of a number of sales.
'

'

The window in which this dis-

play was arranged is L shaped,

making it extremely difficult to

photograph so as to show this clever

display to the hest advantage.

Consequently, we have taken the

liberty to arrange a similar display

in our model show window, as the

idea is too good to be passed along

with only the description as a

guide.

The strength of this display lies

in its simplicity, and concentration

upon the one idea — "Take a

Kodak with you."
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Take a KODAK with you
. '

'

R simple, yet effective window display.
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Make the May
Walk more
enjoyable by
taking a

KODAK
Then you will have not

onlu the pleasure of the

outing, but the added

pleasure in the pictures

which preserve the mem-
org of the fun.

Ask us for a free copy of the new

Kodak catalogue.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column 3178. Double Column 31 7 A.

PREMO ART LANTERN.

We call it lantern for lack of a

better name. It is really an orna-

mental shade, made to fit over the

ordinary electric light bnlb.

The black and white reproduc-

tion herein cannot do justice to it,

for it is printed in four colors, and
will harmonize with the finest fix-

tures.

When illuminated, it produces a

soft mellow light, giving the effect

of stained glass. When unillumin-

ated, it is still an effective decora-

tion.

The top is lined with asbestos,

the lantern folds flat for shipment,

and to attach it, merely remove

bulb, slip lantera over it, and screw

into place.

These lanterns are supplied free,

but on order only. As it is a new
idea and quite expensive, we have

only put in a limited supply, and

it will be a case of "first come,

first served," one to each dealer,

excepting where more can ))e used

to extra good advantage, in which

case, ph*ase specify.
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SELLING KNOWLEDGE.
"Plea.se tell me what is the dif-

ference between this high speed
lens, and the one regularly sup-
plied on the Kodaks."
"Why—er—its faster you know.

You see this shutter goes up to

1-200 of a second, while the shutter
upon the regular lens only goes to

1-100 of a second."
"Yes, I know, but why is the ex-

pensive lens faster?"
"Why—er—er it's made of a dif-

ferent kind of glass that lets in

more light."

Now, there isn't a salesman in

your establishment but what can
afford a better explanation than
that, but nevertheless a good
many sales of anastigmat equip-
ments are lost, not because of
lack of effort, but because of insuf-
ficient knowledge of the subject.

Enter ]\Ir. Readymoney.
"I'm going abroad this summer

and I want to take a Kodak with
me."

"Yes, .sir (reaching for a 3

A

Special), here is a camera that I

am sure will suit you exactly, the
size picture it takes. 314 x 51/0

inches, is just the right proportion
for almost all subjects, and as you
see the camera is very light and
compact, in fact this size is the most
popular of any we sell.

'

'

"Yes, that looks very nice. A
friend of mine told me I could get

a very good Kodak for about
twenty dollars; what is the price
of this one ? '

'

'

' Sixty-five dollars.
'

'

"Sixty-five dollars! Suppose now
you show me one that sells for

a;bout twenty."
"Certainlv—here is the regular

3A Kodak."
"Why, that looks about the same

as the sixtv-five dollar one to me.

except that it isn't so finely finish-

ed."
Yes, sir, it takes the same size

picture, and is, without a few extra
attachments, and finer leather cov-
ering, practically the same model
as the sixty-five dollar one.

"The difference in price comes
in the optical equipment—the lens
and shutter.

"Xow if you will permit me I

will explain to you just where this

difference comes in.

"First let me say that the lens

on the Special will allow you to take
a picture imder conditions impos-
sible with the less expensive instru-

ment.
"This is due to the quality' and

construction of the lens. You, of

course, know that the image is

formed on the sensitive film by the
rays of light passing through the
lens. Now it is obvious that the
more light a lens will admit in a

given time, the shorter will be the

necessary exposure, and it is equal-
ly true that the larger light open-
ing will be fully as advantageous
with poor light conditions.

"I can perhaps explain the dif-

ference between the two lenses in

this manner.

"The lenses are equal in focal

length. jiLst what this means I can
explain to you later. With the

lens on the twenty-dollar Kodak
the light niust pass through an
opening one-eighth of its focal

length, in order to produce a nega-

tive sharp and distinct all over the

picture. With the lens on the Spe-

cial the opening for the light is

much larger. 6 3-10 of the focal

length, which if you fisrure it out

mathematically means that it will

admit sixty per cent, more light in

a given time than the other and
still produce a sharp negative.
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"Let us make a practical demon-
stration ; suppose just for illustra-

tion, the two lenses were of

eig-ht-ineh focus. The opening for

the regular lens would be one incli

in diameter, while the opening for

the lens on the Special would be
just a little less than one-sixth of

eig-ht inches, or about 1 1-3 inches,

like this: (Demonstrating by draw-
ing the two circles on a sheet of

paper). Suppose you and I were
out picture making somewhere late

in the afternoon, and we wanted to

photograph a s>treet scene with part
of it in shadow.

"One-twenty-fifth of a second is

about the longest exposure we could
give without showing movement.
Now with my lens I could not hope
for any detail in the shadows, while
yours, admitting sixty per cent,

more light in that twenty-fifth of

a second would produce a good
negative.

"This feature of admitting more
light in a given time is the chief

advantage of the higher grade, or

anastigmat lens, as it is called.

"Naturally, it is also more finely

corrected than the cheaper lenses,

and having the larger working
opening, can be used also with
shutters capable of making much
shorter exposures than is possible

mth the ordinary lens, thus mak-
ing it possible to photograph objects

moving with greater rapidity, as

well as the producing of good nega-

tives under poor conditions of light.

To make this more definite—you
will note that the shutter on the

$20 Kodak will work in 1-100 of a

second, while that on the Special

will work in 1-200. There would
be no particular object in having
this fast shutter on the cheaper
camera because the lens would not

permit working it at full speed."

'

' I thank you very much for your
explanation, and it is quite evident

to me that this sixty per cent,

greater efficiencj^ makes the added
cost of the Special well worth while,

to say nothing of its other features.

"I will take a Special, and now
what else will I require?"
From here on it wil be easy

sailing for the carrying case, film,

tank developer and the rest.

A simple, practical demonstra-
tion of the principal feature of the

goods you are selling, will not only

inspire confidence in your customer
regarding your knowledge, but will

make just that much easier the sale

of any other goods you may have
to offer.

ADVERTISING INVESTMENT.

A good many retailers seem pos-

sessed of the idea that while adver-

tising pays the manufacturer, it

will not pay them, or else if they

do attempt advertising, they regard

it as an expense and not as an in-

vestment.

The idea of applying a certain

definite percentage of their profits

to publicity never seems to have

occurred to them, though the oppor-

tunities for increasing their busi-

ness b.y good advertising are too

apparent to be overlooked.

We know that advertising pays,

that good advertising intelligently

and persistently carried out will in-

crease the profits of any business

that has a license to exist.

It is of interest to learn the views

of others on the subject and we
note herewith a few ideas of the

advertising manager of one of the

large drug houses of Chicago.

Speaking of the small amount ex-

pended for advertising by the aver-

age concern, he remarks:
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"Does it ever occur to the avei--

age retail merchant that the pro-

portion of his income being spent
on advertising is so small that the

effect is like trying to cover a big

house with a ten cent can of paint.

All this advertising, of course, is

good, for even though it bring no
results, it shows that the merchant
has an open mind in the matter and
is subject to reason.

"But advertising, no matter how
small, to get results, must be done
on some scientific plan that has
guided similar campaigns to suc-

cess.

"And the mo.st important item

in such a campaign is the minimum
amount to be spent on it.

" If • nine hundred and ninety-

nine out of everj^ thousand retail

advertisers will only go into the

question of their advertising, I be-

lieve they will find that it is not

costing them one per cent, of their

income.
"In most eases it will be found

to cost them much less. How they

can expect to get results from that

percentage is known to themselves

alone."

Speaking of the larger concerns

who figure both profits and ex-

penses down to the finest point, he

mentions the department stores

:

"These stores are known to men,
women and children. If any class

of retailers could dispense with ad-

vertising it is they. Yet they spend
from five to fifteen per cent, of

their yearly income in advertising

their goods.
'

' They are not spending that por-

tion of their yearly income on ad-

vertising as a mere matter of fun,

you may be certain. Every red

cent outgoing is jealously watched.
'

' If one-hundredth part of one

per cent, can be saved, it is saved.

"When next you consider adver-
tising, ]Mr. Ketailer, figure out how
much you are going to spend. If

it is less than five per cent., sit

down and think the matter over
carefully, and if you can not per-

suade yourself to spend at least five

per cent, on some scientific plan
that has brought success to others,

get a mirror and have a good look

at a bad merchant.
"After you have made up your

mind to the amount you are going
to spend, see that you put sales-

manship into your advertising.

"Salesmanship is just as neces-

sary in your advertising as it is in

your store.

"With it in your store and in

your advertising, success is certain,

for your sales organization will be

so strong that only bad goods or

insufficient capital can kill it."

Don't overlook the

ADVERTISING

POST-CARD

proposition in the

April Trade Circular.

2A Brownie users are

3A Folding Brownie

candidates.
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A good many dealers are

going to total up a tidy bit

of extra profit from the sale

of the Speeds and Specials,

but their sales are going to be

made from the show case

and not from the catalogue.

Have the goods in stock.
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// it isn't an Eastman,

It isn't a Kodak.

The opening

of the fishing

season gives

new oppor-

tunities for a

KODAK
Easy to carry, easy to use, the Kodak

should be a part of your outfit, for then,

in addition to the pleasure of the sport,

you have the added pleasure of possess-

ing the pictures pertaining to it.

We will be glad to give you a free copy of our

new Kodak catalogue.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

206G Double Column. 206H Single Column.
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THE, E.THICS OF
PRICE MAINTE.NANCE

FROM AN ADDRESS BY MR. R. E.

SHANAHAN OF THE BISSELL CAR-

PET SWEEPER CO., BEFORE THE
AMERICan HARDWARE MANU-
FACTURERS ASSOCIATION.

From an ethical standpoint,

price maintenance typifies one of

the best moral elements in the

conduct of business; it is funda-
mentally sound in principle and
preeminently just and beneficent

in practice, fostering and stimulat-

ing as it does the best ideals in

commercial life; promoting char-

acter in business, and securing to

its devotees the confidence of the

public, which is in itself a \aluable

commercial asset.

There are certain inevitable laws

in trade that affect in common the

manufacturer, the jobber, and re-

tailer, and price maintenance
recognizes the basic principle of

commercial justice and equity,

namely, that the manufacturer,
jobber and retailer, in the process
of distribution are entitled to a

fair living profit in the sale of any
commodity. Experience has

taught and I believe you will all

bear me out in this statement, that

the maintenance of prices will

more nearly insure the maintenance
of the quality of an article, than

any other factor contributing to its

sale. Not only will the mainten-
ance of prices insure the high
quality of an article, but also its

very permanence on the market as

well. A hardware merchant of

my own city told me some time

ago that price cutting to his know-
ledge, had driven from the market
many an article of hardware of the

highest merit; and the reason for

this is perfectly obxious.

In the beginning 1 said there

were certain ine\i table laws of

trade that affect in common the

manufacturer, jobber, and retailer,

and that work out with mathema-
tical certainty; and one of these

is that the article that is placed on
the market without the stipulation

that it must be sold at uniform
prices, bolii wholesale and retail,

will inashort time.beretailedatsuch

low prices as to destroy all profit

in its sale, thus killing the demand
for it with both jobber and retailer,

leaving open to the manufacturer
as a last hopeless course, the low-

ering of his prices, which means
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the deterioration of the (luaHty of

the product; and so it seems to me
that it can be loijically maintained
that price cutting is demoralizing
from beginning to end, working
detriment, disappointment and loss

to all concerned, manufacturers,
jobbers, retailers and consumers.

The policy of price maintenance
to be fairly and honestly carried

out, entails upon the manufacturer
the same obligations to strictly

maintain prices, as it does upon
the jobber or retailer. A salesman
of ours would no more think of

taking an order at a cut price

than of sending in his resignation.

A manufacturer advocating price

maintenance must practice what
he preaches; he must keep faith

with the jobbers, and never take

an order, however tempting, at

cut prices. This policy has won
for us the confidence and co-oper-

ation of the best jobbing trade in

this country, and I can say in all

candor that the time is past when
we ever hear of a jobber cutting

our prices. Price cutting is a

species of commercial debauchery
that rests upon the relentless doc-
trine of the survival of the fittest,

upon the narrow, cold blooded
principle that merchandizing is a

sort of commercial warfare
;

that "all's fair in war" and "the
devil take the hindmost." Price

cutting . lowers the commerical
standing of the manufacturer, job-

ber or retailer who practices it,

destroys profits, breeds distrust,

fosters prevarication, forfeits con-
fidence, and finally, robs the con-
sumer by debasing the quality of

the commodities upon which prices

are cut, if not actually driving

many of them from the market.

When you analyze it, the mo-
tive of the price cutter is always

bad. Did you ever happen to

notice that he usually selects an
article for cutting that is well
known and well advertised? He
knows that the general public is

better acquainted with such an
article, and he figures that by sell-

ing such a well known article at a
cut price, it will give the impres-
sion to the buying public that he is

selling all other commodities at

equally reduced prices. When
ever we run on to a commercial
freebooter of this class who at-

tempts to cut the price on our
product, we invariably give him
the opportunity of a limited num-
ber of rounds or a finish fight as he
may prefer.

In contradistinction totheblight-
ing effect of price cutting, price

maintenance is in harmony with
the soundest principles in business
to-day. The manufacturer, jobber
or retailer conducting his business
under a broad, equitable system
of uniform prices, commands con-
fidence and respect, and estab-

lishes for a business that fine

personality that we all prize so

in the individual.

P.EADY FOR
DELIVERY.

There is only one way to get
any product past our inspectors

—

it must be right.

One step in the manufacture of

the Paragon Border masks put
them just a few points below our
standard.

In consequence, no masks until

this had been remedied.
We are now ready to fill orders

for Paragon Border Masks.
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EXCLUSIVE,
FEATURES IN THE
KODAK METAL

TRIPODS.

Kodak compactness has made
the amateur very exacting^. He
demands extreme simplicity and
freedom from bother in e\'erything

photographic. Admittedly, very
many of his pictures would be bet-

ter if he would use a tripod—and
there is a tripod that will appeal
to him—the Kodak Metal.

It has every advantage of light-

ness and compactness that other
metal tripods have. In addition
to its superiority in appearance, it

has two distinct advantages over
other metal tripods.

With the others, the head being
immovable, the whole tripod must
be turned when attaching it to the

camera. This means that it is

necessary to move the tripod in

order to tighten the camera in

position. With the Kodak Metal
you simply turn the milled head
after setting up the tripod, to

attach the camera or tighten it.

With other metal tripods a worn
or broken spring means that a

whole new leg must be supplied.
With a Kodak Metal tripod any
section may be readily taken
apart and a new spring inserted,

should it become inoperative
through accident or wear.

Important points, these, in the
selection of a tripod—more than
talking points

—

utility points. Ex-
plain them, when you show the
goods.

AN APOLOGY.
One ot the young men in our

advertising department, after look-
ing over our book "Ten Little
Adlets," broke forth into what he
calls " verse."
As he has both a wife and child,

and as this is his first offense (any-
body can tell that by reading the
stuff) and is otherwise a desirable
citizen, he still holds his job. We
feel rather proud of our leniency
in condoning his offense, so proud
ill fact that we are printing these
"verses" below so that you may
see for yourselves how long suffer-

ing we sometimes are. In order
to take up as little of the valuable
space in this publication as possi-
ble, and in order to offend you as
little as possible, we print his

effusion in very small type. We
trust that you will be as charitable
toward us as we have been toward
h im

.

Ten Little Adlets

Ten little adlets hound in a book
One in the paper, people take a look.

Eight in the book, two in the paper.
Folks flock in like moths 'round a taper.

Three in the paper, seven to come
Business now begins to hum.

Four of 'em working 'round the town
Competitor wears a heavy frown.

Five ads busy, and five in .store,

(loods from factory block the door.

F'our in the book six on the job,
Two more clerks to wait on the mob.

Seven ads have told their story.
Competitor's business gone to glory.

Three ads left eager to work.
Boss sends out for another clerk.

Eight ads used, two are left-
Lift the cash bag—feel its heft.

Nine little ads their story have told
Tenth one's ready before they're cold.

Youngsters - Vacation - Brownies
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THE, POSTER PLAN.
Our poster being a new feature,

so far as Kodak advertising is con-

cerned, we can not point out to

you the successes it has made—
but the very fact that it is new
should make it attractive to you.

Cameras have never been adver-

tised on the bill boards to any
appreciable extent. The bill

boards therefore offer a new way.

absolutely new in ninety-nine

towns out of a hundred, of attract-

ing attention to picture taking, and
to the fact that you handle the

goods that are being so widely
advertised in the magazines.

These posters are bound to at-

tract attention because of the fact

that they are actually photo-

graphic in effect—because they

differ from the cheap two and three

color posters that usually adorn

the bill boards. They have the

quality to appeal to that class of

people that appreciates good pic-

tures—and Kodaks. They will

help you sell goods.

See March Trade Circular.

OUR ADVERTISING
POST=CARDS A

SUCCESS.
Proof of the success of our Post-

Card plan for creating new bus-

iness lies in the fact that we get

"repeat orders." For the most
part, those dealers who use the

post-card one year come back the

next year.

And this year's card is, if any-

thing, more interesting than those

which ha\e precedetl it. The
girl is so comely as to attract

immediate attention, yet so modest
and ladylike as to fully uphold

the dignity of the whole proposi-
tion. It's a little difficult at times,

to do the unusual in adxertising
without losing dignity. This post-

card does it. F'ull details in the

April Trade Circular.

NO PRE^MOETTE
JUNIORS - YE.T.

The Premoette Junior is such a

good proposition that we cannot
afford to weaken it by permitting
any defecti\e cameras to get out.

To be frank about it, we are not
satisfied with the way the shutters

work. So the whole proposition is

held up. This means more than
making new shutters. It means,
beginning at the beginning and
making new tools from which to

make new shutters. There is go-
ing to be a long delay—probably
until fall.

All dealers who have ordered
Premoette Juniors have been so

ad\-ised. Just as soon as they are

ready, we will again announce
them in the Trade Circular, and
begin to ach'ertise them in the
magazines.
The delay is disappointing to us

and no doubt will be to you. But
in the long run everybody will be
better satisfied if there are no
come - backs from disappointed
customers. Delays are annoying
—defects are fatal.

In the mean time the regular
Premoettes are going better than
ever, and the Xo. 1 i-> sure to

please your customer> who want
very compact camei-as with the

film pack features foi- 2' 4 x3^4
pictures.
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THE SUMME.R BOOKS.
As is our u-^ual custom wc ha\"c'

prepared, and haw now ready tor

delivery. the little condt-nsed

Kodak catalo^'ue, that we ha\-e

called the "Summer Booklet",
the Book of the l^rownies, telling

of the Brownie family, and in addi-

tion, the Premo Booklet, explain-

ing the advantages of the Premo
camera and the Film Pack System.

All of these booklets have
unusually attracti\"e cf)\-er-- in lull

color, are well printed and illus-

trated, and all just the right size

to slip into an ordinary '')'

2

inch envelope.

These booklets mailed to a

specially selected list of prospec-

tive vacationists cannot help but

bring business—they ha\-e pro-

duced results for too many years

to admit of argument.
You can use all these books to

splendid advantage—but remem-
ber, they icill be sent upon jnjiicst

only.

The sooner you get these book-
lets working the better. Send in

your order nozi\ as it is a case of

first come, first served. How
many please?

The

Kodak

Whatever your favorite

outofdoor sport may
be, you can add to the

pleasure by taking a

KODAK
with you.

We have a large line of Kodaks and
Brownie Cameras. Ask us for a free

copy of the new Kodak catalogue.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Co

KODAK
FILM TANK
should form a part

of every vacation

outfit.

For vacation

messages—

KODAK
VELVET GREEN
POST CARDS.
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Let the

Children

KODAK
Kodaks and Brownie Cameras at our

store from 51.°? to Slll.f». Prompt Devel-

oping and Printing.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
iOOi TRIPOD .W'E.XUE.

MORE SIGNS.

Our last year's Velox sign for

dealers who employed Velox as

the only developing-out paper in

theirfiiiishing departments, proved
so popular that we have issued

another one for this season.

This sign is print(^d in two colors,

and you will notice by the small

reproduction on the opposite page,
that it is decidedly attractive.

This card prominently displayed
in your store will be a big help in

obtaining developing and printing

orders from customers with whom
quality counts.

Sent prepaid, on request only.

Two new car signs in full cc^lor

are also ready for deli\cry.

The illustrations are unusually

attractive and splendidly printed

and are bound to attract business

bringing attention.

Please remember these car

signs are for use in street car ad-

vertising only.

Sent on request.

Order bv number.

WH REPEAT.
To get prompt service write

separate letters on separate sub-
jects. They can all come in the
same envelope but should be dis-

tinct and separate letters, as other-
wise they must travel from depart-
ment to department for attention.

Vou are not writing to a one
man office. There are nearly three
hundred people in our main office

force at Rochester ; we try, by
having an ample force to expedite
matters as much as possible, but
before a letter can be passed from
one department to another, there

are frequently matters that must
be looked up that will delay it for

a time, and perhaps that part of

your letter that you are in the

greatest hurry to hear from, will

not be the part attended to first.

Remember too, please, that ad-

vertising matter is furnished from
Rochester only—NOT from our
New York, Chicago or San Fran-
cisco branches—and all requests

for such matter should be made
to Rochester.
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Take a
KODAK

with you
We have everything for

Kodakery- Prompt develop-

ing and printing.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

No. 971.

y^ujjrmfAebuffoii;

Wedofheresl
We are equipped to finish your

films by the best methods and

print them on the best paper,

Velox, in the least possible time

Furnished upon request to any dealer who uses Velox

exclusively in his finishing department, or has his

work done where Velox is used exclusively.
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Kodak
3

Just the gift for

Graduation—

a

KODAK
The graduate will appreciate it

because it means an added pleas-

ure in every good time of the

Vacation days.

We are glad to show our line of Kodahs

and Brownie Cameras and give you a

free copy of the new KodaK catalogue.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

SPEIEDS FOR SPORTS=
MEN.

This summer will sec hundreds
of aviation meets all over the

country. There will be auto-

mobile races and horse races and
ball games galore. Tennis con-
tests, shooting tournaments, polo
and athletic meets will be held in

all parts of the country. Thou-
sands, yes, tens of thousands of

well-to-do sportsmen will be in-

terested in personally made pic-

tures of these events. To make
them with certainty of good results

requires a focal plane shutter, yet
these people want a small, com-
pact, easily operated camera.
That camera is the lA Speed

Kodak. There are some such
sportsmen among your acquain-
tances. Get a camera for stock

;

familiarize yourself with its work-
ings, and then write them about it.

In your talk do not overlook the

other achantages of this camera

—

that it is great for dark day pic-

tures and for slow in-door snap-

shots. Tell them about the con-
\eniences of film and of tank de-

\elopment for their hunting and
fishing trips.

There's a big fir^t profit as well

as the steady supply profits for

you in this lA Speed Kodak.
But vou need it in N'our showcase.

ANOTHE.R GOOD WIN=
DOW DISPLAY.

Through the courtesy of the J.

Sussman Photo Stock Co. we are

enabled to reproduce in this issue a

decidedly no\el and attractive

Kodak Film window display.

The li)ng strips of paper suspend-
ing the film cartridges were of

different colors; the contrasting

colors being a decided help in at-

tracting the attention of passers-

by. Like most other good dis-

plays it is exceedingly simple, and
is also inexpensixe and bound to

attract attention.

Have the Goods in Stock.
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AN ATTRACTIVE KODAK FILM DISPLAY.

Courtesy J. Sussman Photo Stock Co.
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CLERK OR SALESMAN
"A roll of ten exposure 3A

film?"
"Seventy cents, thank you—

good morning."
A slot machine could have

made that sale.

The foregoing was brought to

mind by the remark of an amateur
photographer who said: "I was in

threedifferent stock houses to-day,

and in no instance was my atten-

tion called to any goods in stock,

other than the article called for."

When you go in a furnishing

goods store, for a supply of collars,

it's ten to one the clerk will call

your attention to something new
in shirts or neck wear.

Purchase a pair of shoes, and
you're lucky if you get out with-

out a pair of shoe trees or a bo.x

of polish.

Go into a barber shop for a

shave, and the barber will suggest

hair cut, hair tonic, shampoo or

singe.

All this is salesmanship.

The men behind your counters

are paid for moving the goods
from your shelves into the hands
of your customers, and the more
they move the more both you
and your employees make.
The real salesman counts it a

sale lost when he only sells the

customer the thing the customer
had determined to purchase be-

fore entering the store.

The real salesman prides him-
self on his ability to tactfully and
convincingly present goods for the

consideration of the customer that

he had not thought of purchasing.

The next customer that enters

your store may be a beginner with-

out knowledge of the hundred and
one things you have in stock that

he can use to advantage. He

may see them on your shelves or

in your show case, yet if they are

not called to his attention and
explained to him, they remain
there.

And perhaps the next day he
goes into the establishment of

your competitor, and is shown
these things, is he coming back to

you? Perhaps—and perhaps not.

If it is essential that the clerk

retailing necessities be a real sales-

man, how much more important it

is that your employees handling
luxuries be equally efBcient.

Kodak Portrait Attachments are

not going to hop up on the coun-
ter and tell what wonderfully
clexer little helps they are, neither

are the Autotime Scales.

The same with Velox Water
Color Stamps, the Flash Sheet
Holder, and all the other sundries

that carry a comfortable profit.

The customer for the 3A film

for his regular 3A Kodak might
not be scared a bit if you showed
him the 3A Special.

The young man requesting a

dozen 4x5 Velox might also try a

dozen of Velvet Green if you told

him about it.

You are a salesman, or else you
could not be at the head of a place

where they sell goods—but how
about the rest of your employees.
A little talk on showing goods
may raise the efficiency of your
sales force amazingly—and any
clerk in your employ whose sales

show a steady and decided in-

crease would be in line for more
in his pay en\elope, wouldn't he?
Ha\e salesmen, not clerks.

For BEST results—

E. K. Tested Chemicals.

I
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TWO MORE GUNS IN
THE PF.EMO CAM=

PAIGN.

The Premo canipai.s4:n for 1911

was begun with the announcement
in the March Trade Circular of

the new Premo sample prints.

This was followed in the April

Circular with the Premo catalogue

and street car signs, and in the

May Circular with the Premo Art
Lantern and Premo F"ilm Pack
l^ooklet. Our dealers have re-

sponded splendidly to these helps,

and in connection with the volume
of general publicity which we are

carrying, the Premo line is already

beginning to beat all previous

records.

The store helps offered this

month are the most important of

all, and with the continued co-

operation of the dealers, will

round out the Premo summer cam-
paign in excellent fashion.

PREMO SIGNS.

With the shipment of Kodak
signs which are now being sent

out, are included a number of

Premo signs. We consider these

the best lot of Premo signs which
we have ever sent out, and we
urge every dealer to display them
freely in store and show window.
When you have looked over the

assortment, you will appreciate

the fact that these signs have cost

considerable money, and of

course the purpose of each assort-

ment will be utt(,'rly defeated
unless the dealer who receives

such assortment, puts them to

good use.

The store sign is one of the best

methods for the dealer to get the

benefits of the manufacturer's ad-

tin-

me
sal(

ising campaign, and you will

that the Premo signs will pro-
" iiuiuiries from your custo-
1 and increase your Premo

PRE.MO SUMMER BOOK.

The Premo .Summer Hook is

now ready for distribution, and
we reproduce abo\'e. a black and
white illustration of its cover.

This cover is printed in delicate

colors by the new offset process,

and is a very attractive one indeed.

This book contains twenty-four
pages, and is envelope size, 3' 2^6.

They are furnished on order
only, and as usual, it's a case of

first come first served. Send in

your order to-day.
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KODAK

For the June Bride

A KODAK
A wedding gift that will be appreciated because it will mean added pleas-

ure on the honeynnoon journey and in the home making days to come.
We are always glad to show our line of KodaKs and Brownie Cameras and explain

how easy they are to use in the KodaK "all by daylight" way.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Single Col. loiB. Doubk- Col. loiA.
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THAT COUNTRY
CAMPAIGN.

We announced in May that we
were alDout to use a new line of

papers having an enormous circu-

lation in the country and in the

smaller cities and villages. That
advertising is now in full blast.

It takes time to get an adver-

tisement printed in a paper that

has a circulation of a million or

more copies a month. \\\- de-

cided in April to go ahead witli

this rural ad\-ertising, but some of

the mediums on our list reciuired

"copy" two months in ad\ance.
and so all was not in tull ^wing
until July.

We were in tinu- to catch a ivw

of the big ones for June-, and our
mail shows that they an- doing
the work. ])y the time- you read

this, the Kodak ad\ertising will be
reaching many millions of people
that it has never reached regularly

before. Not many of these peo-
ple will buy 3A Special Kodaks,
but tht'v will buy Rrownies and
films and the things that go with
them, and they will buy them of

tlu-ir local dealers, if he- can show
the goods and exi^lain the usi' of

them.

This ad\-ertising is going to in-

crease the interest in photography
in the country homes— it's good
sowing in a fertile field, but the
reaping is up to the dealer. He
can get the business, l^ut he
must hax'e the goods; he mu-^t

display the goods in his win-
dows, mail booklets to good
prospects, and above all advertise

in his local papers—otherwise his

benefit from our effort and our
t'xpenditure will be small indeed.

iJuring June we sent you attrac-

ti\e display cards, and announce-
ments of attractive booklets ; we
sent also a sheet showing over two
hundred different styles of cuts

that are suitable for your use in

newspaper achertising, all of which
we furnish free upon request.

Take advantage of these helps in

your windows, and in your mail

and in your newspapers, and get

the benefit of the interest we are

creating.

Tht-re's big business for all of

us in this country field.

Have the

Goods in Stock
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VERY MUCH ALIVE.
In our school days \vc wi-rc im-

pressively told that Daniel Webster
when near death's door had said :

"I still live."

From this we were tauj4:ht that

our great deeds would have a last-

ing effect on posterity. Later on
we learned that what the dying
statesman really said was: "I
ain' t dead >et."

For more than a score of years

there have been frequent croppings
up of the report, that amateur pho-
tography was about to wane, or

was on the wane, or \enturing too

close to the toboggan. "'
It ain't

dead yet" (^r "it still li\es."

Choose your phrase.

The facts are thatamateur photo-
graphy with ninety-nine Kodakers
out of a hundred has never been a

'"hobby." It has simply been a

means of taking pictures of things

related to their real hobbie> and
no matter how often they might
change from one hobby to another.

they clung to the little l)o.\ that

helped them get pictures of the

thing that at the time inteVested

them. Hobbies die. Kodaking,
never ha\ing been a hobby, re-

mains \ery much ali\e.

Right now there'-- the u^ual

healthy growth in the Inisine^s

and any dealer who isn't getting
his share of the increase can be
sure that he's letting oi)portuniti('--

slip away from him.

Here's a straw. May 1*M()

showed an unusually large number
of requests for Kodak catalogues.

May 1911 showed a 50% increase

over those for the year before.

Every one of those incpiirers re-

ceived a catalogue and wa^ told

by letter to ^^buy of the dealer",

and, outside of the very large

cities, was told who the dealer or

dealers are.

There's no way to account for
this e.xcept -^increased interest.

Ha\e you got the goods?

KODAK VELVE.T
GREEN.

Brownie Post Cards.

The- hea\-y demand for the
small Brownie Post Cards, 2'^4 x
414, coated with the Kodak Vel-
\-et Green emulsion, has resulted
in our placing this grade on the
market.
Order a liberal cpiantity and tell

your Brownie customers that you
ha\e them in stock.

Price and discount the same as

for I^rownie Wlo.x Post Cards.

MORE CAR SIGNS.
On the oijposite page you will

find reproductions of three new
>treet car signs that are now ready
for delivery.

These cards are printed in col-

ors, and are in every way ecjual in

<iuality and attractixeness to their

])redecessors for this year.

As usual these cards will be sup-

I)lied upon request, and for use in

street cars onl\-.

Please order bv number.

THE PEGGY POST
CARD.

Our adxertising Post Card for

this season is h\ far the most at-

tractive one we have issued.

Peggy has made the acquaintance
of millions of possible buyers
through our full page advertisments
in the ]\Iay and June magazines.
Make her your personal repre-

sentative )101C.

See the April Trade Circular for

full i)articulars.
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^^ W/f^ fin

Bring;USyour
Kodak Films

We finish them promptly and
Avith painstaking care.

Full line of Kodak, Bro\vnie and
Premo Cameras.

RICHARD ROE & CO., looi tripod ave.

1 wo Colors. No. 991

Take along
a Brownie

^^ We have a full stock and
do prompt developing
and printing.

Richard Roe & Co.
1CX)1 TRIPOD AVENUE.

Full Colors. .\o. bS2.

Loading is easy— it's all easy
with a

We have a full line of

Premos and do prompt
developing and printing

JOHN DOE & CO., 1234 PREMO STREET

Two Colors. No 975.
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A PROFITABLE.
ILRROR.

In a recent issue (jf the Trade
Circular we remarked, "A Kodak
in stock is worth two in the cata-

h:)gue", and we also had some-
thing to say about stocking the

higher priced instruments.

We are of the opinion that there

is not a single dealer handling the

Kodak line but what can hnd at

least one customer for a high
grade equipment, and the follow-

ing extract from a dealer in one
of the smaller cities bears us out:

"A few days ago we ordered a

3A Kodak to sell for S25.U() which
Ijy mistake, we called Special oA
Kodak, and we received, of course,

the Kotlak that sells for Sro. 00.

But we wish to notif\- you that we
"got busy" and sold it the >anie

day we receixed it."

This little error in o ng
xtra Ivsome n

jingling into the till, and we \"en-

tLU"e a guess that that dealer's hand
won't tremble a bit when he know-
ingly sends in another order for

Specials.

.Stock the goods! Stock the
goods! Have at least a sample of

the Specials and Speeds on hand.
Many an amateur has made up hi>

mind to purchase a high grade
outfit, and has had his ardor cooled
through ha\-ing to wait, or else

has gone to some more enterpris-

ing dealer with his little bunch of

ten dollar bill>.

Many an amateur ha'- been pcv-

fectly satisfied with his regular
equipment until he has seen and
examined a Special—the actual
examination of the goods has
closed the sale with many a seem-
ingly hopeless prospect.

Stock the goods!

KODAK

Take a
Kodak

with you
Vacation pleasures are

all=the-year pleasures
when your Kodak keeps
the record

Kodaks, $5.00 to $1 1 1.00

Ask us for a free copy of the
Kodak catalogue.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. Cut No. 103B.
Double Col. Cut No. 103A.

KEEP ME ON FILE.

(Juite often there's something
in my pages that's worth preser\--

iiig for future reference.

W rite to the Adv. Dept., East-
man Kodak Co., (Rochester office)

for a Trade Circular binder to keep
me in. Like me, it's free. i
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INCREASED SALES
ONE-THIRD.

''I am deeply indebted to you

for the eight sheet posters.

"I have had them on twenty

stands for the past month and

feel absolutely confident that

they have increased the sales of

Kodaks above one-third.

''One and sometimes two a

day for a city of seven thousand

is the result."

(Extract from a dealer's letter, June !)th.)
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A LARGER PROFIT
LEVER.

Every good negati\e an ama-
teur produces is an incentive to

further efforts. The more good
negatives he can produce, the

greater his interest is in picture

making, and correspondingly his

expenditure for supplies with you.

One successful enthusiastic ama-
teur can make a lot of friends and
customers for you, while an un-

successful one can deter a good
many people from taking up pic-

ture making.
Assist your amateur customers

in the producing of good negatives

by showing them the simplest and
most accurate means for the cor-

rect estimating of exposures

—

Push the Kodak A ut o t i m e

Scales.
Every owner of a camera to

which these scales can be attached

should have one, their cost is

small and their practical value is

great.

As an aid to you in promoting
sales of this most practical device,

we have prepared a little folder,

fully explaining the workings of

the Kodak Autotime Exposure
Scale.

The circular is illustrated with

subjects of different character, and
is in effect a practical demonstra-
tion of the scale's efificiency.

These circulars are sent on re-

quest only—get these little silent

salesmen working for you—How
many, please?

Keep your salesmen

posted—see that they

read the Trade Circular

BROWNIL

TAKE ALONG A

BROWNIE
The camera that is so simple a

child can use it, but which maKes

pictures so good that the grown=

ups are proud to preserve them

as a record of the summer's

pleasures.

We have ail the Brownie family,

$1.00 to $12.00

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. Cut No. n6B.

Double Col. Cut No. 116A.

TWENTY=SIX TO THE
CASE,.

Solely as a matter of conven-
ience in shipping, 4'^4 x 6^ 2 plates

of all brands manufactured by us,

will be packed twenty-six dozen to

the case, instead of thirty dozen
as heretofore.
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STOCK
SIMPLIFICATION.

In the manufacture of a large

and varied line such as ours, it

sometimes happens, that one or

more practically similar products
will be marketed.

In such cases it has always been
our policy to retire those for

which there is the least demand
in order to simplify the dealers'

stock, and to insure fresh and
salable products for the consumer.

Consequently we beg to advise
the discontinuance of the follow-

ing products:

Seed Universal Powder Intensi-

fier.

Seed Universal Reducing Salt,

Seed Universal Acid Alum Fix-
ing Bath.

ABOUT SIGNS.

The sign is a x'cry \aluable sup-

plement to any ad\ertising cam-
paign, for not only does it connect
up with the general publicity of

the manufacturer, but it also backs
up and emphasizes the local adver-
tising of the dealers.

This is true for the reason that

the sign is one of the final notes
in what is known as cumulati\e
advertising.

To illustrate : In all our acKcr-
tising, we say — "go to the

dealer," but naturally we cannot
say just who the dealer is aiul

where he is located. Of all t he-

people who daily pass your store,

practically all of them see general
Kodak advertising in some form
or another.

Let them see an attracti\e dis-

play of signs in your show window,
and immediately a train of associa-

tions is started, — not only on the
uses and pleasures of photography,
but also on the fact that here is

the store which they have been
urged to go to. And the more
attractive you make your display,
and the greater variety in which
you present it from week to week,
the stronger appeal do you make
to the passerby to come in.

The point of all this is the use
and care of signs—particularly the
assortment which we sent you last

month. And we are going to

make the following suggestions,
which please take for what they
are worth to you.

Just because you ha\e a great
variety of signs, do not attempt
to display them all at once.

Variety is the spice of ad\-ertis-

ing, as it is of life. Hold back
part of your signs until the new-
ness has began to wear off those
which you first put up.

And even after you have dis-

played them all, it does no harm
to give some a rest occasionally,

taking them down, and after a

week or so, putting them up again.

Interchange the positions of the
signs in your store, occasionally.

Do not leave each particular sign

indefinitely in the first place you
put it. A change in position of

even the same signs will add a new
aspect to your walls, and really

freshen up your display.

In hanging signs, either in store

or window, do not put them up in

a hit-or-miss, hodgepodge fashion,

but hang them as you would an
e.xhibition in an art display.

Photography is essentially artis-

tic, it appeals to people of artistic

tastes, and so should your display.

Keep close watch of the condi-
tion of your signs. If any warp
or l)end, a k'w moments' manipu-
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lation will restore them to their

original shapes. If any become
grimy or noticeably fly-specked,

discard them at once. We will

furnish you with more.

It is well to have a definite

drawer or cupboard in which signs,

and nothing but signs, are kept
until finally used up.

Be careful of the timeliness of

your signs. The writer had this

point forcibly impressed on his

mind, as he was walking down the

street of a small city on a hot.

sultry day last month. Passing by
the store of a Kodak dealer, hi~~

eyes were assailed by the state-

ment that "all the recreations of

the crisp outdoors await your
Kodak.

'

' You remember the sign.

It's one representing a girl skating,

which we sent you last Winter.

Much better no sign at all than

an absurdity.

THE. WINDOW.

In the window which we illus-

trate this month, we have tried to

show the use of signs along the

ideas suggested above.

W^e could easily have used less

signs effectively, but have thought
it best to put in the limit. We do
not believe that another sign could
be added to this window without
over-crowding. An illustration of

our first suggestion.

As we sent you Kodak. Brownie
and Premo signs, we have used
groups of these cameras in the

body of the window— not too

many cameras, but just enough to

balance.

The three different Summer
Booklets around the edges sets off

the whole.

A very simple, but we think, an
effective window.

Let us show you
tlie advantages of the

Premo Fihn Pack

—

its simplicity of loading and
operating; the ease with which

it will convei-t any plate cam-
era into a daylight loading

film camera, and its unique

feature, permitting the removal

of one or more films for tray or

tank development at any time.

And examine our line of

Premo Film and Plate cam-
eras. Premo catalogue and
booklets free.

John Doe & Company
1234 Premo Street

Cut No. 302

Every Vacationist

is a possible

Kodak or Brownie

customer

—

ADVERTISE
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I!X

Your Show Window should create a desire for

the goods, as well as informing the public that you

handle them. See page 7.
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THE PREMIUM CARD
CUTTER.

A strons^, sturdy trimmer for all

around studio use.

The adjustable gauges of this

trimmer make it especially suit-

able for the rapid cutting of cards

or paper to a uniform size.

The joint is carried back from
the cutting board so that a sheet

of any length can be cut and
slii)ped along, without lea\'ing the

guide rule. Twelve inch blade.

THE PRICE.
Premium Card Cutter - |io.oo

Discount to the trade - - -33/^^
In dozen lots - - - 72 oo net

c:^

TRIPLE NUMBERS ON ZV-z x 4^ N. C. FILM.

It sometimes happens, not often

however, that with some of the

smaller sizes of film, the numbers
on the duplex paper do not come
in exact register with the red win-

dow in the back of the Kodak.
As the film for 1^2 x 4^4 ex-

posures enjoys the heaviest sale

in the smaller sizes, we are now
numbering the protecting paper
for this size as shown above.
To avoid any misunderstandings

on the part of your customers, for

this size of film, please explain to

them this new method of number-
ing.

NOBODY TOLD HIM?
The other day a man was o\'er-

heard complaining because he had
()\er-exposed a lot of plates ;

they

were Seed Gilt Edge. The dealer

from whom he purchased the plates

said the man asked for Gilt Edge
plates and that was what he gave

him. When queried as to whether
he had given him 27' s or 30' s he

replied that he gave him the new
ones, the 30' s, and that he had not

asked the customer whether he

wanted 27' s or 30' s because nobody

Jtad told Jiiiii tlicrc was a}iy dijferoice.

Moral: I^ead your Trade Cir-

cular.

P. .S.— In our of^ces here we
haw a simple little plan that works
exceedingly well :

Whenever the head of any de-

partment has a letter or printed

matter containing anything of gen-

eral interest, it is passed through

the department, each person read-

ing it, placing his initials upon it;

the head of the department upon
its return to him can then tell by
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chcckini^ the signatures whether
every one has read it or not.

Try this plan with your salesmen
for the Trade Circular.

UNDER THE. EVENING
LAMP.

In the Trade Circul.ir of July
1910 we quoted the following from
Robert Frothingham, the Adver-
tising Manager of the Butterick

publications in a talk to retail mer-
chants: ''More goods are sold at

home under the evening lamp than

you dream of.

"Put up your lightning rod.

Let your customers know that \-ou

can deliver to them the goods
which great advertising /^/^ /<?r <^r

DUDUifacturers has interested them
in:

"Ask for electrotypes suital)le to

run in your own advertising."

"Hook Their Trade Mark to

Your Store."

In hundreds of homes /;/ your
toioi, every e\ening there are pros-

pective vacationists perusing one
or more of the standard magazines
in which Kodak adxcrtising ap-

pears.

The pleasures of Kodakery, I he

simplicity, efficiency and reliabil-

ity of Kodak goods are called to

their attention in the most attrac-

tive and convincing manner we can
devise, and every bit of this nation -

wide publicity is for the dealer.

Every direct response thai we
receix'e is referred to the neart-st

local dealer (e.\cei)t in the larg(.-s(

cities).

Help us to still further coiuince
those fa\'orably impressed by our

ad\-ertising, with your local adwr-
tising. That will gel them into

your store, and in actual contact
with the goods.

The ten little adlets which we
sent you will help business, but for

big results your advertising must
be systematic and continuous.
Those of you whose boyhood

was spent in some one of the
smaller towns will recall the village

character who went up and down
Main street wnth the big dinner bell

before every auction sale.

Now if the man with the bell

had paraded the length of the
street but once or twice, you and
a good man\' others would not
ha\-e heard him, but up and down,
up and down he went, till every
one who had occasion to be on
Main street that day knew there

was an auction at Sniithers' store.

Help the prospecti\e buyers
under the evening lamp to become
actual customers at vour store.

VACATION
SUNDRIES
Portrait Attachments

Kodak Metal Tripods,

Flash Sheets,

Film Tanks,

Autotime Scales,

Post Cards.
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KODAK
^

ti^ /

Every day is a Kodak day with the

No. lA SPEED KODAK
Makes snap shots on cloudy days and even indoors.

Price, $60.00.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.
Double Column Cut No. ii>A. insk- Ci'lumn Cut X^i. ii^B.
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HOME PORTRAITURE
TO KEEP UP THE
MOMENTUM.

There's nothinj.^ like momentum
to help over the ne.xt tirade.

There's a way to keep up the

momentum that the Kodak and
film business gathers during the

summer—home portraiture.

Last winter we published a book
"At Home with the Kodak,'" that

was a success, because it showed
both what attractive home pictures

are to be made with the Kodak
and how to make them. It is such
a helpful book to the amateur that

we propose to give it a much wick-r

distribution than it has thus far

had. We want Kodak dealers to

have it in stock when people" ask

for it, and we want them to send
it out by mail to people whom
they think it would influence faxor-

ably, yet it is such an e.xi)ensi\e

book that we can send it only to

those dealers zvho ask for it. We
cannot afford to take chances on
having these books forever left

unpacked or stored away under
the counter, so must know that

you will use them before we send
them. W'e want your orders now,
so that your stock of the books

will be ready when we get into

full swing with our advertising.

Here is the campaign : Quarter
pages in September Ladies' Home
Journal, Woman's Home Compan-
ion, Pictorial Rex'iew, Delineator,
Designer, New IcK-a, Housewife,
Woman' > World, Ladies' World
and People's Home Journal.
These papers alone ha\-e a circula-

tion of nearly eight million copies
\)vx month. In addition \\(.' AxaW
use large s])aci' in a number mail
order and farm papt'rs running into

se\-eral more million--, and half

pages in the U-ading slandard
magazines. In excry one of these

ad\ertisements will be the state-

ment that the book may be had:

AT THE DliALk.RS.

Of course we furnish ihem with
your imprint. How many can you
use to our mutual advantage ?

Let us ha\e your order nozv so

that there will be no delay.

The Brownie boy of

to day will become the

KodaK man of to mvorrow—
if he is helped to

good results.
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AZO SEPIAS. SE.LLING POWE.R.
The bulk of the professional a clerk behind the counter to

photographic business is bound to become a true salesman must
remain with the black and white i^now the goods. He may be
print^and f<.r>uch work Artura is pleasant in manner and faultless
unequalled. jn attire, but if he cannot convince
For Sepias there's an easy, through the knowledge of the

economical way—Azo. Beautiful goods, he will never head the
Sepias ha\'e been and are being sales list

made on Artura paper, but Artura '

^^^^^; ^^...j^^.,. j,^ ^ ^^^^^,^^^ ,^^,^^^_
being ditierent in characer from

,^^.,. ,,f ^,^^. Hardware Dealers'
all of the other development .Micr-,/ine •

papers, does not readilv lend '

. T,' ', . . ,
,

•

itself to the straight hvpo-alum ,

I ^'I'sonahty m salesmanship is

bath. Whatever paper
' mav be

that orce ot mmd which inspires

used in the studio for black' and ^;^'''^'^; ^^s a /onr 7.'/iu-/^ s/^rnigs

white work, Azo will fill the bill
-^^'^^^^' knoivledgc.

for Sepias. \\'e make no apologies ^.^ ^'^n instance he cited the fol-

for Azo, as a black and white it is lowing :

in the same rank with the best "My neighbor and I like to

of the other development papers

—

sedately and stiffly thiow a ball

Artura alone excepted. It offers about before supper the first

the professional all that an\- of pleasant .Spring afternoons, and I

them do in quality and more wi-nt into a store the other day to

than any of them do in uniformity. buy a ball. The clerks were all

As a Sepia it asks odds of none of busy and I grabbed the errand

them. boy and made him wait on me.
Artura has the call for black and That kid knew more about base-

white work. Artura, when care- ball stuff than Spaulding himself,

fully manipulated by any one of He loved it. He fairly hypnotized
two or three different processes. me. He made me give up $1..50

gives superb Sepia results. But for a ball with some kind of a

there's a big trade that wants fancy center, .S3. 00 for a first base-

Sepias with perfect simplicity- and man's mitt, although my neighbor
at less cost. Azo fills the bill. usually gets it to me on the first

^
bounce; Sl.OO for a bat that Ty
Cobb uses, and I believe he

EASTMAN'S TESTED would have sold me a uniform if a
POTASSIUM BROMIDE regular salesman hadn't butted in

Owing to an advance in market -'^"^1 stopped the carnage. I was

price of Potassium Bromide in surprised later to observe that the

bulk, the following prices on our k'd was a homely, illiterate little

tested Potassium Bromide now runt without a spark of human in-

.)j-^.^-.(il
. telligence in his face. It seems.

I oz. bottle, l; .12 howe\-er. that he is the chami)ion

% lb., .25 kid pitcher in town.

'"lb
' -"'--- 6; Now there you ha\e an almost

5 Ib/tin "can,
" '...'.

slss perfect example of a "personality

Discount to the trade, 335^ per cent. sale.
'

' The kid isn't a salesman

—
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iu'\cr will be—he doesn't know-

enough. But he can sell baseball

stuff. Why? It's perfectly

simple. He knows the goods

—

knows them in the same way a

mother knows her child. Ever
see a mother who couldn' t interest

you in her baby ?

When that kid begins to tell

you things about a baseball you
believe him

—

that's all there is to

it."

He also said: "I cannot do
business with an ignorant clerk. I

remember one Christmas I asked
a girl in a book department for a

Temple edition of Hamlet.

"What author, please," she re-

marked smartly.

"Richard Harding Da\is," said

I.

"Mamie," she bawled to the

girl across the isle, "have we a

Temple edition of Hamlet by
Richard Harding Davis ?"—and
everybody within hearing laughed.
Could that girl have influenced

you to buy books ?"

Help your employees to become
salesmen, to become first-class

salesmen. .See to it that they
know the goods, that they can
and do talk intelligently and in-

terestingly. Thai they can con-

vince prospectixe amateurs thai

picture making is simple and
easy; that they have sufficient

knowledge to readily assist tin-

beginner in overcoming the littU-

errors due to his ine.\i)i-ri(,-nce or

carelessness.

That they can and do inspire

that confidence in your cu>tonu'rs.

that can come only with a full

knowledge of the goods they an-

selling.

It Pays to Advertise.

Kodak

Make the most of

your week-end trips

with a

KODAK
Treasure for all time
the happiness of to day.

Kodaks, Brownies and
everything for picture
making.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Double col. 124 A. Single col. 124 B.

EASTMAN TESTED
WOOD ALCOHOL.
We ai'c iJrcjjarcd (o snppU' first

(inality. testrd Wood Alcohol in

the following (jnaiiti tii-s :

Pints, $ .15

Quarts, .25

Discount to the trade, 33^3 per cent.
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GELT THE, TENTH MAN
TOO.

Nine out of ten people who
buy cameras, buy film cameras.

But there is. and always will be a

demand for plate cameras, for

there is a certain class of amateurs
who, for one reason or another,

invariably select the plate camera.

The ground glass focusing feat-

ure of plate cameras attracts many.
especially those who go in for the

more serious side of photography;
while the reversible back, long

bellows extension, swings and
such attachments are thought in-

dispensable by others.

And remember that the Premo
Film Pack Adapter, which will

convert all such cameras into day-

light loading film cameras, has

given an added advantage and a

big impetus to plate camera sales.

The Premo line of plate cameras
offers you a splendid lever for this

class of business. The series of

Pony Premos includes cameras ha\-

ing every special adjustment which

the most exacting could ask for.

and these cameras have a reputa-

tion of years behind them.

Whereas, cameras like the Pocket

Premo C and Filmplate Premos
offer the ground glass focusing

feature in connection with the use

of either films or plates in very

light, compact form.

With >uch a line of good goods
at your command, don't overlook

this good class of business. See

that you have some of these cam-
eras in stock too. See that your
salespeople know plate cameras
and their advantages as they know
film cameras and their advantages.

So that no matter who comes into

the store, or what he wants, your
clerks can talk to liim intelligently

and suggest the camera which will

just suit his needs.

In other words, go after all the

business to be had. Get the tenth

man too. He grows greatly in

numbers during the course of a

year.

BROWNIE

Take along
a Brownie

Let the little folks take
pictures of each other.

You can take pictures
of them, too.

Brownies $1.00 to $12.00

Come in and let us
show you how easy
they are to use.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

15 A. Single col. II

PUSH POST CARDS.
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RAPID PROGRESS.
Tin- accomi)anyin.L( illu^l^atil)n

demonstrates the ra])i(l ])n)irress

that is being made on the new-

European Kodak heathiuailers in

Kingsway, London.

The interior decorations will be
fully in keei)ing with the dignity

of the exterior of the structure,

and e\-ery modern con\-enience

tending to comfort and con\-en-

ience is feeing instalK'd.

PARAGON BORDER
NEGATIVES.
CHANGES IN LIST.

Please note change in size of

Plain Square No. 45, from 8 x 10

inches outside m(\asurement to 1<>

X 12 inches. .Same price as heic-

tofore.

The list prici- (

22, for r,i
; X N'

$ .8.S, and for PI

for 8 X 10 print

Plain Oval No.

])i-ints is now
1

( )val No. 23,

s now ${.()().

Discount to the trade. 40^.

EASTMAN TESTED
HYDROCHINON.

P'rom date the discount to the

trade on PLastman Tested Hydro-
chinon will be as follows :

In less than lo \h. lots, assorted, 40 per
cent.

In lots of 10 lbs. assorted, 40 and 10 per

cent.

In lots of 100 lbs. or more, assorted,

50 per cent.

'idle above discounts on assort-

ments do not include 25 lb- cans,

the ])rice for this quantity remain-

ing the same as heretofore.

HAVE THE GOODS IN STOCK,
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PREMO PORTRAIT
ATTACHMENTS.

To simplify stock keeping and
to insure the correct attachment
being used, the Premo Portrait

Attachments will hereafter be

classified as follows :

No. 1

All Pony Premos
All Filmplates
Pocket Premo C 3 x 5X
Film Premo No. 13x5^

" 4x5
"5x7

No. 2
Pocket Premo C yX x 4}4
Film Premo No. i 3X x 4^

No. I Premoette Special

No. lA Premoette Special

No. 3 Premo Junior
No. 4 Premo Junior

No. 3
Premoette No. lA Regular
Premoette No. i Regular

No. 4
Premo Junior No. i

Premo Junior No. lA

No. 5
Premoette Junior

PRE^MO BOOKLETS.
We announced in the May

Trade Circular the Premo P'ilm

Pack Booklets, and in June the

Premo Summer Booklets.

The demand for these made it

necessary for us to get out an

exceptionally large edition this

year, so that at this writing, we
have a few of each kind left.

There are some dealers whom we
feel sure should have these books,

who as yet have ordered none.

If you have overlooked them,
send in your order to-day, for

they probably will not last longer

than a week more.
These books are both attractive.

and will help out in Premo sales.

Suitable for mailing lists or

counter distribution.

TALK
ENLARGEMENTS

NOW.
Ivight now is a splendid time to

tell your amateur customers all

about enlarging. Many of them
have returned from their vacations,

with good negatives galore, others

have still to go, and all of them
are keen regarding picture making.
We are re-printing on the oppo-

site page, from a former issue of

the Trade Circular, a Brownie En-
larging Camera window display
that cannot well be improved upon
for simplicity and forceful argu-

ment.
PLvery owner of a small camera

will be interested in this simple
method for producing good en-

largements.
Put in this display, instruct your

salesman to talk Brownie Enlarg-
ing Cameras, and see to it that

they fully understand its workings,

and the fact that no dark-room is

necessary when Velox is used.

The 1911

KODAK
ADVERTISING
CONTEST

Tell your customers about it.

Descriptive circulars on request

—

Have them on hand.
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:i
THE BROWNIE

Daylight Enlar6in6 Camera
• FOf^ VELOX AND BROMIDEPAPERS •

NOl' *2l!i' No.:? '3»i' No.4'4f>9

A TIMELY WINDOW
SUGGESTION.

Place a negative in one end, an enlargement from

same in the other, and indicate the dotted lines by

string. Don't forget to place the negative up side down.
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KODAK

Vacation pleasure is a joy all the year

when you Kodak.

A complete line of Kodak goods alzcays in stock.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. 107 B. Dniible Col. 107 A.
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SPEED AND SPECIAL
TIME.

E\ery amateur enthusiastic owr
his summer successes will appre-

ciate the added advantage of the

splendid optical equipment of the

Speed and Special Kodaks for the

short days that will soon be here.

Many a prospective Kodaker,
whose interest has been aroused

as to the possibilities of Kodak
picture making in the home, will

also see the anastigmat and speed
shutter advantage. While it is

true that the majority will be sat-

isfied with the regular eciuipment.

there are many willing and able to

purchase the higher priced instru-

ments if they are intelligently

presented to their notice. But it

is in rare instances only that such

sales can be made from the- cata-

logue. Personal inspection, while

interest and desire are at iIk' high-

est point, has niade many a sale

that would ha\e been lost had the

l)rospect been allowed to take a

catalogue home and "stud\- it

1 law the S])ecials and Sp
stock ; show them and clii

saU's by bt'ing able to cU'li'

goods then and there.'

h th

BE SURE, OF YOUR
SHARE.

Our booklet " At Home With
the Kodak" has accomplished
much in arousing and sustaining

interest in the making of the little

home pictures. Thousands of par-

ents have had their interest aroused
in picture making; many of them
ha\e purchased Kodaks, many
more will become Kodakers if you
will do your part in getting them
into your store and explaining
how simple and easy it is to make
pictures the Kodak way.
Our September ad\'ertising in all

the leading women's publications,

standard magazines, and a large

number of mail-order and farm

papers particularly features "At
Home With the Kodak." All

this acbertising t:ontains thi' state-

ment that the book may be had
(/f the dealers. We haw a new
edition just off the prc-ss and we
are willing to furnish all sou can

ust- icith your inipri>it. ( )ur Sei)-

tember ad\-ertising will it-ach at

li'ast ten million readers, so get

in your order for the- booklets

right away : ha\-e the goods in

stock and gi't your shan- of this

new business.
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The $5--
POCKET KODAK^

EASTMAN KODAK CO.,

"^T'w,/t'''.':';'/,t;,t'''''' ROCHESTER, N. Y.

STILL WORKING.
It is at least fifteen years since

the abo\e achertisement of the

original Pocket Kodak appeared

in the Scientific American yet

only the other day we received a

letter with the advertisement, and

a request for the sample print and
booklet mentioned.
On several occasions we have

received responses to our adver-

tisements, long after their pulling

power could have reasonably been

expected to continue.

No great significance can be

attached to such occurrences ex-

cept that they demonstrate the

fact that people do read and
respond to advertising.

It would have been remarkable

however, had we ceased to adver-

tise at the time the above adver-

tisement appeared, and people

generally continued to respond.

From the start Kodak publicity

has been continuous, every week,

every month the story has been

told—there has been no let up,

either in our efforts to market our

goods through you, or to improxe

the quality of every product that

bears the Kodak trade mark.

.And this advertising will con-

tinue, eciually strong, and always

for and not at the dealer.

BEST"
E. K. Tested Chemicals

THE, RETAILELR'S
BE.ST FRIEND,

THE, LOCAL NE.WSPAPER.

We are firm lx'lie\ers in the

\alue of newspaper achertising for

the dealer.

Those dealers in Kodak goods
who have made consistent and
persistent use of the local news-
papers have been the most suc-

cessful- It is but natural that the

editors and owners of newspapers
should speak strongly of the ad-

vantages of newspaper advertising

for the retailer, but when the

editor of a magazine also advocates

the use of the newspaper, we
should thoroughly consider what
he has to say.

At a banquet of the National

Sales Managers Association held

recently in Chicago, the editor of

a prominent trade magazine—the

Office Outfitter, had this to say

about the advertising value of the

daily newspaper :

"The local newspaper is the best

friend that a retailer can hope to

ha\e. It is the means by which
he is enabled to carry his lousiness

messages right into the very heart

of the homes, where they will be

read and listened to by every

member of the household-

"The local newspaper stands by
the local merchant through thick

and thin. Like the trade paper,

it works when it gets paid and
when it doesn't. The merchant
who does not use his local paper

liberally is paying for it just the

same. He may not think so, but

he is. The local paper is the

backbone of good government. It

is the most potent force in mould-

ing pulilic opinion, and to the

credit of local editors, be it said,

that as a class the local newspaper
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is tln' most incorruptil^le institution

of the present clay.

"If there is a sin.tile retailer

anywhere in the country who does
not use his local newspaper liber-

ally and intellit^ently he is making
the ,s.,n'eatest mistake of his busi-

n^^^ cartHM-, for the local news-
l)apei- will furnish the demand
which will sell his goods.

"Using the local newspaper
does not consist in running stand-
ing ad\ertisements, but it does
consist in supplying the editor

with the best copy that can be
procured, in liberal quantity and a

change of copy for every issue-

The man who does not change his

copy hurts himself and hurts the

paper. His trade wants a new
message, and the man who i)uts

up his new message in tin- most
attractive manner is the man who
gets the business."

ON THEIR OWN
GROUND.

Owing to our ability to])urchase

in large quantities, we ha\'e been
able to close an unusualK' satis-

factory contract for Klon.
The list price will remain as

heretofore, but the discount will

be increased to 4') and lO'^r', and in

lots of 10 pounds or more, assorted

(luaiitities, .SO^.

This i-xtra discount will enable
you to meet, in a most satisfactory

manner, all competition on alleged

similar developing agents.

Brownie Enlarging

Camera Time.

Kodak
,^?

1m

E\'erv outdoor da'

invites your

KODAK
For the indoor days let us present

you with a free copy of " At Home
with the Kodak," the booklet that

makes home portraiture easy.

Richard Roe & Co.

SiiiKlc'-ol' "4l'>- Double col. lO^A.

Seasonable

VELOX TRANSPARENT

WATER COLOR STAMPS

Easy to Use-

Easy to Sell
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THE NEW YEAR
CALENDAR.

The amateur has taken most
kindly to the Calendar as an ef-

fective mounting for his prints to

be given as holiday remembrances,
and dealers who ha\e pushed cal-

endars ha\-e collected a tid\- bit of

profit.

Our calendar for the coming
season is the most attracti\e we
ha\'e e\'er ofiert-d. a-- will be

noted by the illustration on the

opposite page.

The stock is first quality and
extra heavy, and the colors har-

monize perfectly with either black
and white or sepia toned i^rints.

The cut-out is attached to the
mount proper by a neat silk cord.

and the print may be tipped on or

mounted solid as preferred.

'Vhc New Year Calendar is made
in both brown and gray, and sup-
plied in a variety of openings for

both \'ertical and horizontal pic-

tures in all the standard amateur

The Price.

New Year Calendar.

For 1 loRi/oxr \l Photos.

Outsidei-H
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Cl)e J|?etu gear CalenDar,
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ILASTMAN DUPLEX
PRINT SQUARE.

The abo\e cut clearly illustrates

the great practical utility of this

clever device.

With the Eastman Duplex Print

Square, the correct and accurate

spacing and trimming of prints is

an exceedingly simple proposition :

especially valuable for spacing and
trimming prints for the popular
loose print folders.

The square is made of alumi-

num, and may be instantly ad-

justed to any rectangle from three

to fourteen inches.

Each square neatly boxed.

Thk Prick.

]'-astman Duplex Print Square, - I3 50
Discount to the trade, - - 33 '3^

For those vacation pictures

—

KODAK VELVET GREEN

Premoette
An excellent camera for all

around use—extremely light

and compact.

So easy to understand and

operate, that anyone, without

previous experience, can make

good pictures with it.

Loads in daylight with

Premo Film Pack. Makes
2^4 X 3' 4 pictures.

Premo catalogues and booklets free.

John Doe & Company
1121 Premo Street

Cut No. 326

E,. K. TESTED
HYDROCHINON.

We can now supply E. K.
Tested Ilydrochinon, in special

moisture proof cans, at the follow-

ing attractixe prices :

I ounce, I -13

% pound, ----- .40

% " -70

I " - - - - - 140

Discount to the trade, 40 per cent.

In 10 lb. lots, assorted, 40 and 10 per cent.

In 100 lb. lots or more, assorted, 50 " .
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PLEASE SPECIFY.
When placint,^ orders for S.OOO

Azo or P. M. C. Post Cards, please
specify whether they are wanted
in case lots of 5,000 or in packages
of 500. It has been our custom to

send the latter unless otherwise
specified, as the majority of deal-

ers want the cards for stock, but
in some instances exceptions have
been taken to this method of filling

orders.

Therefore please note, that we
will ship 5,000 lots made up in

packages of 500, unless otherwise
specified.

Increased

efficiency

in your

Finishing

Department.

To help you
attain it

is the mission

of our

Educational
Department.

The tuition is free.

Write for particulars.

BROWNE

Noiv for the

Home Pictures.

An illustrated story of the child

hood days is easy to make with a

BROWNIE
CAMERA

They work like the Kodaks.

Brownies |i.oo to |i2.oo.

. I.sk iis/oy a /}!(' copy of -'A I Horn,- leil/i lli,

Kodak- the hookl.-l that t.'Ils how
lo n.akr horn,' f.icl to n.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single col. nil!.

ARISTO PRINTING
LAMP AND CABINET.

Owinti to ail adxancc in price hy
the manufacturers, the list ])ricc'

on the Aristo Printint,^ I,amp will

luTcafter \w S75.(K).

Aristn PrinliiiL,^ Cahincl, and
Aristo Lami), lomplcn-, .^115.00.

Discount to the trade, 25fi5.



Bring

Us Your

Vacation Films.

Anyone can do Kodak fin-

ishing, but few can do it as

well as ^ve do. Our plant is

fitted with every conven-
ience to insure perfect work.

We are headquarters for

KODAKS, BROWNIES,
PREMO CAMERAS,
VELOX PAPER and
everything for the amateur.

Richard Roe & Co
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READ IT.
EVERY ISSUE, OF THE TRADE CIRCULAR CONTAINS
INFORMATION OF VITAL IMPORTANCE TO YOU.

We know, positively, that there

are some dealers who do not make
a practice of reading and filing the

Trade Circular.

This is a mistake.

New goods, withdrawals,
changes in price or discount and
many other matters of vital im-

portance to the dealer are first

announced in the Trade Circular,

and usually in no other way.
True enough, our salesmen and

demonstrators are posted, but they
cannot be with you every day ox

every week to keep yoit posted

—

and there will be no necessity for

it— if you read the Trade Circular.

Your competitor who does read

the Trade Circular and keeps him-
self posted learns first of some new-

product, orders first, and skims the

cream of the trade before you are

aware of it.

He learns of sonu' new, reason-

able advertising literature, and
perhaps before you know it has
distributed it to some of your luir-

tomers who wonder why you
haven't been equally enterprising.

We have in our organization

men who have been successful re-

tail salesmen, men who are expert
in preparing attractive and con-
vincing window displays, and men
who know thoroughly retail sales-

manship. In addition we are in

constant touch with our traveling
salesmen and demonstrators, they
observe some specially attractive

store, some new method of draw-
ing trade, ways of doing things
better or with greater economy.
And the only means we have of

quickly placing this information
before you in concise form is the

Trade Circular-

The Trade Circular is roi/r pub-
lication.

Read it carefully and thorough-
ly, see that your salesmen are
informed of the new things, and
scH- that the Trade Circular is filed

tor tuture reference, we will sui)ply

llu' binders gratis.

In the December issui' wi- intend
to inclucK' an index of the I'd I

\()liune, and to hereafti-r make
this a feature at the end of the
year, for your convenience.
Read the Trade Circular.
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THE NEW KODAK
OFFICE BUILDING.

It has always been a matter of

pride as well as of policy with us

to attend to all matters of business

detail with the utmost promptness
and dispatch, and to so arrange

our headquarters as to facilitate

this to the highest degree.

When, about six years ago, our

present office building was com-
pleted, we felt that it would be

adequate to our needs for man\-

years to come, but so rapid has

been the expansion of the Kodak
business, that we again find our-

selves cramped for room.

So, by the time this number of

the Trade Circular reaches you,

the preliminary' construction work-

on oiu' new sixteen >tor\- office

building will ha\'e begun.

As shown in the illustration on

the opposite page (a reduction

from the architects drawing) this

new building will be a most im-

posing and dignified structure,

and will, when complete, be the

tallest building in the city.

The new Kodak building is to

be steel frame construction and

faced with brick and terra cotta,

and will be strictly fire proof and

equipped with e\ery modern con-

venience.

The Camera Works will be con-

nected with the new building by
means of a co\ered archway across

Kodak Street, and as the present

office building, directly adjoining

on the other side, will be gi\-en

over largely to our shipping and

stock rooms, it will be seen that

the new building is most acKan-

tageously located.

STOLEN GOODS.
Unfortunately for society, light

fingered gentry continue to oper-
ate, and not infrequently are we
notified of stolen lenses, or other
photographic apparatus. The
O'Neill Barry Co., of Norfolk,
Va., report the theft of a number
of Kodaks, and as we have
received reports of similar depre-
datiouN in that section recently,

it will be wise for dealers in the
vicinity to exercise extra precau-
tion.

For individual and mutual pro-
tection it will be most wise for all

dealers to scrutinize closely all

lenses and cameras offered for sale

or exchange, and to diplomatically
question customers who offer such
goods, when unknown to them,
l^e particular to look at the serial

number of the lens or camera, and
note whether the same has been
altered or removed.
With suspicious cases, it will

usually be a simple matter to

obtain possession of the articles

for a short time, upon a pretext of

testing or other examination.
Then at the earliest moment

communicate with the other local

dealers, and with us and ascertain

if any complaints exist as to such
goods being stolen.

If all dealers will exercise these

simple and necessary precautions,

it will render the disposal of stolen

goods much more difficult, and
serve as a strong mutual protec-

tion.

To create new business

—to sustain interest:

Advertise
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£jaar

33 sa ss sai^i- -lUl: ^Q

The New Kodak Office Building.
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EASTMAN SPE.CIAL
DEVELOPER

Eastman Special Dcxt-lopcr in

t^lass tubes has had a big sale from
the start, and we do not intend to

discontinue it, but we now intro-

duce a similar developer in a less

expensive container, with .v/.i- pow-
ders to the package, instead of

five, and retailing at the same
price, twenty-five cents.

In addition to this inducement
to the consumer, we offer it to

you at a most attractix'e discount

in case lots.

Eastman Special Developer is a

universal developer for films, plates

or paper, and is bound to ha\e a

large and steady sale, so you can
afford to stock it in a goodly
quantity, and in addition meet
any competition with de\-elopers

of doubtful (luality.

THE PRICE
Eastman Special Devek)per, paper
wrapped, per package of 6 pow-
ders, sufficient for 24 ouncts of

developer, | .25

Discount to the trade, - - - 33?,?

In case lots of 48 25 cent packages, 50%

E. K. TESTED WOOD
ALCOHOL.

It has come to our attention,

that some retailers when asked for

wood alcohol, supply denatured,

claiming that for all practical pur-

poses the two products are identi-

cal. While this may hold for

heating or illuminating, denatured
alcohol is not suitable for photo-

graphic purposes, and is worse

than useless in chemical prepara-

tions. E. K. Tested Wood Alcohol
is prepared with special reference
to photographic use and tests

ninety-se\'en per cent. We are
supplying this superior finality at

the following prices.

E. K. Tested Wood Alcohol
Pints - - - - I .25
Quarts - - - - .45
Discount to the trade 33)^1.

Kodak

f;l There is an

added zest in

every autumn
sport for those who

KODAK
Come in and lei us talK KodaK

with you.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Coluniii No. 102B.
Double Column No. 102A.
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EASTMAN SINGLE
PRINT ROLLER.

As shown by the illustration,

the Eastman Single Print Roller

is a standard type that has found
much favor with the profession.

The handle set at right angles

to the roller affords a strong grip,

and makes this type especially

effective for heavy work on large

prints; an especial favorite with
the commercial photographer.
Ten-inch roller, covered with

heavy first quality white rubber.

P2xtra strong, nickeled frame.

Weight, five pounds.

The Price.

Eastman Single Print Roller, - |2 oo
Discount to the trade, - - - 40^

SHIPPING OF FLASH=
LIGHT GOODS.

Some dealers do not full\' un-

derstand the legal re(iuirc'iuents

we must fulfill regarding the ship-

ment of flash-light goods.
Under a ruling made nearly two

years ago, by the Bureau for the

Safe Transportation of Explosixes
and Inflammables, flash powders,
flash sheets and flash cartridges

were classified as "common fire

works." According to this ruling,

still in effect, the shipper must
pack these goods separately in

spark-proof wooden bo.xes, wheth-

er they go by freight or express,

(flash goods being unmailable
however packed).
Such being the case, dealers

should, in order to obtain the low-
est possible rate, have flash goods
come along with their freight ship-

ments whenever possible and
should order in quantities to cover
quite a period, so that frequent
shipments will not be necessary.

At the time this ruling was
made, we, though put to additio-

nal cost for packing, increased the

discount from 3313% flat to 40%
on all orders for Eastman Elash
.Sheets, Eastman Flash Cartridges
and Eastman Spreader Flash Car-
tridges, when ordered in one dozen
packages of a kind, assorted sizes

allowed.

So please remember that flash

goods do not deteriorate within a

reasonable time, if kept dry and
cool ; and that with the extra dis-

count you can afford to order in

dozen quantities ; also that flash

goods must be separately packed,
and cannot be shipped by mail.

This ruling of course does not ap-
ply to the Eastman Flash Sheet
Holder which can be shipped with
other goods and in any manner.

*

DISCONTINUED
NEPERA M. Q.
IN TUBES.

As the demand lor Nept'ra M. (J.

Developer in tins is very limited,

owing to the preference by the
amateur for our other brands of

M. Q. tubes, Nepera .M. (). ha^
been discontinued.

This is another indication of our
policy to always withdraw from
the market any of our products
that cease to be quick and ready
sellers.
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TO THE FRONT.
Just at this season of ihc year

the sale of Kodaks and Brownies
may be expected to slow up a bit,

but the returned vacationist is in

the market hungry for a long line

of profit bearing sundries.

First and foremost he is sure to

need Velox—check up and meet
his demands. He may not be fam-
iliar with Kodak \'elvet Green—

a

sale is almost sure if you show him
a sample print, and explain its

manipulation.
Some amateurs store their tilm

negatives between the leaves of a

book or in envelopes because they
have never been told of the adva-
ntages of the P^astman Film Xeg-
ati\e Albums.

Fvery amateur likes large pic-

tures ; the Brownie Fnlarging
Camera affords him a simple and
inexpensive means for gratifying

this desire. The sale of the camera
will not amount to a great deal,

but how about what he will spend
for \^elox and Bromide paper,

developer and large mounts?
And its open season for flash-

lights : it takes only a moment to

place an Kastman Flash Sheet
Holder in a customers hands.

Once he sees how easy and safe

this makes flash light work, he is

pretty sure to make the cash reg-

ister jingle again.

\'elox Water Color Stamps, good
sellers if you show them.
And the newly elected parents,

every one of them will want to take

pictures of that only baby ; why
not watch the birth notice column
in the local papers, and mail them
a copy of "At Home with the

Kodak" together with a letter in-

viting a call, with a promise to

explain the easy way of picture

making.

To the front with the seasonable
goods, bring them forward in your
display cases and on your coun-
ters. Show and talk them to your
customers, and see that your sales-

men are, equally alert.

There is lots of good money
just aching to be spent if you con-
front it with seasonable goods.

BROWNIL
.^"f^^r^-^^

Autumn out=of=door

fun nriaKes good picture

stories for the

BROWNIE
CAMERA

All by daylight; inexpensive, too—

a good one for $1.00 and others

up to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Colunni Xo. 120B.

Double Column Xo. 120A.
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ADVANCE, IN PLATI=
NUM PAPERS.

()\viiit^ to the great adwinces in

the prices of platinum we are obH-

ged to advance our prices on the

following platinum papers. We
have given our customers every

possible advantage by holding the

price down so long as our stock of

the precious metal purchased at a

lower price would permit—but the

conditions are such at present that

in self protection we are obliged

to advance our prices. The new
lists and discounts follow :

AMERICAN PLATINUM PAPER,
HEAVY SMOOTH AND HEAVY ROUGH,
SPECIAL "WHITE STOCK.

314
41.4

6^

4 X
3%x
4I4X
4 X
4!4x
5 X
5 X
5!^x

6!^x 8!4
714 X 9^
8 X 10

X 12
1 X 14

4 xl7
6 X :.'0

X 26

DOZEN
$ .25

.35

..^0

..55

.70

.85

.90

1.05

1.15

1.30

1.65

1.85
2.75
3.50
550
7.35

11.CO

2nx?6, per slieet $ .95

Roll 2(1 iiu-he- wide, 26 feet long 11.00

Half Roll (18 feet) 5.50

Quarter Roll (6)^ feet) 2.75

EXTRA HEAVY SMOOTH, AND EXTRA
HEAVY ROUGH,

SPECIAL WHITE STOCK.

SIZES
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YOUR VACATION

PICTURES.

The Kodak story of your vacation is

not complete until the prints are in your

album. Bring us your films and our

finishing department will make pictures

you will be proud to show, Should you

care to do the worK yourself we will

explain how easy it is to develop in

the Kodak Film Tank and print by

gaslight on Velox paper.

Just drop in and have a Kodak

visit with us—for your interests and our

own.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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HOW WE CUT PRICES.

The newspapers and the maga-
zines have been, and to some ex-
tent still, are full of statistical

articles telling how much more a

dollar was w'orth a dozen years
ago than it is now.

Our method of lowering prices
has been not to cut the list price,

but first, to better the goods, and
second to keep the list price down,
even when the cost of labor and
raw material has gone up.

A few little " for instances " will

serve to make clear what our gen-

S17.50. J 903.

They will show that beef and
eggs and flour and lumber and
clothes cost more than they did.

But photographic goods were
never as cheap as they are to-day
—not only relatively, but actually.

S 17.50. 1011.

era! policy has been and still is.

Let's take first of all the No. 3
Folding Pocket Kodak as it was
even as late as 190.3 price, .SI 7..50,

comparing it with the No. 3 F. P. K.
of t()-day,prict'.S17..5(). The picture
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tells the story of what it looked like,

we thought it beautiful—and it was,

for 1903. The shutter was a slight

modification of the Bulls-Eye re-

volving disc such as we use on the

box form Brownies, the lens was
an R. R. with a speed of/ 11.3,

there was a tripod socket for hori-

zontal exposures. The construc-

tion and finish were as good as

we knew how to make them.

1904 was a year of marked pro-

gress. We find a single \al\'e

automatic shutter, an/! 8. lens and
a generally improved appearance.
We also find that a rising and
sliding front may be had " at an

additional charge of one dollar."

For the regular model— no increase

in price.

In V)i)r> we find the automatic
focusing lock, at no increase in

price.

1906 to 1908 showed only minor
improvements, but in 1909 we
have the Kodak Ball Bearing
Shutter with its star shaped open-
ing and variable indicated speeds
of 2V. tV and y^o of a second as

well as "time" and "bulb"
actions and an automatic indicator

for registering each exposure made
—and no increase in price.

In 1910 we find that the " rising

and sliding front " is on all models
of the No. 3, and that the " extra

charge of one dollar" for such

attachment has disappeared.

In 1911 there is an improvement
in the glass plate attachment—at

no increase in price.

During these years lumber and
leather and metals of all kinds

entering into these goods had gone
up. The price of labor had gone
up rapidly but the No. 3 Folding
Pocket Kodak still sold at S17.50.

This comparison illustrates how
we ha\'e impro\-ed and imi^ro\ed

and improved one camera— at no
increase in price. In just as marked
a manner we have improved the
line at a decrease in cost to the

consumer by abandoning certain

models and substituting other and
better models at a lower price.

Compare if you will the No. 4
Folding Kodak of the early days
at S55.00 with the present day No.
4 Folding Pocket Kodak at $20. 00.

Go back further still and com-
pare the No. 1 Kodak of 1888 to

18'^2, with its lens of 2' 4 inch
focus and its round picture of ZVz
inch diameter, price $25.00, with
the 3A F. P. K. of to-day at $20. 00,

yes with the ten dollar No. 1 F. P.

K., or e\en with the five dollar

No. 2 F. P. Brownie. These new
goods illustrate how we are con-
stantly giving the customer more
for his money—our method of

price cutting.

Similarly we could point to im-

pro\'ement after improvement all

along the line where the goods of

to-day whether professional or am-
ateur are double the \-alue of the

earlier goods— at no increase in

price. Such changes are not so

easy to point out in sensitized

goods— but the improvements are

there—at no increase in price.

To coat film on the back to pre-

\ent the curl— was an expensive
proposition but there was no in-

crease in price.

All along the line there has been
improvement after improvement

—

at no increase in price. In pro-

fessional apparatus the Century
No. 3 Portrait Camera parallels the

camera that had the call a score of

years ago. It has every " modern
improvement" that that camera
had, is better finished, and more
graceful. At present prices, no
doubt the materials and laljor in
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this Century camera cost double
what those cost in the earlier ins-

truments, yet that earlier camera
sold for over 50^ more than the

Century Portrait Camera Xo. 3.

We acknowledge competition,
competition with other manufact-
urers of photographic goods and
competition with every manufact-
urer who makes goods that appeal,

from the pleasure standpoint, to

the same class of people that our
goods appeal to. These two kinds
of competition have kept us busy
"cutting prices"—cutting prices

by making in some cases better

goods for the same money—in

other cases discontinuing a line

of goods and replacing it by some-
thing better at a lower price.

This, in our opinion, is the

healthiest way from the standpoint
of consumer, of dealer and of man-
ufacturer to meet competition. It

means q-u-a-1-i-t-y and that in this

case spells : Satisfaction.

IT'S A MERRY
CHRISTMAS FOR THE
ONE WHO GE<TS A

PREMO.
The aboxe message is l)eing sent

out l^y the Rochester Optical
Division, to o\-er ten million

people, through the medium of

the Christmas magazines.
Some of the magazines circulate

in your locality. .Some of these
people are or can be made custo-

mers of yours.

With this i)oint in mind, we
have prei)ared certain mallei-,

yours for the asking, by use of

which you can get the maximum
of acK'antage from our general
publicity.

Premo Booklets

Sixteen pages of condensed
Premo information in a booklet
3^2 ^ '^ inches in size—just right
for the ordinary commercial en-
velope. This book has a most
striking gold embossed cover,
sure to excite attention when dis-

played on counter or show case.

They will be sent out on the
first orders received, until the edi-
tion is exhausted. Be sure to get
in on these, they'll help.

Premo Signs.

In a few days we will send,
zvithoiit request, two Premo window
signs, especially prepared for the
holidays. Then there's the Premo
street car sign, illustrated on
another page. The camera on
this sign is embossed in gold, the
stock is a special linen finish, and
the card as a whole is way above
the average of those you'll see in

the cars. There's good space for

your name, and if you use car
cards, don't pass ihis up.

You can make
pictures like these

with a

PREMO JR.

No. O
Price, $1.50

An acceptable gift

for cinyone

Premo Jr. No O Sign

The- I'rc'nio jr. No. ii is such an
ol)\i(>u--ly good Chri^tmas propo-
sition, esi)ecially for the young
I)eople, that we have made up a

special Premo Jr. Xo. sign,

which i> ilhistraU'd aboxe.
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This sign shows actual prints

made from No. negatives and
one enlargement, all on Velox
paper. It is an expensive sign,

and takes so much time to produce
that we are unable to make a gen-
eral distribution of them. ()b\'i-

ously, they are useful only to

those dealers who have the camera
in stock. So we have decided to

distribute them first to each dealer
who will order one-half dozen or

more of the Premo Jr. No.
camera. This sign itself should
easily sell that many cameras for

you, and we suggest that you
order at once.

Other Matter

Don't forget Premo newspaper
cuts for your local advertising.

Premo Lanterns will help out in

trimming up holiday windows.
We'll supply them on request.

We also have more of the Premo
metal signs, dummy film pack and
sample prints.

Take advantage of this matter,

and remember that your own cus-

tomers who already have cameras
are the easiest ones to sell cameras
to as gifts for others.

Get your orders in early.

WINDOW RENT.
There is a Jeweler in New York

City who pays .S5,000 a month for

a little room on Broadway about
the size of an ordinary hen house.
Hundreds of thousands of people
pass this little place every day.
The $5,000 is for the location—
not the floor space. Therefore,
of the S5,000 about S4,000 is for

Windozv Display. Four-fifths of

YOUR rent is for YOUR windows.
Are you making them p(7_v four-

fifths of your rent ? Don't under-
estimate their value. The size of
your town has nothing to do with
the case. If your rent is S50 a
month, at least .S40 is for your
windows. Do you get that much
out of them ? You ought to get
more.' You can get a great deal
more— if you try. It's up to you.
You can make your windows the
talk of the town—and that's only
another way of saying more popu-
larity—increased sales—a bigger
bank account I The game is worth
the candle

—

go after it .'—Gills Help
Bulletin.

COMBINATION
CARRYING CASES.

For the Nos 3 and 3A Special
Kodak

To meet the demand from ama-
teurs who desire to use the Special

Kodaks with plates as well as with
films, we are now ready to supply
a Special Combination Carrying
Case for these instruments, which
will contain the Kodak, Combina-
tion Back, four plate holders and
three rolls of film.

These special cases are construc-

ted of an extra fine quality of grain

leather, \-el\et lined and fitted with
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lock and key. As shown in the

illustration these cases are most
conxenient in arrangement, and of

unusually handsome appearance.

THE PRICE.

Special Combination Carrying Case
for No. 3 Special Kodak, holding
Kodak, Combination Back, 4 Plate

Holders, and 3 rolls of film - - $4.50

Special Combination Carrying Case
for No. 3A Special Kodak, holding
Kodak, Combination Back, 4 Plate

Holders, and 3 rolls of fiim - - I5.00

Discount to the trade iiVi^o.

THE. NE,W AP^TURA
PF.INTER.

The original model of the .\rtura

Printer turned out excellent work,

and afforded satisfaction j^ene-

rally, but " }.(ood enf)ugh" is not

sufficient for us.

Whenever we can improve or

perfect any of our i)r()dui'ts we do

so, hence our introduction to you
of the new Artura Printer.

The new Artura Printer has all

the advantages of previous models,
with many added conveniences
coupled with improved construc-

tion and appearance. The special

pattern Copper Case Arc Lamp is

wound to our specifications, and
affords the finest quality printing

light.

The new lamp uses small car-

bons affording a much steadier

light than the ordinary arc, with a

minimum consumption of current.

The top of the machine is fitted

with a hinged frame containing a

sheet of plate glass 12-?'4 x 144^
nches,for supporting the negative

during printing. This frame may
be raised to adjust vignettes or

tissues.

A ground glass, sliding in a

groove directly underneath the

hinged frame, acts as a light diffu-

ser, and as a support for vignette

or tissue. The hinged back is so

arranged that the back half comes
n contact with the negative first.

This allows the printer to place

the paper in position on the nega-
ti\e and hold it with one hand
until the back is in contact.

The back is padded with fine

soft felt, is self-locking, and auto-

matically adjusted for varying
thicknesses of negatives or paper.

The exposing shutter is opened
and closed by means of a small

metal handle on the right side of

the machine, the shuttcM' is cur-

tained with orange colored fabric

and is i)laced directly in front of

the light box.

The cabinet is fitted with drop
leaves, 14 x 17 inches, on either

side, and occupies a space of but
24 X 37 inches. The cabin(^t is of

oak, llemiNh tuiish.
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THE PRICE..

Artura Printer, ii x 14, complete

with Special Arc Lamp, - 1^75-00

Do., without lamp, - - - 55-oo

Artura Printer, 20 x 24, complete

with Special Arc Lamp, - 100.00

Do., without lamp, - - - 80.00

Discount to the trade - - 25 ^y

The

Daylight

Way to

beautiful

enlarge=

ments is

with a

BROWNIE
ENLARGING
CAMERA

As simple and easy as

making Velox prints.

Brownie Enlarging Cameras
$2.00. $3.00 and $4.00

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. 227(; Double Col. 227A.

EASTMAN TRIMMING
BOARDS NOS. 3 and 4.

These new trimming boards are

the same in design and operation
as the highly successful Eastman
No. 2.

These new models being intro-

duced to meet the demand for

greater capacity ; the No. 3 having
a sixteen inch blade, and the No.
4 one of twenty inches.

Like the No. 2, the Nos. 3 and
4 cutting boards are provided with
an accurate rule and divided into

squares and equipped with trans-

parent trimming gauge.
Owing to the extra pressure

demanded by the long cutting

blade on the No. 4, this size is reg-

ularly equipped with a foot treadle

for operating.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Trimming Board No. 3, 16

inch blade, - - . - |;6.oo

Eastman Trimming Board No. 4, 20

inch blade, with foot treadle, 8 00

Discount to the trade - - 40 '''f

Flash-Light

Time.
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STILL GROWING.
There is no better evidence of

the prosperity of a business than
the growth and expansion of its

buildings and manufacturing facil-

ities.

That the demand for Kodak
goods is increasing is best demon-
strated by the demand of the vari-

ous departments of our manu-
facturing organization for more
room.

Last month we illustrated c)ur

new of^ce building, now under
construction, and herewith we
show how the work is progressing
on the addition to the Film Pack-
ing Building at Kodak Park, this

photograph having been taken on
September twelfth.

This addition will be 196 feet

long by 131 feet 6 inches in width
and is to be five stories in height,

with a basement extending com-
pletely under the structure. The
construction is to be of reinforced

concrete throughout, faced with
brick.

This new building will Ix' com-
pleted at the earliest possible date,

as the additional space is urgently
neded to facilitate the examina-
tion and packing of our him pro-

ducts.

HIGHER. EFFICIENCY,
LOWER COST.

The a m a t e u r fi n i s h c- r w h o

obtains the best possible results in

the most economical manner, from
every order intrusted to him,
should, unless he is an exceedingly
poor salesman, be able to build up
a highly profitable business.

To teach you, or your em-
ployees, amateur finishing the ri:Ju

way is the mission of our P2duca-
tional Department.

The course in this department
embraces everything pertaining to
developing, printing and enlarging
for the amateur by the most up-
to-date and economical methods.

The course is free to you, or any
accredited employee, including
all material used during the course.
You may remain a week, or a
month, taking the whole course,
or any part of it, your sole outlay
being for transportation and living

expenses.

The amateur is becoming more
critical each year and the standard
of quality higher, and it is only
the "up to the minute" men who
can secure and hold their trade.

Write us for full particulars and
let the Educational Department
help you to still better work and
increased profits.

There is nothing that Kills

trade so fast as poor re=

suits, and there is nothing

n^ore certain to afford poor

results than poor chemi=

cals. Protect your custom=

ers by supplying only

chemicals that bear this

n^ark:
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ADDITION TO THE FILM PA(

St
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SPECIAL HELPS.
When it comes to selecting

Christmas gifts, but few of us can
so easily decide the matter as did

a farmer and his husky sons who
were in conference as to what to

get for mother.
Glancing out of the window one

of the sons saw mother, coming
from the barn, stop, put down the

milk pail, and chop an armful of

wood.
Turning to the rest of his fellow

conspirators he exclaimed enthusi-

astically— "Just the thing, lets get

Mother a new axe for Christmas."

Every holiday shopper finds the

problem of proper selections a dif-

ficult one, and is more than ordi-

narily grateful to the enterprising

merchant who comes to his aid

with suggestions.

We are spreading the gospel of

a Kodak for Christmas to millions

of readers by means of large space

in a strong list of the December
periodicals, and while every Kodak
dealer is bound to do more business

it will be those dealers who con-

nect our general publicity with

their stores who will reap the great-

est harvest.

And we will help in that, the

Christmas Booklet, an unusually

dainty little condensed catalogue,

is now ready for distribution, the

Premo Booklet, telling of the

splendid Premo line, and of the

film pack system, will be ready
November fifteenth.

In addition we will have seven

new display signs, four Kodak,
two Premo and one Velox, to help

brighten your window displays.

We also have a goodly supply of

the Brownie Books, these, as well

as the Kodak and Premo booklets

are just the right size to slip into

the ordinary business envelope.

These booklets mailed to a judi-

ciously selected list of prospects
bring results every time.

But, please remember, these
booklets are setit on request ojily,

and it is a case of first come first

ser\-ed, so let us know now, how
many you can use, so we may im-
print them and forward to you in

ample time.

On page 11 we reproduce three
new car signs, which will shortly
be ready. These signs will be in

four colors, and right up to the
minute in design and attractive-

ness.

Let us remind you, however, that

the street car signs are intended,
and will be supplied for street car
use only, and that we shall give the

preference to the first dealer who
applies from each city, and will

not furnish him with more than
one style of card until we are satis-

fied that the other dealers in his

town are not interested.

In ordering car signs, state quan-
tity, and order by number.

Help us to help you by getting

vour order in t-arlv.

VELOX
Transparent

Water Color

Stamps.

Ready sellers to amateurs

preparing Holiday souve=

nirs.
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The Crisp Out=Doors
invites your

KODAK
Kodaks and everything for

Kodakery at our store.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
lOOI TRIPOD AVENUE.

No. 801. Four Colors.

r^.

.J-

>f'

m
^

Make that Boy
happy with a

BROWNIE
Our stock of Christmas
Kodak and Brownie
Cameras is complete.

RICHARD ROE & CO., 1001 Tripod Avenue.

No. 802. Four Color

A PREMO
Always Pleases

John Doe & Co.,

Let our stock of Premos,
Kodaks and Supplies solve

your Christmas problem

1234 Premo St

No. 80,^. Camera Fmbossed in CJoltl. Type Matter Two Colors.
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CUFcIOSITY CAUGHT
A CROWD.

'Twas an evening crowd in a

big city.

The theatres were out, the mov-
ing picture shows had just dischar-

ged their thousands in the street.

The Stroller was walking from the

opera to a neighboring cafe.

Lights were still on in the store

windows, and here and there a

group of two or three had stopped
to examine an unusually attracti\-e

window. For the most part, how-
ever, the gay crowds were paying

but little attention to the wares so

attractively displayed.

But presently the Stroller noti-

ced that the sidewalk was blocked

in front of one of the stores. So
big was the crowd that he wond-
ered that the police were not

ordering the people to "move
on." He looked for the cause

and saw a large show window
painted a solid glossy black to a

point some six feet above the side-

walk a neat gold stripe an inch in

width setting off the dividing line

between the paint and the clear

glass above it. About on the eye
line, however, was a series of ope-

nings, star-shaped, a narrow gold

stripe neatly outlining the stars.

The clear glass inside these stars

was about four inches in diame-
ter—making a comfortable peek
hole. These star openings were
say thirty inches apart—giving one
a chance to gaze through them
without being elbowed by ones

neighbor likewise engaged.

Curiosity aroused, the people

were working their way up to the

window looking interestedly for a

minute, smiling amusedly and
passing on. The Stroller like the

others wondered what it was all

about, worked his way up to the

window and took a peek.

What he saw was a very clever

Kodak display—a high class lay

figure sitting at a table and opera-
ting a Kodak Film Tank, the es-

sentials for tank developmentlying
con\"eniently near on the table.

A Kodak was on the table too,

and there were two or three choice
Kodak enlargements on the wall,

but there was no attempt on the

part of the window dresser to fill

up the window with a lot of photo-
graphic goods. He used just

enough to tell his little story of

Kodak simplicit-s—nothing more.

There were many other windows
on the street that were perhaps
equally well dressed, but the clever

little idea worked out on the glass

itself was what caught the people.

Your sign painter can probably
help you to turn the same trick

—

but we have one earnest sugges-

tion. Don't try it without some-
thing out of the ordinary for people
to see when they peek through the

star openings—make an extra

effort on the story that you let

your window tell, make it interes-

ting, then those who have taken

the curiosity bait will not resent

it—and your advertising will have
pro\-ecl effecti\'e.

Every Brownie

Enlarging Camera

sold, paves the way

for Bromide and

Velox paper sales.
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THE DISPLAY
WINDOW.

To be really worth the wiluable

space it occupies, your display

window should do more than

merely tell the passers-by that you
sell Kodaks and photographic sup-

plies.

Your display window can and
should be made a powerful silent

salesman, not only influencing

those who are already amateur
photographers, but con\incing
those who are not, of its inex-

pensive pleasures.

Let us take, for instance, the

Brownie Enlarging Camera, and
see if we cannot arrange a simple

window that will attract both those

who are and those who are not

amateur photographers. Let us

first have made a plainly lettered

sign of good size, reading "Any-
body can make large pictures the

simple Kodak Way." Then select

a good No. 2 Brownie negative

and make a first-class (S x In en-

largement from it on Velox in the

Brownie Enlarging Camera.
Mount a contact print and the en-

largement from the same negative
on a card, and place both your
sign and the two pictures at the

back of your window as the key
note of your display. Then in the

foreground place a No. 2 Brownie
Camera with a card reading "This
No. 2 Brownie Camera made the

small negative from which both
pictures were made. The price is

$2.00." Alongside the Brownie
place a No. 4 Brownie Enlarging
Camera with a card reading, "This
No. 4 Brownie Enlarging Camera
made the enlargement. It will

take any size negati\e up to 4x5
inches. The price is .S4.()0.

"

Between the Brownie and the k'-ii-

larging Camera place a card read-

ing, "Come in and let us explain
to you the all-by-daylight way of

picture making. No dark-room
for any part of the work."

Even though the little Kodak
Portrait Attachment has been on
the market for a good many years,

there are countless amateurs who
do not comprehend its many ad-

vantages, and likewise hosts of

fond parents who would take up
the making of the little home
pictures if you would show them
how simple it all is. So why not
make a Kodak Portrait Attach-
ment window display? Use a

little of your spare time and make
some Kodak Portrait Attachment
pictures of your children, or the

neighbor's, making the heads as

large as possible, and mount them
nicely for your window display.

Letter a card as follows : "Any-
body can make home jMctures the

Kodak way." Then, in the fore-

ground, place a No. 3A F"olding

Pocket Kodak with a card reading:
"No. oA V. V. Kodak. Price

.S2< ».()(). The favorite for home
picture making." Then attach a

Kodak Portrait Attachment to the

top of a card lettered : "This is

the Kodak Portrait Attachment.
It slips on in front of the regular

Kodak lens, enabling you to make
large head and shoulder portraits.

The \)v'\cc is .So cents.

"

Flashlight time is here and
a Flash Sheet display will be
sure to increase business. Invite

a jolly little crowd to your home
some e\ening and make a few in-

formal flash sheet pictures. Mount
them attracti\ely on a card let-

tered :

" Plash light picture mak-
ing is easy the Kodak way."
Then in the foreground display

i-"lasli Shei't packages and an PLast-
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man Flash Sheet Holder with a

flash sheet in position and some of

our booklets, "By Flashlight."

Back of or near the booklets place

a small card lettered: "Let us

present vou with a copy of this

booklet.
'

It tells all about flash

light picture making."
The preparation of these special

window displays is exceedingly
simple, except that it entails i)os-

sibly a little extra work in securing

the proper photographs. But the

cost of this extra labor will come
back to you many fold in the

added selling power of the display.

Display window advertising, like

all other display advertising, must
tell its story quickly, at a glance,

to be effecti\e. One idea clearly

expressed is worth a hundred
\'ague impressions. Make your
window displays simple. Do not
arrange a special idea conveying
display and then spoil it by crowd-
ing the balance of your window
with a sample of everything you
have in stock. Change your dis-

plays frequently and it won't take

the public long to learn that \ou
carry a complete stock, and that

you are progressive and up to

date.

Note—We will suppK-, upon re-

quest only, special show cards for

the Brownie F^nlarging Camera
display, and sample prints, made
with the Kodak and Kodak Por-

trait Attachment, for the Portrait

Attachment display.

For the short

days

—

Zeiss-Kodak f, 6. 3.

// it isn't an Eastman,

it isn't a Kodak.

There are no game

laws for those who
hunt with a

KODAK
KODAKS, $5.00 to $111.00.

BROWNIES. $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

SiriL'le Col. 2g6H. Double Col 206G.

Enter that Christ=

mas order NOW,
and be sure of

having the

goods in stocK.
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Picture making is easy the

Kodak all by daylight way—it is

especially easy for our customers.

Ou7^ interest in you does not cease with

the sale of the Kodak.

If you wish to do all the work yourself,

the advice of our experts is gladly at your

service.

Should you prefer that we finish the pic-

tures, we have the facilities for producing

the best possible results from every exposure.

A complete li/ie of Kodak City goods,

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 268 B.
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AZO FOR AMATE.UR
USE.

Azo, in Hard and Soft, has
made good for professional use as

next in quality to the one best of
all developing papers—Artura.
There is now a new grade of

Azo, Hard X. that will put Azo
as next in quality to the best of
all amateur papers—V^elox.

Hard X Azo corresponds in

grade with Regular Velox. Hard
Azo corresponds with Special
Velox. Soft Azo is too soft for
use on the average amateur neg-
ative and is intended as before for
professional use only. To com-
plete the line we are also intro-
ducing a new surface, Azo G, a
matte that is similar to Carbon
Velox. Azo K, wc will state for
those not already familiar with the
Azo surfaces, is similar to Velvet
Velox.
We have made thoc additions

to the Azo line that our dealers
may have a low i)riced paper for
sale to those amateur finishers who
are not willing to pay the price for
the best amateur paper Velox.
We see no reason for pushing

the sale of Azo to the amateurs'
trade in place of Velox. The

amateurs are satisfied with Velox
because it gives them the best
possible results and the increasing
Velox sales show that they are
willing to pay the Velox price.

There is more profit to the dealer
(actual) in selling Velox than in

selling a lower priced paper and
the wise merchants will therefore
keep Velox to the front.

It is our observation, too, that
those amateur finishers who use
Velox are the ones who make the
money. Quality cuts more figure
than price with the amateur.
Consistently good work brings a
steadier, and in the end, a larger
business than cut prices—and more
l)rofit all the time. We have had
an opportunity to watch this ama-
teur printing business the country
over and there is no question
about quality counting for far

more than price in this particular
branch of trade.

With our (jffer of an amateur
contrast in Azo we therefore sug-
gest that it be pushed only where
competition demands it. Used as
it is intended to be used it will

bring increased profit. It is the
best substitute for Velox, yet we
do not advise any substitution ex-
cept where absolutely necessary.
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Azo papers are now furnished in following surfaces and contrasts :

(Carbon)

(Rough)
(Glossy, Pense)

(Semi-Gloss)

(Semi-Matte)

(Glossy)

G (Matte)

Single and Double Weights—Soft, Hard and Hard X
Single and Double Weights—Soft and Hard
Single and Double Weights in Soft and Hard

;

Hard X in Single Weight only

Single and Double Weights—Soft and Hard
Single and Double Weights—Hard and Hard X
Single weight in Hard and Hard X ; Double

Weight in Hard X only

Single Weight only in Hard and Hard X.

AZO PRICE LIST.

SINGLE WEIGHT. DOUBLE WEIGHT.

DOZ. 2 DOZ. GRO. GROSS. 2 DOZ. ,
, GRO. GROSS

.15

.15

.15

.15

.15

.20

.25

.25

.25

.25

.30

.35

.40

.80

1.20

1.60
2.00
2.40

$ .20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.25
.25
.25
.25

$ .95
1.10
1.10
1.10
1.40
1.55

1.65
1.95
2.20

9.10
11.55
13 75

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.35
1.75
2.00
2.00
2.00
2.50
2.75

3.00
3.50
4.00

16.50
21.00
25.00

x2'4.
X 354'.

X 3 '4.

x4%.
X 4 .

x3'2.
X 4'4.

X 7 .

x5'.2.

$ .25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.25
.35
.35
.35
.35

,20

X 7

x8 .

X 12 .

x7K.
x8 .

x8!4.
X 10 .

x9 .

x9!;.
x 10 .

X 12.
X 11 .

X 14 .

X 12 .

X 14 .

X 17 .

X 17 .

X 18 .

X 20 .

X 22
X 24 .

$ .20
.20
.20
.20
.20
.25
.35
.35
.35
.35
.40
.45
.45
.50
.50
.65
.65
1.00
.75

1.00
1.50
1.50
1.80
2.00
2.50
3.00

$ 1.20
1.40
1.40
1.40
1.75
1.95
2.10
2.10
2.45
2.75
3.65
3.65
4.70
4.50
5.50
7.30
8.25
9.20
11.40
14.45
17.20

$ .95
.95
.95
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.15
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.25
1.70
2.20
2.50
2.50
2.50
3.15
3.45
3.70
3.75
4.40
5.00
6.60
6.60
8.40
8.15
10.00
13.10
15.00
16.50
20.65
26.25
31.25

Recommended for use in Stereo Brownie Printing Frame, and supplied in Grade C only.

Stereo Die Cut -2 doz., 25 cts. : gross, .$1 10. Furnislied in Grade.s C and F Single Weight only.

Special cut sizes at practically proportionate pi-ices on orders of a dozen or more amounting
to .? 1.00 list or more.

ROLLS.
SINGLE
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Any width up U> 4U inclies, otlier than the a))ove, furnished in rolls not less than 10 yards in

•ngth.

ROLLS— For Cirkut Camera Negatives— Single and Double Weights.

SINGLE WEIGHT. DOUBLE WEKiHT.

6 IN.
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THE, WINNERS.
Awardsinthe 1911KodaK
Advertising Contest.

It will be recalled that by the

terms of the 1911 Contest, all pre-

vious winners in Class A were
barred from entering that class, a

Special Grand Prize Class being

created, open only to former win-

ners in Class A.
This innovation worked out in a

highly satisfactory manner; the

honor of competing in the Grand
Prize Class stimulating the former
Class A winners, while those
eligible to enter in Class A were
assured of a wider opportunity for

success.

In connection with the entries

received for the different classes it

is most gratifying to note a dis-

tinctly clearer grasp of the essen-

tials of a picture for advertising

purposes, proving conclusively

that photographers generally have

studied the requirements intelli-

gently.

In the 1910 Contest, the winners

in Class A were all located in the

PLast, while in this year's contest

all were westerners.

In Class B, those of the winners

of 1910 were located in the West,

this year all save one were in the

P2ast ; the Grand Prize award like-

wise going to an eastern profes-

sional.

The awards for 1911 were:

GRAND PRIZE.

^. 11. LiFSiii-:v. Hrn,,klyn, N. \\

CLASS A.

First Pkizf Mrs. .Makv L. Tav-

LOR. Indianapolis, Ind.

.Second Prize~D. VaxdfA'knter.
Winona Lake. Ind.

Third Prize—A. ¥.. Rilev. Cos-

hocton, Ohio.

P^)UKTH PrIZI-: 11. W. (JAI.LICHAX,

Gravenhurst, Ont. Can.
1-^1 FTH Prize J. R Hostetler,

Da\-enport, Iowa.

CLASS B.

First Prize—Mrs. Gus Wintem-
BERG, East Cleveland, Ohio.

Second Prize—James L. Baldwin,
Auburn, N. Y.

Third Prize—Harry F'. Blanch-
ard. South Glens Flails, N. Y.

Fourth Prize H. Krebs, Wayne,
Pa.

F^iFTH Prize-Miss P^milie Zeck-
wer, Philadelphia. Pa.

JUDGE.S.

JOHN H. Garo. Boston.
Dudley Hoyt, New York.
C. D. Newell, Secretary of Frank

Seaman, Inc.

Geo. W. Fo\yler, Advertising
^lanager, The Colgate Co.

Curtis P. Brady, Advertising
Manager, McClure's Magazine.

As in the past, this contest has

proxided us with new and effective

illustrations for use in our advertis-

ing, and that we shall make use of

them to the best of our ability, for

our mutual benefit \()u may rest

assured.

" Ten Christmas

Helps," a worthy

successor to the

"Ten Little Adlets."

Get them worKing

and make them

a real help.
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KODAK

Christmas
joy is all=

year joy
when the

gift is a

KODAK
We have Kodaks to fit

most pockets at prices to fit

all purses.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single col. io6 B
Double col. io6 A.

EastiTian Flash

Sheets, and the

Eastman Flash Sheet

Holder—the ideal out=

fit for photographing

the Christmas tree.

E.ASTMAN PRINTING
MASKS FOR SWIVEL
PRINTING FRAMES.
The Eastman Swivel Printing

F"rame and the Eastman Printing
.Masks have so well demonstrated
their practical efficiency that there
has been a great demand for masks
with outside measurements to fit

the swivel frames. We are now in

a position to supply the masks as
follows :

Outside Dimensions— 8 5 i6 .\ 8 5/16

Size of Opening.

2-15 16 X 3-15 16

3- 1/8 X 5- 3 8

3-13 16 X 4-13 16
2- 3 8 X 4- I j6

3- 1.8 X 3- I 8
2- I 16 X 3- I 16

3- I 16 X 4- I 16

PRICE.

I .20 each.
.20

"

.20
"

.20 "

.20 "

.20 "

Outside Dimensions— 10-15 16x10-15 16

2-15 16 X 3-15 16 - - .25 each.
3-18 \ 5- 3, 8 - - .25

"

3-13 16 \ 4-13 16 - - .25
"

238 X 4- 1/16 - - .25
"

3- 18x3-18 - - .25
"

2- I 16 X 3- I 16 - - .25
"

3- 1 16 X 4 I 16 - . .25
"

Discount to tlie trade 33 i ^%

BULLS EYE,
4x6.

TRAYS

To meet llie wants of the army
of users of 3' 4 x .S' _> films, plates
and papers, we aw now stocking
the ever popular Hulls- Eye Tray
in >izes 4 x 6.

THE PRICE

l)Ulls-Kye Tray, 4x6 - - $ .15
Discount to trade - - .40'/

In lots ot 100 when shipped from
Rochester, - - - 5.00 net
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ADDITION TO THE FILM SUF
5
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BUILDING AT KODAK PARK.
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MAKE YOUR WIND=
OWS PAY.

A store on the main street, in

the business center will rent for a

much higher figure, than one of

equal size, or larger on a side

street.

Two stores adjoining each other

on the main street, one with large,

well lighted display windows, and
the other with small or illy lighted

windows—which will rent the eas-

iest and at the higher rate r

Xo argument there, the one with

the good display windows will

command a rental of from twenty
to sixty per cent over the other.

and be worth it.

It therefore stands to rea>on that

if so large a portion of your rental

is for your display windows, you
must make the best possible use of

them to get your money back and
to realize a profit..

During the holiday season when
not only every other dealer in your
own line, but every other merchant
in town is your competitor, part-

icular attention must be paid to

your display windows.
It is also patent that every li\e

merchant in town will put forth

his best efforts to install attractive

and convincing displays. It is

likewise evident that an unique or

original display will attract much
greater attention than a heterogen-
eous display of a bit of everything
you have in stock.

A general display will uncloul:)t-

edly inform those who are already
amateur photographers that you
have a representatixe stock, but
will, to a large extent, be lost upon
the rest of the general public.

On the other hand, a display
carrying this single thought—the

desirabilitv of a Kodak for Christ-

mas, will be much more effecti\e.

as it will delixer its message to all

the passersby.

In key with our advertising in

the December magazines "A
Christmas ^Morning Kodak." we
offer on page 9 a suggestion for a

window display.

The actual display is far more
attractive than the half tone re-

production would indicate, the
coloring of the lamp shade, of the
rich red bellows of the Kodak, and
the flowers in the bowl, and the

dainty tissue wrapped and ribbon-
ed packages forming a most pleas-

ing " lixing picture" within the
frame.

The effect will be much height-
ened if the window is fitted solidly

with the drapery, and the back
boxed in and the lamp burning.
The subject is open to a \ariety

of treatments, to meet the require-

ments of different size or shaped
windows, tells its story simply and
effectively and the materials are

within easy reach.

Install this display, or go it one
better, and make the c o m i n g
Christmas a banner one.

THE SAFE WAY.
For the protection of the dealer,

the consumer and ourselves all of

our sensitized paper products are

marked with an expiration date.

It is quite possible that in many
instances the paper would yield

good results after the expiration of

the date on the package, but long
experience has demonstrated that

this date is the limit for ^£'.s7 results.

Therefore, we urge, for the good
of all concerned, that no expired
paper be sold consumers, but re-

turned to us for credit according
to the usual terms.
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A DISTINCTIVE CHRISTMAS WINDOW DISPLAY.
See page 8.
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RESTRICTED PRICE
POLICY ON PATENTED

GOODS UPHELD.

The returns are not all in. It"s

too early, therefore, to publish the

exact results of our query as to

whether or not the dealers desire

a continuation of our policy as re-

gards the sale of patented goods.

But we can state that thus far, with

"only a few precincts to hear

from" the vote is overwhelmingly
in favor of a continuation of that

policy. Such being the case we
congratulate the trade on the re-

cent decision of the United States

Circuit Court by which the right of

a mamifactiirer to niaintaifi a resale

price is upheld, and which is in

accordance with many decisions

of the United States Courts made
during the last ten years.

The final decree handed down
on October20th last, by Judge Hol-

lister, sitting at Cincinnati, in favor

of the B. V. D. Company and
Cyrus M. Walker against S. J.

Wolf & Company, of Piqua, Ohio,

is interesting to every retailer and
manufacturer as it seems to_ leave

no doubt that the courts will up-

hold the price restriction policy on

articles that are directly covered

by valid patents. The te.xt of the

decree follows :

It is ordered, adjudged and decreed

that United States Letters Patent No.

852,306, issued on April 3c, 1907. for

Union Suits, to tiie complainant, Cyrus
M. Walker, are good and valid in law,

and that the complainant, The B. Y. D.

Company, as the exclusive Hcensee under
said Letters Patent and the complainant,

Cyrus M. Walker, as patentee, are en-

titled to all the benefits and advantages
flowing from the control of said Letters

Patent

;

That the complainants are entitled to

be protected in the established license

restriction which is imposed upon the

union suits marketed by The B. V. D.
Company under said Letters Patent and
is entitled to prevent any breach of said

license restriction ; that the defendants
have violated complainants' rights herein

by publicly offering for sale the said

patented union suits at prices below those

at which they were licensed to be sold
;

And that the defendants have by undue
advertisements and public prints, after

notice, defied the complainants' rights

under the said licensed restriction ; and
it is

Further ordered, adjudged and decreed
that an injunction issue out of and under
the seal of this Court permanently en-

joining and restraining the defendants,

Samuel ]. Wolf and Emanuel Kahn, doing
business as S. J. Wolf & Company, indi-

vidually and as co-partners, their servants,

agents, attorneys and workmen, and each
and every one of them, from advertising,

placarding or selling the patented B. V.
D. Union Suits at less than the licensed

price ; and it is

Further ordered, adjudged and decreed
that the defendants be required to print

and to publish within si.xty days from the

date hereof, in the same papers in which
their former advertisements appeared and
in prominent type a notice substantially

as follows :

"notice to the public"

Whereas, We have heretofore adver-
tised that we would continue to sell

B. \'. D. Union .Suits at cut prices, and
particularly at Sgc ; and
Whereas, These goods are patented

and are licensed to be sold under a

restriction as to retail price, we recognize
this restriction as a valid restriction which
we must respect.

We will hereafter sell the B. V. D.
Union Suits at the prices at which they
are licensed to be sold and not below
those prices. In consequence hereof, we
have restored the price of the B. V. D.
Union Suits which we formerly adver-
tised at 89c to $1.00.

We make this public announcement
under the direction of the United States

Court in order to prevent any further in-

jury to The B. V. D. Company as a

result of our past advertisement.

With the dealers \oting over-

whelmingly in favor of our price

maintenance policy on patented
goods, with the United States

Courts indicating their approval of
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that pcjlicy and with our own tirm

belief in its fairness to all—dealer,

consumer and manufacturer, there

is now no floul)t as to the course
to pursue-.

Beins^ not nn-i'ely within the

law, but protected Ijy the law as

indicated by the B. W D. decision

abo\e quoted, we shall insist in

every instance upon a strict ad-

herence to our price maintenance
policy.

The goods are worth the money;
the dealers have the selling plan

that they want ; doubt and unrest

ha\e been remoxed ; the public

continues to demand Kodak
goods.
Now for more Ijusiness.

DON'T FORGET THE
PREMOS.

Of course you read the Premo
Christmas story in last month's
Trade Circular, and we hope that

you are one of the many whcj

axailed themselves of the various
Premo helps outlined therein. If

you are not, we merely want to

remind you that there is still time-

to get some of it if you will order
at once. And we want to again
emphasize the fact that there is

going to be a splendid holiday bus-
iness for every progressive dealer
in Premos, as well as Kodaks.

In the pamphlet "Ten Christ-
mas Helps," sent you a few^ days
ago, you will find two samples of

Premo advertisements which match
up well with the general Premo
publicity. It will pay you to run
these in alternation with your Ko-
dak advertisements.

Get' all the possible camera
business in your territfjry. \'ou
can do this by letting people know

that you carry the Premos, and by
pushing them vigorously. These
are the Premos which w'ill sell best
for Christmas gifts : Premo
Juniors, Premoettes, P'ilm Premos
Xo. 1, Pocket Premo C and P1lm-
plate Premos. Be sure you have
some of them in stock.

BROWNIE

A gift that k^^;^
will make ^^
every boy's Christ=

mas iTierry is a

BROWNIE
CAMERA

W'c liaxL" all tlie Brownie
family at i:)rices from

$1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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Solve at least one

—

or more

of your Christmas problems
vv^ith a

KODAK
Everybody enjoys pictures—and enjoys making them

the simple, easy Kodak way.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OE
KODAKS AND BROWNIE CAMERAS.

Give us an opportunity to aid you in a selection that

will bring- year-round enjoyment.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Cm No. 205 H.
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HAWK=E.YE, FILM.
Our new terms of sale, issued

November 15th announced the re-

moval of restrictions as to retail

selling price on Hawk-Eye Cam-
eras. In order to make this Hawk-
Eye line complete we now offer

Hawk-Eye F"ilm in all regular

sizes, except that there will be no
"'Double Two" Hawk-Eye Car-

tridges. This film will be furnished

at the same list and at the same
discount (25% and 10%) as Kodak
film but with no restrictions as to

retail selling price.

Hawk-Eye Film Cartridges will

be put up with black paper, instead

of the Duplex (red and black

paper) used in Kodak Cartridges,

which fact will make them readily

distinguishable by the purchaser.

The film itself is a highly ortho-

chromatic and non-curling product
of quality that you need not fear

to recommend.
The quality and reputation of

Kodak Film are such that Kodak
Film is the film for you to push.

Your customers know it and know
that it is right and for the most
part are willing to pay the price.

It is the best film made ; it pays
you a reasonable profit and is

therefore the most satisfactory

product for consumer and for deal-

er. It is our idea that most dealers

will not find it desirable to carry

any other film, but in cases where
cut rate competition makes it de-
sirable to have something to meet
prices it will be well to have the

Hawk-Eye film in stock to meet
that competition. In fact there

will be times when Kodak Cart-

ridges can be more readily sold at

the full list price if you have the

Hawk-Eye goods on hand to offer

as against your cut rate competi-
tion. You will be the better able to

talk quality. Kodak Film is absol-

utely and unquestionably first.

Hawk-Eye Film will soon es-

tablish itself as easily the next
best—because it is. It will enable
you to meet price competition with
better goods than the other man
can offer.

Kodak film is the logical leader

on a pure quality basis and that's

the best basis for a continuously
satisfactory business. The man
on the spot is the only one to de-

cide whether or not it is necessary

to have a film to sell at cut rates.

There are only a few "spots"
where the conditions are such as

to make such a film necessary.

Each dealer must decide for him-
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self whether or not he needs to

stock the Hawk-Eye Cartridges.

We offer them with the simple
recommendation that they are bet-

ter than the others, with the one
exception—Kodak.

CHANGES IN
CHEMICAL PRICE

LIST.
We announce herewith a change

in price and discount on Elon as

follow^s:

Elon, I ounce bottle - - $ .50

Do., }i pound - - - 1.85

Do., yi pound - - - 3.50
Do., I pound - - - 6.50

Discount to the trade 33 1-3,%

In 10 pound lots, or more, assorted, 40%
We are also now able to supply Elon in

10 pound cans at I3. 75 per pound net.

Owing to a decline in the market
the following reductions are an-

nounced :

Potassium Metabisulphite, i ounce
bottle, - - - - $ .10

Do., X pound - - . .20

Do., yi pound ... .35

Do., I pound - - . .60

Discount to the trade 33 i-2,'/c

Eastman Ground Glass Substitute

4 ounce bottle, - - - $ .40

Discount to the trade 33 1-3^^

Eastman Photo Paste same list

price as heretofore.

Discount to the trade 40%
In gross lots, assorted 50^

Powdered Alum same list price

as heretofore.

Discount to the trade 33 [-3%

In lots of 50 pounds, or more, assorted

33 1-3 and I off.

Owing to an advanced market
we are obliged to make a change
in the list price of the following

chemicals

:

Muriatic C. P. i ounce - $ .15

% pound - .21

yi
" - .28

I " - -35

Nitric C. P.
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SHHD FLATUS IN
SPECIAL SIZES.

For the convenience of the trade

having customers requiring occas-

ional orders of Seed plates in

special sizes, we announce the fol-

lowing special list :

Seed Plates 27 and .30 (Gilt

Edge,) 26-X and 23 Special sizes.

per d(
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Brownie Enlarging Camera in use with Illuminator.

The BROWNIE ENLARGING CAMERA ILLUMINATOR.

Here is an exceedingly simple

and practical device that is sure

to increase the already great in-

terest in amateur enlarging.

The highly efficient Brownie
Enlarging Cameras have enjoyed

a large sale, the only drawback to

their use having been that the en-

largements had to be made by
daylight.

With the Brownie Enlarging
Camera Illuminator, enlargements
on Bromide paper may be made
in the evening, or at any time,

wherever the ordinary electric cur-

rent is obtainable.

As shown on page 5, the

Illuminator consists of a light tight

box, provided with a semi-circular

reflector, and adapted to enclose a

Tungsten electric bulb. The rays

of light are reflected upon an opal

glass screen, affording an even and
full illumination of the negative.

In front of the opal glass screen

is attached a screen of orange
fabric, which is dropped down

out of the way when making the

exposure as shown above.

When this orange screen is re-

turned to its original position

(where it is secured by snap but-

tons), it forms an ideal light for

developing the enlargements.
The Illuminator is substantially

constructed, and so that it may be
taken apart and packed flat for

shipment or storage when not in

use. It is as easily assembled as

the Brownie P^nlarging Camera
and may be put in commission in

a few moments.
With a 100 watt Tungsten lamp,

(equal to 75 candle power) which
we recommend for use, fully timed
enlargements may be made in

from one to ten minutes, accord-

ing to the density of the negative.

The necessary lamp, cord and
socket attachment can be obtained

from any dealer in electric sup-

plies.

There will be an instant demand
for the Brownie Enlarging Camera
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Illuminator with orange light shield in position.

Illuminator, so get your order in

early. Show it to your amateur
trade in operation, and watch your
sale of Bromide papers and devel-

opers increase.

THE PRICE.
Brownie Enlarging Camera Illum-

inator (without lamp or socket
attachment), - - - •

J> 3 oo
Discount to the trade, - - - 33^;?

AZO HARD X.

Owing to the fact that Azo
Hard X is not supplied in all

grades and weights, we call your
attention to the fact that Hard X
is supplied only in Grades A. C.

E. F. and G. in single weight, and
only in Grades A. E. and F. in

double weight. Please, to avoid
any misunderstanding or delays,

specify grade and weight when
ordering Azo Hard X.

KODAK
offers the pleasures

of picture taking

indoors or out.

Come in and we will

show you how easy it

is to use a KodaK.

We have a large line

of Kodaks, Prernos and

Brownie cameras.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.

Single Coluinii 207K. Double Colimin 2<rC,.

Take advantage of our

Lducational Department

now, and have your Fin=

ishing Department up to

the minute for the spring

trade.
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THE EMPLOYEES NEW LUNCH Bl
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VG AT KODAK PARK, (See Page 8.)
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AT KODAK PARK.
In the maintaining of high effi-

ciency in our manufacturing de-

partments we have not overlooked
the human element.

Everything tending to increase

the comfort and physical well-

being of the employee adds to his

working ability and we employ the

most modern methods in provid-

ing comfortable quarters and pure

air.

As Kodak Park is out of the

business section we have main-

tained a lunch building where the

employees may obtain good
wholesome food at a nominal cost,

and also enjoy the comforts of

rest rooms and reading rooms dur-

ing the noon hour.

To serve 1,000 persons with sub-

stantial luncheons in the short

space of five minutes seems an al-

most impossible feat but this is

exactly what the Eastman Kodak
Company will do every working
day of the year beginning early

next summer. The new restaurant

for employees will be so arranged

and equipped that the service will

be reduced to the smallest possible

time. This is, of course, taking

into consideration the fact that

the employees themselves do
much toward making the service

so very quick. As in the present

lunch room, which has proved in-

adequate, the employees will help

themselves to all food except that

which is warm. The system,
which has been so successful, is to

have the employees pass in line on
either side of a central counter on
which the food is arranged. Each
person has a tray and helps him-
self to sandwiches, pie, cake and
other prepared foods. The soups,

meat and vegetables are served by
attendants behind the counters.

At the end of the counter a check-
er quickly adds up the amount of

the bill and is paid by the em-
ployee with cardboard checks,

purchased previously. No money
is expected as the cardboard
checks are in denominations of

one cent, five and ten cents. This
arrangment does away with the

changing of money and the con-
sequent loss of time. Tables are

arranged about the room as in any
restaurant and the employees
choose their own places. The
men and women are entirely sep-

arated, however, the men having
one floor of the restaurant and the

women the other. There is a

great variety of food and it is

served at prices which are actually

about the cost of the raw material,

the company bearing the entire

expense of cooking and serving.

Roast beef sells at five cents and
the portions are \-ery generous
ones. Potatoes with the roast

cost three cents extra and the soup
is five cents, so for thirteen cents

a good luncheon is provided.

]\Iilk is two cents a glass, pie, five

cents a cut and vegetables are five

cents a dish. Some idea of the

extremely low prices may be had
when it is known that at no time
since the restaurant was opened
have prices been raised, despite

the great advance in the cost of

meats and other foods in that

period.

When first opened the restaurant

was self-supporting, although at

no time has it earned money, but
in the past year it has been con-
ducted at a deficit of about ten

dollars a day. All the cooking
and baking is done at Kodak
Park, seventy-five pies being baked
daily. The restaurant privileges

are as free to those who bring

their luncheons from home as they
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are to those who patronize the

counters. Many employees bring

their own lunches but have coffee

or tea from the restaurant. The
men hav^e a reading room on the

restaurant floor and it is furnished

with magazines and books. Here,

too, the men may smoke after

12.30 o'clock. The girls have a

piano in their reading room and
informal dancing is often enjoyed
during the noon hour. In the

present quarters eight hundred
persons, the patronage being about
equally divided between the men
and women, are served. The
number has been increasing stead-

ily for the past four years, the

restaurant having attained great

popularity.

Our lunch building, in common
with most of our other depart-

ments, has outgrown its original

quarters and on pages 6 and 7 we
reproduce a photograph of the

new addition at its present stage.

This addition is one hundred
and eighty-one feet long by forty

five feet in width. The building

is three stories in height, with a

basement, of slow burning con-

struction and equipped with auto-

matic sprinklers throughout.

The roof is supported by a steel

truss of forty-five foot span,

affording a room forty-five by one
hundred and eighty feet on the top
floor. As in the present quarters

separate dining rooms for the men
and women are prox'ided, each
seventy-five feet by one hundred
and eighty feet.

Have the Goods

in Stock,

w
EASTMAN TRIMMING

BOARD No. 4.

In the November, IVII, Trade
Circular we announced the East-

man Trimming Boards Xos. 2, .3

and 4, but at that time we were
unable to afford a satisfactory

illustration of the No. 4.

As shown in the accompanying
illustration, the No. 4 (twenty-inch
blade) is designed for large work,

and is equipped with a foot treadle,

enabling the operator to use both
hands in manipulating the print or

sheet of cardboard.

The trimmer is secured to the

tabk- by means of hinges at the

back, and the front is equipped
with adjustable braces, to provide
any desired trimming angle.
Kquipment also includes accurate

rule and transparent trimming
gauge.

THE PRICE
Eastman Trimming Board No. 4, |8 00
Discount to tiie trade, - - .

- 40J
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BUFF AZO.
Azo H Buff Stock is a new grade

of this justly popular paper that

will find immediate favor.

The emulsion is the right grade

of contrast to meet the require-

ments of the average portrait

negative, and has all the latitude

of the other grades of Azo in ex-

posure and development.
The stock is practically a double

weight, of a delicate buff in tone,

and the surface is a happy medium
between smooth and rough.

Azo H lends itself to the pro-

duction of excellent sepia tones

with ease and certainty, and will

afford highly satisfactory result^

in the black and white or in sepia.

Price and discount the same as

for Double Weight Azo.

EASTMAN LABORA=
TORY APRON AND
SLEEVE PRO=
TECTORS.

These aprons and sleeve pro-

tectors are full cut. made of extra

strong fabric and coated with a

composition that thoroughly im-

pregnates the fabric.

The aprons and protectors are

water proof and crack proof and
will withstand the hardest dark-

room and laboratory usage.

These are the best goods of the

kind on the market, so stock them
strongly as they will sell on sight.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Laboratory Apron No. i,

40 inch, I .75

Do., No. 2, 46 inch, - - .85

Do. No. 3, 52 inch, - - - i.oo

Discount to the trade. 30;?.

Eastman Laboratory Sleeve Pro-

tectors, per pair, - - - - .50

Discount to the trade, 33>^^.

EASTMAN TONING
BATH HEATER.

The increasing demand for Sepia

toned prints by the Artura-Method
Sepia and by the Hypo-Alum
process, has necessitated the pro-

\iding of a simple and convenient
means for heating the solutions

and maintaining an even tempera-
ture.

The Eastman Toning Bath
Heater has been designed by prac-

tical men and meets perfectly every
requirement. As shown in the

illustrations it is constructed in the

form of a double boiler.

The lower compartment is a

shell of galvanized iron which may
be placed on any work table. It

is so arranged that a gas plate may
be placed in the center, the con-

necting tube extending through
an opening in the back. The
ventilators are placed at the ends
and back so that no heat is thrown
out directly against the operator.

The water compartment is also

of galvanized iron and fits snugly
into the lower compartment, rest-

ing on its upper edge. This water
compartment is made to hold the

regular stock size 16 x 20 steel

enameled tray, the rim resting on
the edges of the water compart-
ment. When the enameled ton-

ing tray is in position, water is

poured into the compartment
through the lip on the side. The
lip shows the amount of water in
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Heater with water compartment removed.

the compartment, and more can
be added when necessary, without
disturbing the toning tray.

With this most efficient device
the toning solution can be kept
at a more even temperature, and
good tones secured with greater
certainty and comfort than by any
other means.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Toning Bath Heater (not
including enameled toning tray,

gas plate or thermometer, . . . J.soo
Discount to the trade, 40 per cent.

INDEFINITE ORDERS.
If you happen to be a steady

customer of the news boy on the
corner, he is pretty apt to hand
you your favorite paper without a
word from you, as neither his Hue
nor number of customers is so ex-
tensive as to render this a difficult

feat.

With a greatly diversified line

and thousands of customers, the
order must be fully explicit in or-
der to secure prompt and satisfac-
tory delivery. It frequently
happens in ordering photographic
papers that dealers do not specify
exacdy what is wanted. In a good
many instances, our order clerks
will be able to recall previous or-
ders and to guess correctly; but
at best it is guess work.

We have therefore found it

necessary toestablish the following
rule, to minimize delays as much
as possible

:

If an order for Velox fails to

specify surface, we will make ship-

ment of Velvet, contrast as pro-
vided below.

If an order for Velox fails to

specify contrast we will supply
Special if the size is Cabinet or
larger, or a roll; Regular if the
order calls for smaller sizes. The
average small negative is best
adapted to Regular Velox.

If an order for Azo fails to spec-
ify surface, we will make shipment
of Grade "E," contrast as speci-
fied below.

If an order for Azo fails to

specify contrast, we will supply
Hard if the size is Cabinet or
larger, or a roll; Hard X if the
order calls for smaller sizes, as the
average small negative is best
adapted to the Hard X Azo.

Post Cards.

If the surface of Azo Post Cards
is not specified, we will supply
Grade "E.

"

If the contrast of Azo Post
Cards is not mentioned, we will

send Hard.
If the surface of Velox Post

Cards is not mentioned, we will

send Velvet.

If the contrast of Velox Post
Cards is not mentioned, we will

send Special.

Push E, K, Tested

Chemicals—

They are right for

best results.
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KODAK
There is a special charm to

the pictures made about your
own fireside.

Let us show you how simple picture taKing

is the KodaK way.

KODAKS. $5.00 and up.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

HEADQUARTERS FOR AMATEUR SUPPLIES.

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.

Double Column 306A. Single Column ,3o6P..
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A CHANGE IN NAME.
Beginnino- with the issue of the

1912 Kodak Catalogue next

month the camera that has been
known as the Xo. lA Folding
Pocket Kodak Special will be

called the No. lA Folding Pocket

Kodak R. R. Type. The "R. R."

of course refers to the fact that it

has a lens equipment that is dif-

ferent from the cheaper lA F. P.

K. The name "Special" as ap-

plied to this camera had become
something of a misnomer because

it gave the impression of an anas-

tigmat equipment and the other

special features that go into ihe

make up and equipment of the

No. 3 and 3A Special Kodaks.
This change in name also

clears the way to a consistent

naming of the lA when we get

ready to furnish it with a Zeiss

Kodak Anastigmat. a Compound
shutter and the black bellows aiul

the Persian Morocco covering

Make yourself and your clerks

and customers familiar with ihe

name R. R. Type as aj^j^licd

to a No. 1 A F. P. K. with ati

R. R. lens, a focusing scale and a

Kodak P.all P.earincr Slnitlcr.

FOR BETTE.R
SERVICE.

No matter how perfect the

organization of Order and Ship-
ping Departments, errors will

occasionally be made, and delays

caused throug-h misunderstanding
or lack of knowledge of condi-

tions by the customers of the

house.

It is our earnest desire to have
every order entered correct!}' and
shipped promptly—to get the

goods you want into your hands
when you want them, so we call

your attention to the following:

Saturday Half Holiday.

All our departments close at

twelve o'clock noon on Saturday
the year 'round, and for this rea-

son it is not always possible to

fill and ship rush orders received

that day until Monday.
Wherever possible get your

last of the week rush orders in

to us by Friday.

Stock Orders
Some dealers are accustomed

to sending in small stock orders
several times during the week.
This naturallv increases their
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item of transportation charges

and we would suggest sending in

a weekly order for stock, antici-

pating as nearly as possible your
needs for that period.

Back Orders,

In all cases where we are un-

able to ship any item in an order

promptly, such an item is en-

tered on ''back order" and held for

enclosure with next shipment, as

most dealers do not wish to pay
transpetrtatiiin charges on such

items.

Some dealers do not understand
that our terms are f. o. 1). Roch-
ester (or branch points), on all

products, and so expect us to for-

ward back orders charges paid.

Shipping Instructions.

Orders should always specify

whether goods are to be shipped

by freight or express, and the

routing should also be given when
possible.

When such instructions are not

given \\-e exercise our best judg-
ment and do not hold ourselves

responsible if such judgment be
contrar}- to customer's wishes.

Separate Sheets.

Orders should always l)e made
Gilt on separate sheets, and not

mixed in with correspondence re-

lating to other matters, as this

will delay the prompt deliverv of

your order to the Order Depart-
ment.

Dealers will find our order
blanks most convenient and we
will gladly send a su]iply upon
request.

Odd Sizes.

Orders for plates or papers in

sizes not listed should be marked
"special size", as otherwise we

hold the order and write for a con-

firmation, unless the dealer has
been in the habit of ordering such
special sizes.

Chemical Orders.

Our stock of chemicals and
chemical preparations is now very
extensi^•e.

W'e call attention to the fact

that they are put up in different

quantities, and in some cases

packed in both tins and bottles.

Dealers frequently fail to

s])ecif3'' the container desired and
when ordering in quantity fail to

mention how the quantity is to be

divided.

For instance, we put up both
Snl])hite and Carbonate of Soda in

25 ])Oun(l cans, so when we re-

cei\-e an order for twenty-five
])i>unds we are at a loss to de-

termine whether it is wanted in

bulk or in 1 pound bottles.

Flash Goods.

In entering orders for flash

gc^ods we sometimes experience

difficulty in determining the quan-
tity desired.

For instance, an order mav call

for ''one dozen Mash Sheets",

when the dealer desires 12 ]:)ack-

ages. In ordering any product,

when the goods may be packed
in dozens, it will be well to avoid
the word "dozen", saying rather

12 packages Xo. 1 Flash Sheets,

12 1 dozen sheet packages 4x5
\'elox, giving the number of pack-
ages required in numerals.

Have the Goods
in Stock.
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"CASTE,LL*' RE.=
TOUCHING PENCILS

AND LEADS.

The Faber "Castell"' Retouch-

ing Pencils and Leads are made
with special reference to the re-

quirements of the most exacting

trade.

The graphite is specially treated,

free from grit, holding the finest

point and working free and
smooth.

THE PRICE..

aber Castell Pencils 2 B
to 6-H also F. & H. B. $ . 10 each.

Faber Castell Pencils 2 B
to 6-Halso F. & H. B. i.ioperdoz.

Faber Castell Pencils 3-B
to 6-B - - - .13 each.

Faber Castell Pencils 3-B
to 6-H . - - 1.25 per doz.

Faber Castell Leads 2-B to

6-H also F. & H. B. .10 each.

Faber Castell Leads 2-B to

6-H also F. & H. B. 1.20 per doz.

Faben Castell Leads 3-B to

6-B ... - .13 each.

Faber Castell Leads 3-6 to

6-B ... - 1.25 per doz.

Faber Castell Artist Holder .25 each.

Faber Castell Artist Holder 3 .00 per doz.

Discount to the trade - 25^^

Faber Leads and Pencils

in gross lots assorted 8.50 net per

gross.

EASTMAN FILTER
COTTON.

First quality cotton, prepared
with special reference to laboratory

use.

The Price.

Eastman Filter Cotton, per i oz.

package, - - - - $ .06

Do., per 2 ounce package, - - .10

Do., per 4 ounce package, - - .18

Do., per 8 ounce package, - - .30

Do., per I pound package, - - .50

Discount to the trade, 40 per cent.

In lots of 10 pounds or more, assorted

—

50 per cent.

T jIP^^ '^s Wf^ you
low simple ptdkine tal^nfisby the
Kodakmethodf I \J

\ '•

Richard Roe & Co.
1001 Tripod Ave.

THE 1911 POSTER.

THE.Y PAID.

Dealers Approve of Our Poster
Service—New Designs.

C)ur poster serxice i.-. a success.

Last year wc undertodk for the

first time, to furnish our dealers

with posters for l)ill board dis-

play work. The service is to l)c

continued this year, because it

made ^ood. Last autumn wc
made a complete canvass, by
mail, of the dealers wdio had uscl
the posters. Nearly all of them
were so well ])lease-d that they

stated their intention (if usin,:;'

them ai^ain. W'c have therefdrc

])rf])are(l two new ])(isters fur ihis

}-ear and have also continued
the second i)oster that was ])rc-

pared for last season's use so

tlierc will now be an o])portunity

for llio-e who wish to i^o into the

plan heaxily to use three differ-
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ent posters—unless of course
some other dealer in the same
cit}^ also makes application.

\\'e reproduce on page 5 the

first of the 1912 posters and on
page 3 the 1911 poster that we
are still able to furnish. The
second 1912 poster will be illus-

trated in the April Trade Cir-

cular.

These posters are what are

known as "eight sheet"', measur-
ing approximately seven feet

wide and nine and a half feet

high and are done in eight colors.

We could have issued a cheap
two or three color job but felt

that the quality of the Kodak
business demanded a quality pos-

ter—something that would ap-

peal to the kind of people who
like to take Kodak pictures and
to the kind of people who pat-

ronize the high class stores wheie
Kodak goods are handled.

The first cost of these posters

runs into big money—the cost of

designing and putting them on
the lithograph stone runs into

four figures. The big editions

alone enable us to keep the cost

per poster down to a point where
we can afiford to furnish them.

The dealer who takes advan-
tage of our poster proposition is

able therefore to put out, through
this co-operation, the very high-

est class of work at a compara-
tively insignificant cost to him-
self.

'

And we believe that it is good
publicity. These posters are of

a kind that people will talk about
and the space left for the dealer's

name and address is unusually
large. We suggest however that

in order to make the most of il,

the dealer boil down, so far a >

possible, the printed matter. It's

often useless for an important
store even in a city of consider-

able size to put on the street and
number and often a store is

known to the public by an abbre-
viation of its somewhat unweildy
full name. Taking advantage of

such abbreviations and omissions
of useless street numbers means
that you can use BIGGER TYPE
and give you better publicity.

Bill board advertising is often
contracted for some time ahead
and the space is always limited.

\\'e suggest therefore that you
take the matter up promptly with
your bill poster.

CONDITIONS.

It is obvious that no two deal-

ers in the same small city (or in

the same section of a large city)

would care to use the same
poster. In filling orders for

posters, we shall therefore give

the preference to the first dealer

who applies from each city, but

will not furnish him more than

one kind of poster until we are

satisfied that the other dealers in

his town are not interested.*

When there is onl}- one dealer in

a city who uses the posters, he
may have both of the designs we
now have under wa}- and such

new ones as we may from time

to time bring out.

These posters are a standaid
size. The}- will be properly im-
printed and shipped, charges pre-

paid, direct to 3-our local bill post-

ing concern. They are too ex-

pensive to be used in any way,
except upon regularly maintained
bill boards and should be put up
only by those who understand
the business. In rirdcring be sure
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We have all - ^'^'^;^,

the up to date Kodak goods in stock.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

1001 Tripod Ave.

The first of the 1912 Posters. See Page J.
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to tell us how mail}- "stands" 3'ou

have contracted for and for how
lono- a period the particular

poster that you order is to be run,

that we may send the proper

amount of "paper" to provide for

reasonable renewals. We par-

ticularly request that you order

only as many as you require, as

these posters are too expensive to

waste. Before ordering-, you
should call in your local bill

poster and talk over with him the

matter of locations, the number
of "stands" required to cover the

particular city or section of a city

that you w^ant to cover and de-

cide upon the lenoth of time that

vou want to maintain this poster.

\\lien these details have been ar-

ranged send instructions to u = .

The two posters which we re-

produce here are now ready.

Remember—This is the infor-

mation we must have :

The number of stands.

The leno-th of time that this

poster is to be maintained.

The name of the bill poster.

The manner in which you want
your name and address to appear.

\\'e reserve the right in case of

two orders received from t\vo

dealers in the same cit}-^, to give

the preference to the one agreeing
to give the best representative
showing. If for instance there
are 100 good 8 sheet stands in a

certain city and one dealer of-

fers to maintain 25 stands and an-
I ither dealer 100, we would nat-

urally furnish the posters to the

latter.

*In a very few large cities it is possible
that two or more dealers in widely separ-
ated localities might use the same poster
to advantage. For instance, in New York
one dealer might post Brooklyn Borough,
another, the financial district, and another

Harlem and the Bronx. If. however,
any such questions come up, they will

be gone into carefully in detail and a full

understanding arrived at.

Every Season Brings

New Joys to Those
Who

KODAK
Make the most of the

lure of the first soft days
of spring.

We have Kodaks from
$5.00 up, and will be
glad to sho\v you ho\v
easy they are to use.

RICHARD ROE & CO

Cut No. 2..8-K:,

Binders for the Kodak

Trade Circular gratis

on request.
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DR. MEES AT KODAK
PARK.

It is our policy to provide what-
ever may be necessary to the main-
tenance of our leadership in the

manufacture of t^oods for every
important phase of the photo-
graphic industry. This means not
merely the purchase of a business

or of formuht, but means what is

often more important, the associa-

tion with ourselves of the man or

men who have built up that busi-

ness. In line with this policy, we
have purchased the business of

Wratten & Wainwright. Ltd., of

Croydon, England.
Wratten & Wainwright, Ltd.,

have long held the premier posi-

tion amongst pAiropean manufact-
urers of color sensitive plates and
other products dealing with ortho-

chromatic and color separation
problems. Their success in this

particular field has been due large-

ly to the work of Dr. C. E.

Kenneth Mees, who will soon be-

come a part of our scientific stafi"

at Kodak Park, making this same
line of work that he has pursued
so successfully in P^ngland, his

specialty.

For many years Dr. Mees has

been one of the foremost investi-

gators of color sensitive problems
and has contributed much to the

literature on the subject; his works
include "The Photography of

Colored Objects " Orthochromatic
Filters " and an " Atlas of Absorp-
tion Spectra" and many articles

along these lines in the Euorpean
photographic journals.

The special products of Wratten
and Wainwright, Ltd., include the

Allochrome, a plate remarkably
sensitive to green and yellow, and
the Panchromatic plate. sensiti\e

to the whole spectrum, including

deep red. Special light and tri-

color filters and dark-room safe
lights are also manufactured.
A special laboratory building is

to be erected at Kodak Park where
Dr. Mees will continue his research
work and also complete the plans
for the manufacture of the Wrat-
ten and Wainwright products in

this country. Meanwhile the
W^ratten & Wainwright products
will be imported and will prove
of extraordinary value to all those
requiring plates and filters for

orthochromatic and trichromatic
work.

Advertise in

your local papers

—maKe your

show windows

attractive and

connect our

national adver=

tising with

your store—and

have the

goods in stock.
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EASTMAN HARD
RUBBER STIRRING

ROD.
The Eastman Hard Rubber

Stirring Rod is a most practical

work-room convenience.
Made of pure hard rubber mold-

ed around an aluminum wire

center: unbreakable, acid and
chemical proof. Ten inches in

length.
The Price

Eastman Hard Rubber Stirring Rod,
per dozen, - - - |:2 oo

Discount to the trade, 33 '( percent.
In gross lots, 40 per cent.

LANTERN SLIDE
PLATES REDUCED.
Superior manufacturing facilities

and our ability to take advantage
of the quantity price in the pur-

chase of glass enable us to an-

nounce a substantial reduction in

the price of lantern slide plates as

follows :

Eastman Lantern Slide
Plates, list price - - $

Seed Red Label Lantern
Slide Plates, list price

Seed Yellow Label Lantern
Slide Plates, list price

Trade discounts as follows :

Eastman Lantern Slide Plates
Shipped from San Francisco,
Seed Red Label Lantern Slide

Plates - - - .

Shipped from San Francisco,
Seed Yellow Label Lantern

Slide Plates -

Shipped from San Francisco,
Freight Allowance the same as on all

plates.

.45 per doz.

.45 per doz.

.45 per doz.

40 & 5^'

40 &5^
35 & 3^^

30 & 5^
25 & r^

BROWNIL

The youngsters

can make pictures

with a

Brownie Camera

that parents will prize
because these natural
little glimpses of every-
day life make the very
best "keepsakes" of

childhood days.

BROWNIES, SLOG to S12.00

H-'e carry afull stock of Kodak City goods.

RICHARD ROE «& CO.

Single column cut No. 123 B.

Double column cut No. 123 A.
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Take advantage of

our Educational De-

partment.

Let our experts put

you in line for greater

profits in your finish-

ing department.

No charge for tuition

or materials. Full

particulars on request.
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THE KODAK SEASON.
The dealer that figures every

working clay from January second
to December thirty-first as one of

the Kodak season, is the one that

succeeds. Every day and every
evening, in every town some Kodak
enthusiasts are at work—there will

be more of them if you do your
part.

Many a boy and girl, young
man and woman would become
interested in the picturing of the

winter outdoors if you told them.

Many a proud father and mother
would become interested in pict-

uring the youngsters if you ex-

plained to them the easy Kodak
way. The fun of flashlight pict-

ures would appeal to many of the

younger set if they knew how
simple it was. ^lany a Kodak
user has thought that some time
he would like to learn to make en-

largements ; if he was shown the

simple Brownie Enlarging Camera
his interest could be w^orked up to

the purchasing point.

Most amateurs don't read the

photographic journals, and so pos-

sibly do not know of Kodak W'l-

vet Green, the Velox Water Color
Stamps, and the dozens of other

things that add variety to picture

making.
We spend hundreds of thousands

of dollars every year to arouse and
sustain the interest in the Kodak
way of picture making, but we
cannot connect this advertising

directly with your store. That you
must do. Your show windows
will help a lot, but the displays

must be arranged thoughtfully and
skillfully to bring full returns.

Whenever possible let your show
windows tell of some one of the

pleasures of Kodakery. The edu-
cational window has the advantage

over the general display in that it

interests both prospective amateurs
and those who are already Kodak-
ers as well.

Have the goods in stock, show
them and talk them.

If the customer comes in for a

pound of Hypo, don't let him
walk out without attempting to

interest him in something else as

well. Take time to explain things
fully to those who do not know

;

show sample prints. Present them
with a copy of "At Home with a

Kodak," "By Flashlight," "The
Velox Book," or whatever of the

Kodak literature that best fits their

case. Don't wait for them to ask

you for this, or pick it up from
your counter or show case

;
point

out the things in the booklets that

should appeal to them most, a little

personal attention will frequently
turn an indifferent "shopper" into

a friendly customer.
Do every possible thing to get

the customers into your store, over-

look nothing that will make their

visit pleasant and interesting, and
plan to make every sale a stepping
stone to the next one.

The Kodak season is the year
around for the dealer who makes
it so.

OUR POSTER

SERVICE

means extra business.

Read pages 3 to 6

carefully.
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THE, TOP SHELF.
Quality, price, distribution and

advertising are the factors that

have combined to maintain the

supremacy of Kodak goods.

It is the advertised goods that

are easiest sold, provided always

that quality and price are right.

Wide distribution cannot be
obtained without effective and
persistent advertising to create the

demand and sustain interest.

Speaking of the difficulty in

disposing of unachertised goods,

a writer in Mahin's Messenger has

this to say:
" Why does the retailer always

have top shelves?
"

Before we answer this, let u--

see why he has lower shelves.

When you go into a store and
ask for—Oh, say, for Gold IJust,

or Welch's Grape Juice. Snider'^

Catsup, National Oats, Mrs.

Rorer's Coffee, Carnation Milk,

or any article that is known to you
by name, where does the clerk

reach for it ?

Right the very first time I

He reaches to one of the lower

shelves.

Obser\-e, we said this happen^
when you a>k for anything that

is known to v<)u by name.
How ?

Why, cvcvy day, e\ery wtck
and e\-ery month of the year tlu'

name of the article- has been
preached to you, talked to you.

repeated to you, emphasized to

you in the newspapers, farm
papers, weeklies, magazines, street

car cards and on billboards.

More than the name has been
impressed upon you.

Some way or other, e\en if \ou
did not mori' than skij) through
the ad\ertisenu'nts, you ha\i' l)e-

come con\ince(l that when nou

want an article of that sort you
want the one you know by name.
And somewhere in your concious-

ness you are perfectly sure that it

is the only one you want. You are

satisfied, and you belie\e, that

you will find it exactly what you
think it to be-

And the dealer knows, because
he sees the advertising, too, that

you will ask for those things.

So he puts them where his

clerks can reach them promptly.
And where the supply can be re-

plenished easily.

Next time you go \nio a store,

notice the lower shehes.
Then notice the top shelf.

\\ hat is there?

Unadvertised things.

Away up on the top shelf, where
they do not hamper the- clerks

who are reaching for the things

that are in demand, and wht-re

they can gather dust and be sort

of a non-utilitarian sk\-line, they
await doomsday."

THE BEST
CHEMICALS
For Photographic

Use Bear This

Trade MarK:
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The First Call of the Out-

Door Days suggests a

KODAK
For then there is the pleasure of taking

pictures added to the delights of the trips to

the country and added to that the joy of

having a picture story of your good time.

Here are two Kodak suggestions:

No. 1 FOLDING POCKET KODAK
$10.00

For rectangular pictures, 2^ x ^}4 inches. Capacity,
12 exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, 6^^ x
3 '4 X i^ inches. Weight, 1 6 ounces. Lens, Meniscus
Achromatic, 4-inch focus. Shutter, Pocket Automatic.
Brilliant reversible finder.

No. 3 FOLDING POCKET KODAK
$17.50

For rectangular pictures, 3,'4 x 4% inches. Capacity,
12 exposures without reloading. Size of Kodak, y^i x

4>2 X 134 inches. Weight, 23 ounces. Lens, double
combination. Rapid Rectilinear, speed f.8, focal length

5 inches. Shutter, Kodak Ball Bearing. Tripod sockets.

Brilliant reversible finder with hood. Automatic focus-

ing lock. Rising and sliding front.

Come in and let lis sho-w you how easy they are to use.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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Ne^v Good Goods.

NEW GOOD ADVERTISING—THE VEST POCKET
KODAK, AND OTHEK GOOD THINGS TO

HELP BOOM KODAK IN 1912.

There's an increasing sale of

Kodaks every year.

Nevertheless, it's a notable fact

that the big increases come in the

years when we have something
radically new to offer. This year
we have that something radically

new— the Vest Pocket Kodak.
Like the original $5.00 Pocket

Kodak, the initial F'olding Pocket
Kodak and the first Brownie, it's

going to give new impetus to the

amateur photographic business.

Your old customers will want them
—every one. And they will bring

in thousands upon thousands of

new customers. The Vest Pocket
Kodak is irresistibly compact.
It's true to it's name—slips easily

into the ordinary upper vest pock-
et, taking no more room than three

fat cigars. It's just the camera for

the man who doesn't want to be

bothered with carrying any thing

—

and his wife or sister or daughter
can drop it into her shopping bag
and not know it's there until she
wants to use it. Made of metal
and black enameled, it's so smooth
that it slips easily in and out of

the pocket; it's unobtrusive and
fascinatingly convenient.
And then the pictures! With a

small camera such as this it's pos-
sible to do wonders without focus-

ing. The 3-inch focus lens makes
it possible to use a comparatively
large stop with a fi.xed focusandstill

get absolute sharpness. The V.
P. K. lens is a single meniscus
achromatic, selected with the ut-

most care for the purpose. 'I'he

shutter is the Kodak Ball Bearing
with all the advantages of the great
illumination offered by the star-

shaped opening. The result is
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V. p. KODAK SHUTTER.

that the \'cst i\)ck(,'t Kodak givfs
sharper and better timed negati\-es

than ha\ e e\'er before been possi-

ble in a fixed focus camera. The
Kodak Ball Bearing Shutter is

already known to the trade through
the No. 3 and 3A Kodaks. In the

No. O size, such as is used on the

Vest Pocket Kodak, there is, of

course, no bulb. It acts with a

finger release ^^/^///^the front board.
In other words, this release is out
of the way when the camera is

closed and cannot be touched off

accidentally.

There are two snap-shot speeds,
2*5 and ^u of a second, the "bulb"
and time exposures, and four iris

diaphragm stops Then, too, it is

equipped with the Auto-time scale,

and is fully lettered and numbered
for dot/i systems so that the

Kodaker may use his own judg-
ment as to stop and shutter speeds
or may pin his faith to the Auto-
time scale and let that tell him,
automatically, how to make his

exposures.

The finder is a brilliant rex'ersi-

ble. The finish of the camera is

unusual—the black enamel being
neither dead nor shiny, but
lustrous, with black leather bell-

ows—a richness that is well set off

by the nickel fittings. It has a

capacity of eight exposures, 1-^ x

VEST POCKET KODAK.
Actual Size.

2^2 inches, loading, of course, on
the daylight cartridge system.
And all this is in a space of 1 x

2\s x 4^4 inches. And the price

is Six Dollars.

So strong is our faith in the big

business to be done in the Vest
Pocket Kodaks that we have al-

ready prepared the things that are

to go with them—a special size of

the Kodak Film Tank, a Vest
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THE VEST POCKET KODAK.

For Pictures 1\ x 2'
_- inches. Price, $6.00.
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Pocket Portrait Attachment, Vest
Pocket Color Screen and Vest
Pocket Kodak Enlarging Camera.
This enlarging camera is similar to

the Brownie Enlarging Camera
hut is so small that we have not
considered it necessary to make it

collapsible. The enlargements
may be made on post cards (full

size) or on SV^ x SVi paper.

So good are the V. P. K. nega-

tives that enlargements, particu-

larly in post card size, are sure to

be popular. There should be a

good sale of the enlarging cam-
eras for that reason but there will

be many more amateurs who will

want their enlargements made for

them. These we will furnish at

15 cents unmounted, 16 cents
mounted or on double weight paper
at the usual trade discount to those

dealers who do not care to do the

work themselves.

It's our opinion that the mini-

mum order for Vest Pocket Kodaks
from the smallest dealer in the

smallest town should be six, and
so for orders in that quantity we
shall put them up in a handsome
container that will look well on
any show case. Each individual

camera will also be in it's indi\id-

ual box. That will add to the

attracti\'enes> of the whole outfit

—

will add tone to an article that will

of itself appeal to people of re-

finement. Our faith in the Vest
Pocket Kodak is so great that we
shall have no hesitation in adver-

dsing it widely—just as soon as we
can turn them out faster than the

ready made demand will call for

them. Xo dealer, however, can
afford to wait for that demand be-

fore putting them in stock—because
he may then have to wait for the

goods, while some more enter-

prising dealer fills the orders.

\\'e are already turning them
out in tremendous quantities; this

output is going to grow. At pres-

ent there will be no advertising to

the general public except such as

comes from listing in the catalogue
and minor booklets—but, the in-

stant our output is in excess of the

demand, we shall go heavily into

the magazines with Vest Pocket
Kodak copy.
We anticipate that for some time

there will be a shortage in these

goods. We shall make them as

fast as we can make them well,

and shall fill orders in their turn

except that we will not fill un-

reasonably large orders in full un-
til all dealers have been taken care

of. The safe way is to order non'

and liberally.

The No. lA Special KodaK.

There's just one other new Kodak
this year.

A month ago we announced a

change in name of the Xo. lA
Folding Pocket Kodak Special to

Xo. lA Folding Pocket Kodak
R. R. Type. This was to prevent
confusion and clear the way for

the new No. lA Special Kodak.
As it's name indicates, this cam-

era is a parallel, in smaller size, of

the successful Xos. 3 and 3A
Special Kodaks. It has the Zei>s-

Kodak Anastigmat lens, the Com-
pound Shutter, the Persian moroc-
co covering, the black bellows, the

rising and sliding front, the per-

fection of mechanical detail and
of finish that have made those

cameras so easy to sell though
high in price. It's a small camera
with a quality lens. The price will

beS5().()(). Ready, .May first.

The Anastigmat lenses in con-

nection with the Compound shutter

have made the amateur almost in-
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dependent of the weather. W ith

the Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat at

it's full opening, /6.3, and the

Compound Shutter set for "slow
instantaneous" there are, with

the present speed of Kodak film,

very few days when snap-shots

cannot readily be made. The
amateur need no longer wait for

the middle of the day for a good
light. From a few minutes after

sun-up until his majesty is almost
ready to sink in the west, there's

light enough for a successful snap
for the owner of a Special Kodak.
The new size is a convenient one

—

the 2l^'2 X 4I4 pictures are highly
popular and this camera means
more high grade, highly profitable

business for the dealer. The trade

in Special Kodaks of the three

sizes is particularly satisfactory to

the trade and to us because so sat-

isfactory to the amateurs.

An Illuminator for Enlarging

\\'hatc\cr helps to make photo-
graphy simple helps the business.

The Brownie Enlarging Cameras
have made new business in Bro-
mide and Velox because they
helped to simplify the making of

enlargements—the big sale that

Vest Pocket Kodak Enlarging
Camera is sure to have will help
still more—but there's a further

help. We have for a long time
wanted to make it a simple matter
for the amateur to make enlarge-

ments by artificial light so that he
could put in his evenings at a kind
of work that he enjoyed. He can
do this with the Brownie Enlarg-
ing Camera Illuminator. Not only
should it be an easy matter to sell

these Illuminators to people who
already have the Brownie Enlarg-
ing Cameras, but you should be
able to sell them together and to

greatly increase the sale of the

Enlarging Cameras because they
are now so much more usable.

Your Opportunity

With the Vest Pocket Kodak
and the lA Special added to the

line, with the sundries that fit

these cameras perfectly provided
for, with the increased simplicity-

in enlarging, with the attractive

line of sundries and the growing
interest in photography in general,

and film photography in particular,

this is to be another Kodak year.

There's now ten per cent, more
profit to you in Kodak film, a

comfortable profit on the full

Kodak and Kodak sundry line and
a growing volume of business.
Make the most of this by taking
advantage of the helps that we
offer the retailer.

Kodak catalogues are practically

ready—an advance copy is now
being mailed to each dealer and
the distribution in quantities, with
imprint, will begin at once—ship-

ments to the points most remote
from Rochester being made first.

Catalogues will be sent to all

dealers, about June first a supply
of new signs for store use will be
sent to all dealers.

Other advertising matter will be
sent 711)071 req7iest 07iIy. In pamph-
lets this other matter will include

the little abridged catalogue
measuring .3' 7 -^ -^^ 2. the Brownie,
Book the Velox Book. Bromide
P^nlarging with a Kodak, and the

like. We shall continue also to dis-

tribute (on application) "At Home
with the Kodak." a book that ha^

certainly helped in the building up
of interest in this delightful phase
of amateur photography.
Then there's a new book "Proof

Positive." that we shall be glad to
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furnish to those dealers who can

handle it advanta^^eously. "Proof

Positive" is a book for Boy Scouts,

written by a man prominent in the

Boy Scout movement in England.

It has been a success over there

and well it might be, for it's a

good, wholesome boy story—boy
detective story, really—bristling

with pranks and talk and contain-

ing, of course, a Kodak moral.

We want every Boy Scout in

America to have a copy and will

gladly furnish the book to those

dealers who are in a position to

distribute it to such boys. Twill

help the Brownie Business.

But booklets and the usual store

signs are not the only helps we
offer. There i^ new and good
material for our cut ^erx'ice for

newspaper ad\ertising, there's our

poster service, our street car signs,

our post card plan

—

all waiting for

live dealers to take up and put at

work in bringing to their >tores the

business that our magazine publi-

city is stirring up.

And with us magazine publicity

means something—not a mere
occasional splurge at the time we
are circularizing dealers in order

to get their attention—but it's all

the year 'round advertising that

doesn' t let people forget.

We use the Kodak Trade Circu-

lar and our salesmen to get goods
on your shelves—we use over one

hundred magazines and weeklies

with an aggregate circulation of

over twenty-three million copies

per issue—more copies than there

are families in the United States

—

to get the goods off from your

shelves. And for the most part

we use big space.

Those dealers who employ our

advertising helps freely and wisely

keep the goods in motion. Good

goods backed by big adxertising

make a combination that is hard

to beat. In Kodak goods you
have that combination. Make
your year proxe prosperous.

OUR POSTERNS.
On page 7 we show a repro-

duction of the second of the 1912

posters.

Like it'^ predecessors this post-

er is an "eight sheet" and in full

colors.

It tells in a most pleasing man-
ner the delights of the out-of-

doors, with the Kodak a^ added
company.

Poster ad\ertising, especially

when you connect it directly with

your ^tore, is tellingly effective,

and bound to bring returns.

Take the matter up now with

your local bill poster.

The conditions upon which the

posters are supplied are gi\-en in

full in the March Trade Circular.

Get your

Orders

in early.
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All outdoors'mviTes yoi

E\^rjdt(in6 for Kodakerj/
y)!J at our tbtore

RICHARD ROE (^ CO.

1001 Tripod Ave.

THE SECOND OF THE 1912 POSTERS.

See Page b.
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GETTING THE FULL
RETURN.

Within a show wiiitlow of a shop
in a certain city, stood a young
man making faces. Outside the

window stood a crowd laughing

at the young man.
The man within the window was

not there to amuse the crowd but

to educate them. Everytime he

made a grimace he was demon-
strating the struggles of mankind
with a collar and the ordinary

collar button; then he removed
the ordinary button, and replaced

it with the patent variety he was
selling; presto! a smile pervaded
his features and the collar was
locked in place easily and securely.

Men by the score trooped into

that shop and purchased the but-

tons—because the man in the win-

dow had created a desire for the

goods. Just a window display of

the buttons alone would have sold

how many—a dozen perhaps.

When you pay your rent, at

least forty percent, is for your show
windows (some figure it as high

as sixty per cent). Are you
making your windows pay the

right interest on your investment?
Simply filling your windows

with an attractive assortment of

Kodaks and accessories will not

bring the full return because you
are not creating the desire amongst
those who are not already ama-
teur photographers.
An attractive picture or series of

pictures with the statement that

anybody can make good pictures

the Kodak way is one way of

creating this desire, and your in-

genuity should be able to provide

other desire creating displays.

This does not mean that you
should not display the Kodaks,

and other things photographic, but
rather that each display you put
in should include some selling

argument for those not yet under
the spell of the Witchery of Ko-
dakery.

0M'

Begin your outdoor

season right. Load
your Kodak with

EASTMAN
"N. C." FILM.
The film with twenty-seven

years of experience behind it.

We sell only the genuine East-

man film.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column 250B
Double Column 2';o.\.
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A DESIKE CKLATiNG WINDOW DISPLAY.

See Page 8.
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ANOTHER HELPER.
A NEW ADVERTISING POST CARD.

Our advertising post cards have

fully demonstrated their ability to

"get the business." Every card

that we have used for this purpose

has been carefully selected, not

only with an eye to it's attractive-

ness, but because of it's Kodak
selling argument. These cards,

mailed out to a judiciously selected

list, are sure to be received and
read with cordial interest, and in

many instances carefully preserved

because of their beauty. The
picture has already attracted mil-

lions of readers in the advertising

sections of the big magazines of

national circulation, and the actual

photograph will create still further

interest in the mind of everyone
who receives it.

Our post card plan is not a new-

one, the live dealers are going to

place their order early, because

they know it's \-alue, and as it is

"first come, first ser\-ed," get your
order in early. Here is the plan

upon which these cards will be

supplied

:

We will furnish these cards in

lots of one thousand or more,

printed as shown in the illustra-

tions, but with the dealer's name
and address in same handwriting
as the text, and occupying same
space as "Richard Roe & Co.,

lOOl Tripod Ave.," at .l^lO.OO per

thousand net. This price does not

apply on lots of less than one
thousand, but does apply on frac-

tional lots where the total is for

more than one thousand, as for

instance, 1 2.S0, 2700, etc. On
lots of less than one thousand,

there will be an e.xtra charge of

one dollar. No order entered for

less than 400 cards^ (*,S.OO net).

As these cards cost us very much
more than we are getting for them,
we cannot furnish them in any
different form than that stipulated

above. We cannot furnish them
without the advertising at any
price nor with any changes in the

advertising (except insertion of

fac simile handwriting of dealer's

name and address as explained
abo\'e) at the price quoted. No
changes of any description can be
made on the picture side, changes
on the address side, even where an
extra charge is made, are to be
subject to our approval—the point

being, that as this is a Kodak ad-

\'ertising card that will be in quite

general use, we must control it.

How many, please?

THE. NO. O. KODAK
METAL TRIPOD.

The No. O. is the baby of the

Kodak Metal Tripod family.

Very light, exceedingly compact
and handsome in appearance, it

will find instant favor with the

feminine Kodaker and the tourist.

The No. O. is the same in con-

struction and finish as the No. 1

and 2, except that it is made in

three sections and with fixed head.

It is made so that should any
part become imperfect through
wear or accident, any section may
be remo\ed for repairs ; a feature

peculiar to the Kodak Metal
Tripods.
The No. O. measures closed,

l.S'i inches, c-xtended, .^O' _> in-

ches. Weight, l.S ounces.

The Price.

Kodak Metal Tripod, No. O., - ^ i.fto

Discoiini to the Trade, - - io^h

When furnished in lots of i o,

assorted with other Metal Tripods
40 and ]o'/o
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.^, .^-cC tAj.
f'

T.i_«6<, Co/-

lJj-X.trij fx-o-'i^oiAAJ { _Li^Aj>y tlAu^ u-rxji^)

-L^.
tZi^^f-ixJU-^L.-eU rt/>~fy A Go
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THE 1912 ADVERTISING POST CARD.
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NEW KODAK ALBUMS.
With thf new acl(;lition> our line

of amateur albums is splendidly

strong, affording a wide range in

price and each style unusual value

for the money,

UNIVERSAL ALBUMS.

The Universal Album is con-

structed on entirely new principle,

doing away entirely with mount-
ing with paste or otherwise.

As shown in the illustration the

prints are slipped into pocket

strips at top and bottom ; these

strips hold the prints firmly, yet

they may readily be removed when
desired.

The cover of handsome black

grain leather; black leaves, linen

finish.

The Price.

A 25 leaves, 3 on, holds 150 2% x 2,%
- - - J2.25

B 25 leaves, 3 on, holds 150 2>^ x 4^
12.50

C 25 leaves, 3 on, holds 150 3 "4. x 4^
|2 50

D 25 leaves, 3 on, holds 150 3X x 5'/^

I2.75
E 25 leaves, 3 on, holds 300 2,% x 5>4

- I350
F 25 leaves, 2 on, holds 100 4x5 -

- - - - $2.60

G 25 leaves, 2 on, holds 100 ^% x 6%
|2 75

H 25 leaves, 2 on, holds 100 5x7
I3-00

INTERCHANGE. ALBUM.

The Interchange Album is a

strong sturdy album of the highest
quality.

Constructed in the loose leaf

principle, allowing the removal of

any leaf, or the addition of new
ones, without disturbing those in

use.

Special embossed leather cover
with grain leather corners and
back.

Supplied with 50 linen finish

leaves in black only,

The Price.
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A NEW MOUNT.
Ihc Baltic is a vc

mount, of heavy
y handsome
stock, deep

border and beveled edges; sup-

plied in buff, brown or grey.

The Price

.. For priius. Dimensiuns. I'er 5... Per 10.. 1

A 2^ X4K 4'/^ x6 54: -65 1-25

i'AxsVo 5-J^X5 54 .65 1-25

3'X X 4^ S-Vi X 6-yi .70 1.3s

A 3K X 5^ 5-H X 8 .80 I 55
4x5 6x7 85 1.65

A. 4^x6^ 6-1^x8% 1. 10 2.20

5x7 S X 10 1.40 2.75

Discount to the trade 25 per cent.

14.00

15 00

THE WOODMAT.
Ax Artistic Novelty ix Mouxts.

Every amateur collection in-

cludes a number of specially prized

negatives, prints from which de-

mand something extra choice in

mounting.
For this class of work, the new

Woodmat meets perfectly every
artistic and practical requirement.

The Woodmat is a heavy mount of

the "slip in" variety, the border
affording the effect of a rich brown
wood frame, the illustration here-

with giving but a faint idea of its

quality and beauty.
To use, the unmounted print is

simply slipped in between the

frame and the backing, and the

lower edges pasted together, the

upper edges being fastened in ex-

act register at the factory.

The back of each mat is supplied
with a suspension ring.

The Woodmats are made in all

the standard amateur sizes, and
need only proper display to find

steady and continuous sale.

The Price

Woodmat No. i for prints 2^ x 3X'
Outside 4-3 8 x 53 8 | 05

Woodmat No. lA for prints 2}i x 4%
Outside 458x638 .06

Woodmat No. 3 for prints 3'/4 x 4'y(

Outside 51 4 X 6-12 .07

Woodmat No. 3A for prints 3^ xsj^
Outside 6-14 x 8-3 8 .u8

Woodmat No. 4 for prints 4x5
Outside 6-3 4x73 4 .08

Woodmat No. 4A for prints 4^ x 6>^
Outside 7x914 - .10

Discount to the trade 25 per cent.

AZO E, SOFT, DOUBLE
WEIGHT.

With the addition of Grade E,

Soft, Double Weight, Grade E
Azo may now be had in E Soft,

Hard and Hard X.
This makes the Azo line most

complete, affording grades,
weights, and degrees of contrast

to meet every requirement of the

users of this popular product.

Grade E, Soft Double Weight is

supplied in all regular sizes and in

post cards.

List price and discount the same
as for the other grades of Double
Weight Azo.

For those who want
the best—

Zeiss-Kodak f. 6.3
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A BIG PREMO YE.AR.

As the Premo Film Pack system
becomes better known, it is auto-

matically increasing the demand
for both packs and Premo cameras.

The Premo sales this year, up to

date, show a considerable increase

oxer the corresponding period last

year, and we are going to keep
this increase up throughout the

year.

With the new Premo catalogue,

the best one we ever had, with the

swinging of the biggest Premo
publicity campaign yet, with the

booklets and new line of store and
other advertising helps which we
are getting ready for you, with the

new goods and improvements, we
should in fact, greatly augment
this increase with your co-oper-

ation,

Achance copies of the Premo
catalogue are now being mailed

you and a supply for distribution

will soon be forwarded in con-

nection with your Kodak supply,

Look over this catalogue and
have your salespeople look it oxer,

so as to familiarize yourselves with

the- improvements on regular
models as well as the new modeU
which are offered.

IMPROVEME.NTS.
Premos have always been fitted

with good shutters, Init the Kodak
liall Bearing shutter has so con-

clusively proved its superiority

oxer any other type of single valve-

shutter, that wc are now fitting

this shutter to all doubli' lens

Premoette, Film Premo No. 1 and
Pocket Premo C cameras. And
instead of the former R. R. lenses,

all these cameras, as well as exery
other Premos taking double lenses,

are now equipped with Planato-

graph lenses—the best obtainable

outside of the anastigmats.

Furthermore, the popular Film-

plate Premo makes a strong bid

for still greater popularity since it

is noxv fitted with the Kodak Auto-
matic shutter xvith Autotime scale.

These improvements are made
without advance in prices and
should certainly increase the sales

of these cameras.

The R. O. C. View Camera has

been remodeled. It is noxv made
xvith exceptionally xvide front so

as to accommodate stereo lenses

when desired, and it is supplied

xvith both horizontal and vertical

cut-off boards. Even xvith these

improvements the prices have been

materially reduced as folloxvs :

R. O- C. View Camera, 5 x 7.

.*;12.00; 6I/7 X 84, .S13.00; 8 x 10,

S14.00.
These prices, together xvith the

workmanship in the cameras, are

sure to move them among com-
mercial and other photographers

in need of \ iexx- cameras, xvho do
not care for the extra long belloxvs

(haw provided in the PLmi)ire State

and Premo \'iew Cameras.
The trend of i)ublic demand for

the last icw years has been toward

the more compact, light xveight

lanu'ras making sniall negatix'cs,

but of such (lualitx- that first-rate

enhngi-iuents might bi' secured

from thi-m when desii^'d. .\nd

while the I^cmot-tte Jr. was listc-d

in last \-ear's catalogue', it was

touud impossible to su])pl\- them
prope'riy until the latter i)arl of

the \-ear, so that it max' be reallx'

considei-ed as a new model this

year. The (l(.-la\- was due to our

dissatisfaction xvith the originally

designed shutti-r. Now xve haxc-

a perfect shutter to fit to it— the

Kodak Hall Bearing. This shutter.
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Premoette Jr. Filmplate Premo Special.

together with the diminutive size

and low price of the camera, con-

sidering the fact that it makes
2' 4 X 31 4 pictures, it's neat appear-

ance, it's unusual feature of a

direct view finder on an inexpens-

ive camera, the quality of it's neg-

atives and the ease of loading and
operating, will make a distinct ap-

peal to amateur photographers in

general, even if they have larger

cameras. And as a vacation cam-
era, it's desirability is obvious.

Without any advertising, it has

sold so well since it has been on

the market, that we have found it

difificult to keep up with orders.

But we have made arrangements
to greatly increase the production,

we are advertising it heavily and
those dealers who take advantage
of this adverMsing are going to do
a splendid business in these little

cameras. On another page we
show an advertisement for dealers'

use. based ui^on a similar advertise-

ment which we are running as full

pages in many of the popular
magazines. The cut for the ad-

\ertisement will, of course, be
furnished to you free on request.

Furthermore, we are working on a

plan of display to be announced a

little later, which of itself should
sell many Premoette Jrs. for those

dealers who use it.

The Premoette jr. is furnished
with single achromatic lens at

•SS.OO. or with double Planato-

graph lens at S7..^(>.

The increasing use of anastigmat
lens equipments by amateur pho-
tographers should make a good sale

for the new Film Plate Premo Spec-
ial among your best customers.

It is fitted with Zeiss-Kodak
.Anastigmat lens and compound
shutter, and it'sgeneralappearance
is impre?si\e of the highest quali-

ty. It is covered with genuine
morocco leather, has fine black

leather bellows and nickeled
fittings. Has rising and sliding

front, swing bed. rack and pinion

for focusing, and is made in all

the popular amateur sizes.

One feature which should not

be overlooked in these cameras is

the ground glass for focusing.

Those who purchase anastigmat
lens equipments are obviously par-

ticular as to the class of work
which they do. And the idea that

they can get the very fullest ad-
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This is the

actual size

of the

Premoette

Junior

It weighs

only 11 ounces

Price, $5.00

It makes 2'4 x.'J'^ pic-tiires of excellent (iiiaiity.

loads in daylight, has Kodak JJall liearinj^ Aiitoiiiatie

Shutter, tested lens and direct view finder.

Let us show jou this dependable little camera. It

will make your summer more enjoyable.

JOHN DOE & CO., 1234 PREMO STREET

Cut No. 343.
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Premo Window Stand.

\-antagc oi their anastigmat by
focusinj^ on the ground glass when-

ever occasion mas' re(iuire. will

appeal to many, and, ot course,

with the Filmplate Special they

have this advantage, whether us-

ing films or plates.

The prices of the Filmplate

Premo Special, including Plate
Holder and P^ilm Pack Adapter,

are as follows : 3U x 4l 4, $r,4. GO;

.3A ( 5' 4 •-< '^'2 ), .SGS.OO

Sro.oo ;
S X 7, $88.00.

The New 3A Size.

Note that the 3A h'ilmplate

Premo Special makes full size 3'-4

X .i' 2 negatives, so that in order-
ing adapters or film packs for this

model, always specify 3A. Price

for 3A Film Pack Adapter is $L50;
for 3A Film Pack ( 12 exposures)

•S .NO.

The illustration in the other
column ^hows one of the store

hi'lps which we ha\'e provided for

\'ou this year. The standard is of

black enameled metal with sign

lithographed in red and gold.

The camera is attachi-d by
means of a tripod screw which
comes with the stand, and any
Premo camera, up to the .S x 7

Filmplate, can be displayed there-

on.

This will be a great help in

dressing up yoiu' window, afford-

ing a variety of arrangement of

cameras on different levels, and
should make a permanent fixture.

They are exi:)ensive, and we, of

course, would not care to supply
them excepting to dealers who
will use them continuously for the

display of Premo cameras.

Our idea is to furnish one to each

dealer who requests it, but if you
have exceptionally good window
space and can use more than one,

please specify.

R. O. C. VIEW
FOCUSING CLOTH.
A good, big, generous focusing

cloth. 48 inches (4 feet) square.

Made of first quality rubber

cloth, light in weight and light

and water proof.

Just the sort the out-door pro-

fessional has been hoping for.

The Price.

R. O. C. View Focusing Cloth,

Discount to the trade,
1-75
30%
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Advertising is the sure

way to bring trade.

Having the goods in

stock is the sure way to

hold it.
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NOTHING BUT THEL
TRUTH.

The first rule in our advertisin.L;

is— tell nothing but the truth and
without exaggeration. We do not

countenance cleverly worded state-

ments that are technically true but

are misleading in effect. We per-

mit no "fooling the public" in

our advertising department nor do

we propose that people through

whom we reach the consumer shall,

in handling our goods, fool the

public.

Legally we are not responsible

for statements made by our dealer

customers, but we do feel that

there is a certain moral responsi-

bility. We do not propose that

the consumer customer shall be

deceived nor the honest dealer

injured,

W'e are furnishing certain roll

film cameras that are not Kodaks
and any dealer who so advertises

such cameras as to carry the im-

pression that they are Kodaks is

deceiving the public about our

goods ; will be considered by us as

an undersirable dealer and treated

accordingly.

The Hawk-Eye Film Cartridges

are not the same as what the pub-

lic has come to know as "East-
man" Cartridges or "Kodak"
Cartridges. Any dealer who so

advertises Hawk-eye Cartridges as

to create the impression that they

are such "Eastman" or "Kodak"
Cartridges is deceiving the public

about our goods. Such deceit be-

ing unfair to the consumer we
shall consider any dealer who does
such advertising as an undersirable

distributor of Kodak goods and
shall act accordingly.

File Your Trade Circulars.

Binders free on request.

Playtime Pictures mean
fun for the Children-
Parents prize the story

the Pictures tell.

It's easy for Children to

take good pictures in the

KodaK all by daylight way.

We ha.'ve Kodaks from

$5,00 up,

RICHARD ROE 6 CO.

Double Column ] 2sA
Single Column 125B.

IN DOZEN LOTS ONLY.
Owing to the extremely low

wholesale price of $1.33 per dozen
net for the Eastman Hard Rubber
Stirring Rods, and to the fact that

they are practically as staple an

article as hypo, we will not, here-

after, accept orders for less than

one dozen.
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THE, SE.COND SALE.
Every true salesman worthy of

the name recognizes the fact that

the first sale to be of any value

must serve as a stepping stone to

the second.

Here is a true story related by a

man who was visiting recently in

one of our medium sized cities.

Coming out of an office building

with the friend he was visiting, the

friend suggested that they walk

over three or four blocks to get

some films he had left to be devel-

oped.

,On the way they passed two
other photographic supply houses,

and he inquired why his friend did

not patronize a nearer one.

His friend smiled and replied

that while he had every reason to

believe the nearer stores did

equally good work, a clerk in the

store he was going to, had, on the

occasion of his first order some
years ago, evidenced real interest

in his results, and had shown him
how to greatly improve his work,

and that he felt free to ask ques-

tions as he knew they would be
cheerfully and intelligently ans-

wered.

That clerk was a believer in

making the second sale at the time
i)f the first one. it is not sales-

manship to say "one roll of .3A

filmr seventy cents, thank you,"
and let your customer go out.

It is so exceedingly easy to

call the custonn-rs attention to

some of the otiier things in your
stock : if he doesn't purchase, well

nnd good, but he will depart feel-

ing that \'ou are a !i\e one, in any
event.

It is tile second sales, the re-

peaters, the steady regular cus-

tomers, made so by the intel-

ligence used at the first sale that

builds the business that compet-
ition cannot take away from you.

UNDER BUYING.
"The one mooted question in

buying is the matter of over-stock-

ing, and while much loss is occas-

ioned on this account, still I am
bound to hold that there is much
more loss occasioned from under-

stocking than from over-stocking.

This should not be taken as an

injunction to general reckless buy-
ing in quantities as large as the

seller wishes the purchaser to buy,

yet the system of niggardly under-

buying has starved many a busi-

ness to death and one cannot but

remember the experience of the

economical muleteer who finally

had succeeded in teaching the

mule to live without feed, when it

" up and died."
The man who buys one-twelfth

or one-fourth dozen of an article of

which he could easily have used

one dozen has made his chance
for being found without goods
twelve or four times as great as

would ha\e been the case had he

purchased in a reasonably deciMit

(luantity.

The smart under-buyer will tell

you that you can "always buy
more goods," which, of course, is

true, but between each buy the're

is the dangerous interim when you
may be out of stock, because \'ou

did not " think " to ])ut the

article down on the want-book.

Where goods are obtained from
some little distance the obstacles

to obtaining stock become greater

and the necessity for proi)erly esti-

mating the amount of stock needed
is more apparent.
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Even in the cities where supplies

may be obtained by messenp^er
during any busines^ hour, a con-
siderable business may slip through
one's hands, simply because the

customer will not wait for the sloth

to put in •-t<)c]< the article that his

neighb( r. who i-- more \igilant.

has at hand.'"

—

Tlic Apof/iciurrv.

NEW STRE-ET CAR
SIGNS.

Street car ad\'crti>ing is good
advertising, and in our plans for

making 1912 a banner Kodak year.

we have not o\-erlooked this \alu-

able aid.

On page I3 you will find repro-

ductions of the two signs now
ready for delixery.

One sign, "Spring Time— Ko-
dak Time—Take a Kodak with
you " brings the strong pull of our
national adxertising right towards
your store. Tht' other " Let us

furnish and hnish your films"

will be a big help in building up
your finishing department, l^oth

signs in colors, of course.

For the benefit of those who
ha\e not heretofore made use of

our car sign service we append the

conditions upon which the signs

are furnished.

It is obvious that no two dealers

in the same town would care to use
the same cards. In filling orders

for street car cards, we shall, there-

fore, gi\e preference to the first

dealer who applies from each city,

but will not furnish him more than
one kind of card until we are satis-

fied that the other dealers in hi-~

town are not interested. When
there is only one dealer in the city

who uses the cards, he can';. run
throughout entire line—and that

will mean at least one new card a

month if he wants it.

These cards are of the standard
car size, 11 x 21 inches, and are to

be furnished for street car use only.

They are too expensive and too
perishable for fence tacking or

similar purposes.

In ordering, please tell how
many cards you need, and indi-

cate by number the style and card
wanted.
We particularly request that you

order only as many as you require.

They are too expensive to waste.

Have

the Goods

in stocK.
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<iS5^S5'

Let us furnish and finish your

KODAK FILMS
VVe keep a fresh supply of all sizes

US always In stock. We develop and fin=

ish promptly and \\ Itli expert care.

RICHARD ROE & COHPANV,
1001 TRIPOD ANf^NL 1;.

Car Sign No. 446. Four Colors.

THE FIRST OF THE 1912 CAR SIGNS.

See Page 22.
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For boys and girls, and grown=ups, too.

there is pleasure in a

BROW^NIE
These little cameras take good pictures in the all-by daylight way. They

are inexpensive, ranging from the |[.oo box type to the $12.00, 3A Folding

Brownie. We have all the Brownie family and can show you in a few moments

how easy they are to use.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Column Cut No. 126B. Double Cohunu Cut No. 126A.
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TO AVOID DELAY.
From time to time there are

changes in, and additions to our
various products. Those who make
a practice of consistently reading
the Trade Circular are kept posted
and experience little difficulty in

correctly entering their orders for

goods ; on the other hand we fre-

quently receive orders that we
cannot fill without writing for

further instructions.

In the February Trade Circular

we called your attention to some
rules our Order Department had
found necessary to establish, and
herein we offer a few further anti-

delay suggestions.

Vest Pocket KodaKs.

Orders for Vest Pocket Kodaks
are filled in rotation ; there is going
to be an enormous demand for

these instruments, so get your
order in as soon as possible, in

order to have the goods in stock
when you need them.

lA F. P. Kodak, R. R Type

In the March Trade Circular we
announced that the camera that
had been known as the No. lA
F. p. Kodak Special, would here-
after be designated as the No. lA

F. P. Kodak R. R. Type. The
name "Special" to be applied
only to Kodaks with anastigmat
equipment, and the other special

features that enter into the make-
up of the "Special" Kodaks.
As the new lA Special Kodak is

now on the market, please remem-
ber the distinction, and order lA
R. R. Type when the less expensive
Kodak is wanted, otherwise your
order will be entered for the new
lA Special.

Premoette Special.

The camera formerly called the

Premoette Special is now desig-

nated as Premoette with Planto-
graph Lens and Ball ]-5earing

Shutter, so all orders for Premo-
ettes should specify lens and
shutter equipment, according to

the 1912 Premo catalogue.

3A Film Packs.

.S X .S'4 P'ilm Packs will be sup-
plied on orders, unless clearly

specified that the full size 3*-4 x 5^ z

is wanted. In the latter case 'the

order should call for 3A P^ilm

Packs, but please remember that

the full size, 3I4 x .S^ 2 (3A) can be
used only in the P"ilmplate Premo
St>ecial listed in the V)\l Premo
catalogue.
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Portrait Attachments.

Be careful to specify whether
wanted for Kodak, Premo or Hawk
Eye cameras, and order by number
as listed.

Amateur Delivery Envelopes

Please remember that these en-

velopes are not supplied in quan-

tities of less than 100 of a size.

X=Ray Envelopes.

Unless otherwise specified, it is

our custom to send twelve sets of

envelopes, (each set containing

one black and one orange envel-

ope) with each dozen plates. On
an order for a case of 5 x 7 Seed
X-Ray Plates, we would send 240

sets of envelopes. If two sets of

envelopes only are wanted with

each dozen plates, the order

should so specify.

Azo.

As we have been receiving

orders for grades of Azo we do not
manufacture, we reprint herewith
the complete Azo line as now put

out.

Grades of Arc Paper.

A (Carbon).
Single Weight-
Double Weight-

B (Rough).
Single Weight-
Double Weight-

C (Glossy).
Single Weight-
Double Weight-

D (Semi Gloss).
Single Weight-
Double Weight-

E (Semi-Matte).
Single Weight-
Double Weight-

F (Glossy ).

Single Weight-
Double Weight-

G (M.\TTE).
Single Weight—

H (Buff).
Double Weight-

Soft, Hard& Hard X.
-Soft, Hard & Hard X.

Soft & Hard.
-Soft & Hard.

Soft, Hard & Hard X.
-Soft & Hard.

Soft & Hard.
-Soft & Hard.

Hard & Hard X.
-Soft, Hard & Hard X.

Hard & Hard X.
-Hard X.

Hard & Hard X.

-Hard.

Azo Post Cards.

A—Soft. Hard & Hard X.
C—Soft & Hard.
D—Soft & Hard.
E—Soft, Hard & Hard X.
F—Hard X.

Saturday Half Holiday.

As our offices and shipping
department close at twelve o'clock

noon on Saturday the year around,
we cannot guarantee to ship all

orders received on Saturday morn-
ing on that day.

Pictures of each other

by each other mean fun

for the children- satis-

faction to fathers and

mothers.

Children easily take good

pictures with a Kodak.

LET US SHOW^ YOU.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Siiiirle Col. 127 B. Double Col. 127 A.
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VOICE YOUR
DISAPPROVAL.

The assurance of a fair and
reasonable profit on the goods he
sells is the main safeguard for ex'ery

merchant.
Anything tending to render this

profit uncertain at once upsets the

whole business foundation, and
the ill effects are felt by everyone
from the producer to the final

consumer.
Under theexisting United States

patent laws the manufacturer is

afforded the right to restrict the

selling price of patented goods.
That this is a wise and just pro-

vision, all regular dealers in

patented goods will testify.

Price maintenance enables every
dealer to compete on equal terms
with every other dealer; it forever

bars all unjust cut ratecompetition,
and imbues the mind of the con-
sumer with the worth and stability

of the product sold.

Unfortunately there are some,
who from not altogether unselfish

motives, seek to have the selling

restrictions on patented articles

remoxed. There is at present
pending in the House of Repre-
sentatives a bill (2.3417) introduced
by Congressman Oldfield, de-
signed to affect the present patent
laws to that extent.

That such a change cannot be
effected without protest is evi-

denced by the three letters we
append herewith :

Sistersville, VV. Va.
April 27, 1912.

Hon. \Vm. E Chilton,
United States Senate.

Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir :

—

It has been broujjht to my attention
that there has lateh been introduced into
the House of Representatives, House bill

23192 and 23193, by Congressman Old-

field, which would change the existing
patent laws, and as a retail dealer in this

district I desire to write you expressing
my disapproval of these bills, and will

ask that you give them your consideration
and opposition. My understanding is

that the proposed legislation has its ob-
ject, among other things, to prevent the
manufacturers from fixing and enforcing
retail prices on his patent goods. I am
conducting, in connection with my photo-
graph studio, a full line of the products
of the Eastman Kodak Co., the Victor
Talking Machine Co., and the Thomas
A. Edison Co., all of these articles having
a fixed retail price, and that is the only
way in which dealers in places of this size
are able to compete with dealers in the
larger cities. Under the system now in

vogue, we have as much chance as the
larger dealer, for they are compelled to
retail these articles at exactly the same
price as we are. If the right to fix and
maintain a certain retail price is abolished
by legislation, it means a larger percent-
age of our trade, especially from the rural
districts, will be grabbed by the large
mail order houses of the • type.
At present this fixed retail price is one of

our greatest safeguards.
What is true of this locality is also

true of the greater part of this district,

which has no large business center, and
on thr contrary is composed principally
of small communities, and it would mean
a loss of a great amount of business from
this district.

Trusting that this matter will receive
your careful attention and that you will

lend your aid to defeat these bills, I am.
Sincerely yours,

C. R. Kerr.

Delaware, Ohio,
April 29, 1912.

Hon. T. E. Burton,
United States .Senator,

Washington, D. C.
Dear Sir :—

The writer requests you to do all in

your power to prevent any legislation

which will prevent the maintaining of

prices upon patented articles.

If prices are not maintained unscrup-
ulous dealers who cannot honestly attract
trade, can sell at cut rates so as to make
it unprofitable for any dealer who believes
in a fair profit upon all merchandise
handled to carry a line of patented
articles.

Again ; the larger stores and mail
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order houses will advertise all patented
articles at prices which will deprive the

small and local dealers of all or nearly all

this trade.

No doubt something needs be done
with the patent laws, but to abolish the

maintaining of prices is murder to local

and fair profit merchants.
Trusting you will use your influence

to kill this bill, I am,
Respectfully yours,

F. G. Richards & Co
,

F. G. Richards.

April 29th, 1912.

Hon. Edwin F. Sweet,
5 House of Representatives,

Washington. D. C.

Dear Mr. Sweet :

I have noticed, with some interest, that

there has been an effort from some
source in Congress to do away w^ith cer-

tain sections of the patent laws wherein
the retail dealer is protected in his prices.

This matter, as I understand, is of a

great deal more importance to the thou-

sands of retail dealers than it is to the

few manufacturers. I beg to say that the

price maintenance is about the only thing

on which many dealers can exist. Com
petition between retail dealers is so
fierce to-day that any standard article on
the market without price protection is

retailed at cost, or perhaps within such
close speaking distance of cost that it

does not carry the average percentage of

retail expenses.
To illustrate : This store makes a

strong feature of its photographic depart-

ment. We spend considerable money
advertising the goods. We sell a great

many of these goods on the installment

plan, without any interest charge, and
under the present conditions, we are
protected by the Eastman Kodak Com-
pany to the extent of twenty to forty per
cent, on the goods. This is an average
profit which is reasonable from the public

stand-point, and at the same time it is

just sufficient to make the goods interest-

ing to the dealers. On the other hand,
on account of the recent trust prosecu-

tions, the Eastman Kodak Company
have released from their protective policy

quite a number of items which are not in-

cluded under the patent laws, and the

almost immediate effect of this wavering
of price stipulation has been to create in-

jurious competionamongst the merchants.
These particular goods are now being re-

tailed from actual co.st to perhaps ten

per cent, profit, whereas under the former

price protection, the retailer was making
perhaps twenty-five per cent, profit on the
same goods. This is simply an example
of what invariably happens in such cases.

To let down the bar mdiscriminately in

this regard will be to the serious injury of

the entire retail business of the country,
and will have a tendency to throw more
business to those leaches of commerce
commonly called catalog houses.

I therefore trust, Mr. Sweet, that you
will give this matter your usual careful

consideration, and I have no doubt that

your action in th- matter will be to the
best interest of the country at large.

Thanking you, and with best regards,

I am. Yours very truly,

A. G. Bedford.
P. S. I object especially to House

Bills 23192 and 231Q3.

The nullification of this proposed
change is vitally important to you
and to every other merchant deal-

ing in patented goods, and we
earnestly suggest your writing

letters similar in effect to the

.Senators and Congressmen in your
district.

_^

THE VALUE OF THE,
DISPLAY WINDOW.
We have had considerable to say

about the dollars and cents value

of store display windows and the

intelligent, sales making arrange-

ment of window displays.

Just to show that we are not

alone in our opinion we ciuote

from the Journal of the National
Druggists Association :

"Window space is the best ad-

\ertising space in the market. It

has space in the best publications

distanced about four miles, it has

bill board space beaten to a frazzle,

it has street car, elevated train and
>uburban coach space backed off

the platform, and it has newspaper
>I)ace skinned from tail to ears.

Why r Just because more peo-

ple notice window space more than

any other kind of acherti-^ing space

for the reason that in the windows
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they see the thing itself, while in

other space they see words and
pictures describing or representing

the thing to be sold.

But that is not the main reason
for the superiority of window space
overall other forms of advertising

space. It is because when window
advertising con\ince^ the con-

sumer that he should buy, he has

only to wheel half around and take

a few steps through a door into

the store in order to put his con-
\-iction into effect—make a pur-

chase.

But what of the other space ?

If the consumer is convinced, a

hundred di\erting influences are

likely to intervene between the

time he is impressed by the ad in

the best publications, on the bill

boards, in the street cars and rail-

road trains, or in the newspapers,
and when he passes the store where
the goods can be purchased (which
may be an hour, a day or a week
later) the strong impress made by
the ad may have worn off or lost

its "punch"— the impelling force

that results in a sale. Isn't this

your experience ?

Brothers, window space is the

best advertising space on earth.

It rivets the attention of the con-
sumer at a time when he is within

a few feet and a few minutes of a

possible purchase. He don't ha\e
to put off buying. If the window
tells the story as to kind, (juality

and price convincingly and pro-

duces a resolve to buy; why. zip,

and the deed is done !

The retailer has the money and
the consumer the good^. The re-

tailer's stock is reduced that much,
and he is just that much nearer
sending a new order to the jobber
or manufacturer.
Another comparison of \alues

worthv of notice in tliis connec-

tion is that of window space with
circular and other printed matter
sent to the dealer. How much of

this matter actually goes into cir-

culation ? It costs the dealer
nothing and does he place any
considerable value on it ? He and
his clerks must put it into circula-

tion or he must pay some one to

circulate it, if it is to do anybody
e.xcept the printer any good.
Isn't that true ':

In many instances nothing is

done with this expensive advertis-

ing material. True, this ought not
to be the case, for it is ad\-ertising

that will promote the sale of goods
which are carried on the shelves.

But the fact remains that only 40
to 60 per cent of this carefully

prepared advertising matter ever
gets a chance at the public, the

balance being stored under the

counters and in back rooms (to be
made use of later, of course) until

it exentually reaches the garbage
can or ash heap.

This outcome is most distressing

to manufacturers who pa\- their

good money for the printed matter,

and it also furnishes an an^\\er to

the (luestion as to wh\- a well-

organized window advertising cam-
paign appeals so strongly to the
big advertisers who want and must
ha\e the most effective- kind of

publicity.

Window advertising is ten times
as productive as any other form of

advertising because it selN ten

times as many goods a> any other
sort."

Regarding i)roti table window ad-
\ertising, .Mr. Ix J. Colion, the

Manager of the Display Window
Dept. of the United Cigar .Store's

Co., offers, in "Playthings," a

toy trade journal, the following

\alual)le suggestion> :

"Window trimming is still life
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composition ot merchandise. Next
to the word of mouth salesman-

ship, window display is undoubt-
edly the strongest and most
effective method of selling. First,

because it displays the article to

be sold—shows the possible pur-

chaser just what it looks like and
what it is—and second, because
after seeing it, the least possible

amount of effort on the part of the

intending purchaser is necessary

to purchase the article.

Being so strong an advertising

and selling method, it is a regret-

table fact that the possibilities of

window display are so often neg-

lected or over-looked. Inasmuch
as the purpose of a window display

is to show to the intending pur-

chaser the goods to be sold, it is

certainly only logical to feature the

article just as strong as can be done.

Every thing else should be subordin-

ated to an effort to place the article

prominently before the purchaser.

It is often a fault of window
trimmers to try for gorgeous deco-

rative and highly colored effects,

which more often than not de-

tract from the article to be dis-

played rather than add to the

effectiveness of the display.

In the construction of windows
for the United Cigar Stores Co.,

nothing is used but the goods
themselves and cards bearing a

few words of description and prices.

We make it a point to carefully

avoid highly colored decorative

material of any kind, and as far as

possible we endeavor to group the

material to be displayed so that

each group shall be of one class.

Very often the mistake is made
by the trimmer in crowding many
goods of different kinds into his

display, and in some cases, while

this may look satisfactory as a

whole, the window loses selling

power for any one of the articles

it contains.

We also find it advisable to

build our window displays of the
same grade of merchandise. A
display composed of very cheap
goods and high-priced merchan-
dise is likely to be ineffective, for

the reason that one will offset the
attention-value of the other.

It goes without saying that when
a merchant is a user of advertising
space in his local newspapers or

e\en in magazines of general cir-

culation, his window displays
should be constructed to feature
the goods being advertised in the
periodicals.

It may be said that all selling

endeavor is advertising, and all

advertising, by the same token, is

selling. There is no better form
of either, e.xceptby word of mouth.
As I have said before, next to the

character of advertising and sell-

ing, comes the window display,

and no other methods than these
would be necessary for the success

of any merchant were it not that

his window display can only appeal
to the people who pass his win-
dows. For that reason, he must
use a circulating medium like

newspapers and magazines in or-

der to bring the people to his

store, where if they ha\e not al-

ready been con\'inced by his printed
advertising, their impressions will

be strengthened, and perhaps they
will be entirely convinced by his

window displays.

Window displays form but one
part in the selling scheme of any
merchant, but without doubt a

most important part, and they
should, for that reason be given as

much thought and consideration

as the employment of salesmen or

the consideration of printed adver-
tisements.
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OUR NEW SAN FRAN=
CISCO BUILDING.

The new home of the San
Francisco Branch is now complete,
as shown by the illustration on
pages 8 and 9. The new building
is of dignified and striking design,

and is in fact one of the handsom-
est commercial structures in the

new San Francisco. Situated at

the corner of Battery and Halleck
streets, the location is most con-
venient, and in the building every
modern device has been installed

for the speedy facilitation of

business. The two floors and
basement have an area of

twenty-two thousand square feet,

all of which will be devoted to

the needs of the Branch. Pro-

vision has been made for an
additional two stories, to meet
future requirements. Splendidly
lighted and ventilated, and with
its individual steam plant, pneu-
matic tube, sprinkler system and
telephone exchange, the new home
of the San Francisco Branch is

most complete.

SALON BROWN.
Discontinued.

The wants of the amateur for

prints on de\eloping-out papers,

other than in black and white, are

seemingly amply satisfied by Ko-
dak Velvet Green, and by the

sepias produced by re-develop-

ment.
The sales of Salon Brown have

not kept pace with those of the

other amateur papers, so in line

with our policy of stock simplifica-

tion we announce the discontin-

uance of Salon Brown from this

date.

PE^RSONAL INTEREST
In the shoe store down the street

there is a salesman who most al-

ways has a customer or two wait-
ing for him.

In all probability there are other
salesmen in that store equally
capable, but there are a lot of
people who just must have Mr.

If you will observe him closely
you will find the reason for his pop-
ularity. It is because he appears
to, and without doubt does, take a
real personal interest in each cus-
tomer.

In the amateur supply business
there are lots of customers who
make what seem to you some very
foolish errors, and they do take up
a lot of your good time, but in

your store, or in some other, they
are going to find a salesman who
will listen to them patiently and
do his best to put them in the right
track.

Who spends the most money ?

—the amateur getting good re-

sults.

There are cameras stored up in

the attic or on a shelf in a closet,

because the owner failed to secure
good results the first time or so,

and found no one willing to put
him right. And the amateur who
has been helped to good results by
you, or some one in your place, is

grateful; he will stick to you like

glue.

Not only will he spend more
money with you. but his success
as an amateur will lead others to

try it, and he naturally brings or

sends them to you.

Personal interest in the customer
counts hea\-ily on the sales book.
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BUILDING BUILT BY THE EASTMAN KODAK C
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OR ITS SAN FRANCISCO BRANCH. (See paj^e 7)
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THE, R. O. C. ENLARG=
ING BACK.

The R. O. C. Enlarging Back is

similar in construction to the back
of the Graphic Enlarging Camera,
and as shown in the accompanying
illustration may be instantly at-

tached to the back of a view-

camera, at once adapting it for

enlarging with either artificial or

day light.

Showing Back attached to View Camera.

The R. O. C. Enlarging Back is

made in two sizes to fit the 6' 2 x
8/4 and 8 x 10 Empire State and
Premo View Cameras.
Adapters to fit R. O. C. or

Century View Cameras supplied
without extra charge.

Eor fitting to view cameras other
than above specified an extra
charge of one dollar net will be
made.

The Price

R. O. C. Enlarging Back
Discount to the trade

.00

40%

There is most fun

for the boy with a

BROWNIE
Brownie Cameras are

inexpensive, simple to

use and taKe good pic=

tures.

BROWNIES, $1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col 12S Itouble Col. 12S A.
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A simple Vest Pocket Kodak Window Display

that tells the story.—Sfe page 4.

A TANK SYSTE.M
FOR AMATEUFk
FINISHERS.

In our booklet " Dfwloping and
Printing for the Amateur" we
describe the tank system for roll

film development in use by us, and
a number of other large finishing

plants.

The tanks so described have a

greater capacity than is needed by
many finishers, and as this partic-

ular system has many advantages
to commend it, we have prepared
plans and proper de\-eloping for-

mulae for tanks of lesser capacity.

These tanks are eight inches

square and three feet five and

one half inches deep, and will

develop twelve rolls of film at one
time. The developing and fixing

tanks may be constructed of cy-
press, and the rinsing and wash-
ing tanks of galvanized iron or

cypress as desired.

Tanks constructed of Alberene
may be purchased from the Alber-
ene Stone Co., 223 E. 2.S St., New
York City, and the wires and clips

for film suspension from us.

The quantity of developer re-

quired is small, making the use of

these tanks economical from all

standpoints.

Working plans and full instruct-

ions will be supplied by us for

fifty cents to cover cost.
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THE. NE.W AMATE.UR
TEXT BOOK IS READY.
The promised successor to that

practical amateur text book, "The
Modern Way in Picture Making,"
is now ready. The title of the

new book is
" How to Make Good

Pictures." As stated in the pre-

face, the title explains its mission.

It covers the whole range of ama-
teur picture making, from the se-

lection of the proper instrument

to the final mounting of the print.

Nothing theoretical finds place be-

tween its covers; each topic is

handled in a simple, practical

manner, that can be understood

by the veriest tyro in picture

making.

The contents embrace chapters

on the following subjects: " The
Choice of a Camera," " Lenses,"
" PIxposures," "Time and Snap.

Shots," "Photographing Moving
Objects," "Landscape Photo-

graphy," "Street Photography,"
"Architectural and Interior Photo-

graphy," Home Portraiture,"
" Flash Light Work," " Develop-

ment," "Printing," "P^nlarging."

"Lantern Slide Making," "Cloud
Negatives and Printing." and a

Glossary of Photographic Terms.

The book consists of one hundred
and sixty pages, .5^4 x 8 inches,

profusely illustrated. Printed on

a good quality of coated paper,

and bound in an attractive paper

cover, printed in two colors. Each
book is enclosed in a parchment
tissue envelope.

There has been an exceedingly
heavy demand for just such a book,

and it is sure to find an instant and
ready sale. Its low cost, twenty-

five cents, will induce practically

every amateur to purchase, no
matter how extensi\e his photo-

graphic library may be. We are

going to afford this book the wide
publicity it deserves, with "get
it from your dealer," of course, so

get your order in early.

The Price.

" How to Make Good Pictures,'

Discount to the trade, . . .

•25

Aoyc

Cut \o. 200 H.

The above cuts of the Vest

Pocket Kodak will be supplied

gratis. Order by number.
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ilovJ io make

GoodFidures

A Book for

iKeS4me^ieur

I^KotograpKer

Eastman Kodak Comparvu.

HOW TO MAKE GOOD PICTURES'

The new instruction book for the amateur. See page 12.
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POSTER TIME IS ;VO FT. MORE, CAR SIGNS.

In the March Trade Circular, we
announced that we had on hand a

limited supply of the second of

the 1911 posters. Shrewd dealers

did not allow them to remain on
our hands long—they are gone.

But we can supply you with the

two splendid 1912 posters. As fine

as the 1911 posters were, those for

1912 excel them in striking design

and in selling ability. Up-to-the-

minute manufacturers realize that

there is no more powerful adjunct
in securing national distribution

than the poster, and millions of

dollars are annually spent for this

class of advertising.

The average display poster does
not (with some few exceptions)

connect the article advertised with

any particular dealer's store. The
Kodak posters do directly connect
all their advertising force, direct

with the store of the dealer making
use of them. This is going to be
a big Kodak year for the live

dealers, and you can make it your
biggest year with the aid of our

poster service. Do not overlook
the fact, however, that the best

bill board spaces will soon be at a

premium, that you must "doit
now." with your local bill poster,

if you expect to derive the maxi-
mum benefit. Get him on the

phone for a consultation, and then

write us as to how many.

March Trade Circular gives in

full the conditions upon which the

posters are supplied.

It pays to push the

Special Equipments,

Three more car signs are now
ready for delivery— two Kodak
and one Premo. These cards are
all in full color; and are of un-
usual attractiveness; the black and
white reproductions on page 15

afford only a faint idea of their

quality.

Please remember that these
cards will be supplied upon request
only, and solely for street car use.

The conditions upon which these
cards are supplied are given in full

in the April Trade Circular.

Eastman or Hawkeye.

Owing to the fact that we are

now supplying both Eastman X.
C. Film and Hawkeye Film, it

becomes necessary to specify just

what is wanted when ordering.

Hereafter when orders do not
specify we will ship Eastman N. C.

Many a good

customer has been

made by an attractive

window display;

page 1 1 offers a

suggestion for intro=

ducing the New Vest

Pocket Kodak.
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Protect Your Ow^n
Interests.

IMMEDIATE ACTION ON THE PAKT OF THE
RETAILER NECESSAKY TO PREVENT LEG=
ISLATION PKOHIBITING THE PROTECTION

OF PKICES ON PATENTED GOODS.

As stated in the May Trade ^oods tor slaughter, as a bait for

Circular, there are bills now patronage, making up his loss on
pending in Congress, the defeat such goods by an increase in price

of which is of vital importance to on goods less well known,
every dealer in patented goods in The interests in sympathy with
the United States. the cut rate stores are working

In both the Oldfield Bill (House hard for the passage of these bills.

l)ill No. 23417) and the Brown They are hungering for the glory
Bill (.Senate Bill No. (y273) are and advertising that they could
sections designed to remove sellin.i!: get at the expense of the smaller
restrictions o)i all patented articles, dealers and the manufacturers, if

If either of these bills become a only they could slash the prices of
law the retail dealer will face a these patent protected goods,
most disastrous era of price cutting They know there is nothing
on all goods hitherto protected. that would win trade away from

The zvell knoivn and well adver- the smalU-r cK-alcrs like cut prices

tised goods wotdd be tJie first to on these goods.
suffer, because the "cut price" What are YOU going to do about
dealer invariably selects such it/
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In this fight the hands of the

manufacturers are practically tied,

for if they openly took up the

fight. Congress would naturally

consider that it was the manufact-
urers' ratio of profit that was in

jeopardy.
The members who favor the

pending bills are seemingly of the

opinion that price maintenance
controlled by the manufacturer is

entirely in his own interest, and
that it hampers the retailer and
means higher prices to the con-

sumer.
You, who retail price restricted

goods kuo-u' that in reality the

benefit comes to the manufacturer
through the continuous support

and patronage of dealers who like

to handle his goods because a

reasonable profit is certain and
they are protected from irrespons-

ible price cutting.

You, who retail price restricted

goods know that price maintenance
does not mean an unreasonable
profit to the dealer.

No manufacturer would dare set

his retail prices too high, for the

public would not then buy in vol-

ume, and competitors v.-ould un-

dersell him.
You /v/r;u' that restricted re-sale

prices carry no bigger margin of

profits than other goods, but it is

a certain profit and such restriction

is necessary on nationally known
articles because these are the ones

the price cutters would first attack.

WHAT TO DO.

Write your Congressman and
Senators, whether you are person-

ally acquainted or not

—

and do if

now, as the time for action on your
part is very limited.

A number of Kodak dealers have
written, but this must be a ?iati(>?i

wide protest to be effective.

Points to Include in Your Let-
ters :

That you are a retail merchant
and that you are opposed to any
change in the patent laws that will

prevent the patentee or manufact-
urer from maintaining re-sale

prices on patented goods.
(Mention that you refer to the

Oldfield Bill in your Representa-
tive's letter, and the Brown Bill

in your Senators' letter. W'rite on
your business letter-head)

That ruinous price-cutting would
result on famous patented goods
which would be sold down to cost

and that the public would have to

pay additional profits on other

goods of unknown value to make
up for the sacrifices on articles of

national reputation.

That you would have to charge
more on the balance of your busi-

ness to make up for loss of trade

on patented goods and that the

public would have to stand the

increase.

That you do not make unreason-

able profits on price-restricted

goods, and that such goods do
not pay any bigger profits than all

the ordinary merchandise that vou
sell.

That the public is entitled to

receive the best possible value for

the money expended, and this can
only be insured by goods sold

under a price maintenance plan.

That a cut price is commonly
used as a bait to induce purchasers

to come into stores and then to be
sold goods on which the merchant
has placed an abnormal profit, or

frequently old stock substantially

\-alucless which he sells at high

prices.

That you hope he will vote

against removing the right to es-

tablish re-sale prices on patented
articles.
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In addition to the letters pub-
lished in the May Trade Circular

we append herewith a few extracts

from dealers' letters received since

then :

" My attention has recently been called
to the House Bill (23192-23193), intro-

duced by Oldfield, regarding the abolition

of present conditions concerning certain

patent laws. As a merchant from a small
rural community I very strongly oppose
the same, as it would take away the
profits in mv line from Victor Talking
Machines, Eastman Kodaks, Edison
Phonographs, which in the course of a

year would amount to a great loss of

business to this locality, and would cause
the public to trade more and more with
Mail Order houses and stores in the
largc^r cities.

Under the present existing conditions
of a retail fixed price we stand equal com-
petitors with such houses and feel per-

fectly safe, but should said bill be adopted
our greatest support and safeguard would
be abolished
Trusting my opinion will aid you in a

fight to defeat aforesaid bill, I am.
Yours sincerely,"

J. H. NOYES.

" Price cutting is not true competition,
but the large stores resort to price cutting
on well advertised and patented goods
whenever possible, even going so far as

to sell many things at an actual loss on
those articles to create the impression
that they are correspondingly low on
everything, and then boosting the prices

on articles of their own brand or some
unknown and unadvertised brand enough
to make up for the "cuts" they have
made on these well known articles.

Almost without exception the retail

dealer's profit on all articles, the sale
price of which is restricted by the manu-
facturer, is the minimum profit for that

class of article.

In closing we would ask that you not
only vote against this bill or any other
with similar provisions, but that you work
against it and put forth your best efforts

to defeat it."

Very truly yours,

PANGBURN & BUNYAN.

"The great bulk of articles

fixed prices have gained their popuiariiy
by unremitting energy and perseverance

now sold at

popularity

on the part of their manufacturers. They
have become the standard of their kind
through the law of "Survival of the Fit-

test." Vast capital is at work to keep
them at the top. The very fact that thev
have a fixed value and are sold at the
same price to all, maintains their standard
(the same as our dollar represents 100
cents and not 79). Articles retailed at

fixed prices are continually in the public's
eye and must meet its final judgment as
to their quality and value.

A patentee or manufacturer marketing
his product at a fixed price can count on
a fair and certain per cent, of profit. He
will constantly endeavor to improve his

goods or reduce his production cost and
selling price to gain new fields lor his

output. He not only benefits himself but
more so his employees, by being able to

pay liberal wages and by opening new
channels for their ambition. He benefits

his selling agents, distributors and dealers
handling his goods, which may number
thousands scattered all over the country,
by giving them protection against price

cutting and illegitimate competition, as-

suring them a living profit, tending
towards general prosperity. He benefits

the consumer by giving him a standard
article, the best that can be produced,
with the manufacturer's guarantee, at a
price which he ran well ati'ord and is

willing to pay. He gives the public intel-

ligent, expert service, through interested
selling agents. Unrestricted imitations

and cheaper substitutes act as a constant
check against unreasonable profits and
e.xhorbitant prices.

Take oft" restrictions and make the
fixing of retail prices by the manufacturer
unlawful and you open the valve wide for

illegitimate competition. Big concerns,
combination of retailers, and mail order
houses will seize the opportunity to

slaughter standard, popular articles for a
while, using them as cheap advertising
mediums, the profit loss on which the

public has to pay for otherwise. Small
dealers, not able to sell at a loss, will

gradually be driven out of business.

The manufacturer finding his output
diminishing on account of the false stand-
ard of value created in the minds of the
public through price cutting and the crip-

pling of his channels of distribution will

soon find himself at the mercy of these
big retailers and will be compelled to

market his wares at their terms.

Another step towards favoring concen-
tration of merchandising against which
these measures are supposed to be aimed.
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Another step towards suppressing indi-

viduality. Another step towards reduc-

ing the army of small independent
merchants, who constitute a great part of

the intelligent middle class, the strength

and sinews of the nation.

Arguments for the maintenance of fixed

prices on articles of merchandise could

be multiplied indefinitely, far outweighing
the doubtful temporary benefits which a

few consumers may gain by prohibiting

price protection. I therefore ask your
special interest for the subject and the

dangers of any law that may prove a

serious check on profitable industries and
commercial progress."

Very respectfully yours.

M. J. ROTH.

"The most satisfactory goods we have
is in handling goods at a price fixed by
the manufacturer, as there is no haggling

about the price. We do not get a larger

profit on such goods, but we know we
buy at the same price as our competitors

and make the same profit. We feel that

all bills tending to restrict this method
should be defeated. May we ask you to

give same your hearty support."
Yours very truly,

KREBS BROTHERS.

"Members of this Association are con-

vinced that any legislation preventing

price maintenance would subject dealers

to unjust cut rate competition by other

unscrupulous dealers who would take

advantage of their greater purchasing

power or credit. They also believe that

the adoption of such a law would result

in no ultimate benefit to the consumer, as

the unscrupulous dealers would m.erely

cut prices for the moment to eliminate

worthy competitors and thereafter in-

crease their prices far above those now
in force. Our Association favors a fair

return to dealer and consumer for money
expended by them, and therefore opposes
anv legislation along the lines mentioned
as being contrary to such purpose."

Respectfully yours,

FREEPORT, N. V. BUSINESS
MEN'S ASSOCIA riON.

The Time is short.

Write your Congressman

and Senators Today.

HYPO IN QUANTITIES
Dealers in position to use Hypo

in quantities of one keg, or larger,

can now obtain same from us

shipped direct from our New York
warehouse at the following prices:

Carload lots. (350 kegs).
Pea Crystal,
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The 1^ Special Kodak.
The new lA Special Kodak is

now ready for delixery.

In construction, equipment and
finish it is practically the same as

the Nos. Sand 3A Special Kodaks.
Equipped with the Zeiss-Kodak

Anastigmat lens and Compound
Shutter, with a speed of 1-250 of

a second, it is second only to the

cameras with focal plane shutter

equipment.
Exceedingly compact, and ex-

quisitely finished, this little

camera will i:)ro\e a sure seller to

those demanding the utmost in

refinement and quality, with the
minimum of weight and bulk.

Vacation time is at hand—

a

Special in stock is worth two in

the catalogue.

THE PRICE.

No. lA Special Kodak, Zeiss-Ko-
dak lens, /. 6. 3, Compound
Shutter, I50.C0

Grain leather, velvet lined case,

with strap, 2.75

PRICE RESTRICTION IS YOUR PROTECTION—
Do not let it be taken away from >ou. See page 1.
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CONCE,RNING
ORDERS.

The time will soon be here when
our Order Department will be

working to its utmost capacity,

and when every dealer will want
his orders "rush".
To bring the work of this de-

partment up to its highest efficien-

cy, and to prevent delays and
misunderstandings as much as

possible, we bring to your notice

the following

:

We supply dealers with order

blanks, gratis. In preparing these

order blanks we endeavored to

make them as complete, and yet

as simple as possible, yet we some
times receive orders difficult to

interpret correctly.

We show on page 7 a reduced
fac simile of one of these blanks

and call your attention to a few
causes of error.

The Quantity column is intend-

ed for the entering of the number
of cameras, number of packages of

paper, number of rolls of film, etc.

Always give the exact quantity

desired, and avoid the use of the

word "dozen". We request you
to avoid the use of the word "doz-

en" (except for plates) for the

following reasons

:

Many grades of our papers are

packed in one dozen sheet pack-

ages, film in one dozen exposures

to the roll or pack, dry mounting
tissue in one, two or three dozen
to the package, and flash sheets in

half dozen sheet packages.

So you can see that if a dealer

orders one dozen 4x5 Special

Velvet Velox, or one half dozen
No. 1 Flash Sheets we are at a

loss to determine whether he

wants one or twelve packages of

Velox or one or six packages of

Flash Sheets.

When the order calls for twelve

one dozen sheet packages, or six

packages No. 1 Flash Sheets, we
have no difficulty in filling the

order correctly.

The fourth item on the sample
order blank calls for IV2 gross 3' 4

X 5^ 2 Special Velvet Velox : in

filling this order we would ship

two one gross and one one-half

gross packages, while the dealer

may have desired fi\-e one-half

gross packages.
Item five tells exactly what is

wanted.
Where certain articles are listed

in more than one kind and quan-
tity, such as M. Q. Developer,
Nepera Solution, etc., or where
the same article is packed in dif-

ferent containers, the order should

be explicit ;
please consult cata-

logue or price list in entering such

items.

In our plate selling list we state

definitely that we will not make a

shipment direct to a consumer of

an order for plates w^eighing less

than one hundred pounds, yet we
frequently receive orders for quan-
tites under this weight, which en-

tails delay in writing the dealer in

explanation.
When ordering film, please give

the style of the camera, or the

number printed on the carton.

If you give the size only, the

wrong film may be sent, as in some
instances the sizes are duplicated,

but the spools are not interchange-

able in the different cameras.

If you have not a copy of our

Telegraph Code, please write for

one, as the use of the code lessens

the expense of telegraph orders

materially.

If more than one person in your
establishment makes out orders,

please call their attention to the

foregoing.
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DEALERS' ORDER BLANK
FOR ORDERS ONLY

TO EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY fiooii88ter_„__
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Steel NN'orkers on our New Oltice Building.

GROWING SKYWARD.
Clang I Clang I goes a signal

bell from somewhere in the steel

labyrinth, and up goes a massive
steel upright or girder, with a

nonchalant worker astride.

The erection of a modern sky-

scraper is no novelty in the average
American city, yet the process of

construction possesses a fascination

for even the hardened city dweller,

as is witnessed by the ever present

side walk crowd in the neighbor-

hood of our new office building.

As shown by the illustration on

page *>. the steel construction is

well along—up to and including

the thirteenth floor. In a short

while this will be complete, and
the rapidly following brick and
stone facing will soon show the

beauty of the architectural lines.

The new building, when com-
plete, will be the tallest building

in Rochester, topping the present
highest building by forty feet.

In the new building will be in-

stalled, the very latest in rapid

passenger and freight elevators,

and every modern device for the

facilitation of business.

UNIFORM PLATE
PACKING.

As an all around simplification

in ordering, stock keeping and
inventory, we have established a

uniform standard in packing for

all regularly listed sizes of the

Seed. Standard and Stanley
i:)lates, (with the exception of

centimeter sizes) as follows :

Xeu
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llfS

~ BH.J[H IS in

Our New Office Building in the Making.

See Page 8.
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PYRO.
On and after this date the price

for Eastman Permanent Crystal
Pyro and Eastman Resublimed
Pyro will be as follows :

EASTMAN PERMANE,NT
CRYSTAL PYRO.

List Prices as Follows :

I oz. bottle, - - - - I 25

% lb. bottle, - - - - .70

X lb. bottle, - - - - 1.35

I lb. bottle, .... 2.60

5 lb. can, - - - . - 12 00
Discount to the trade, - - 33 '^"^

lots assorted, 40%

E,ASTMAN RESUBLIMED
PYRO.

List Prices as Follows :

I oz. can,

% lb. can, -

Yz lb. can, -

I lb. can,

5 lb. can.

Discount to the trade,

lots assorted, -

.70

1-35
2.60

12 00

A0%

FOR THE, SUMMER
CAMPAIGN.

The little condensed Kodak
catalogue, that we call the "Sum-
mer Booklet." the Book of the

Brownies, telling most interest-

ingly of the Brownie family, and
the Premo booklet are now ready
for distribution.

These booklets all ha\-e un-

usually attractive covers in full

color, are well printed on good
paper, and just the right size to

slip into the ordinary 6^2 '^"^ch

envelope.
Dealers who in seasons past

have mailed these booklets to a

well selected list have found them
splendid business producers.

Remember, however, that these

booklets are sent on request only,

and that but a limited edition has
been published.
Write for them to-day—how

many, please '

KODAK

LET THE
CHILDREN

KODAK
They will enjoy taking pictures

the simple, easy Kodak way. You

will be glad to have a picture story

of vacation days.

KODAKS. $5 00 up.

BROWNIE CAMERAS, they work-

like Kodaks, Si. OD to Sr2.oo.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Have the Goods

in Stock.
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ADDS 800 TO ITS EMPLOYEES

Remarkable Growth of Eastman Kodak Com-
pany Since First of the Year.

d

Xot only is Roohe.«;;er adding 'o the

num')pr of ils factorie.i and industries,

extendiii'.; it'^ real boundaries b7 building

suiinj'bau li.inii's <in all snilfg and iu nu-

(.•onulod w^iy^ iiiultiiflyint; it.s commci-cial

actiTities, but in nuiny of the iudnratrios

Ion? e.stabh-heil there is expansion etiuiv-

alent to the establishment here of new

enterprises

This jrrov.-tli of factories within them-
selvf-s is .striUinu'y illustrated by ihe

I'.itr. nil Kodak Company, .
which

ir ^\:i^ i-ii.l yestei-diay, l-.as siu'-e Janu-

:u\ lat add-'d to its 'Pay rolls eight

biiudred om!iloyees, men and -nonicn.

This eipansion is un:?recedented oven in

:i business that hns devLlr.p-l .it a re-

markable rate.

The increase in employees -'annot be
attril-iUed t.> any special cause, liut is

duo \<> tho ..^-fuoral de^'elopment of the

business, it i< s.iid. Employees lir.vo been
added both at Kodak Park and at the
caip.erq, -works in Stats street.

In many of its departments the Kodak
CompJiny has expanded in i-eeent

I months. For oxam7>le, althoiisrh the com-

I
pany has been making its own Iwxes for

years, durint; the -winter it put into serv-
i'-e I 1:11 l::o ju-ivato box factory, said to

bf- l:im'ir in itself tlia.T any box factory
hereabouts. Tliis is only one of the -ways

in -which a need for more lielp ba.s been
caused.

.^1
tiori

and]

Co.,

Pasi

siz^

See'
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us i
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A NATURAL GROWTH.
The abo\e clippini^ from the

'' RocJiester Detiiocrat & Chrojiiclc"

of May fourth, is not indicati\'e of

any forced spurt in our manufactur-
ing departments. The taking on
of this number of new employees
was due solely to the natural

growth of our business.

It has always been our policy to

provide ourselves, and our cus-

tomers with the best the market
afforded, and in so doing we have
frequently found it necessary to

manufacture products that most
concerns would purchase "ready
made" in the open market.
As we ha\e before stated, we

nitrate our own cotton, used in the
manufacture of film, and we even
manufacture the acids with which
to nitrate the cotton; and also.

among^t other things we manu-
facture our own boxes for the
packing of all our brands of plates

and paper; this added to the e\er
increasing demand for our finished

products explains this substantial

additi(jn to our pay roll.

A PRICE,
CORRECTION.

Through a t>pographical error

two of the figures in the price list

on page.3.S of the 1912 Kodak cata-

logue were transposed.

The price of the Xo. 2 folding
Pocket Brownie Carrying Case
should be seventy-five instead of

seventy cents, and N. C. Film
Cartridges, 6 exposures should be
twenty instead of twenty-fi\e
cents.
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SIGNS.
An advertising solicitor stood in

our advertising shipping room the

other day. and watched the boys
pack up the signs which we lately

sent you.

He was amazed. "I can under-

stand, said he, how it pays you to

advertise so extensively in the

magazines, but this sign proposi-

tion has " got me stopped. "Here
you are sending twenty odd signs

to every dealer on your list. They
are more or less expensive signs

and must have cost you many
thousands of dollars. It will cost

you several thousand more to e\en
ship them. And then you have
no assurance that they will ever be

used. Why. many dealers will

put the whole package under the

counter and forget it. Others
may use two or three and consign
the rest to the oblivion of the back
room. They're mighty attractive

signs though."

We broke the news to him
gently that magazine publicity

isn't all there is to advertising.

We \entured to say that we had
had some years of experience in

advertising, and in those years had
accumulated a pretty fair knowl-
edge of the relative effectiveness

of different forms of advertising.

And we told him that it would be
the very height of folly for us to

spend so much money twice a year
to provide our dealers with signs,

unless we kneiv that they would
bring returns justifying the large

expense of getting them out.

And we do know it, not only
from general results, but from the

business done by dealers who ha\e
always made good use of our
signs.

Our friend's argument that

many dealers consign these signs

to obli\'i<)n had little force to us.

for we don't believe there are

many who do. In fact we fondly
hope that all Kodak dealers use all

the Kodak signs at some time-

If there are any who do not, we
firmly believe that they are losing

business, they are missing an ex-

cellent opportunity to identify

their particular stores with the

great \-olume of our general pub-
licity.

General publicity is the lode-

stone. Store and window signs,

the specific magnet.
A few suggestions from an arti-

cle on signs in last year's July
Trade Circular may bear repetition

here.

Just because you ha\e a great

\ariety of signs, do not attempt to

display them all at once.

Variety is the spice of life.

Hold back part of your signs un-

till the newness has begun to wear
off those which you first put up.

And even after you have dis-

played them all, it does no harm
to give some a rest occasionally,

taking them down, and after a

week or so, putting them up again.

Interchange the positions of the

signs in your store, occasionally.

Do not leave each particular sign

indefinitely in the first place you
put it. A change in position of

even the same signs will add a new
aspect to your walls, and really

freshen up your di'^play.

In hanging signs, either in store

or window, do not put them up in

a hit-or-miss, hodgepodge fashion,

but hang them as you would an

exhibition in an art display.

Photography is essentially artis-

tic, it appeals to people of artistic

tastes, and so should your display.

Keep close watch of the condi-

tion of your signs. If any warp
or bend, a few moments' manipula-
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tion will restore thcni to their orii^-

inal sh^ipes. If any become ^rimy
or noticeably fly-specked, discard

them at once. We will furnish

you with more.
It is well to have a definite

drawer or cupboard in which signs,

and nothing but signs, are kept
until finally used up.

FOR VE.ST POCKILT
KODAK USERS.

Every purchaser of a \'est Pock-
et Kodak will be interested in, and
a possible customer for the Vest
Pocket Kodak Film Tank and the

Vest Pocket Kodak P^nlarging

Camera.
The Vest Pocket Kodak P'ilm

Tank is made for use with \'est

Pocket Kodak Film only, and is

the only tank that will take that

size film.

_
The V. P. Kodak Film Tank is

similar in construction to the larg-

er film tanks, except that, owing
to the short length of the transfer

box, the winding handles are

placed on opposite sides, and the

film retaining clip is made to con-
form to the construction of the V.
P. K. film spool.

The Vest Pocket Kodak Enlarg-
ing Camera, works in the same
manner as the Brownie Enlarging
Camera, except that on account of

its small size, it is not made col-

lapsible, and it may be used with
the l^rownie P^nlarging Camera
Illuminator. The paper holder is

fitted with a sliding adjustment
adapted to receive either a post

card or a sheet of 3^ 4 x .S' 2 paper,
and a celluloid mask is proxided
for producing a white margin on
the enlargements when desired.

Both the Film Tank and Enlarg-
ing Camera are practically neces-

sities to the users of the Vest
Pocket Kodak, and will sell on
sight. You can afford to stock
up strongly on them, so get your
orders in early.

THE PRICE.

Vest Pocket Kodak Film Tank, - 52.50

Duplicating Outfit, consisting of

I Solution Cup, I Transferring
Reel and I Apron, - - - 1.25

Vest Pocket Kodak Tank De-
veloper Powders, per package,
yi doz., - - - -

Discount to the trade -

Vest Pocket Kodak Enlarging
Camera,

Discount to the trade, -

•15

$1-75

VELOX RE=DEVELOP=
ER IN TUBES.

There are a great many amateurs
who only wish to re- develop a

small number of prints, and who,
for this reason, object to purchas-
ing the regular size Wlox Re-
Developer package.
To accommodate this class of

customers, and to further stimulate
the interest the splendid results

secured by re-de\elopment, we
are now putting out the Velox
Re-Developer in tubes, to retail

at five cents per tube.

Each tube is sufficient for sixteen

ounces of solution, and will re-

develop in the neighborhood of

four dozen 4 x .S prints.

The Price.

Velox Re Developer, in glass tube,

per package of 12 tubes, . . . |. 60
Discount to the trade.

• 33^3^
In gross lots of tubt-s, 4of^

ADVERTISE.
We supply uplodate

cuts gratis.
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NO ALLOWANCE FOR
DAMAGE.

W'e are >omctimc.-~ called upon
to make replacements for damaged
hard rubber goods.

In the future such claims will

not be allowed, as all our goods
are carefully packed by experi-

enced packers, and we disclaim all

responsibility after the goods are

placed in the hands of the trans-

portation company.
Only goods defective in manu-

facture will be replaced, other
claims for damage should be made
to the transportation company, at

the time the goods are recei\ed.

A PROFITABLE. SUN=
DRY.

The Kodak Autotime Scale has

saved thousand of negatives from
failure through lack of experience
regarding exposures on the part of

the amateur.

The Kodak Autotime Scale is

simple to understand and to use,

and once used becomes one of the

most valuable features of the ama-
teur equipment. It will pay every
Kodak dealer to push the Auto-
time Scale, not so much on ac-

count of the profit on such sales,

though that is ample, as because its

users are bound to secure better

results.

Better results means. e\ery time.

the spending of more money with

you, as it not only sustains the in-

terests of the customer, but influ-

ences new converts to Kodakery.
We have on hand a little illus-

trated folder fully explaining the

advantages of the Kodak Auto-
time Scale ; these could be en-

closed, to splendid advantage,
with your developing and printing

orders, or do good work for you,
if only placerl with the other
literature you haxe for counter
distribution.

Push the Kodak Autotime Scale,

talk it, show it, and let these cir-

culars work for you as well.

How many please r

4ff*x'^

Take alo?i'j; a

BROWNIE
It will add to the vaca-

tion fun of all the family.

Anybody can take good

pictures with a Brownie

Camera.

BROWNIES
$1.00 to S12.00.

RICHARD ROE «& CO.

Single col. 132 B.

Double col. 132 A.
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Premo Window Stand.

A HE.LP THAT
HE.LPED.

Gentlemen :

We want to thank you for the nice
outside glass sign ; and for two Premo
display stands.

Our display stand made a sale amount-
ing to $15.50 before it had been in our
house an hour.
Sold a $12.50 Premo, a leather carrying

case and two packages of Premo Film
Packs.

Yours respectfully,

This letter has just come in from
a dealer in a small town in Texas.
The Premo Window Stand re-

ferred to was announced in the

April issue of the Kodak Trade
Circular.

Many other dealers ha\-eordered
them, and we have no doubt they
are working as well for these

dealers as for our friend in Texas.
For the benefit of those who

may have oxerlooked this most
useful article, we illustrate it

again.

It is not only a permanent ad-
vertisement, but is a great help
in aiding you to decorate your
window.
As long as they last we will sup-

ply them free on request.

VIEW CAMERA
OUTFITS.

While the Kodak and Premo
and general supply business is

going so very well, do not over-

look the View Camera field.

There's lots of business in View
Cameras for the dealer who is

energetic enough to go after it.

The demand is large ; in the

Rochester Optical and Century
Division lines of View Cameras,
you have the most desirable and
laest known goods to work with,

and as a still greater aid for you
to get this business, we are now
putting all these cameras up in

the form of complete outfits, at

very very attractive prices.

These outfits include camera,
lens and shutter, 6 plate holders,

tripod, focusing cloth and carry-

ing case to hold the complete
outfit. They give the customer
all the equipment he needs, at a

considerable saving o\er what he
would have to pay if the articles

were purchased separately.

The outfits are of two kinds,

the difference being in the lens

onlv.
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The first includes the Symmet-
rical lens—as good a symmetrical
lens as can be obtained outside of

an anastigmat.
The second includes the Rapid

Rectigraphic lens. This is a three-

focus lens of excellent quality,

which is sure to appeal to those
who do a great variety of work,
for it permits the use of either

combination, as well as the doub-
let, giving the user three different

focal lengths in the one lens.

Go after this business. The
field is fruitful.

PRICES:

*R. O. C. View Outfit includes :

R. O. C. View Camera 5x7 6^xS;/< 8x10
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Plate Holders
Combination TripodCombmation 1 ripod
R. O. C. focusing Cloth
Carrying Case holding (

plete outfit I27.00 J35 00 $42.00

Empire State Outfit includes :

Empire State Camera 5x7 6^2x8^2 Sxio
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Plate Holders
Combination Tripod
R. O. C. Focusing Cloth
Carrying Case to hold com-

plete outfit $36.00 $44.00 $53.00
Empire State Outfit, complete
as above, but with Rapid Rec-
tigraphic instead of Symmet-
rical Lens 47.00 56.00 67.00

Empire State No. 2 Outfit includes :

Empire State No. 2 Camera 5x7 f/ixS'A Sxio
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Plate Holders
Combination Tripod
R. O. C. Focusing Cloth
Carrying Case to hold com-

plete outfit $38.00 $47.00 $56.00
Empire State No. 2 Outfit, com-
plete as above, but with Rapid
Rectigraphic instead of Sym-
metrical Lens 49.00 59.00 70.00

Premo View Camera Outfit includes :

Premo View Camera 6;<xS^^ 8x10
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Plate Holders
Combination Tripod
R. O. C. Focusing Cloth
Carrying Case to hold com-

plete outfit $7400 IS6.00
Premo View Outfit, complete as
above, but with Rapid Recti-
graphic instead of Symmetri-
cal Lens 86.00 100.00

Century View Outfit No. i includes :

Century View Outfit No. i 5x7 614^8% 8x10
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Double Plate Holders
F. & S. Crown Tripod
Century Focusing Cloth
Carrying Case to hold com-
plete outfit $38.50 $46.50 $55.50

Century View Outfit No. i,

complete as above, but with
Rapid Rectigraphic instead
of Symmetrical Lens 49 50 58.50 69.50

Century View Outfit No. 2 includes :

Century View Outfit No. 2 5x7 6J4x8^ 8x10
Symmetrical Lens and
D. V. Auto Shutter
Six Double Plate Holders
F. iS: S. Crown Tripod
Century Focusing Cloth
Carrying Case to hold com-

plete outfit $41.50 $50.50 $60.50
Century View Outfit No. 2,

complete as above, but with
Rapid Rectigraphic instead
of Symmetrical l^ens 52.50 62.50 7450

*The R. O. C. is listed with synnnetrical lens
only, as its bellows is not long enough to accom-
modate the single combination of the Rapid Recti-
graphic lens.

Discount to the trade, 40 per cent.

DIRE,CT VIEW
FINDERS.

The Direct View Finder is find-

ing favor with many amateurs, as

with it the camera may be held on
a level with the eyes, and when
eciuipped with a mirror, as in the

lA Speed Kodak type, may be
used for "deceptive angle work."
We are now supplying separate-

ly. Direct View Finders, the same
as regularly fitted to the lA and
4A Speed Kodaks and the Premo-
ette Junior.

The Price.

Direct View Finder, for Premotte
Junior, . . . . . I1.50

Do., for lA Speed Kodak, . . 4.C0

Do., for 4A Speed Kodak, . . 2.00

Discount to the Trade, 25 per cent.

If you do not want cut rate

competition, say so to your
states representatives at

Washington. See page 1.
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PRE,MO SUMMEFc
BOOK.

ThePremoette Jr. Special is fully

described in the Premo Summer
Book, which is now ready for

distribution.

And with the big business on
Premoette Jrs., do not lose sight

of the fact that there are other

Premos equally desirable in their

various sizes.

The Film Premos, the Pocket
Premos C, the Filmplate Premos,
have never sold so well as they
ha\e this year. The public like

the Pllm Pack, it likes the com-
pact, easily operated Premo cam-
eras. There's a splendid Premo
business for those dealers who go
after it.

All these cameras are described
in the Premo Summer Book. And
remember that these books are

supplied on request only. They
are ordinary envelope size, with
attractive four-color covers.

Get your order in at once.

PRE.MO SIGNS.
By this time you ha\-e doubtless

received the Premo signs which
were sent you, together with
Kodak signs, a few days ago.

These signs match up with our
general publicity campaign. Use
them continually. And do not
overlook the Premo street car
signs, which are announced from
time to time. There's one in this

issue.

Use all this material. It costs

you nothing. It will help you
much.

PREMOETTE JUNIORS
AND OTHER PREMOS.
Gentlemen :

I bought a Premoette Jr. of your
agent here, about a month ago, and
every other man who sees it goes right

off to the agent and buys one. I believe
they have cleaned out his stock of a doz-
en or so, twice. I simply can't see how
you can get out such good value for the
price. Yours truly,

This fine tribute to the popular-
ity of the little Premoette Jr. came
into the office a few days ago. It

came from a town of less than
2,000 population, and is the

strongest kind of evidence of the

way Premoette Juniors are being
received throughout the country.

We know that many dealers ap-

preciate this demand and are

reaping the harvest, for orders

and re-orders have been coming in

so fast that in spite of increased

facilities, we have been unable to

fill them promptly and have had
to take steps to still greater facil-

itate production.
And we take this opportunity to

advise those who have unfilled or-

ders in that we expect to clean

these all up within a short time.
n

PREMOETTE, JR.
SPECIAL.

So quickly has the public ap-

preciated the all-around desirabil-

ity of the Premoette Jr. with
single and Planatograph lens, that

there has arisen a big demand for

a Premoette Jr. with Anastigmat
lens equipment.
The Premoette Jr. Special is

now ready and meets this demand
fully. It is fitted with Zeiss Ko-
dak Anastigmat lens, working at

ACT PROMPTLY. See Page 1.
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stock, for it is sure to appeal to

your best trade, very often to

those who have larger cameras at

home.
Note.—We understand that some regu-
lar Premoette Juniors have been fitted

by other manufacturers with lenses which
are claimed to work at 1.8. This is a

physical impossibility, as the shutter open-
ing is not large enough. If a price com-
parison is made it should be remembered
that the Premoette Jr. Special has not
only the Zeiss-Kodak Anastigmat equip-
ment, but is also a specially made and
finished camera.

Premoette Jr.. Special.

f.9—the limit of speed possible

with a camera, designed as this

one is, to be so nearly of univers-

al focus as to require only two
focusing points—the one for near

and the other for distant objects.

And as befits a specially fine

camera, this model is finished in

the finest possible manner. With
rich black bellows, genuine Per-

sian Morocco co\ering and highly

nickeled fittings, it bears the im-

press of the quality that is in it,

and at the list price of S28.00 is

really an extraordinary \-alue.

Vou should have this camera in

NEW CAR SIGNS.
We feel that we have been un-

usually fortunate in our street car

signs for this year, as they are,

without exception, most attractive

and convincing.

Four new signs, three Kodak
and one Premo, are now ready
for distribution, all in four colors

and replete with selling sugges-

tions.

As usual, these cards will be
supplied upon request only, and
solely for street car use. The
conditions upon which these signs

are supplied are given in full in

the April Trade Circular.

The more pleasant your

vacation the more you'll need

A PREMO
Premos are light, compact, and

ver>^ easy to load and operate.

Let us show you.

JOHN DOE & CO.
1234 Premo Street

Car Sign No. 490.
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i.^.

Every Good Xime
is a good time to

KODAK
Let us furnish one

for your vacation.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
(I'rnrnpt i)t.\ clopin;^ .'ind rini!ihini;.)

10(11 TRIPOD AVKNUE.

Car Sign No. 491.

Let the Children

KODAK
Let us supply a suitable

Kodak or Brow nie camera.

It's all easy and jj:reat

fun for them.

RICHARD ROE & CO.,
1001 TRIPOD AVENUE.

Car Sign No. 49.?.
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'.^tJ
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The ne^v faces and new^
places of vacation days
invite your

KODAK
It is easy for anyone to

Kodak. Let us sho^v you.

WE HAVE KODAKS FROM $5 UP.

BROWNIE CAMERAS $1 to $12.

Richard Roe & Co.

DouhU- col. 149 A Single col. I4y B
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Again the Big Show.

KODAK EXHIBITION TO TOUR THE COUNTRY.
BROAD GAUGE ADVERTISING THAT
WILL HELP THE WHOLE PHOTO^

GRAPHIC BUSINESS.

When our Kodak Exhibition first

took the road for a tour of the

United States in 1905, dealers and
public had to take what we said of

the quality and magnitude of it on
faith. It had previously toured

England, but England is a long

way off.

It met expectations, however,
was so big and broad gauged that

the newspapers had no hesitation

in endorsing it. In every city the

attendance grew throughout the

week. Slim houses on Monday
and Tuesday grew to filled houses
on Wednesday and "Standing
room only" on 'i'hursday and
people turned away on Friday and
Saturday.
There were some shortcomings

in the Exhibition, most of which
were corrected before its start on

the campaign of 1906 and 19()7.

Better pictures, better lantern
slides, better lectures and better

adx'ertising helped to give us big-

ger crowds. The show had estab-
lished a reputation and as a rule

tlu-re were [v\\ \acant scats even
on the opening night.

The Greater Exhibition.

In preparing for the new antl

greater Kodak Exhibition al)out

to be launched wc ha\c- had the

advantage of our prc-vious two
years experience. We know bet-

ter what the people want and we
know better how to show it to

them. We had an excellent dis-

play of pictures before. We have
better pictures, better displayed
this time. Our first show was pre-

l)ared in nint'ty days. W'c iia\'e
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Mch.

Feb. lo- " 15—Memphis,
Goodwyn Institute.

" 17- " 22—New Orleans,
Artillery Hall.

" 24-Mch. I—Atlanta,
Auditorium-Armory.

3- " 8- Jacksonville, Fla.,

Morocco Temple.

10- " 15—Charleston,
German Artillery.

17- " 22—Richmond,
Jefferson Auditorium.

24 " 29—Washington,
Convention Hall.

31-Apr. 5—New York,
Carnegie Music Hall.

12—New York,
Carnegie Music Hall.

19 -Brooklyn,
Brooklyn Academy of Music.

26—Baltimore,
Lyric Theatre.

10—Toronto,
Massey Music Hall.

17—Montreal, Arena.

Apr.

May

7-

14-

21-

5-

12-

Showing Opal Glass.

WRATTEN
SAFELIGHT LAMP.
The Wratten Safelight Lamp is

radically different in constructinn

from the ordinary darkroom lamp
in that none but reflected light is

permitted to pass. This is accom-
plished by building the lamp prac-

tically twice the height of the

ordinary lamp.
The electric globe is placed in-

side the lamp at the top; the upper
half of the lamp being fitted with

a sheet of opal glass (for white
light illumination) which can be
covered with a light tight shutter.

By means of a white enameled
curv^ed reflector the rays of light

from the lamp above are brought
down and e\enly diffused over the-

surfaces of the glasses comprising

the safe light which are fitted to the

lower portion of the lamp front.

The safe light glasses are eight

by ten inches, affording ample
illumination for the insjjection of

large plates.

The Wratten Safelight Lamp is

constructed for use with electric

light only, and includes electric

lamp attachment with six feet of

cord and plug and one safe light.

Inasmuch as we are now supply-

ing the Wratten and Wainwright
Panchromatic, and other highly

sensiti\-e plates, there will be a

strong demand for these safelight

lamps. You should stock them.

The Price.

Wratten Safelight Lamp,

Discount to the trade,

1:5.00

40%
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PRICE RELGULATION
PREVENTS EXTOR-
TIONATE PROFIT AS
WELL AS RUINOUS
COMPETITION.
Coni^ress has adjourned without

passing the Odfield l^ill.

So far the work in fit^htinii this

unwise let^islation has been suc-

cessful. Thousands of merchants
ha\'e protested to their Congress-
men. These Congressmen are

most of them seeking re-election.

Vou who are interested in main-
taining fair and equitable methods
of doing business can now make
the most of your opportunity.
Enlightenment on this subject

is what is most needed. First of

all the public should be made to

understand that "Price Regula-
tion Pre\"exts Extortion.\te
Profit." There has been too

much cf an idea that price regula-

tion means the boosting of prices

to the consumer— it means noth-

ing of the kind. It means that so

far as the manufacturer is con-
cerned the competition is one of

quality rather than one of price.

It means so far as the merchant is

concerned a more nearly equal
profit on his various lines. If

every article he handles was sold

on the price regulation system
there would be no necessity of

making an extortionate profit on
one article to cover the losses on
other goods sold without a profit.

It is a misnomer to refer to our
policy and the policy of other
manufacturers doing business in a

manner similar to ours as a "price

maintenance policy." It should
be termed ^ price re.s:iilation policy,

because the publication of

prices protects the ])ublic against
overcharges to precisely the same

extent that it protects the dealer

against foolish cut-rate competi-
tion.

A case in point—a dealer writes

us that he is not with us in our
fight against the Oldfield bill, and
this is his argument: "You as-

sume that the removal of price

restrictions means the retailer will

cut the price lower. Why not
assume that without the price

printed on the goods he will ad-

vance the price ?" He then goes
into the matter of operating ex-

penses, the gist of his argument
being that the profit in which the

dealer is protected is not large

enough to cover such expenses,

and that the only solution is the

doing away with list prices and
selling restrictions. His argument,
from the standpoint of the whole
people, is the best in the world

—

against himself, against the Old-
field bill, against the jxtlicy of

price chaos— in fa\or of price

regulation.

If it were true that where prices

are protected they are not protect-

ed in a sufficiently wide margin of

profit, this dealer would still be

wrong. The remedy would be uj)

to each individual manufacturer to

protect his dealers in a good
enough margin of profit so that

they would enthusiastically push
his goods. ( )ur opinion is that in

the case of this particular dealer

the operating e.xpenses are too

high. Of course there always
have been and always will be such
cases. It's something that neither

the manufacturer nor Congress
can correct. The ideal protected
margin of profit is one that is suf-

ficiently in excess of the (7vcra<ie

selling cost to afford a fair profit

to the dealer—not so high as to

tempt price cutting, not so low as

to be discouraging.
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Frankly show your Congres-
sional canditlates the true situation

—that it is a stable and fair profit

that is best for the consumer as

well as for the dealer. Your
argument will then carry more
weight with him than an argument
based solely on your personal
interests in the matter.

e^BffiW^^^

ElASTMAN FIBRE.
FIXING BOX.

This new fixing box is composed
of a special fibre composition,
chemical proof and exceedingly
durable.

It is so grooxed as to receive

either 4 x S, ,^'4 x SVz, 3H x 4I4

or lantern slide plates without the

use of an adapter partition.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Film Fixing Box, - - f 1.25

Discount to trade, - - - 40%
In dozen lots, - - - - 50%

MORE BUILDINGS AT
KODAK PARK.

Estimate and plan as we will it

is seemingly impossible for us to

forsee the future demands of our
manufacturing and business or-

ganization.

Building after building has been
erected, seemingly more than
adequate to provide for future

needs, which when scarcely more
then completed has proved in-

sufficient. Added to this has been
the providing of quarters for the

manufacture of new products, and
for research work, the problem in

its entirety taxing the energies
of our engineering and construct-

ion departments to the utmost.
On pages 7 and >S we illustrate

two new buildings now under con-
struction at Kodak Park. The
one on page 7 will be devoted to

the manufacture of film support.

It is to be a structural steel

skelton building with brick curtain

walls twelve inches thick carried

on the steel work.
The building consists of a main

span 62 feet in width and 430 feet

long ; immediately adjacent is

another section of the building 30
feet wide and 430 feet long, this

section being three stories high.

The main section is one story

The building will be served by
two cranes, (Mie of twenty five tons

and the other of fifteen tons

capacity. This building will have
a floor space of over 78,000 square
feet which will probably be soon in-

creased by an addition of over
thirteen thousand square feet.

The building shown on page S

will be devoted entirely to the

making of film emulsion. This
building is to be of reinforced con-
crete skelton construction, en-
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(See page 6.)
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Addition to the Film Emulsion Building at Kodak Park—(See page 6.
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closed \>y iwrKc- inch brick curlaiii

walls carried on concrete frame
work.
The structure i> in the form of a

trapezoid, one lei^ of which is 95

feet and 2.3<) feet to the apex, the

width is \(/) feet.

The huihlini^ is to be three

stories in lieiyht, with a root house

of sufficient area to enclose ele\a-

tor machinery and other apparatus.

The total floor space will be over

85,000 square feet.

In connection with this it may
be of interest to note that since

January first of this year we have
added fifteen hundred employees
to our Rochester force alone, over
six thousand seven hundred people
now beini( in our employ in Roch-
ester, and the total number of

Kodak employees having passed
the ten thou^and mark.

WF.ATTEN a WAIN=
WRIGHT X=RAY

PLATES.
We are now in position to de-

liver Wratten & WainwrightX-Ray
Plates.

These plates are wonderfully
sensitive to the X-Rays and afford

an extremely sharp image.
By means of special packing,

these plates are ready for imme-
diate use upon removal from the

box. A sheet of absolutely pure
paper is placed in contact with
the film, and each plate is wrapped
singly in two sheets of black

paper, so that the plate can be re-

moved and exposed without fur-

ther protection.

THE PRICE.

Wratten & Wainwriglit X Ray Plates

6^ X 8>^, per dozen, - - - ;?2. 15
8 X 10,

" " - - - 3.40
Discount to the trade, 25 and 5%

mmii

'CI ^
^

There's a liberal

education in a

BROWNIE
CAMERA

Let it teacti your children to ob-

serve and to remember what they
see. Any boy or girl can maKe
good pictures with a Brownie.

BROWNIES.
$1.00 to $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

Single Col. Cut No. 15SI'..

Di.ul.Ic Col. Cut .\... i.s8.\.

PRICE CORRECTION.
In the I'd 2 Condensed Trice

List, throutch a typof^raphical
error, the price of the Eastman
Home Portrait Reflector is given
as $4.00; the same should be
$4.50.

Please correct your list accord-
ingly.
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THE. 1913 CALENDARS
The enterprising dealer has

always reaped a goodly amount
of extra profit in pushing our line

of holiday calentlars.

As good as this line has been in

past seasons, the Holiday Calen-
dars for 1913 surpass their prede-
cessors in e\-ery particular.

Not only are they the most
attractive in design, as the illus-

tration on the opposite page dem-
onstrates, but in addition possess
a uni(iue mounting feature that
will irresistibly appeal to every
amateur. This feature consists df

a double mat, the outer one with
a rectangular opening, and the
inner one, on a contrasting stock-,

with an oval opening, so that the
print may be matted either way,
as best suits the subject.

This feature makes the entire
line suitable for all classes of
pictures, the vertical oval mats
being particularly well adapted
to amateur portraiture, and the
horizontal ovals for groups.

In any event the amateur has a
choice of openings for every pic-

ture, and when the oval mat is

used, has the effect of double
mounting.
The 1913 Calendars are made in

both gray and brown, for all

standard amateur sizes, and for

both horizontal and vertical prints.

The mats are fastened to the back
with silk tasseled cords, harmo-
nizing in color with the mounts.
The double mat feature is

unique with this line, and its

many advantages, combined with
harmonious designing and colors
of the calendars make the 1913
Holiday Calendars most attractive
to the amateur attempting to

soke the small rememberance
problem.

Have a well assorted line in

stock early, display them prom-
inently, and they will practically
sell themselves.

THE PRICE.
For Horizontal Photos

For Prints Size Price
Square or Oval Outside Per loo

1-H 2% X i% S'A X 7K I 850
lA H 2>^ X 4'4 6;^ X 8 9.50
2 3/^ X 3>2 5!^ X 9V 9 50
3H 314 X 4% 6.5^ X g'/i 10 CO
3A-H yX xs/^ 8 X loj^ II CO
4-H 4 X 5 7'4 ^ 'oK I '.00

4A-H 4'4:x6>^ 8-V X 103/ 12. So

For Vertical Photos
I Y 2}4 X y4 4K X S'-s 8.50
lA V 2'^X4'4: 4ys X gj/n 9-5o
2 3 '2 X 3K SM X 934: 9.50

3 V 3^ X 4'/ s'A X loX lo.o-

3A-V 3>+ xs'A 5K X T2>^ 11.00
4\'^ 4 X s 6!4'xii>^ iioo
4A-V 4% x6'A 63/ X 13^ 12.5..

In lots of less than 100 the same price

will apply as in lots of 100.

Discount to the Trade, 33 '(^

Extra Pads,
Smaller Size, - |i.oo net per 100
Larger Size, - - 1.25 net per 100

HAND BAG FOR VEST
POCKET KODAK.

Made of first quality chamoi-
sette, the Hand Bag for the Vest
Pocket Kodak, affords ample pro-

tection for the camera without
adding preceptibly to its bulk.

The bag is provided with strong
silk drawing cords, which may be
used as a handle to carry it by, in

the same manner as a lady's purse.

PLach bag neatly packed in sepa-
rate envelope.

THE PRICE.
Hand Bag for Vest Pocket Kodak, $ .25
Discount to the trade, 33^^:?.

The Best Seller in Photographic
Literature

"How to Make Good Pictures"
Price 2.S Cents. Discount 40'/o.
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THE 1913 HOLIDAY CALENDAR.
(See page 10)
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EASTMAN PRINT
PADDLE,.

Here is as handy ami practical a

print room accessory as has ever

been devised.

The Eastman Print Paddle is

made of hard rubber, and is acid

and chemical proof, and is exactly

the right shape for the proper

handling of prints in the lixing

bath.

THE PRICE.

Eastman Print Paddle, per dozen, I3.00
Sold in dozens only.

Discount to the trade, - - - 33,'3%

ADAPTER FOR VEST
POCKET KODAK FILM.
By means of this adapter the

SVz inch, 5 inch, 7 inch Kodak
Film Tanks and the Commercial
Changing Boxes may be employed
to develop Vest Pocket Kodak
Film.

The adapter is exceedingly
simple, and may be placed in po-

sition in an instant.

THE PRICE.

Adapter for Vest Pocket Kodak
Film, $ .10

Discount to the trade, - - - 25%

Have the Goods

in Stock.

IMPROVED KODAK
DRY MOUNTING

PRESS.
The Kodak Dry Mounting Press

has been vastly improved over the

first ukhIcIs introduced.

In our own finishing and sample
print departments we make use of

the Kodak Dry Mounting Presses

exclusively, and as our work must
be just the very best in every par-

ticular, the work of the presses

has to be right or else we could
not use them.

The Kodak Dry Mounting Pres-

ses are in use in many studios and
finishing departments and are

affording the utmost satisfaction.

\u)v mounting on thin mounts
and album leaves the Kodak Dry
Mounting Press has no ecjual, as

the prints lie Hat without the

slightest tendency to curl or

buckle, and, after mounting, are

not affected at any future time by
climatic conditions.

A Kodak Dry Mounting Press

will add much to the ef^ciency of

any finishing department, and you
should be able to sell a number of

them if you have a press in stock
to display.

The Price.

Kodak Dry Mounting Press,

plate 5 X 7 - - - - 115.00

Do., plate II X 14, - - - 50.00

Arranged for heating with gas only.

Discount to the trade - •- 2,3'A%
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ZELTA.
The Sensation of the 1912

National Convention.

Old time photographers have
never ceased talking of the ex-

quisite tone values of albumen
paper.

And they have the right to, as

no printing medium lends itself

better to the artistic reproduction
of all that goes to make the per-

fect negative.

In Zelta, we have albumen paper
born again, only without the dis-

advantages of the old albumen
process and with the great gain

of a variety of surfaces and tones

in stock.

Zelta is a ready setisitizcd matte
surface albumen paper of most
excellent keeping quality and will

prove a wonderfully flexible me-
dium in the hands of the artistic

photographer.

Zelta is printed in a manner
similar to the ordinary printing

out papers, and may be toned with
gold, or with platinum, alone, or

with a combination of bdth metals.

This method of toning affords a

highly elastic range of tone values,

in fact almost any tone ranging
through the reds to a deep black

may be produced, and reproduced

at will.

Add to this elasticity of tone,

the variety of a pure white stock,

one of a chamois tint, and three

grades of stock surface, the range-

of pleasing effects is practically

unlimited.

Zelta will instantly appeal to

e\ery photographer seeking a

medium that will allow full s\\a\

to his artistic abilit\', that will

allow him to produce that "some-
thing better" that not only appeals
to his artistic soul, but causes his

banker to nod appreciatively as

well.

Zelta is a simple paper to use,

anyone who has ever handled
printing out papers can manipu-
late Zelta successfully.

There is no question as to its

absolute permanence when prop-
erly handled, and exhaustive tests

in our laboratories ha\'e demon-
strated its good keeping qualities.

Get your orders in early% the

demand already exists, and we will

advertise and demonstrate Zelta

in our usual energetic manner.

Zelta will be supplied in the fol-

lowing sizes, surfaces and grades:

A White Grosgrain Liglit

B White Smooth Medium
C Chamois St-mi rough Medium
D Ciiamuis liros-grain Heavy

PRICE LIST.

SIZE DOZEN GROSS

3?^ X 5;^ I 0.45 S 500
4x6 .45 5 00

^% X 6K -55 6.0J

5x7 .65 7 25

6)^ X 8!4 1.00 1 1 00

8 X 10 1.50 16.50

II X 14 3 00 33.00

14 X 17 4 «o 53.00

16 X 20 5.60 62.00

20 X 24 S.oo 88 00

'Zelta" paper is not furnished in rolls.

Discount to the trade 'SZVi'i

BROWNIE
ENLARGING
CAMERA
TIME
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Get the Best

out of your Best

Negatives,

Anybody can make enlarge=

ments with the

Brownie Enlarging Camera

Simple as a printing frame— No dark room
necessary. Inexpensive too, 8 x 10 size only $4.00.

Let us explain its working to you.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

Cut No. 22:A.
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NOT DEAD.
THE OLDFIELD BILL WILL BE VOTED ON AT

THE DECEMBER SESSION. READ THE
FOLLOWING AND ACT AT ONCE.

None of the measures affecting

the regulation of prices on pat-

ented goods were passed by the

last Congress.
This, however, does not by any

means infer that these measures
are dead; as a matter of fact the

powerful interests behind them are

confident of success at the next
session in December.

If any of these measures do pass

it means a curtailment of profit to

the legitimate dealer, and the

placing of all nationally advertised
products at the mercy of an un-
scrupulous few who are in position

to sell them without profit because
they can make up such loss by a

corresponding or even greater in-

crease in profit on goods not so

well known.

Between now and December we
must all be up and doing, and we
must break down the defense at

its weakest point

—

througli the cofi-

siDiier.

These things you can do }i(n^'
—

to-day.

Vou can icrite every ca}ididate for
Coui^ress in your district and ask
him whether he's going to vote for
you and tJie consumer or for the

price-cutting pirates who demoral-
ize trade and deceive the public,

and you can tell him that you're
)iot going to vote for any man who
isn't willing to say where he stands.

Smoke them out

!

Thoi start immediately to get you 1

customers in the game.
Here's the true story in two nut

tihvUs /w' them :
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(a) " Price Regulation Protects

THE Purchaser."

You can tell them what manu-
facturers are saying to you :

That if prices are cut you can't

afford to handle their goods.

That if dealers stop buying they
must make less goods.

That if they make less goods
each piece will cost them more.

That if they cost more they've

either got to get more or give less.

The conswner who can't see tliat

needs a giiardian.

(b) "Price Regulation Prevents

Extortionate Profit.

You can say to them:

"The regular fixed price pays

me no more than a fair profit.

Any dealer asking more imposes

on you.

Any dealer taking less must re-

imburse himself on other goods of

unknown value.

I try to be a square dealer!"

TJie ciistojjier tJiat cant see that

needs a pair o/ hoj/cst g/asses.

Talk these points over with every
householder you know, with every
adult of your acquaintance. They
must be made to see how the pass-

age of these measures will affect

them, as a part of the community
at large, and to act with you in

securing their defeat.

Start the ball rolling now

—

to-dav.

AN ERROK.
Through a typographical error in the

July Trade Circular, the price of East-

man Double Coated Mounting Tape was

given as 10 cents per roll, the same

should have been 15 cents.

ORDER ERRORS.
In several issues of the Trade

Circular this year, we have called

your attention to points apt to be
overlooked in ordering goods, and
as another busy season is approach-
ing, we again offer a few sugges-
tions :

Film Packs

Since the introduction of the

3A Premo, (size 3^4 x SVz) some
dealers have omitted to take
proper precautions in ordering
film packs and adapters for the

3 X 5H Premos.
In the August issue of the Trade

Circular, we explained this matter
fully and stated that when orders

specified 3A film packs or adapt-

ers, we would send the 3}i x
5^2 size.

Yet some dealers still order 3A
material when they really want
goods for the 3 x 5>4 cameras.

We appreciate the fact that

when two sizes are so nearly

alike there is always some con-

fusion, but it can be very largely

overcome if you will instruct your
order department to be very care-

ful in ordering such goods and to

be sure and be explicit.

If you want packs or adapters

for the 3 x 5^4 cameras, specify

plainly 3 x 5!4 and never use the

term 3A in connection with such

goods.

If you want them for the 3^ x
5' 2 models, specify 3A.

it is also very important that

you ascertain from your customers

for such goods exactly which size

they want.

The sizes are not interchange-

able and you should be sure

whether the customer wants the

3 X 5U pack in the red carton, or

the 3A iSl^xSlz) pack in the
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green carton. The difference in

color of carton should avoid any
error in keeping your stock, for

the 3A is the only pack put up in

a green ruled carton.

The 3A, 3^4 x 5^2 Premo is a

very desirable size and the in-

creased sale of the goods will more
than offset any present incon-

venience.

With the co-operation of our
dealers, the distinction in size will

soon be thoroughly established

and there will be no further con-
fusion.

Plates

We receive a large number of

orders from dealers for plates

which amount to less than 100

pounds. We of course make im-

mediate shipment and as soon as

the plates are delivered a letter

comes in from the dealer entering

claim for freight charges. Dealers

should understand that freight

shipments of plates are made
freight paid only from the factory

at Rochester and only when ship-

ment amounts to 100 pounds or

more and is made to point where
the freight does not exceed .S%

of the net amount of invoice. To
points where the freight exceeds

5% a freight allowance of .5% will

be made on invoice. Freight will

not be paid nor freight allowance

given on shipments from any of

the Branches. Plates will be ship-

ped either from factory of manu-
facture or Eastman Kodak Com-
pany Branches to consumers, on

orders from dealers when the quan-

tity amounts to 100 pounds or

more. No broken cases in 4x5
or .5 x 7 sizes. No freight allow-

ance on shipments direct to con-

sumers.

Film

When ordering film give either
style of camera or number printed
on film carton, never size of pict-

ure as the latter are duplicated in

the different cameras, but film is

not always interchangeable. For
instance instead of 3^4 x AV\ you
should call for No. 3 F. P. K. or
No. 3 Brownie. If preferred sim-
ply give the number as No. 118 or
No. 124. Cartridge film in the
Speed Emulsion is furnished only
in Nos. 0, lA, 3A and 4A. Speed
Film Packs only in sizes 3^ x 4^4,
4x5 and 5x7. Please note care-
fully.

Odd .Sizes

We cannot guarantee to fill or-

ders on date of receipt for paper
and plates in sizes not listed. We
will fill an order for paper in any
special size should it amount to

.*B1.00 list, also for plates on orders
amounting to .*S2.()0 list. When
sending in orders containing such
items, always give instructions re-

garding the balance of the order
if you do not wish it held until

shii)ment can be made complete.

(jKOUI'INC

Our typewritten invoices show
that when making out orders we
group similar articles together as

far as possible and if when send-
ing in orders dealers will carry out
this plan it will greatly facilitate

matters in our order department.
We would suggest that it would
be well to imitate the form in

which the invoices are made out
and there will be less danger of
misunderstanding.

Sk PAKATE ShEI:TS

Always make out orders on sep-
arate sheets to a\-oid delay. When
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sending in a camera for repairs

which is to be included with other
goods, give the instructions for

repair on a separate sheet so that
the letter may be sent directly to

our Repair Department. If you
wish it included with an order this

of course can be mentioned. We
cannot impress too strongly upon
dealers the necessity for writing
separate letters about different

matters as there are so many de-
partments to which a letter must
be sent that it is almost impossi-
ble to locate it when inquiry is

received, although we try to make
copies as far as possible.

IxDEFixiTE Orders

Dealers should not trust too
much to the memories and good
judgment of our order clerks. We
receive daily a very large number
of orders calling for plates, paper,
etc., given without a clue as to the
kind desired. We try to accom-
modate the dealer by obtaining
this information from previous or-

ders, but it is often necessary to

omit the item, thereby causing not
only delay and disappointment
but additional transportation
charges.

CL.-\ni FOR Shortage

Any claims for shortage in ship-

ment or in filling orders should be
made immediately upon receipt of
the goods. Do not wait until

sending in remittance. A separ-
ate letter should always be written
regarding such matters.

Azo Paper

We receive so many orders for

Azo in grades which are not fur-

nished, especially in Hard X, that

we are reprinting the complete

Azo list (see page 5) with a sug-
gestion that you have it in a con-
spicuous place so that it can be
readily consulted when making
out orders.

We sell only the

dependable

EASTMAN
"N. C." FILM
Properly orthochromatic and

tested to give the best possible

results to Kodakers under all

conditions.

Twenty-seven years experi-

ence behind the manufacture

of these films.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

No. 250B— N, C. Film.
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KEEP THIS PAGE FOR FUTURE REFERENCE

A List of the Various Surfaces and

Contrasts in which AZO can

be supplied.

Soft Contrast is for extremely contrasty negatives.

Hard Contrast is for negatives of average density.

Hard X Contrast is best suited for Amateur's negatives.

GRADE A (Carbon) Soft, Hard and Hard X in Single and

Double Weights.

GRADE B (Rough) Soft and Hard in Single and Double Weight.

GRADE C (Glossy, Pense) Soft, Hard and Hard X in Single Weight.

Soft and Hard in Double Weight.

GRADE D (Semi Gloss) Soft and Hard in Single and Double Weights.

GRADE E (Semi Matte) Hard and Hard X in Single Weight.

Soft, Hard and Hard X in Double Weight.

GRADE F (Glossy) Hard and Hard X in Single Weight.

Hard X in Double Weight.

GRADE G (Matte) Hard and Hard X in Single Weight.

GRADE H (Buff) One contrast. Double Weight only.

AZO POST CARDS.

A—Soft, Hard and Hard X. E—Soft, Hard and Hard X.

C—Soft and Hard. F—Hard X only.

D—Soft and Hard.
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THE NEW RESEARCH
LABORATORY AT
KODAK PARK.

Another story of invasion at

Kodak Park—another sacrifice of

beauty to building necessities—to

utility.

The constantly growing demand
for Eastman products makes neces-

sary constantly increasing facili-

ties for manufacture. The East-

man standard makes necessary

the most modern processes that

capital can command, or the

scientific genius of the world
suggest. Both require buildings.

Between the two, Kodak Park is

on the constant qui 7'ive to pre-

serve the beauty and harmony of

its features.

Fortunately we have been able

to acquire sufficient additional

land to equalize the amount
appropriated for building purposes
so that while our floor space has

increased in three years from
twenty-eight acres to over forty,

the Park itself has grown in area

from forty-three acres to seventy-

two.

Instead, therefore, of modifying,

there has been a steady develop-
ment of our original plan of a

"home beautiful" for the Kodak
plant, with surroundings that

should inspire the worker; and
that while ministering to health

and comfort, should also fosterthat

love of beauty which it is the

mission of photography to en-

courage.
Kodak Park houses the most

complete and practical equipment
for the manufacture of photo-
graphic supplies in the world, and
the surroundings continue in every
way worthy of this preeminent
position. An example of our ex-

treme solicitude in this respect is

the preservation of the bit of ivy

covered wall seen in the illustra-

tion (page 7).

The new building under con-
struction, or rather reconstruction,

will furnish additional facilities for

our laboratory research work. This
department is now under the

direction of Dr. C. E. Kenneth
Mees, the celebrated English
authority on color separation,
whose services, as already an-
nounced, we have been fortunate
enough to secure.

It was to provide Dr. Mees with
proper facilities for carrying on
his special research work here, as

well as reducing to a practical

manufacturing basis many of his

recent discoveries, that the new
laboratory was designed.
On the first or ground floor of

the building there will be a large

Reference Library, rooms for

making filters, and also a miniature
experimental plate and film mak-
ing plant. On the second floor

Dr. Mees' suite of offices and
conference room will be located

together with the physical and
chemical laboratory. On the

third floor there vvil be a large pro-

jection room and small darkroom.
The building has a ground area

of 88 X 74 feet and is of strictly

fire-proof construction.

The floors consist of stone con-
crete properly reinforced by square
reinforcing steel. The building will

be equipped throughout with a

sprinkling apparatus. The inter-

ior trim or woodwork will be red

gum wood finished with a dull or

flat finish, giving a pleasing har-

monious effect. The building is

three stories in height, with base-

ment, and represents a floor area

of 29,985 square feet. It will be
connected by bridges with the

present Experiment Laboratory.
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THE NEW RESEARCH LABORATORY AT KODAK PARK.

(See Page 6.)
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CITY AMATEUR TO COUNTRY DEALER.
Bear Mr. Dealer :

I have Just refiirued from spendifig' my vacation in the country. Of
course, I had my Kodak zvith me and I just want to tell you about some of

the tilings I noticed regarding Kodak business.

It seems to me that thefarm offers the amateur photographer a greater

range of opportunities than ajiy other place for making pictures, and I

hardly think dealers in the smaller towns are as alive as they should be to

the business they can getfrom the farmer.

While I zcas on the farm my Kodak was in demand for photographing

everything of interest to my host, and ifyou stop and consider the variety of

interesting objects in co)inection zvith a farm, you zuill realize that we used

21p no small amount offilm.

This farmer zvas particularly proud of a splendid crop of beans he had

raised, a)ui his first question at sight of my Kodak zvas ^' Can you take a

t>icture of my beans T' I assured him that I could, and lost no time in

getting busy. Once started, ?ny Kodak zvas kept going, and since returning

I have been able to send him very successful prints from negatives I made

of the new buggy, the pretty driver, the hired man drawing in hay, the

cattle in the pasture field, the young colt, the creek that zvound throui^h the

farm and the shady trees zvith their overhanging branches beside it, and

numerous bits ofpretty scenery in different sections of the farm.

When my supply offilm had run out I had some difficulty in locating

the Kodak dealer in the nearby tozvn,for although the place zvas small the

farmer's family never knezv that Kodak goods zvere sold in their tozvn.

Consider the opportujiities this dealer had lost.

The average farmer of to-day is fairly zvell-to-do, a?id zvith the increase

in labor-saving devices his leisure time has also been increased. Jl'hat is he

to do zvith his leisure / /;/ the city there are amusements of all kinds to fill

in the hours of relaxation but the farmer has none of these. Dealers in

small tozvns are jnore intimate zvith their customers and ought to knozv just

zvhere they can make successful bids for Kodak business, and my observa-

tions lead me to beliez'c that the dealers zvho have never got after the

farmer's business zvould be surprised at the interest he zvill take in amateur

photography when once you get him started. I knozv of one farmer, a/iy-

zvay, zvho zvill buy a Kodak if the dealer only gets after him.

] 'ou}'s truly,

CDTY AMATTAR.
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SAFE LIGHTS FOR
THE, WRATTEN SAFE

LIGHT LAMP.
We call the attention of the

trade to the fact that the safe

lights for the Wratten Safe Light

Lamp can be had in any one of

the six grades as follows :

Series 0. A bright orange color

suitable for use with Bromide
paper and Lantern Plates.

Series L An orange safe light

for use with ordinary, medium
and extra rapid plates which are

not color sensitive. Consists of

yellow and orange coated glass,

with red paper between.
Series 1. A safe light for extra

rapid and orthochromatic plates

which are sensitive to green but

not red. This safe light consists

of yellow and violet coated glass

with deep red paper between.
Series 3. This is the green safe

light for use with the red-sensitive

Panchromatic plate. It gives a

faint illumination which grows
quite strong as the eyes become
accustomed to it.

This safe light consists of yellow

and green coated glass with green

paper between.
Series 4. Bright green safe

light for use with ordinary plates,

for those who are unable to use

a red light. Not safe for ortho-

chromatic plates.

Series 5. Blue-green safe light,

which can be used with ortho-

chromatic plates if care be taken.

Not recommended except when
the red Series 2 cannot be used

with comfort.

On orders for the Wratten Safe

Light Lamp, when the safe light

series is not specified, we will send

the Series 1.

In cases where the work is

varied, extra safe lights of the

different series desired can be had
in 8 X 10 for $1.00 list each, as per
the July Trade Circular.

•• IF IT ISN'T AN EAST-
MAN IT ISN'T A

KODAK."
"Kodak" is an arbitrary word

constructed for trade mark pur-

poses."
Standard Dictionary.

" Kodak " is our registered and
common-law Trade Mark and can-

not be rightfully applied except to

goods of the Eastman Kodak Co.'s

manufacture.
In the August Trade Circular

we called your attention to the fact

that it is a mistake to use in your
advertising such phrases as "Buy
an Eastman and you will have the

best Kodak", or "We sell only
Eastman Kodaks", or to refer to

Brownie cameras as Brownie
Kodaks.
The word "Kodak" is one of

our greatest assets, and it is of

value to e\-ery dealer handling our
products.

Every time you use any of the

above phrases you are inferring

that there are Kodaks other than
those manufactured by the East-

man Kodak Company, and are

benefitting competition only too

willing to have the public believe

that such is the case.

When you advertise get the full

value of the word "Kodak":
Impress upon the public the idea

that you sell Kodaks, not " East-

man Kodaks", not "the Kodaks
made by the Eastman Company",
but just " Kodaks ", then you do
away with any false inference.

Incorporate " If it isn' t an East-

man it isn't a Kodak" in your ad-
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vertising. That tells the story

correctly. We have used this

phrase for many years in our gen-
eral publicity, and we have yet to

find a clearer or better way of ex-

pressing it.

Advertise for yourself— for the

goods you know are right,—Uon't
?pend your good money for news-
paper space to boost "just as

good " competition.

KODAK

IVs fun all the

time when you

KODAK
Picture=taking adds a

lively interest tothemost
commonplace subjects

and makes every little

outingan occasion. Easy
too. Let us show you
how easy.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

ACROL.
Acrol is a new developing agent

which forms a highly satisfactory

developer when mixed with a sol-

ution of sodium sulphite alone, no
alkali being necessary.

It is a rapid working developer,
producing negatives of good print-

ing quality and is also especially

adapted for use with Bromide
papers.

The Price.
Acrol, per i ounce bottle, . . $ .40

Acrol, per % pound bottle, . . 1.45

Acrol, per >^ pound bottle, . . 2.75

Acrol, per i pound bottle, . 5.00

Discount to the Trade, 33 'j per cent.

FLASHE.D OPAL
GLASS.

We are now in position to sup-

ply first quality flashed opal glass

for use as diffusing screens. Just

the right quality to afford e\en
diffusion.

THE. PRICE,.
Flashed Opal Glass

Discount to the

7x7
8 X 10

10 X 10

10 X 12

11 X r4

14 X 17

[rade. 4()f^.

I .75

•75

.90

.90
I 50
2.25

No iioB -Single CoUimii

Also No. I loA— Double Column

STANDARD LANTERN
SLIDE PLATES.

The Standard Lantern Slide

Plate is of exceptional quality,

and is introduced, only after a

long series of experiments and
tests, in the effort to produce a

slide just right in speed and con-

trast to meet the reciuirements of

the a\erage user.

THE PRICE.
Standard Lantern Slide Plates, per

dozen, - | .45
Discount to the trade. 50 and io%.
From San Francisco Branch, 45 and 5^.
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FLASH-LIGHTS
WITH

FLASH SHEETS

As simple as daylight

photography. Delightful

results may be obtained

by the merest novice.

Make flash-light pictures

of the familiar home
scenes. You will cherish

them all your life.

Eastman Flash Sheets, Eastman Flash Sheet

Holders and other Kodak supplies.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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THE TIME IS SHORT
THE OLDFIELD BILL COMES UP FOR

FINAL ACTION NE.XT MONTH.

Congress convenes in Decem-
ber, )u'.\'f iiiontJi, and the Oldfield

Bill will without doubt come up
for final action.

The interests in fa\'or of this

bill have been most acti\e all dur-

ing the summer and fall, and un-
less a most determined fight is

made against it the measure will

become a law.

We trust that all of you have
followed the suggestions we have
offered in previous issues of the
Trade Circular relative to com-
municating with your State Rep-
resentatixes at Washington pro-
testing against the passage of this

iniquitous measure.
We know that many of you

ha\'e, in no uncertain voice, pro-
tested, but the unanimous action
of all retail dealers is necessary to

win.

We have presented for your
consideration many truthful and

logical argLinnMits to be used in

stirring up the indifferent, and in

advising those unfamiliar with the

provisions of the Oldfield Rill.

In this connection we commend
to your close study the following
extracts from an article by Louis
F. Geissler, Gen. Mgr. Victor
Talking Machine Co., in a recent

issue of Printer's Ink: "Will the

American business men of today
sit still and allow their affairs to

be legislated into a condition of

commercial chaos, or will they ex-

ert themsehes individually to pro-

tect the commercial system they
ha\'e built up and in which they
take and rightly take—an indi-

\idual pride r"

"If that Bill (the Oldfield Bill)

e\"er becomes a law the pinch of

it will be felt by every soul who
earns a living in any mercantile
capacity. North or South or PLast

or West."
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"The Oldfield Bill proposes to

outlaw the one price system !

That means, gentlemen, that we
revert to the days of barter, when
every man aimed to give as little

as he could for as much as he
could possibly get. Shall we go
back to the dark ages of mer-
chandising ?"'

"We assuredly shall if you gen-
tlemen do not bestir yourselves

and do it now!
"

"Doesn't it mean something that

a child can go shopping as safely as

his father can ? To use a quota-
tion which came to my notice re-

cently: Let us suppose your
small son comes to you to-night

with the gratifying news that

to-morrow will be his birthday,

and if you please he'd like a

watch.

Vou reach into your pocket,

give him a dollar, and, as he races

down the street you subside with
a smile to the depths of the eve-

ning paper.

Sonny-boy comes back soon, a

bit woe-begone, to say that Skinem
iS: Co. are out of Ingersoll watches
but that they have some others

which are better and sell for less

money. Does the fact that you
can buy the boy a watch for less

than a dollar represent anything
to you ? It does not! You put
on your hat and you go out with

him to see that he isn't swindled.

Why do you do so ?

Because while there is every
reason to repose confidence in the

concern which markets a satisfac-

tory product—knows that it is sat-

isfactory and so is neither afraid

nor ashamed to mark its wares in

plain figures— it is quite another
story when the boy is offered un-

known goods, on which the man-
ufacturer, for reasons best known

to himself, does not find it advise-

able to boldly announce the price.

Moreover, if the youngster came
back with a watch marked "Inger-
soll" and had paid only eighty
cents for it, you would be uneasy
rather than pleased."

"Suppose that neither your wife,

your children, nor you yourself
could go into the same store two
days in succession, nor" indeed
twice in the same day and buy the
same article at the same price.

Would that be anything but
chaos ?"

"The impression seems to exist

in the minds of some of our legis-

lators that certain lines of goods
have a monopoly, whereas in

point of fact the demand for these

goods is due to nothing in the

world but their own intrinsic

supremacy—and if that is a sub-

ject for penalty, then the end of

human endeavor is in sight."

"England and Canada, both
famous for their legislati\'e sanity,

find it necessary to strongly up-
hold the regulation of prices on
patented articles.

There is no reason to suppose
that there are basic differences

between their national, economic
or personal needs and ours."

If you have not written your
Senators and Congressmen do so

at once.

If you have done this spend all

the time you possibly can in in-

ducing others, both merchants and
consumers to do likewise.

Remefnber, the passage of the

Oldfield Bill in its present form
means turning over the retail busi-

ness of the country to the cut-rate

pirates ; means a general demoral-

ization of business, and the abolition

of all standards of value and quality.

Act now.
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QUANTITY ORDERS
FOR POST CARDS.
We occasionally recei\e orders

for Post Cards in quantity lots

that leave us in doubt as to just

what is wanted, or that we cannot
fill owing to manufacturing condi-
tions. In order to avoid delays
as much as possible we call your
attention to the following points :

Case Lots and 500 Card Boxes.

In addition to the boxes con-
taining 500 cards each, and the

smaller sized packages, Azo and
P. M. C. Bromide Post Cards are

also put up in cases of 5000 cards.

Therefore all orders for 5000 or

more of these cards should plainly

specify whether the shipment is to

consist of so many boxes of 500
cards each, or cases of 5000 cards

to the case.

Grade Assortments.

As the 5000 case packages are

put up for the convenience of con-
sumers using large quantities of

some one particular grade, it is

obvious that we cannot pack a

grade assortment. If you want a

grade assortment in a 5000 card
order, specify so many boxes of

500 cards each in the grades de-

desired.

500 Card Price.
Case rrice.

The list price of Azo and P. M.
C. Post Cards, packed in boxes of

500 cards each is .S7.00 per thous-
and or $.35.00 per 5000 lot, sub-

ject to the dealers discount of 2r)

per cent.

Case lots of 5000 cards, one
grade to the;' case only, .§26. 25,

subject to the dealers discount of
10 per cent.

Special Imprints.

The name and address of con-
sumers or "Souvenir" imprint,

will be printed on the end, top, or
bottom of the uncoated side of

any post cards of our manufacture
in accordance with the following :

When cards are supplied in box-
es of 500 cards each, a net charge
of $1.50 for the first thousand, and
50 cents for each additional thous-
and, will be made for imprinting.
Owing to the cost of handling we
cannot accept imprint orders for

less than 1000 cards, and such
1000 cards imprints to be in one
grade only.

However, as a price equalization
when a single order for cards
in boxes of 500 cards each, and
consisting of not more than two
grades amounts to 5000 cards, or

over, they will be imprinted with-
out extra charge.

Imprinting one case of 5000
cards, one grade only .SI. 25.

Imprint Orders.

You can readily appreciate the
importance of extreme care in

your imprint orders. The copy
should be printed or typewritten
rather than by hand, and the

order should be exact as to quant-
ity, grade and contrast.

ADDITIONAL SIZES.

We are now ready to supply the
Wratten & Wainwright Panchro-
matic and Process I^lates in the

following additional sizes :

WKATTEX .'t WAINWKICHT i'ANCllKO-

MAIIC AM) l'K()(i:SS ri.ATH.S.

10 X 2o,
. . per doz. .SI 6. 40

IS X 22, ... "
20.40

20x24, ... "
24.65

Discount to the trade 25 and
5%.
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A glimpse of the Kodak Exhibition.

A BIG SUCCESS.
All Records for Attexdaxce

l^ROKEN AT THE KODAK
ExHiBlTIOX.

In the few weeks that the Kodak
Exhibition has been on the road
all previous records for attendance
have been broken, as over fifty

thousand people attended the ex-
hibition in the first three cities.

The Exhibition of five years ago
left a lasting impression and the
return of the newer and greater
Kodak Exhibition found the pub-
lic more than eager to attend.

The newspapers have been c^uick

to realize the great educational
value of the exhibit and have, in

every city, felt it their duty and
privilege to afford it more than
ordinary publicity.

Here are a few of the comments:
"Tlie opening of the Eastman Kodak

Exhibition in the Albany State Armory
last nij;ht attracted a large number of

people interested in photographic art.

It was all that was promised in advance,
artistic, informing and interesting, and of

such magnitude as to evoke expressions
of wonderment as well as praise.

The motion i^ictnres were specially
attraclive and a source of keen enjoy-
m»-nt while the illustrated lecture by Dr.
William Torrence Stucli<-ll was brimful
of useful information and valuable sug-
gestions. The Exhibition is really a mar-
velous conception of its kind and the
mechanical details are perfect in every
way." ( Troy, N. Y. Times.)

"The Kodak Exhibition continues to
attract great crowds to the Armory.
The photographs shown are remark-

able as a revelation of what may be done
with a camera

(
Knickerbocker Press Albany)

"The exhibition is highly educational
as well as entertaining— it must be seen
to be appreciated."

{Alba)iy Argus.)

"Tlie display it offers is in every way
worthy of the best traditions of art exhibi-

tions. It is broad in scope, dignified and
lofty in character and is imbued through-
out with the real art spirit.

As an engaging pastime or as a means
to the highest aesthetic enjoyment a visit

to the Kodak Exhibition will prove the
camera without a rival."

{Albany Journal.)

"It is interesting to note the earnest-

ness with which visitors to the Kodak
Exhibition in Convention Hall study the
views that line the walls.

Never was a display of paintings in this

city, it seems, viewed so seriously as these
photographs, taken and finished without
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One of the Screens at the Kodak Exhibition.

a thought of competition or knowledge
that they would be chosen for an exhibi-
tion. No one can walk through the hall

without seeing a picture bearing on a sub-
ject in which he is specially interested."

(Rochester Denioctat aiid C/ironicle )

Even with the largest halls we
have been able to provide, thou-
sands have had to turn away una-
ble to obtain admission, but it is

safe to say that most of them
returned another day, so intense is

the interest that has been aroused.

The dealers have been quick to

perceive the advantage of the

Kodak Exhibition and have af-

forded it loyal and enthusiastic

support, practically all of them
making special window displays,

and using the newspapers gener-
ously.

And the interest in the Exhibi-
tion is by no means local, it ex-

tends to all the territory surround-

ing the cities where the exhibitions
are held, many traveling a con-
siderable distance to attend.
Comments innumerable from

visitors indicate that the PLxhibi-
tion is producing a profound and
lasting impression which cannot
help but result in greater business
for e\erv Kodak dealer.

Brownie Enlarging

Can^eras

Every one you sell

boosts your Bromide

and Velox paper sales.
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GOOD PROGRESS AT
KODAK PARK.

Our Construction Department
is certainly grateful to the weather
man.
Although he was a bit unkind

to us during the summer, the

pleasant fall weather he has been
providing has been much appre-

ciated by those having our new
buildings in charge. Every build-

ing we have under construction is

needed badly to meet the ever

growing demands of our various

departments.
Among the most important is

that devoted to the making of film

emulsion, and a comparison of the

illustration on pages S and 9 of this

issue with the one on page 8 of the

September Trade Circular will

show the rapid progress we have
been able to make. The total

floor space in this building will be

over 85,000 square feet, all of

which will be utilized as soon as

the building is complete.

ALL TOGE.THER FOR
A KODAK CHRISTMAS
Only a few days now and

Christmas will be with us, and if

our observation is worth anything,

this is going to be a Kodak Christ-

mas indeed ; a fitting culmination

to the biggest business year ever

experienced by this Company.
Just consider the situation for a

moment and you will readily see

that conditions could not be more
favorable for a Kodak Christmas.
The country is highly prosper-

ous and more people are becoming
interested in photography every
day. The name "Kodak" has

been spread broadcast throughout
the land.

Our advertising for the whole
year has been more extensive than
ever before, and for Christmas, we
have unlimbered our heaviest ad-
vertising artillery.

Back covers in colors and page
after page of advertising in the

standard Christmas periodicals are

going to impress upon the public

the peculiar adaptability of Kodaks
as gifts for the Christmas season.

Then there are the new Kodaks
which were added this year— the

No. lA Special and the Vest
Pocket. The Vest Pocket Kodak
will undoubtedly make a record as

a Christmas seller, audit behooves
you to keep your stock of these as

complete as possible. There will

also be a good demand for the
Vest Pocket Kodak Special, and
among those who wish larger

cameras, for the lA P^olding Poc-
ket Kodak Special. These goods,
in connection with the always pop-
ular Brownies and the regular line

of Kodaks should swell the receipts

of e\'ery dealer.

As usual, we have prepared
matter for you, so that you, in

your own town, can connect up
your store directly with our great

volume of general publicity.

STORE. SIGNS.

About the middle of the month
we will send you an assortment of

high-grade store and window signs

which we trust you will give prom-
inent display.

STREET CAR SIGNS.

Then for those who use street

car signs, we illustrate in this issue

three new cards, appropriate for

the season. The two Kodak cards

are in four colors and the camera
on the Premo card is embossed in

silver, producing a very unique
and attractive effect.
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BOOKLETS.
For use on your selected mailing

list and for general distribution,

the Kodak Winter Booklet is now
ready. This is of the usual size,

SVz X 5]/2, contains 32 pages of

condensed Kodak information and
with attractive four-color cover
makes a very attractive piece of

Christmas literature. Along the

same line is the Premo Winter
Booklet, size 3^ 2 -"^ 6, with 16

pages of matter and a striking em-
bossed cover. These booklets will

certainly sell goods for those deal-

ers who distribute them and
we ask you to bear in mind that

they are furnished on order only.

As it is a case of first come, first

served, you should get your order
in at once for as many of these
booklets as you can use.

NEWSPAPEK ADVERTISING,
In addition to these helps, which

we supply you gratis, we suggest
the use of generous newspaper
space from now until Christmas.

Get the people in your locality

thinking about Kodak, and when
the time comes for them to pur-

chase gifts for those whom they
wish especially to please, many
will decide upon Kodaks.
You have the Cut Sheets and

know that we supply cuts gratis.

We also show in this issue some
sample ach-ertisements which may
assist you in making up your own
advertisements. Others will

appear in the December issue.

Our advertising is bound to make
business for the dealer in general,

but those dealers who co-operate
with us, who judiciously use the

many helps which we supply and
who go right out after the business

will get the big returns.

Remember that street car signs

are intended and will be supplied

for street car use only, and we
shall give the preference to the
first dealer who applies from each
city, but will not furnish him with
more than one style of card until

we are satisfied that the other
dealers in his town are not inter-

ested. In ordering carsigns, state

quantity and order by number.
Think over the Christmas situa-

tion now, decide what you propose
todoand then get your order in to us

at once for the materials vou want.

For Christmas time

or any time

BROWNIE
CAMERAS
Picture taKing and picture maK=

ing has the same fascination for

children as for "grown=ups," and

the little Brownie nr\akes it all as

simple as A B C.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
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ADDITION TO FILM EMULSION ]
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3ING AT KODAK PARK- See Page 6.
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BUSINESS BUILDING.
Here are some experiences in

business building by dealers in

photographic supplies, selected
from articles appearing in a recent
iSsue of "Rexall Advantages".

" The secret of success depends
entirely upon the man back of the
counter.

If he knows his line of goods,
keeps posted on all the up-to-date
methods of photography and is

willing to impart knowledge to his

eager customers, he will be a suc-

cessful Kodak man."
"One of the things most detri-

mental to the growth of your pho-
tograph business is to let an ignor-
ant clerk wait on a Kodak cus-

tomer. If it falls on him to wait
on trade a part of the time, viakc
him learn the Line.

To carry on a successful photo
business you must have educated
help, who are willing to solve the
amateurs problems."
"Keep yourself in touch with

those who are just beginning and
offer any suggestion that will help
them.

Invite amateurs to bring in their

work for your criticism, point out
the cause of mistakes, and explain
why results were not as expected."
"We encourage our customers

to do their own work as it means
the sale of developers, papers,
frames, albums, re-developers, Ko-
dak tanks, etc.

The tyro is a better customer
the more his personal interest is

aroused."
"I had a silent salesman table

on which I placed a certain line of

goods. On this display I put a

price ticket, leaving it there for a

few days, after which I removed it.

I found that when the ticket was
shown I sold twenty-five per cent

more than I did when there was
no ticket."

" Price tickets on goods in the
window bring people into the store

to ask questions. I am often able
to make a sale that I would not
have made if the customer had not
seen the price."

"Price tickets systematically
displayed will sell more goods
than the average clerk."

Speaking of their eff6rts to in-

crease business, the manager of
another concern writes: "We
began encouraging our customers
to do their own developing and
printing.

While a certain percentage will

always have their work done by
another, it is a proved fact with us

that those who do their own work
not only take more pictures and
use more materials, but get more
enthusiastic, and in time create

among their acquaintances a desire

to go into photography."
"When a camera was sold a

carrying case and tripod were sug-
gested, and if the buyer could be
encouraged to do his own work, the
advantages of a developing tank
were demonstrated. \\'e have
found, that even if not purchased
at the time, the customer will think
about it, and not rest satisfied un-
til he has it."

"In selling a camera to a be-

ginner in photography, the use of

it is made as clear as possible.

Any difficulties that may arise

are anticipated so far as possible,

and the customer is encouraged to

bring his problems to us.

We try to make him feel that

when he does this he is conferring
a favor upon us, instead of being
a bother."

For dark days

—

Zeiss Kodak f. 63
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Let the Children

KODAK
We furnish all they

need and show them
how to do it.

RICHARD ROE & CO.
1001 Tripod Ave.

Car Sisii No. 401.

^% . Let KODAK tell

'^ the winter's tale

r.f^ ;; and let us supply

all that you need

for the telling.

<i>^

RICHARD ROE & CO.
Prompt Dcvi'lopirifi and Printin<j; lUOl Tripod Avenue

Car Sign No 402.

It's a Merry Christmas for the
one who gets

A PREMO
Select a camera at our store

for the one you wish to please
the most

John Doe & Co., 1234 Premo St.

Car Sign No. 403.
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PRE.MOS TOO.
Just as in the case of the Kodaks

the coming holidays are bound to

surpass any previous holiday busi-

ness in Premo cameras. As a

matter of fact, both lines are sub-

ject to the same conditions, and the

increase in Premo sales so far this

year has been really remarkable.
The Premo advertising has been

more extensive than ever, and
this in connection with the great

volume of Kodak advertising has

created new interest in photog-
raphy in general.

Xow when tho'^e who have been
interested get to the point of pur-

chasing, they will of course select

the camera which appeals to them
most. And here is where the

Kodak dealer reaps the benefit of

carrying the two great lines repre-

senting the two. or we may say
three different methods of amateur
photography-.

The majority of amateurs will

prefer the Kodak syster^j, but
there are a great many to whom
the peculiar features of Premo
Film Pack photography appeal
strongly, who like the feature of

ground glass focusing, the use of

films or plates with equal facility

the removal of separate films for

development, and the other feat-

ures of film pack photography,
with which you are acquainted.
And in a pastime which is so ex-

tensive and so popular as photog-
raphy, while the users of Kodaks
predominate, the proportion of

those who use Premos is so large

in the aggregate as to mean a tre-

mendous business and to make it

well worth the while of every
Kodak dealer to feature this line

at the same time that he features

Kodaks and to push this line along
with Kodaks. An increase in the

sale of one carries with it an in-

crease in the sale of the other.

Thousands of Premos are going
to be sold this year for Christmas.
The Premo holiday advertising is

second only in volume to that of

the Kodak. All the standard
magazines are carrying the mes-
sage in prominent display: "It
is a merry Christmas indeed for

the one who gets a Premo." To
support this advertising in your
town, you will receive in connec-
tion with the Kodak signs a num-
ber of Premo store and window
signs. An especially attractive

street car sign is illustrated in this

issue, and the Premo Winter Book-
let, size 3 1 2-^6, is now ready for dis-

tribution. In the Kodak Cut Sheet,

as you know, are illustrated \-ari-

ous Premo newspaper cuts which
will be sent free upon request, and
upon other pages you will find sam-
ple Premo advertisements which
connect up directly with the

Premo general advertising carried

by the standard periodicals.

Then, just as in the Kodak line

the Vest Pocket Kodak is an especi-

ally attractive proposition for those

who prefer roll fims, so among
Premos is the Premoette Jr. a very
desirable camera for those who
wish to use the Premo Film Pack.

Vou know something of the great

demand all the year for this little

camera, but the factory is now
caught up and we expect to have
a complete supply of Premoette

Jrs. for the holiday trade. How-
ever, to be on the safe side, it is

well for you to get your orders in

for these little cameras at once.

Aside from this there are the new
Filmplate Premo Specials for those

who want the highest type of

cameras, and the many other de-

sirable Premo models.
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U>e the Premo advertising mat-
ter freely. Get your orders in for

booklets and whatever else you
require, at once. Take advantage
of the extremely favorable condi-
tions this year. Go out for the

maximum of bu^ine^s on Ijoth the

Kodak and Prenn) lines. Do this

and you will find that it i- a merry
Christmas for ynu.

See hoAV easy it is

to load a

PREMO
Open back, drop in l*renio

Film Pack, close back

—

that's all.

And Prenios make exec !-

lent pictures.

Step in and let ux show yon

this fine line of cameras.

John Doe & Co.
1254 Premo Street

.Single Col. S '.111 Double Col. 351G

THE PRINCIPLE.S
OF ADVERTISING.
In these pages from month to

month we have afforded examples
of newspaper display advertising

for the Kodak line.

We have excercised our best

efforts to make these sample ad-

xertisements good advertising, but

we have been somewhat handi-

capped by the small space at our

disposal for the purpose.

Every retail merchant who pays

for the insertion of an ad\'ertise-

ment, does so in the hope that it

will bring him business. Judging
from some advertising we have

seen, this hope in many instances

is a faint one, the so-called adver-

tisements evidently having been

placed because the publisher was

a good fellow or belonged to the

same lodge as the advertiser.

We need not go into the quest-

ion of whether advertising pays or

not, or whether it should be con-

sidered an expense or an in\est-

ment. Rather let us take up the

physical make-up of a good adver-

tisement and how to secure it.

A good advertisement may be

likened to a good picture in that

it must be so composed as to afford

a harmony of space and color,

that will arrest attention and

cause its perusal without eye

fatigue.

The time is coming when the

adxertising will be read as closely

as the other parts of the paper,

but, as at present, advertising

receives little more than a hasty

glance, we must plan our '"copy"
so that " he who runs may read.''

To accomplish this we must
have legibility— the type plain and
easily read, and the space free

from over crowding. The senten-

ces must be short and simple and
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contain a selling argument. Ad-
vertising is nothing more or less

than salesmanship on paper. If

an illustration is used it must
in some way pertain to the matter
advertised: either a picture of the

goods, or illustration of its uses,

benefits or pleasures. An illus-

tration that has no application to

the subject is space wasted, and
creates a feeling of aversion rather

than interest.

Humor, or socalled"funnyisms"
are out of place in advertising.

When a customer comes into your
store, you do not start business by
telling him a funny story, or by
making faces at him. Avoid a

multiplicity of type faces, and dis-

pense with fancy ornaments and
freak borders.

A great many compositors seem
to take a special delight in seeing
how many useless ornaments, dif-

ferent type faces, and inappropri-

ate borders they can put into one
small display, but the remedy is in

the hands of the man paying for

the ad, as he can cut them out be-

fore he O. K.'s the proof.

Do not try to crowd too many
selling arguments in one advertise-

ment, it is much better to put all

your strength in one point, leaving
the others for future advertise-

ments.

Change your advertisements fre-

quently, make them seasonable
;

do not let a Christmas ad. run un-
til the following Summer, or talk

vacation pleasures up to Thanks-
giving time.

In recapitulation, make your
advertising simple, direct and
timely, tell always the absolute
truth and underestimate rather than
overestimate your goods, in other
words sell your wares by printers

ink in exactly the same way you

would by personal contact with
your customer.

The daintiest little

camera for $5.00
you ever saw

PREMOETTE JR.
Just a trifle larger than the

picture it takes.

Loads in daylight. Has auto-

matic shutter, tested lens, and
makes surprisingly good Sl^xS^ 4
pictures.

Step in and let us show you this

dependable little camera. Many
other models too.

John Doe & Co.
1254Premo Street

Single Col. 3+-ID Double Col. 3-WC

Be prepared for the

early Holiday shoppers
— get your orders in now
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KODAK
KODAK PICTURES of the things that

interest us, means—fun in the taking and fire-

side companionship in the years before us.

The Kodak makes photography so simple

a child can enjoy it— is so capable you can
never exhaust its possibilities.

Let your Christmas gift this

year be a KODAK.
We Have Them.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY.

No. 306A— Double '
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YOUR LAST CHANCE.
THE OLDFIELD BILL COMES UP FOR

FINAL ACTION THIS MONTH.

The Oldfield Bill seeking to pro-

hibit the regulation of re-sale prices

on patented goods will probably
come up for final action this month.
Those who have studied the

arguments for and against this

measure fully realize its iniquities

and the necessity for its defeat.

The country is exceedingly
prosperous, and business in every
line is good, and you may feel that

now, just in your busiest season,

that you have no time to de\ote
to this matter. If you were enjoy-
ing a good dinner with your family
and word came to you that fire was
destroying your store, would you
continue your repast or would you
get busy in the effort to save your
property r

The passage of this Oldfield l^ill

is even a more serious matter, as

it means the breaking down not
only of your business, but that of

every other retailer handling
nationally advertised products as

well.

It means that you cannot pur-

chase the things you need for

your own family with any assur-

ance as to rigtet price and quality.

^ It means th'at you cannot buy
' for re-sale with any assurance of

profit.

It means a return to the old
days of " let the buyer beware."

Vou cannot from any logical

standpoint agree with the condi-
tions that the passage of this bill

will foist upon you.

In this fight against the price

cutting pirates for right methods,
the efforts of the retailer and the

consumer will count for the most

—

and this should be so for their

interests are in jeopardy even more
than those of the manufacturers.
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Remember

—

This is your

last chance to help.

Write your Congressman again

and ask him plainly whether he is

going to vote for you and the

consumer, or for the price cutters

who deceive the public and demor-
alize trade.

And your customers—see that

they are fully informed. Impress

up<m them the necessity, from
their standpoint, of defeating this

measure.

In bringing this Bill to the

attention of your fellow merchants
and your customers, the following

comments from ''Kellogg's St]uare

Dealer^' will prove of value in

proxiding further arguments.

"The Bill relates only to pa-

tented articles, yet in effect it has

an important bearing on the whole
subject of protected prices.

,

Seemingly it is a measure for the

benefit of the public. In reality,

if enacted into law, it will do irre-

parable injury to the many and
extend special privileges to a

chosen few, and those chosen few
would be the price cutters and the

catalogue houses—the retail deal-

er's greatest enemies.

"From the standpoint of the

manufacturer.—His goods are

advertised—they are known by
name and have a known value.

If not absolutely prevented by
a fi.xed price, the price cutter and
the mail-order house will inevitably

use his goods, because of their ad-

vertised value, as "bait," in "cut
price" sales and "catalogue
specials."

The market is quickly brought
to a no profit level ; the dealers

cannot afford to do business for

nothing ;
gradually they throw the

article out of stock and this means

fewer orders for the manufacturer.

Fewer orders means decreased
production ; decreased production
in turn means a higher cost of

doing business, which, in the last

analysis the consumer has to pay.

Who profits ? Xo one, indeed,

but the price cutter and the mail-

order house, who, leech like, have
sucked their \ictim dry and pushed
him aside while searching for new
prey.

"And as for the consumer, he,

too, has absolutely nothing to

hope for from this new sort of law.

Here and there a purchaser may
reap a temporary benefit from
buying a Gillette razor at .S2.98 or

an Ingersoll watch for fifty cents,

but for ex'ery cent that some one
saxes upon these "cut price
specials," some one else is paying
extra on goods whose value is not

so well known.

The price cutter isn" t in business

for his health, and when he cuts

the price on adxertised brands, he
is bound to make it up on some-
thing else.

And in the last analysis, when
the market is demoralized, pro-

duction decreased and goods either

forced off the market or cheapened

;

with factories closed down or runn-

ing half time, where, indeed, is

the benefit to the consumer ?

This is your busy season and we
fully realize the fact that you can-

not spend much time in conversa-

tion, but you can, at small expense,

have the following printed, and
sent to your customers by mail, or

enclosed in parcels.

The oldfield Bill (H.R. 23417) abol-

ishing fixed prices, now before Congress,

is against your own and the public interest.

Will you write our Congressman

asking him to vote against it ?
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PRICE REGULATION PROTECTS
THE PURCHASER.

Under present conditions you can send

a child to a store to purchase any one of

a thousand articles with the absolute

assurance of receiving the right goods at

the right price.

Do you want this safeguard removed ?

Do you want to return to the old days

of barter—the days of "let the buyer

beware "?

PRICE REGULATION PREVENTS
EXTORTIONATE PROFIT.

The regular fixed price pays me no

more than a fair profit.

Any dealer asking more imposes on

you

.

Any dealer taking less must reimburse

himself on other goods of unknown
value.

I try to be a square dealer.

Aside from the x'ital direct

benefit isn't this pretty good gen-
eral advertising for you, at a nom-
inal cost ?

For your own benefit, for your
own continued prosperity, don't
read this and then fail to act

because you are busy.

If you do fail in your part you
may not be so busy next holiday
time.

Santa Claus brought him

just what he wanted—a

BROWNIE
CAMERA

Picture taKing is a pastime of

which the little folks never lire.

The Brownie makes it fun. So
simple any child can learn its use.

So practical that many grown-ups

use it.

$1.00 lo $12.00.

RICHARD ROE & COMPANY

A NE,W SIZE FILM.
We are now in position to supply

Eastman N. C. Film for use in the
No. 1 and No. 2 Fnsignette cam-
eras.

The Price.

N. C. Film for No. i Ensignette,
. 6 exposures, - - - $ .15

N. C. Film for No. 2 Ensignette.
6 exposures, - - - .20

Discount to the Trade, 25 and 10 percent.

PREMO SPEED FILM
PACK.

\\v are now ready to supply the

Premo Speed h'ilm Pack in size

.
•) '4 .\ .S ' 2

.

Price and discount the same as

for the regular .^'4 x 5' > J""ilm

Pack.
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RETURNE.D GOODS.
The Matter of Acckptaxce

Must be Adjusted Before Goods
Are Shipped.

We are always willing to come
a good half way in assisting the

dealer in keeping a clean and up-
to-date stock, but in quite a num-
ber of instances we have been asked
or expected to do very much more
than the fair thing in accepting
goods returned for credit.

We are always willing, yes,

an.xious, to accept for credit any
imperfect or defective goods of

our manufacture.

()n the other hand it is not
reasonable nor just to expect us to

receive for credit saleable products
in perfect condition just because
lack of salesmanship on the part
of the dealer has failed to dispose
of them.

For instance, we have had re-

turned such items as one Portrait
Attachment, one Plate Adapter,
one dozen paper (date not ex-
pired) and the like.

Every time we do accept such
goods, we are in a measure violat-

ing our terms of sale as we do not
ship goods on consignment, and
this is just what such acceptance
practically means.

Our salesmen are instructed to

sell consistently, and all orders
are scrutinized as carefully for

over-selling as for the reverse.

Quite freciuently we recei\e
packages of goods from dealers
unaccompanied by any letter of
advice and when we write for in-

structions learn that they have
been returned for credit. \\"e will

not feel ourselves obligated to ac-

cept the return of goods without
advice, and request all dealers de-

siring to return good> for credit

(from causes other than defect in

manufacture) to write us before

shipping and have the matter of

credit adjusted.

Your success is identical with
our own, we want to be fair and
just with you and only ask equal
consideration upon your part.

THE KODAK EXHIBI=
TION.

There is nothing but good news
from the Kodak Exhibition.

The present Kodak P^xhibition

is a combination of our pre\'ious

experience and of five years study
and preparation. We had every
reason to feel that it would be a

success, but we confess that we
u-ere not prepared for the tremen-
dous enthusiasm with which it has
been received in every city in

which it has been held.

A great factor in this success has

been the hearty and intelligent

co-operation of the local dealers.

Without exception they have
been quick to perceive the benefits

of the Plxhibition, and have backed
up our efforts most loyally.

And in this co-operation they
have forgotten the spirit of trade
rivalry, in a number of cities com-
bining their newspaper advertising
on one page so as to obtain the
benefit of the large display, the

illustration on page 5 showing
the display of the New Haven,
Conn. Kodak dealers.

The Kodak P^xhibition entailed

a large expense in preparation,

and costs no small sum to keep in

operation, but we are fully satis-

fied with the results, and most
heartily appreciate the strong co-

operation of the Kodak dealers.
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TIAVKN REOIPTEK. »CKT>AT.VOf?rOBEB :

THIS IS KODAK WEEK
-^..t::^ prominent NEW HAVEN CONCERNS—;:::::^

I

»™.a b.,p«,„
j

WHO SUPPLY YOU WITH
[

^^ '*-^

1^^ THE FAMOUS KODAK. H^H
I

.,..b,,ici.,,...^

READ EACH ANNOUNCEMENT WITH CARE. I -^ 1

Amateur Photographers!

WE ARE THE AUTHORIZED AGENTS

FOR ALL EASTMAN KODAKS AND SUPPLIES,

J^ Developing aod Printing-Done Prompllj b; Skilled Eiperti

SatisfactOfj Resalts.

1^^of^ /

*'^^J= The FRITZ & HAWIET Co.

EXHIBITION OdMioNorZ

^'[
Get Complimentary Ticketi at

' CITY HALL PHARMACY.

If Its A Kodak We Have It

And AU Suppliei for It.

HALL
PHARMACY
159 Church SI.

KODAK
EXHIBITION

The Harvey & Lewis Co.
»6I Chapel Street.

IT WILL PAY YOU

KODAKS "and SUPPLIES

E. A. PALLMAN'S
757 Chapel St, Near State St.

DEVELOPINQ AND PRINTINO

Vu,(t»- '

KODAK
EXHIBITION

THE KODAK EXHIBITION.

Get-together Advertising by the New Haven, Conn, dealers.

(See Page 4)
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A HANDSOME,
STRUCTURE,.

At last the clank of the hoisting

engines, and the clang of signal

bells have ceased on Kodak Street.

Our new office building is now-

enclosed and stands a striking

commercial monument and a land-

mark for many miles around.
The interior however, presents

a busy scene ; throughout the

building are scores of workmen,
installing the miles of wiring and
piping, and the various mechanical
devices that go to make up the

modern skyscraper.

Swift and silently moving hoists

convey workmen and material to

the various floors, and every effort

is being made to complete the

building in record time.

There is much to be done how-
ever, as the equipment includes

high speed passenger and freight

elevators, and a large gravity con-
veyor for packages, and the fin-

ishing of the office floors which
will be fully in keeping with the

artistic and dignified exterior.

BALTIC MOUNT.
For V. P. K. Prints.

The Baltic mount has proved
one of the most popular of the

Kodak line, and is particularly

well adapted to small prints. We
are now in position to supply the

Baltic for Vest Pocket Kodak
prints, size Hs x ll'z- The out-

side dimensions of the mount are

S-^S 'X ^' 4 inches ; Colors, gray,

buff and brown.

The Price.

Baltic Mounts, for prints i'^ x 2j4,
per 50, - - - - ' - $ .45

Do
,
per 100, .go

Do., per lOco, - - - . 8.00

Discount to the Trade, 25 per cent.

2ELTA A WINNER.
Prepare for Big Business on this

Product.

E\-ery professional catering to

the better class of trade, who has
seen Zelta is most enthusiastic

over its remarkable qualities. We
are justly proud of Zelta, it is

unique, possessing qualities of

richness and delicacy absolutely
unobtainable with any other me-
dium. In addition it is simple to

manipulate and has excellent keep-
ing qualities.

Zelta is not destined to supplant
any of the popular papers ; it has
a mission of its own in supplying
perfectly the demand for a print-

ing medium that will allow the

true artist full sway—that will per-

mit his asking for his work the
full price of his artistic genius.

With Zelta the photographer is

not confined to any one tone : he
has a full range from brilliant sepia

through the warm browns and
purples to a deep rich black. And
with this range in tone is coupled
the certainty of results, the ability

to produce and to reproduce any
desired tone with absolute sure-

ness. And further, he is not
obliged to familiarize himself with
a new way of doing things—any
Aristo printer can handle Zelta

perfectly and easily.

Our large force of demonstrators
is now actively engaged in ex-

ploiting Zelta, the demand has

been created and is growing great-

er every day. Get ready for a

big business in Zelta—have the

goods in stock.

Read our Autotime Scale

selling plan carefully.

(Page 10)
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OUR NEW OFFICE BUILDING.
The most Imposing in Rochester.

<See Page 6)
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MONTAGUE, GLASS
SAYS.

"I couldn't afford to take no
chances buying highgrade gar-

ments from a feller that is used to

making a popular-price line,

because no matter how well
eciuipped your factory would be,

the trouble is a popular-price

manufacturer couldn't think big

enough to turn out expensive
garments. To such a manufacturer
goods at two dollars a yard is the

limit, and goods at ten dollars a

yard he couldn't imagine at all.

And even if he could induce him-

self to use stuff at ten dollars a

yard, y' understand, it goes

against him to be liberal with such

high-priced goods, so he skimps
the garment—the price is never
right if the workmanship ain't

good.

PILE UP THE CHRIST=
MAS PROFIT.

The Christmas season is on.

People already are beginning to

purchase and lay aside gifts for

their families and friends. Every
year more people are beginning to

^hop early.

Get the early Christmas buyers
as well as those who always wait

until the last few days before

Christmas to do their purchasing.

Have your stock in shape and
prominently displayed now.
Dress up your windows. Use the

new signs which we have just sent

you. Begin to advertise in the

newspapers, if you haxe not al-

ready started.

And finally, don' t forget those

Premos. The above suggestions
apply no less to Premos than they
do to Kodaks.
With these two lines you have

to offer all that can be desired in

photography. And as we've said

before, there are many people who
want the special features offered
in the Premo line. They live in

e\ery section of the country; there
are some in your territory. And
it is up to you to get all the possi-

ble Christmas business in your
town.

Display the Premos in your
windows too. Use the Premo
signs. Run Premo advertisements
as well as Kodak, and so get the

direct benefit of our national

advertising of the Premo line.

Pile up the Christmas profit.

QUICK SELLERS FOR
THE, RUSH DAYS.
P2\ery Kodak and l-Jrownie

enthusiast can make good use of

an album for his prints, and would
welcome one most kindly as a

holiday remembrance. Likewise
thousands of amateurs are going
to prepare souvenir albums for

Christmas gifts, and the dealer

with a full and representative line

is the one that is going to get the

business.

.\nd in connection with the

albums don't overlook the great

popularity of the Kodak calendars.

Good as they were, our Kodak
calendars are far superior to their

predecessors in beauty and style,

and there is nothing on the market
to be compared with them. They
are ideal for small gift remem-
brances, are quick sellers and carry

a long profit.

W'e have done an immense cal-

endar business this year with orders

still coming in so we would suggest
getting yours in early in order to

avoid disappointnuMil.
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PLENTY OF VEST
POCKET KODAKS.

HEA\"V ai)\i-:rtisix(; in December
MAGAZINES TO AID VOU IX

DISPOSIXC OF THEM.

There are now plenty of \>st
Pocket Kodaks.
There also exists the demand

that will take care of this plenty.

During the busy summer months
we were, as you might say, li\-ing

from hand to mouth, as far as

Vest Pocket Kodaks were con-
cerned.
The early fall months, allowed

us to catch up with our back or-

ders, and to accumulate an ample
supply to meet the demand we
knew would come the moment we
commenced to advertise them.
Thousands of these little Kodaks

were sold without a line of adver-
tising. F"rom this you can judge
the demand that will come from
our extensive advertising in the
December magazines.
Here is the list of the magazines

carrying the Vest Pocket Kodak
ad\-ertisement:

P'ull pages in the American,
Century, P2\'erybody's, Harpers,
]\IcClures, Munseys, Motion Pic-

ture Story Magazine, Review of

Reviews, World's Work and .St.

Nicholas.

Half pages in the Ladies' Home
Journal, Delineator, Designer,
Xew Idea, Pictorial Re\iew,
\\oman's Home Companion,
Metropolitan .Magazine, and also

in recent numbers of Collier's

Weekly and the .Saturday ]C\en-

ing Post.

Tnese magazines will reach mil-

lions of people with money to

spend at just the right moment-
The beauty and great practical

utility of the little N'est Pocket

Kodak will irroistably appeal to
many thousands. It affords the
opportunity of making a gift both
attractive and useful, and well
within the reach of the average
purse.

Thousands of Christmas lists

will include Vest Pocket Kodak

—

see that this item is marked off by
a purchase in your store.

Display Vest Pocket Kodaks-
advertise Vest Pocket Kodaks in

the local papers. Connect our
national aclvertising direct with
your store.

Tempting window displays of
all sorts will greet the shopper on
e\ery hand—do not let ihem
"beat you to it."

And above all have plenty of
\'est Pocket Kodaks /;/ stock.

While we are in position to take
care of rush orders, the transpor-
tation companies usually exper-
ience difficulties during holiday
time. Vou can be sure only by
having the goods in stock

Push the little biggest seller

that has been offered to you in

years with all your might.
The \'est Pocket Kodak is a

(luick seller, an easy seller and
e\ery sale means additional sales

of film, paper and the other inci-

dentals.

Push Vest Pocket Kodaks.
Have Vest Pocket Kodaks in

stock.

Eastman Flash Sheets,

and Eastman Flash Sheet

Holders— for photograph-

ing the Christnnas tree.
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A CO=OPERATIVE
SELLING PLAN

To Further Kxtexo thh Use-
fulness OF THE Kodak

AuTOTiME Scale.

W'e are highly enthusiastic o\er

the Kodak Autotime Scale.

This simple little device, abso-

lutely unique in its field, has

accomplished wontlers in the sim-

plification of amateur photography.
After four years experience with

the Autotime Scale, out of the

many thousands which we have

distributed both on the Kodaks,

and as extras, here and abroad, we
have not had one complaint.

It is our desire to extend the

range of usefulness of the Kodak
Autotime Scale to the greatest

possible extent, and to that end
have evolved the following special

selling plan.

By a special arrangement with

the author of the scale we ha\e
prepared a co-operative selling

plan whereby the retail dealer and
his salesmen will profit directly by
pushing the sale of the Autotime
Scale.

With each Autotime Scale sold

the salesman is to receive a com-
mission of ten cents.

Coupons will be issued, and, at

the time of sale, signed by the

salesman and the store manager.
Full directions printed on the

coupon will explain the plan in

detail.

By this stimulative plan every

one is benefitted, the dealer per-

haps most of all. His salesmen

are encouraged to greater effort in

selling the ."^cale, and in making
the sale, he must, perforce, talk

camera.
In almost every case it will be

necessary for the amateur to bring

his camera to the store to be fitted

with the Scale, and the oppor-
tunity for selling him a better

outfit is presented.

The true salesman will ne\'er be
satisfied with the sale of the Auto-
time Scale alone; there is always
something else the customer needs.

With this selling plan in effect

the salesman at once becomes a

profit sharer in the business, and
his efficiency will be greatly in-

creased.

It is doubtful if we would con-

sider a plan of this kind for any
other article than the Kodak Auto-
time Scale, but occupying the field

by itself, as it does, and being of

such wide-spread usefulness, we
feel more than justified in this plan

of sales promotion.
In the redemption of the Auto-

time Scale sale coupons, it should
be borne in mind that such trans-

action is between our Autotime
Department and the salesman
alone, and has no relation what-
ever with our general business or

discounts.

The amount of the premium will

be one dollar for ten coupons, and
not ten cents per single coupon, in

other words the coupons should be
retained by the salesman until ten

have been accumulated.
Correspondence relating directly

to the coupons should be addressed
to the Autotime Department.
Eastman Kodak Company, 235-239

W. 23rd St., New York City. All

other correspondence relating to

Autotime Scales to be addressed
to our main office in Rochester.

We feel confident that the fore-

going plan for pushing this most
excellent device will have the full

approval of the trade.

Our Educational Department can help

you to best results in your finishing

department. Write for particulars.
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IMPORTANT.
Film Packs Eoual to Roll

Film in Speed—Special

Handling Required.

It is to your benefit, as well as

to the customer's and ours, that

everyone who uses a camera which
you handle should get the best

possible results therefrom. So
when a customer brings his work
to you for finishing, it certainly

devolves upon you to see that he
gets as good results from his film

as can be produced.

In the case of roll films, finishers

are turning out uniformly good
results, we very seldom hear a

complaint ; but in the case of

the Premo Film Pack, we occas-

ionally receive complaints that

film pack negatives are thin

and undertimed. So that the

customer gets the impression that

the film pack film is slower than the

roll film.

This is not true. In such cases

the fault is not with the film but
with the method of development.
We have explained this before,

but some dealers have overlooked
it, or those who do their finishing

for them have not been careful to

follow our suggestions. So we
repeat the explanation again, and
ask the co-operation of every
dealer in seeing to it that every
film pack brought in to him is

properly handled.

Film Pack films are coated with
the same emulsion as are the roll

films. The only difference is that

the film pack film is specially

treated to overcome scratching
when pulling out the tabs. This
treatment does not affect the
speed, as we ha\e demonstrated
time and time again.

But it does affect the develop-

ment. It requires either a longer

time of de\elopment, or, the use

of a de\"eloper containing more
carbonate to open the pores of the

gelatine. The Premo Tank Pow-
ders are compounded differently

than the Kodak Tank Powder> :

they contain more carbonate.

So when the Premo Powders are

used in the tank de\'elopment of

film packs, the normal time of 2i

»

minutes will produce the proper
results.

But, if the film pack film is de-

veloped in the tanks, filled with the'

regular Kodak developing solution

or if it is developed in any way by
a Kodak powder solution, 50'^/r

more time must be given. Thus
if you are developing Kodak films

and Premo Film Pack films to-

gether, in the regular Kodak
solution, when you gi\'e the

Kodak films twenty-minutes de-

\elopment, allow the Premo Film
Pack to remain in the solution for

thirty minutes.

If your developer is right for

twenty-minute development for

Kodak films, it will be right for

thirty-minute development for

Premo Film Pack films. But should
you allow the film ])ack films tore-

main in only for twenty minutes,

your negatives will be thin and
under-developed. Impress this

fact then, upon your finisher at

once.

In case your finishers dexelop
by the dark room method, no
matter what powders are used,

satisfactory results will b e

obtained, for this is not automatic
development; the operator watches
his films, and in the case of the

film pack, merely continues de-

veloping until he actually sees that

he has the proper densitN'.
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Abo\-e all don't blame the film

pack. Give it a fair chance. We
know that the above statements
are correct from test after test.

Within the week, we made the

following test : On tweh'e film

pack tabs were mounted alter-

nately six films, cut from the

regular Kodak stock and six from
the specially treated film pack
stock. These were loaded into a

film pack and the pack placed in

a camera. A man was sent out to

make exposures of six different

subjects, one exposure of each
subject on Kodak film and one on
Premo Film Pack film. The con-
ditions were exactly the same.
For instance, on his first subject

he set the camera on a tripod and
made an exposure on Kodak film,

which was attached to tab Xo. 1.

and immediately thereafter he
pulled (Hit tab Xo. 1 and made an
exposure of the same subject,

without changing the position of

his camera, the speed or diaphragm
opening in his shutter, on Premo
Film Pack film, which was attach-

ed to tab No. 2. He did this for

all six exposures, and it is apparent
that the lighting and e\-ery con-

dition was exactly the same.
These films were then dexeloped
in the stone tank. The Kochik
film was left in the solution i'or

twenty minutes, the film pack film

was left in for thirty minute->.

After the films were dried they
were carefully compared, and there

was absolutely no difference in

density or qualit\-.

We will appreciate it \-ery much
if you will hand this information
to your head finisher, or if you
ha\-e \-our finishing done outside,

see that the people who do it for

you read and follow these suggest-
ions.

At night—
make flashlight

pictures with

EASTMAN
FLASH SHEETS

An ideal way to get home

portraits and familiar home

scenes. Just as simple as

daylight photography, and

good sport for shut-in win-

ter nights.

RICHARD ROE & CO.

THE KODAK FILM
TANK AS A BUSINESS

BUILDER.
Our experts tra\-eling with the

Kodak Exhibition come in con-

tact with thousands of amateurs
and their troubles. In his report

one of them remarks: "P2\ery

day people bring me bad negatives

to learn the cause of their failures.
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\\ hcnexer I find over or unclcr-

dexx-lopiiKMit it is due to develop-
ing^ in a tray. Xof one such ue,L]:(7-

tive has yet been broii,u:/it in by a
user of the tank."

The Kodak Film Tank has done
more than any other one invention

to improve the quality of amateur
negatives. It is sound theoretic-

ally and mechanically, and will

produce the best possible results

every time \i the simple instructions

are followed.

It will pay every Kodak dealer

to push the sale of the Kodak Film
Tank enthusiastically.

Better negatives mean better
prints, mean increased interest

—

means more business for you.
Show and explain the Tank to

e\ery Kodak and Brownie pur-

chaser; tell them how to make it

daylight all the way, but dwell
most strongly upon the quality of

the work it produces.

Push the Kodak Film Tank.

ARTISTIC AND
PRACTICAL.

Thk Kodak Building in Kingswav

London Accorded Hich Praisk.

The building for our Furopcan
Kodak headquarters in Kingsway,
London (illustrated in the January
1912 Trade Circular) was planned
principally from the standpoint of

utility, the fact of its commanding
position on the new and important
thoroughfare, however, not being
over-looked.
From a commercial standpoint

the structure has come up to our
expectations in every particular,

and it is particularly gratifying to

note that its external features have
met with the approval of experts.

On three sei)arate occasions when

the architectural fitness of London
building schemes has been under
discussson in the press, the new
Kodak building in Kingsway has

been singled out for high praise.

Mr. Roger F"ry, a distinguished

art critic, in a letter to the Londoji

Times attacks the claim that sacri-

fices should be made to art, and
remarks that "nowhere is this

dreary aesthetic snobbism more
devasting than in architecture."

"P^ortunately," he goes on to say.

"there is already one building in

London which reveals what may
be done by honest methods—

I

mean the Kodak building in

Kingsway, one of the few not un-

sightly things which have been set

up in recent years. This admira-
able shop puts all its neighbors to

shame by sheer reasonableness and
good sense, for it has what they
lack— essential dignity of style."

A Pall Mall Gazette editorial on
thesubject said architecture should

be directed wMth an eye to particu-

lar needs as w^ell as general princi-

ples ; and, specifying the Kodak
iDuilding and others, expressed the

following opinion: "These are

all sound work l)ecause they make
for their destination, the sufferage

of the customer, in a frank and
business-like way"

—
"they do not

'sin against the light' with heavy
ea\-es and clumsy buttresses."

William A. Pite, F. R. I. B. A.,

in the LoJidon Times says: "It

(The Kodak Building) illustrates

what is necessary and essential in

architectural composi tion—re-

straint and artistic conception
wedded to commercial needs."

Special KODAKS
for Christmas.
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GOOD ADVERTISING FOR THE FINISHING DEPARTMENT.

THE VALUE, OF THE
SIMPLE IDEA.

Back of e\ery successful

campaign has been one
selling

simple
idea that impressed itself quickly
and strongly upon the public.

Take the earlier history of the

Kodak.
"You press the button—we do

the rest"— here was the idea that

pictures could easily be taken by
anyone without having to bother
with the after processes—one sim-

ple idea.

The buzz saw in the Regal store

windows, ripping up good shoes

to show their honest construction

—one simple idea. Regal shoes

are honestly made.
When vacuum cleaners were first

introduced
—

"throw away your
broom," a relief from the back
breaking effort of sweeping—one

simple idea that sold thousands of

cleaners.

Not long ago a manufacturer of

thermometers remarked that his

sales of clinical thermometers had
been practically confined to the

medical profession, until the idea

struck him of advertising to the

housewife the absolute dependa-
bility of the thermometer in fore-

telling illness ; another simple idea
ihat has greatly increased this line

of business.

In a retail business the most
direct form of advertising is the

display window, and your display
windows can work for or against

yni to a marvelous extent. We
ha\e always preached the sound-
ness of the simple window display
— the display with a SELLING argu-

ment for its motif. A heterogen-
eous display of your wares only
informs the passing pulilic that
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A CATCHY HALLOWEEN WINDOW CARD.

you deal in such products—and
they usually keep on passing.

A simple display with a selling

argument, in most cases arrests

their attention, and vastly in-

creases the chances of their enter-

ing vour doors and of an ultimate

sale.'

We are fortunate, through the

courtesy of two live Kodak deal-

ers, in being able to offer you this

month two simple window display

ideas that brought results.

L. Black (.^ Co., of Detroit.

Mich., during Hallow" een week
prepared a Kodak and Flashlight

window, connecting Kodaks and
flashlights direct with the pleas-

lu'es of the occasion by means
of a few simple window cards, one
of which we reproduce herewith.

These cards lay no claim to

artistic merit, but they told the

story briefly and well.

Herbert R. Fitch, of San Diego,
California, desired to convince the

public that his finishing depart-

ment was content only with first

class work. He was quick to

appreciate the value of our Velox
advertising in the general maga-
zines, and to connect it direct

with his store.

The displa\' is simple, yet "diff-

erent" enough to attract attention

and dri\e home the fact that he

was doing good work and lots of

it.

\'<)u i)a\- a big part of your rent

for your display windows—make
them earn it. But remember that

the display window is taken by the

public to represent the indi\idual-

ity of the store: Make the public

feel that you are up to date and
know how to sell goods from the

fact that you have been able to

interest them in your window.
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The gift to put the

Keen edge of enjoy=

ment on Christmas

day and all the 36# days of the year—the

KODAK
For boy, girl or grownup—No gift half so wel=

come, none so delightful and useful. We have
KodaKs to fit all purses and most pockets.

RICHARO ROE & COMPANY.
N... r,v,A-Uoiiblfc Col










